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Commants for the ILO Empoyaent Missions
Review Meeting

Introduction

1. The World Bank has welcomed the decision of the ILO to

organise an evaluation of the work of the employment policy

missions carried out under its auspices. We are happy to

participate in such an evaluation exercise and offer the follow-

ing comments as a contribution to the proposed meeting for this

purpose, to be held from 7 to 9 March 1973. The Bank has been

closely associated with the four principal missions - to

Colombia, Sri Lanka, Iran, and KIenya members of the staff have

taken part in the preliminary discussions and planning sessions

with the mission leaders, as well as being associated with the

teams while in the field. Draft reports were reviewed and

discussed within the Bank and comments transmitted to the ILO

and the leaders. Representatives have been sent to all the

subsequent inter-agency meetings which discussed the draft reports.

2. Such an evaluation will also assist the Bank in

reviewing its own programme of country economic analysis. The

Bank has long been involved in the developoent process in the

countries concerned. All four countries are imoortant

borrowers from the Bank and relationships with the country are
both widespread in terms of topics and areas of interest and go
back long periods in time. Bank-country relationships are,
therefore, a part of the development process which the employ-

ment.missions had to take into consideration. It follows that

any comments that can now be made are to be taken as coming from
an orgamisation that has been an interested party in the events

under review.

3. A second proviso must also be made concerning the art

of evaluation itself. Although there has been increasing

interest in assessing and measuring the effects of development

processes and policies it is clear that this relatively new

activity has not yet reached the stage where agreed and
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definitive techniques can be applied to obtain clear-cut answers.

One reason for welcoming the initiative of the ILO in organising

this evaluation is the hope that it will contribute to this

important task.

4. A related issue is the extent to which it is possible

to assess the effects of mission activity of this kind on the

policies and performance of the recipient governments. Even the

earliest mission, to Colombia in 1970, is so recent that the

implications of the proposals on policies and practices could

scarcely have begun to become apparent. There are clearly

relatively long time lags involved in the delivery of the

recommendations to the government, their publication (with its

impact upon public opinion), the formulation of proposals for

implementation of some or all the changes, and the period

required for such changes to take effect in the economy. As

the recommendations of the reports are generally far reaching in

their implications for established policies and practices, it

would be surprising if a 10-year period would suffice for the

full effect of changes to be adequately measured.

5. The possible influence of the missions falls into three

broad areas. The first is the likely effect on thinking about
employment and development problems. The second is the example

provided by the techniques employed and the extent to which they

might be followed in other cases. The third area would be the

effects of the mission and its recommendations on the development

prospects of the countries visited. In -what follows, major

attention is given to the first two areas while the third is
dealt with in a more summary way for the reasons cited above.

It is assumed here that the main interest would be in permanent

influences on development policy and practice, rather than in

transitory effects on events in the areas concerned. A fourth

possible area is omitted from this document, although it is
recognised that it may be of considerable importance to the ILO

and should be a proper subject for an over-all evaluation meeting.

This is the impact of the mission activities upon the ILO itself.



including the extent to which the ILO's own participation

contributed to the success or otherwise of the missions. It
would be inappropriate for another international agency to

comment on this aspect of the evaluation.

New Think:in on Employment and
Development

6. New approaches and attitudes to development planning

have been evolving over recent years and it is difficult to

isolate the influence of one particular line of activity. It

is clear, however, that the influence of the policy missions on

such thinking has been considerable. The members of such
missions would be the first to recognise, however, that they were
often stating and applying ideas which were developing
contemporaneously in universities and i.ternational organisations,

Their main contribution was to apply this new thinking to the
particular circumstances of the four countries concerned in

essentially a series of detailed case studies. Although the
ideas which form the basis of three of the four reports can be
described as a new approach to policy, they consist in part of
revival of earlier thin7ing or a reinitarpretation of older ideas.
Such restatements are important. Much of the authority attached
to the three reports on Colombia, Sri Lanka and Kenya is based on
the impressive way in which those ideas have been reapplied to

modern situations.

7. The basic theme is a desire to restate the objectives
of economic development in broader terms than that of the growth
of the national income. The now empiasis stems from the present

evidence and future expectation that relatively high rates of
growth of GDP are no* necessarily tccompanied by parallel

increases in employment op portuaities. Employment opportunities
are viewed not in the narrow sense of the hiring of labour, for
wages and salaries, but in a broader context embracing those
parts of the economy where access to productive resources,
particularly land, is the major way in which the well-being of
the population can be advanced.
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8. A second related strand of thought is a renewed

interest in the way in which the benefits of growth are

distributed. This leads to investigations of the distribution

of income and wealth - investigations formerly central to ques-
tions of political economy but which are only now returning to

that central position after several decades of neglect.
9. These basic themes led the emaPloyment missions to a

re-examination of the structure and .operation of the economies
under review, which stressed certain aspects. One is the
choice of technigues of production. The manner in which labour
is combined with capcital and natural resources was re-examined

with emphasis on the fact that inappropriate techniques resulted

in a structure of production which was often both wasteful of
capital and unable to make usa of abundant labour supplies.

10. The second area of concentration to which the missions
were naturally led concerned the content and quality of educa-
tion and training. Since the ability of labour to contribute
to development depends on the education facilities available, in
the broadest sense, it was natural to pay considerable, attention
to the way in which education systems responded to the needs of
the economy. The missions were able to document the divergence
that has developed between the aspirations and expectations of
educated manpower, and the employment opportunities available to
those emerging from the system. Although many observers were
already becoming aware of the phenomenon of tho educated

unemployed, it has perhaps been most dramatically higihlighted in
the case of the mission report on Sri

11. Another intellectual contribi of the missions has
been the different emphasis given t- the macro-economic aspects
of country analysis. The missions' reports have not followed
the traditional patterns of country economic reporting as
currently practiced. Some would regard this as a weakness in
the sense that mission conclusions would have been strengthened
by a more thorough and systematic macro-economic basis. The
procedure adopted, ho"wFever, was to highlight certain key aspects
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of the macro-economic framework in so far as these were judged to

be particularly relevant to the employment issue. The most

significant example concerns the circular relationship between

the growth and composition of the GDP, the pattern of final

demands and the links with the composition of output. It was

demonstrated that a recognition of the relationships between

final demand patterns and the income distribution are essential

to an understanding of the structure of production.

12. Another aspect of thought which is emphasised in the

mission report on Kenya concerns the relationship between the

modern and the traditional sectors of the economy. Although

this dichotomy in developing countries is a basic part of nearly

all development theory, the report puts a new emphasis on the

distinction. The word "traditional" is replaced by "informal"

to point up the role of this part of the economy in the develop-

ment process. The aim is to highlight the dynamism which often

occurs in the neglected twilight zone that lies between the

agriculture sector and modern urban development. The word

informal is used to indicate the unmeasured and often neglected

aspect of this part of the economy. It is a part in which much

enterprise flourishes in a fashion which is often neither

encouraged nor much noticed by the authorities. Often these

official attitudes are influenced by unsatisfactory social

aspects in housing facilities, etc. The mission points to the

role that economic activity in this sector can play in the

economy. The informal sector, it is argued, will have to play

a bigger role in the future in providing employment opportunities

and, in so doing, ease the transition between older social and

economic structures and those associated with the newer forms of

productive activity in the modern sector,

13. Although the role of the missions has been outstanding
in pioneering the rethinking of development policy and practice,

it is also probably true that the more extravagant claims made
for these missions' reports are exaggerated. For example, it
has been stated that the approach embodied in three of the
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reports represents a revolutionary new approach to development

planning which-focuses entirely on employment objectives and thus

relegates growth to a secondary position. There is no doubt

that this was the intention of the missions' leaders, bat it is

a claim which can hardly be supported either from the evidence

of the reports or by comparison with other exercises of a similar

kind. A fairer conclusion would be that the rethinking demanded

by the ILO missions had been under way during the period covered

by the reports and is also reflected in the work of other agencies

concerned with development questions.

14. Perhaps the more important influence of the employment

missions has been in the way in which they have encouraged and

stimulated governments and other agencies to re-examine tradi-

tional approaches. What they have not done is to persuade those

agencies to abandon entirely the view of the process of economic

development which centres around measurements of economic growth.

It is now generally recognised that growth of the Gross Domestic

Product is only one aspect of the development process. In

practice, however, it has not been possible to change over

completely to measures of development couched only in terms of

employment creation, nor would it be desirable to do so.

15. In many respects it can be said that the machinery for

development planning has not yet been modified to the extent that
would make such a change of emphasis possible. This is why the

actual recommendations of the employment missions turn out to be

much less revolutionary than might be expected from the-emphasis

laid on new departures in the basic thinking behind the reports.

The fault lies not with the missions or with the thinking, but

rather with the fact that the mechanisms required to translate
the implications of this new thinking into operational practice

have not yet been developed.

16. Even when this can bo done it will still remain true

that the growth in GDP will remain a central subject of interest

for planners. Although not a sufficient condition for providing

productive opportunities for all who vvant them, economic growth

remains a necessary condition for the structural changes

associated with genuine economic development.
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The Role of Emlrmnt Missions

17. The usefulness of employment missions depends a great

deal upon the nature and limitations of the mechanism used, in

this case, the relatively large, short-term mission of experts.

The pattern followed for the four missions carried out so far

was to organise a large team, well diversified in terms of

expertise and background and under the leadership of a

distinguished and interationnlly well-known individual. The

teams were set up for the particular mission and were not

intended to be a permanent feature of the relationships between

the ILO (or any other agency) and the country concerned. The
closest parallel from the recent past is -rovided by the series

of country reviews in dpth org.anised by the World Bank in the

1950s. Those general survey missions undertook to examine the

economic condition and prospects of the country concerned, at

the request of the country. The World Bank organised the

missions, but they were largely made up of consultants. The

essential feature of those earlier missions was the same as that

of the ILO employment missions, that the report was prepared only

at the request of the governments, who had identified a need for

an independent review.

18. In the case of the employment missions the reports have

been the final responsibility of the leader alone. They have

not been inter-agency missions, in the sense that the agencies
took any responsibility other than to offer assistance and make
available staff as members. In a very rcal sense, therefore,
the quality of the reports has been a function of the quality of
the leadership. The coherence, unity and authority which lie

behind the recommenrdations of the missions to Colombia, Sri Lanka

and Kenya are related to the fact that the leadership and the key
members of the team came from a single, independent academic-
based institution where many of th; basic ideas on-employment and
poverty discussed above had been debated and developed. This
feature, and the dynamic leadership provided by this institution,
explains much of the success the missions have achieved. The
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role of leadership extended beyond the minimum unifying task

required to ensure the production of a well-edited report. The

leaders undertook, in the case of three of the missions, to

organise them, including the choice of staff and negotiations

for their availability. This provided a direction to the

mission that is reflected in the quality of the reports; it also

permitted the leader to follow through, in some detail, the kinds

of inquiries that he regarded as important through the choice of

particular individuals and skills. It also relieved the ILO,
as the sponsoring agency, from the task of mission organisation,
although administrative sorvices were provided.

19. It follows from the above that one of the difficulties

of evaluating the possible future use of employment policy

missions as a permanent technique is that there is, as yet,

insufficient evidence as to whether this mechanism would work as
well under other leadership and with a different kind of core
membership for the mission.

20. 'Certainly the size of the missions has been no neces-

sary contribution to their success. The contributions of the

various experts were available to the mission leader but the

speed with which the reports were produced required him to
operate with a small group in the drafting of the document.

There is considerable value in the production of such reports

within a short space of time. It is clear, however, that it

was not always possible in these circumstances to take fully into
account the work of the more peripheral experts and contributors.

21. This disadvantage arising from large size of missions
can be related to the more general limitations of missions of
this kind, The temporary nature of the activity, for example,
is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is an advantage
because such a mission can oljoy influence and prestige, as a

1 In the case of the fourth mission the leader refused to
take on this role and viewed his task in a more limited way.



result of the specific invitation of the government concerned,

which may be denied to other more permanent arrangements. It

is a disadvantage simply becauso there are many aspects of the

employment and poverty problem which will not yield easily to

solutions derived from temporary exercises. It follows that the

longer-term influence of these missions will depend on the extent

to which they leave permanent marks on the governments concerned,

and on the related activities of other agencies and institutions

operating on a more permanent basis.

22. It should be added that some of the above disadvantages

of mission activitios may apply to similar exercises mounted and

carried out by other internEtional agencies. The World Bank

experience over the years, arising from a considerable programme

of country mission work, has been that such work has limitations

as a means of dealing with the less well-understood aspec.ts of

economic development, To some extent this can be mitigated by a

continuing programme of economic work, if it builds up experience

and knowledge in the hands of both governments and the inter-

national agencies concerned. Special studies can be sponsored

and attempts made to gather new and significant information.

Such a continuing programme of economic work has not been

possible within the World Employment Programme of the ILO because

the latter has not been organised in a way that would have

permitted it to carry on such a programme of work. One of the

key questions that arises in the present evaluation of the

efforts made so far is whether the advantages which stem from

the independent authority of the missions have yielded sufficient

benefits to outweigh the disadvantages arising from the fact that

there is no certainty that many of the woints raised in the

reports will be followed up by the governments concerned.

23. It is clear that to some e:tent the thinking of the

missions has been reflected in the ongoing work of other agencies
in the international system. Certainly the style and methods of

operation of the continuing country economic work of such
agencies as the World Bank and the I11 have been influenced in
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such a way as to provide more permanent attention to these key

issues. It is difficult to disentangle in practice, however,

the extent to which this is so. Given the increasing recogni-

tion of the poverty and employment problems of developing

countries, it is certain that economic work programmes of these

agencies would have been influenced and modified in this direc-

tion, even if no employment missions had been mounted. It is

also clear that influence has also gone in the other direction,

In the case of the report on Colombia, for example, a Bank

mission was in the field at the same time as the ILOt mission, and

the very close inter-reiationships between their reports can be

seen by a comparison Pf the published documents concerned. 1

Similarly, the mission to Kenya was able to draw upon the report

and findings of previous Bank missions as well as a close inter-

change of ideas arising from Bank staff participation in the

employment mission. The same is true of the missions to Iran

and Sri Lanka.

24. The nature of economic development planning, however

implemented in practice, necessarily requires that attention be
paid to certain key features of the economic system. It would

be possible, therefore, to evaluate the influence of the employ-

ment missions by examining the policies and practices in economic

planning of the countries who have received such missions. The

essential elements are nearly always.based on some form of macro-

economic planning techeique and methodology. Secondly, this
must be backed up by aperopriate sector planning and attention to

intersectoral linkages. Almost certainly the treatment of the

balance of payments must be a separate and distinct part of the

planning exercise, since the ianagement of the balance of payments

and of exchange rate policy is central to any process of economic

planning. This would naturally lead to attention being paid to

such questions as the role of foreign investment, both private or

"Economic Gro\7th of Colombia: Problems and Prospects",
1972, Johns Hopkins Press.
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public, including the contributions of overseas development

assistance.- Such a framework occurs in nearly all examples of

country economic analysis which have been carried out by the

international agencies. Certainly in the case of the World Bank

the examination of a country's present condition and future

development prospects will always cover the above aspects. It

will increasingly go into much greater detail in areas judged to

be of particular significance,

25. Much will depend on the immediate purposes for which

the analysis is required. The employment reports carried out

under the World Employment Programme, although similar to the

economic reports prepared by the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund, are nevertheless sufficiently different in their

coverage and objectives. Much of the basic macro-economic

framework and the related balance of payments analysis is missing

or is treated only in a summary fashion. In contrast, the

reports are notable for the special attention paid to questions

of manpower, labour and related social issues. The reports

therefore complement those prepared by other agencies.

Impact of the Missions on
county Poliqc

26. In the meantime the reports of the employment missions

have done much to demonstrate what, can be accomplished within an

ad hoc mission fraework to open up new ideas and begin to apply
them. What has not yet been demonstrated is whether such

missions have had a significant and permanent effect upon the
policies and practices of the countries visited. The evidence

availabLe to the World Bank, on this point from its continuing

relationships with the countries concerned gives at best, a

sceptical anewer. Few changes which can be linked directly to
the influence of the reports have been observed and, in some
cases, there has even been retrogression.1 All the signs,

In the case of Colombia, for example, the unemployment
surveys which the employment mission made use of have been
abandoned and not yet replaced by officially sponsored surveys.
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however, do not point in the same direction, and the. interest in

employment and income distribution questions has continued to

grow and has been reflected in development policies. The case

of Kenya may be particularly significant, in that the government

has shown an interest in relating the findings of the mission to

the forthcoming development plan, so that the basis for a

systematic following through of the recommendations may be built

up.

27. In areas where sensitive political issues are involved

there must be a prior commitment to act and this will itself take

time to establish. The principal reason for the apparent lack

of impact on policy and practice is undoubtedly the absence of

adequate follow-up procedures. Such procedures go well beyond

the normal processes of policy formulation -and implementation

where new approaches are recommended. Apart from the problems

raised by the novelty of radical departures from established ways

of thought and practice it will often be necessary to develop new

techniques and institutions. E7pert technical assistance may be

required for a variety of purposes before action can be taken.

This is true even when the nature of the policies required is

known and understood and the means are at hand with which to

implement them. For many of the areas concerned with poverty,

employment and income distribution, however, no clear understand-
ing yet exists on which action can be securely based and follow-up

procedures must include the necessary studies to establish such

a sure basis. It is hardly surprising, therefore, if the present

conclusion must be that there has not been, as yet, much real
impact upon country policy and practice.

Conclusions

28. It would be wrong, however, to conclude this paper on

a pessimistic note. It is clearly too soon and too close to the
events concerned to be able to evaluate, or even detect, the full

influence of the employment missions on the processes of economic
development. In a world in which there are many reports
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prepared by a multitude of agencies, both national and inter-

national, these have attracted considerable attention. This

attention and the respect paid to them in both academic and

official circles is due to the total impression made by the

reports, rather than to the originality of their recommendations.

The latter are made up of prop.,osals which have been made before

and the contribution of these missions has been to apply them,

in a balanced way, to a total country situation where the poverty

and employment p"oblem is emerging as a key development issue.

ITo individual or institution can look at development policy in

future without taking account of these reports and they are

likely therefore to have a permaneat influence upon thinking.

29. The ILO spQnsored employment missions have also

demonstrated certain values oi the independent mission a-pproach,

as a supplement to the more institutionalised methods which have

been built up withinthe international system, when the mission
is properly prepared, organised, vigorously led, and provided

with institutional support and follow up. The questions for the

ILO would seem to be whether ,and, if so, on what scale and
frequency to continue sponsoring such independent missions, or

whether to establish within the ILO a unit that would have a
planning and organising capacity effectively to organise and

staff from within and outside the Office, and to carry out

country employment strategy studies - functions performed up to

now by, for example, the University of Sussex.

30. If it were decided to follow the first pattern, it
would be necessary to identify and mak-e apmpropriate arrangements
with universities or other institutions with the capacity and

willingness to mount such misSions. There do not appear to be
very many idstitutions at 7esent with either the capacity or
willingness, and vary few indeed with both. If this path were

followed, it would be desirable to avoid attaching large numbers
of part-time experts to the missions merily to give them an
inter-agency or international fagade. Experience to date
clearly demonstrates that the inputs of such experts, whatever
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their technical value, are seldom reflected in any significant

manner in the substantive recommendations of the mission reports,

which are largely or entirely the work of the mission chief and

a small core of full-time associates. While doubtless less

dependent on structural changes within the ILO than the second

alternative suggested, establishment of a regular programme of,
say, one or two employment strategy missions per year would

nevertheless call for some development of a capacity not now

present in the ILO to plan, oversee and evaluate such missions

and, in particular, to relate their operations to the ongoing

work of the ILGO, tlhe Bank, the UNDV and the other specialised

agencies in the countries in question.

31. A decision to provide the necessary institutional

functions and continuity within the Office itself would have

organisational and budgetary implications into which it would be

inappropriate to attempt to go in this paper. Much would depend
on the number of countries it was proposed to cover and at what
rate, and on whether the ILO intended to assume institutional

responsibility for the rucommendations of employment strategy
missions. If the ILO should decide to follow this path, the
Bank's long experience in organisation and carrying out country
missions ranging from general reviews of development prospects

and policy to detailed studies of economic and social sectors
might be of some value and, if so, it would of course be made

available to the Office.

Decuemb,.r 1972



Meeting on Evaluation of Comprehensive
Employment Missions

(Geneva, 7-9 March 1973)

To All Participants

1. The evaluation meeting will take place as

scheduled on 7-9 March 1973 in the Main Duilding of

the ILO, 154 rue de Lausanne, Geneva. The openiag

session is set for 10.0 a.m. "Wednesday 7 Marrh 1973.

2. I am enclosing (in two iopies) a first set

of materials which have been assembled in preparation

for the evaluation, along with a complete list of the

papers which will be made available to participants

prior to the meeting. ',. exect to be able to despatch

those documents not enclosed herewith by 15 February.

3. The list of participants enclosed is provisional.

I would appreciate it if yrou would communilate any changes

or corrections as soon as possible, so that a final list

may be distributed at the opening session.

A bbas ummar ,
Deputy 7Dire ctor-General.

7 -
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'omments upon the Kenya Report

INTRODUCTION

1. It is not always easy to evaluate the effectiveness of

a Mission like the recent UiNTDP/ILO Mission to Kenya on employment
matters, This is partly due to the fact that employment problems

in the developing countries are very complex and touch on all

aspects of society. But in Kenya's context in particular, this

Mission's report is so recent that the Government has not yet had

time to formulate a comprehensive reaction to the Mission's recom-

mendations, let alone im*lement the agreed recommendations. It
is within this context that the following preliminary comments

are outlined below. The comments are based entirely upon the

UTNDP/ILO's Mission Report on Kenya, and the impact which both the

Mission and the Report have had on the perception of employment

and unemployment problems in Kenya.

2. At the outset, it is vorth noting that the Mission. to
Kenya took place against a background of intense concern over

unemployment on the part of the Kenya Government. At the time

the decision was made to invite the ILO to send a mission to the

country, a 2arliamentary Select UY.mmittee had just published a
report on the subject of unemployment and the Government, for its

part, was carrying out an ongoing review of the problem of

unemployment, and ways and means of overcoming it. Action in

response to the report of the Select Committee and the Government's

own study in this field were placed in abeyance pending the com-

pletion of the work of the Mission, The Gcvernment felt that

the costs of these postponements wculd be compensated for by the

benefits which might be deoi-ed from a more comprehensive analysis

of the problems.

3. The unemployment problems with .hich the Kenya Government

was specifically concerned were, first, the prob1em of unemployed

school leavers, secondly, the volume of rural-urban migration and
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the consequent urban unemployment, and, finally, the related

problem of unemployment and underemployment in the rural areas.

The Government understood the relationship of income distribution

to these problems and the need for intensified efforts in rural

development in order to alleviate them; the Development Plan

1970-1974 provided adequate testimony to this effect. It was
hoped that the Mission would provide new insights into these

specific unemployment problems and, perhaps, proposals for action

progr-mmes consistent with the institutional constraints within

which the Government must operate.

4. It is against this background that the Government has

received the Missiont s report and has subjectod it to a very close

and thorough analysis. The Report has been examined by high

officials in every Ministry of Government and a Sessional Paper

has been written as a consequence of this evaluation. This

Sessional Paper is still under consideration by the Go-vernment.

The many thousands of man-hours which the Governmient has now

invested in an evaluation of tho report have served to clarify

many of the unemployment issues which have been concerning the

Government, in particular, those iLsues relating to the identifica-

tion of feasible policy instruments. The results of this

evaluation are reflected in the following comments.

Focus of the Report

5. The report on Kenya focusses upon poverty and income

distribution and not the specific problems of unemployment indica-

ted above. Poverty is, of course, the Government's primary

concern; Kenya is a lesser developed country. Nevertheless

problems of unemployment, poverty and income distribution, while

related', are analytically distinct aJd it was hoped that greater

emphasis would have been given to unemployment as such.

6. To elaborate, in the analysis of uneOmloyment we are

concerned with the efficient use of given human resources embody-

ing specific investment in human capital. We are also interested



in the welfare implications of particular patterns of labour

utilisation as determined by the operations of labour markets and

the institutions which affect these markets. poverty, on the

other hand, may be defined as a less than socially acceptable

level of human welfare. Poverty has many causes, including

unemployment, but more importantly it represents analytically a

scarcity and/or poor organisation of co-operating productive

factors. Income distribution is, again, analytically distinct,

reflecting the distribution of ownership of all productive factors

and the operations of the markets for these productive factors.

While une,'ployment, poverty and income distribution are certainly

related, one would normally expect that a report on unemployment

would focus upon unemployment as an analytically distinct

phenomenon.

7. Equally as important as the analytical framework is the

feasibility of carrying out a broad-based study encompassing

poverty, income distribution and unemployment within the 
short

time that was available to the Mission. In adopting the all-

inclusive subject of poverty, the Mission attempted to produce

what is, in essence, a development plan. In Kenya, the purpose

of planning is to eliminate poverty, and the whole of the planning

and development machinery is geared to that end. This under-

taking, in our opinion, was too broad to be adequately covered

by a Mission consisting largely of outsiders 
working in the

country for a period of only six weeks. The Mission's report

would have met Kenya's needs more adequately if it had focussed,

in greater detail, on the specific points of rural-urban migration,

school leavers' unemployment, and rural underemployment and

unemployment. This being said, the emphasis given to income

distribution in the Mission's report has called attention to 
a

problem with which the Government has been concerned 
and has

served to remind the Government of the importance of devising

rational incomes policy if the employment and other development

objectives are to be met.
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Analysis of problems

8. The solutions to problems are inherent in the analytical

framework in which they are examined. The analytical framework

of the Kenya report was comprehensive in the sense that it involved

an examination of the host of economic, social and political

relationships which have their historical origins in the colonial

period. These inter-relationships determined the structure of

income distribution and the consequent structure of demand. They

also determined, among other thin6s, urban-rural relationships

and the current role of foreign firms, imports and foreign invest-

ment in the Kenya economy. Recommendations based upon this type

of analysis would be those which attempt to alter all of these

inter-relationships.

9. Many of those who have examined the report have found

the analysis to be a useful aid to understanding the structure of

income distribution. However, the scope of the proposals in the

report and the amount of resources, human, organisational, physical

and financial, required to alter this structure are truly enormous.

Governments, and specially governments of less developed countries,

can only undertake a specified number of items at a time. Man-

power and resources do not exist which can enable action to take

place on a comprehensive basis and on all fronts. It would have

been preferable if the mission had attempted to find and make

proposals with respect to selected critical areas subject to

alteration by the policy instruments and other resources available

to the Government. Such proposals could have laid focus on

selected operationally relevant variables, and would have involved,

among other things, analysis of the numerous labour markets which

operate in countries such as Kenya.

10. For example, there is a market for rural non-agricultural

unskilled labou7r and another for agricultural labour.

There are also markets for skilled and semi-skilled workers in both

rural areas and towns. An understanding of unemployment problems

is obtainable only by an identification of these markets and the



characteristics of the people who participate in them. This type

of analysis is almost certainly beyond the capabilities of short

missions, however adequately they are staffed. Therefore, the

ILO may wish to examine the implications of a mission's structure

for the kind of analyses which are undertaken. Time constraints
may be a critical determinant of the analytical framework and

consequently the recommendations and proposals which are made.

11. Finally, it is conceivable that the choice of the all-

encompassing analytical framework adopted by the Mission could be

unacceptable to some countries which may wish to host future ILO
Missions. The analytical framework adopted in future should

therefore be sufficiently flexible, and be capable of accommodating

any terms of reference which may be given by host countries.

Strateg

12. The major thrust of the recommendations in the ILO
report is embodied in a redistribution from growth strategy.

While the purphose of thio paper is not to provide a detailed dis-

cussion of the strategy, it should be noted that the major features

of this strategy are problematic in terms of policy formulation.

For example, it is not possible to impound all increments of income

of those earning more than i,700 per year. The wages and salaries

policy proposed in the report .vould not touch incomes earned from

profits, interest and rents. Moreover, 'pamer" promotions and

changes in job descriptions could provide means for avoiding even

the wages and salaries policy provisions, Also it is doubtful

that projects can be found which benefit only the poorest one

third of the population by providing them with permanent increases

in income, as the report supgests,

13. Facea with. lack of adequate statistics and the imple-

mentation problems inherent in the "redistribution from growth"

strategy, it would not be prudent or indeed feasible to adopt the

minimum household income targets which are proposed in the report.

However, the pr-posals to establish certain physical targets appear
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to be more feasible provided that account is taken of the trade-

offs which may exist between investments when they are dispersed

as opposed to when they are allowed to complement each other at

given loQationo.

14. To summarise, the broad focus of the report,the ana-

lytical framework an"d the proposed strategy are interesting and

instructive on a uide vaoiety of problems and issues. The major

criticism is that the general analysis and the recommendations

are not easily implementable, at least in the short run.

15. The most operationally useful sections of the report

from Knya's point of view are those which are more specific.

In particular, the discussions and the proposals on fiscal and

trade policies are of sufficiently narrow focus as to have an

immediate impact on policy formulation. The portions of the

report on agriculture, manufacturing, building and constructions

were similarly operationally very useful. It should be noted

that all of those sections of the report h,.ve one thing in cormmon:

they were the result of close consultations with those in

Government who are responsible for formulating and imaplementing

policy in these areas.

Evaluation of the Effectiveness

16. The effectiveness of a report as a policy instrument

must be determined against the criteria of what happens as a con-

sequence of a report which would not have happened had a report

not been written. In a verr real sense it is premature to make

this kind of judgement as the report is still being discussed

;ithin the Kenya Government. In the case of the 7enya report,

there has been time only to consider the recofmmendations in the

report in terms of policy fonulations, and the policies, in

fact, are still being formulated. The time since the receipt

of the report is too short to consider the problems of trans-

lating the policies into action.



17. The major impact of the report on policy is perhaps
that it accelerated the consideration of several issues related

to employment creation. These issues have already been out-

lined above. The report has made it possible, for the Government

to consider these issues and formulate policies on them much
earlier than would have been the case without the report.

Recommendations

18. It is conceivable that the Mission's report was written
with several audiences in mind. The mere intention to publish

the 5ission's report generateE pressures on the part of the

Mission members to address a wider audience. It is suggested

that the only relevant criteria for the evaluation of technical

assistance projects such as this one is the effeictiveness of the

projectin -contributing to the achievement of Government objec-

tives as outlined in the agreed terms of reference. These

should be the criteria of the ILO in formulcting similar missions

in future.

19. In order to assure that the interests of the host

Government are given top priority, the ILC) may therefore wish to

reconsider the desirability of actually publishing the reports

uhich are produced by the Lission.

20. It is also suggestec that an effective mission, from

the viempoint of policy formulation, should take the following

factors into account:

(a) it should attempt to understand fully the nature

of the problems outlined in the terms of reference;

(b) it should attempt to unxmrstand fully the constraints,

both immediate and long run, to the selection of the

problems;

(c) it should find out what the Governmant can do, or is

willing to do in order to overcome the problemsi

(d) on the basis of the above points, it should indicate

what can and should be done, giving resource require-

ments and time-phasing.
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This procedure would result in a report in which those res-

ponsible for policy formulation and implementation have a vested

interest, and would ensure a high probability of implementation.

21. Unemployment problems in less developed countries are

complex, and need to be studied thoroughly before concrete recom-

mendations are made. Time consuming and in-depth studies and

analysis of these problems is therefore required. It is there,

fore suggested that the duration of future employment missions

should be much longer than has been the case to date.

22. The comments in this paper are very incomplete because

the Kenya Mission's report is still being studied by the Government.

In due course, it will be possible to indicate those recommendations

which will be acceptable to the Governmont, and those which will

not be acceptable. Notwithstanding the comments made in this

paper, the Mission's report was found to be a very useful document

in assisting the Government to formulate policies and programmes

aimed at minimizing unemployment and employment problems.
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The meoting on the evaluation of comprehensive employment

strategy missions is doubly experimental. Not only have the

four missions completed thus far been considered as experi-

mental or "pilot" activities, but the notion of subjecting

these missions to an interim appraisal by all the partici.pating

agencies is, in many respects, a unique and unprecedented

exercise. Frogrammie evaluation is an uncertain art, under

any circumstances; to undortaTe it in a genuinely inter-agency

context ultiplies the complexities and raises difficult

problems of formulating an appropriate framework for a fruitful

confrontation of the numerous issues any adequate appraisal

necessarily involves.

As the sponsor of the emplolm.ent strategy missions, the

ITO has sought fron. the agencies a rather 11 nstructuredc"

response to a general listing of issues so that the evaluation

meeting would have availablQ for discussion preliminary

indications of the principal concerns of the participants.

In addition to these preliminary cormments by agencies, it

was felt that the meting should have before it the reflections

of the chiefs of mission on their own experiene and some

appraisal of the analytical and policy impact of the mission

reports byr both independent experts and the host governments

concerned.

A basic difficulty which has had to be faced in

preparing the agenda for the mesting is a diversity of views

on (a) the purposos to be sorvod by the evaluation, and (b)

the specific context in which the employment missions are to
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be ovaluated. WiTh regard to (a), the fundamental assumption

of this paper is that the objective of the meeting is to

contribute to the on-going process of evaluation and policy

determination within the ILO and other participating agencies.

There is, therefore, no expectation that the meeting should

or will seek to reach any sort of definitive common position

on the merits or otherwise of this mission programme or other

international activities in the field of employment broadly

conceived. Rather what is expected is that a candid

confrontation of the issues raised by these inter-agenoy

missions will take place as a necessary and important input

for agency appraisals of their activities in these areas.

Success, in this perspective, is to be measured by the extent

to whioh a common understanding of the problems is achieved,

with general indications of directions for effective future

action.

Regarding (b) - the appropriate context for the

evaluation - the written responses from interested agencies

and internal discussions in the I10 have revealed significantly

different judgements about the desirable focus for the

deliberations of the meeting. At least three different levels

of evaluation are represented explicitly or implicitly:

(a) The most restricted is to devote the bulk of the

meeting to a detailed critique of the four missions

so far completed, with a brief general discussion on

the possible "lessons" to be derived.

(b) A wider context is the consideration of the programme

of comprehensive missions as part of the 7orld Employ-

ment Programme (W2P) with greater attention to the

possible future role of such missions.
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() Finally, the intor-agenm- oharatcr of the meeting

has naturally generated expectations that one

conern of the meeting might be the appropriate

role of the comprohensivo missions in the whole

context of other T agency programmes such as

UT71D1 country programming, TPD cntrtry analyses,

OZCP development assistance and research, etc.

These various approa ches are not mutually exclusive. Tever-

the less, the structure of the meeting will depend upon what

weight is given to the Quite different issues arising from

the various contemts of evaluation.

The approach incorporated in the provisional agenda and

this paper is designed to help in shaping the course of the

discussion so as to assure a reasonable degree of continuity

and cumulation in the meeting s deliberations. Lrieflr

surmarise(d, the undrlying rationale of the agenda is to move
gradually from the more specaific and concrete experiences of

the -oast to the broader and more general issues of potential

relevano for the future. The introductory review of

experience of the four completed rissions should iermit an

initial examination in quito concret terms of mission

objectives as originally conceived, the a-tual arrangements

and activities underitahon to achieve these objectives in the

four particular cases, and preliminary views of the initial

reception of the missionsl reports. ubse quont sessions can

then und3rtae a more irtnsive exiploration in depth of

different asoocts of the missions' impact. These discussions

ought to provide the basis for a concluding exchange of views

on the inferen e s or "lessons" to be drawn for future programmes

amd co-operation b- the TTI agencies and possibly other national

and inter:national organisations and institutions.
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Although the basic purpose of this paper is to formulate_

some of the issues for discussion and not to ev-aluate specific

positions taken b agencies or individuals in preparatory

papers and comments, the process of selection and analysis

inevitably must be in part judgemental - at least implicitly.

I:verthelss, the intont is always to sharpen the statement

of issues involve2> to pose the questionms, not to nresume

to resolve hes.

7 0 0ISSin ~iT2~P07 T
SIGN77 ANI PDUINfsed tm 1

ny evaluation o the comprehonsive eimploym ent missions

will require ' onsi eration the objectives sought, the

dosign and organisation of the missions themselves as instru-

ments for a hi ing these objoorives, the actual implementation.

and the impact of the missions to the extent it can be

observed. t when it comes to giving substantive content

to this logi al structure, there immediatey arise difficulties

of concept and interprestion. an approach from as concrete

a level as possible mao mahe it possible to avoid some of the

dangers of prematurely abstract and overly general discussion.

Por this reason it is roposed to begin 11 th consideration of

actual mission experienee in order to open up for discussion

with the ehiefs of mission their concextions and interpretations

of mission tasKs and acomplishmients, the manner in which the

missions were organised and omecuted, and -the problems they

confronted in completing their narticular assignments.

nterretaiss of oissi on ir nt

_n eneral terms, he 4- inediate purposes of the missions

apparently have not varied Oignificantly from their original

statement in the Oclonhia mission report - "to give the

government concerned an analysis of its unemrloynent problem



and a suggested programjo of artion....to provide gaidance

for the aid and trade policioe of international organisations

and of donor agenoies, and to indi-ate priorities in research."

-evertheless, actual mission implementation presents a varied

spe tru of experien e, two principal features cf whi 'oh are

par'ti_-ularly worthy of note.

The first is the evolution in the concept of the employ-

ment problem which has been noted in connection with the

missions headed by members o- he Sussex Institute of Develop-

ment Studies. This invulved (as is bought out in the "Sussex

paper") an increcasin awareness of the need for systeratic

attention to different dimensions of the unemploynmint problem,

a more inteZrated view of emploent as part of the broader

problem of income distribution and poverty, and, finally, the

crucial importance of 1 political dimensions" and "the bnlance

of political forces" which have come to be secn as lying at

"the heart of employment strategy".

Secondly, there are the ifferences which have been

noted in conception and relative emphases between the Iran

nission and the other three missions. The Iran mission, as

stated in the report, was "first and foremriost aimed at offering

practieal advice to....Iranian planners and policy makers" with

the "strictly subsidiary objective... .to make the results of
the mission's work available to a wider audience". This
concept of the mission's tfsk gave a distin(vtive aacter to

both the work of the Iran :,aission and the fomm of its report,

reflecting the mission hief' s viens that the report should be

"brief .and to the point... .a framework for action b-
politicians and offiials.... in whi ;hl reeoraendations must

be specifie" and justified by "reference to the problems of

the country and not to theoretical considerations".



T'he differences in concewp Ciscernible in the various

mission approa-hes to their immediate tasks, have obviously

been important influenes on the actual arrangements whereby

the missions carried out their work.

Size and Duration

The broadening conceptions in the three Sussex missions

was paralleled by an increase in size of mission from 27 for

Colombia, 31 for Sri Lanka, and 45 for Kenya. The Iran

mission, with 23 members, was the smallest of the four.

-evertheless, from the comments submitted in preparation for

the evaluation meeting, there is universal concern among the

participants and t.. agencies involved about the tendencm for

the missions to be cone unwieldy in size, and general agreement

that the size of missions should be kept down. It may be the

Lpilot" character of the first four missions required a larger

and more varied .embershim than would be necessary for any

future missions which need not bear the burden of breaking new

zround in relatively unexplored areas. The issue is what

size oi missions is opti-al given the nature of the tasks

undertaken.

Other concerns arise in connection with the duration of

the missions from inception to the submission of the report.

Severe time constraints were apparently felt by all four

nissions. In part this is an inevitable result of the effort

to carry out the far-reach analyses necessary to support a

comprehensive enp loymont strategy while at the same time

1 It should be kept in mind that "mission members" is
not a homogeneous category. The figures cited include all
those formally identified in the mission reports as members,
but the extent of their association varied from only relatively
short periods to the complete duration of the mission.
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seehing to c-orinte tJe mission with the national govern-

ment Is own planning and rolicy deadlines in order to enhance
the usefulness and influence of the -issionIs re omendations.

nhile no resolutior of the quection of mission duration can

be zade which would be apnropriate in all cases. there never-

theless remains the issue of whether the decisions with
-rcoct to timing and duration made by the host governments

and the =50 have imposed too severe limitation-s on the organi-

sation and erecution of the missions,

Closely related are the questions of the allocation of

time between preparation, miession operations in the country

and formulation of the report and recormendations and of the

tine pattern estalblished for mission mrbers' activities in

the field. here aai, then ae potentially stru-tive

differences betwe en the experiences cf the different nissions.

The Iran mission, for examrle, had members operating in the

field over a period o-L th-_ec to four months, althou7h the

average lencth of stay for oa-h member was only 'four to six

weeh-s and there was no perioL when the whele mission was in

Iran at th e same time. The three other missions, on the

other hand, f'oJ lwed the pattern of con-entrating mission

activity in the country into a period of about five weeks
with all the niscion members prpecut for at least part nf

that time.

Iissifn_ de-rshjsgr esnonsibilities

One of the most distinctive features of the -onprehensive

misoions has been the uniiue role accorded to the chief of

mission who prepares the mission report and r omxrendations

on his sole authority and rosponsibilit--. The advantages

this arrangement provides in permitting the freedom to

confront controversial issues which are likeoly to be involved
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in any thorough reappraisal Uf development strategy and
policy, havo been favourably comented upon by the mission

chiefs themselves. In so far as this independent role of
th- mission chief has contributed to the delineation of a

fresh and frank realism in approach to development problems,
unaloye by organisational positions or paroohial interests,

it is not a characteristic of the employment missions which

can easily be foregone. As emphasised particularly by the

b orid Tank in its comments, however, the unique responsibilities

of the mission chief have implications which may be a cause of
difficulty.

The heavy depoendence of the quality of the mission report

upon the mission leadership makes selection of the mission

chief singularly crucial to the performance of the mission.
In the case of the Colombia, Sri :anka and Lenya missions,
much of their achievement, in the 7Torld Pank view, is

explained by the dynamic intellectual leadership and support

provided by the Institute of Development Studies from which

the mission chiefs and key' mission members were drawn.

A related issue is the extent to which the staffing and work

of the missions can or should be dependent upon the sort of

institutional support which can be provided by particular

academic or resear'h -rganisations. For the two missions

currently in preparatiom, the latter pattern is apparently

being followed in one case (the Philippines) but not in the

other (the Dominican epublic).

The organisationally unfettered position of the mission

chief also constrains the e:-tent and character of inter-agency

involvement. To vest the chief with control over mission

staffing and organisation obviously nay conflict with agency

representation in-the membership of the mission. This

conflict apparently has arisen to some extent in the past,



and may h ave been a contributing cause of the limited use

aeyr resources in both headquarters and the field

commented upon by several agencies. It ma: also have a

te-nden to inflate the size of the mission if an effort is

made to acco~modate the interest in inter-agency participation

while, at the sane time, staffing key positions with experts

more suitable in the eyes of the mission cief.

Status and1 7oles oo 7ission :fembers

Peculiar difficult problems are posed by the relations

of the members of the mission and their work, to the mission

chief and the ronort and recomendations vhich are put forward

on his persona1 responsibility. Althouh the missions have

not been styled as commissions", there is little doubt but

what expectations about the mission and the weight accorded

the roport and recommendations are influenced 'Dy the fact

that they are not one man shows". 70reover, the staffing

of the missions with individuals of high standing and reputation

in thoir own fields and, as the case may be, in the agencies

which contribute their services, has the effect, and no doubt

the intent, of surroundi-n the mission Tith the aura of a

Thigh lemol" team effort.

une of the burdens cf the mission leadership as they-

have been constituted is to reach some a jcomrodation of the

potential conflicts and inconsistencies inherent in maintaining

the balance be tween individual responsibility and collective

effort. As stated in the first mission report, "The attempt

to arrive at a coherent and internally consistent set of

recommendations implies, if nothing else does, that the report

cannot be simply the sum of the viows of all those who toor

part and of a.gency officials." Pat this leaves the question

of what the report can be, of how the work. of various contri-

butors with possibly disparate views can 7e transformed into a

consistent and -ohrent whole which, coe might hope, is greater

than the sum of its parts.
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In the Iran mission this problem was apparently handled
quite differently from the other three missions. In the

latter, there was a deliberate and systematic effort to forge

a coherent view through the continuing intera_;on of members

or ,anisod into mission workirg roups. The reports were

drafted by an editorial group drawn nainly from the heads of

the worhing parties, with final editing7 by the chiefs of

mission. The contributions of individual members were

either incorporated into the report, edited for inclusion

as technical papers qu7porting the report, or presumably

discarded.

Tne Tran mission, on the other hand, involved 2onsiderably

less interaction between the members. In some oases their

eriods of activity within the ocuntry overlappeci briefly, or

not at all. oth the drafting and final editing of the

report were done by the chief of mission and his deputy,

naking selective use of notorial prrpared b the mission

members. n the othei- hand, inaividual mission members'

contributions were appoemdeJ to the report with minimal editing,

A a re sult, as has been noteo by Professor sThorbe e, some

of ti l olir recommendations in the main Iran report are

orovide. with eager analytioal sunport and, in inportant

instances, conflict with the analyses in. the technical

appendices. The A- also criticisos this aspect of the

Iran mission, and for the "consequent lack of co-ordination

evident in the nission's report, and laoh of harmonisation

between the main report and in' ividual rmembers' contributions."

The issues here run deep and ar certainly not to be

viewed as simply matters of St-Tle or personality. The

traditional authority of Incro that "a foolish consistency

is the hohooblin of: little mind s" probably mccmd not be invoked

to inpugn "consistency" as an over-riding virtueo its
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i.position is unlikely to be costless. In particular, a

highly integrated, completely consistent, comprehensive

employment strategy may result in a rather idi gcstiblC policy

packago difficult for any government to adopt in toto. And

the more hi ,ly integrated the strategy, the greater may be

the difficultr for policy malkors of determining which

particular components could or should be implemented if the

rest were not. The emphasis given in the Iran mission to

the importance of pra-ticable recormaendations of immediate

usefulness to Iranian nolicy makers, marr have led to a lack

of con-ern for analytical deficiencies in the report or,

indeed, with the report itself as a self-contained documont

and the principal product of the nission. In a perspective

in which the achievements of the mission are to be measured

by direct and immediate influence on national policy - whether

exercised through the mission report itself, or the activities

of mission members and the mission -hief during the course of

the mission - concern for consistency and analytic rigour may

appear as "unrealistic" and "academic". But without firm

anal-,-tic foundations it may be difficult to discern how the

various =oTlmponents of any omplo-nymt strategy relate to one

another and to the ostensible objectives which specific

policy recommendations are designed to achieve.

Selection of Host (ountrios

There appears to be universal agreement that the success

of com-prohensive employme-nt strategy missions is crucially

dependent on the establishrnt of good working relationships

with the host government and other nationals - (although it

is doubtful if this agreement would survive an attempt to

speify what is meant by "suaccess" or "good"). The

importance of these relationships is apparent in all phases -

preparatory., operational, and follow-up, and, in fact, must
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be a factor to be considered. even prior to the mission in

deciding on the country to which such a mission is to be

sent.

To a certain extent, the host countries are self-

selected in that the missions are undertaken only on the

request of the prime minister or head, of state. This ensures

at the very mininun a government commitment to the need for a

comprehensive look at the employment and distributive aspects

of development policy so that the resulting report a

recommendations will receive serious attention. Nevertheless,

a selection problem remains in the form of the decision how

to respond to a country's request for assistance on employment

strategy - a responsibility which the TT12 has assumed as the

sponsoring agency.

The pilot character of the first missions - the fact

that an important objective was to obtain a range of mission

experience under differing circumstances - places the criteria

for country selection on a somewhat different footing than

would be the case for future missions. I.oreover, there

would seem to be little to be gained from an effort to

determine whether the actual selections made were right or

wrong according to some general criteria, since the decision

to organise a comprehensive employment mission in any given

instance necessarily will be dependent upon the unique and

individual circumstances. Nevertheless, the experience of

the pilot missions can point to relevant issues which must

be taken into acount in reahing a decision whether a

compre-hensive employ Tent mission or some alternative mechanism

would be the approriate response to a particular countryis

request for assistance.
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Among the more obvious questions are the appropriate

size and economic position of the countries concerned.

Thether by chance or design, the four pilot countries span

an upper middle range on both counts, since they fall neither

among the largest or the smallest, the richest or the poorest

of the lesser developed countries. They range in population

from about 12 million to over 30 million, in GNP per capita

from about q125 to over 3300. One question which might arise

is whether missions of the sort represented by the pilot

group would be appropriate for countries falling significantly

outside these boundaries.

Much more important and delicate issues, however,
surround the countries' social and political characteristics

which, as noted previously, have been identified by

Professors Jolly, Seers and Singer as lying at the heart of

the problem of employment strategy. It is a tribute to the

leadership of the missions carried out thus far that they

have been able to function under quite diverse and difficult

political circumstances which included not only changes in

administration but, in the case of Sri Tanka, an armed

rebellion.

Working 5elationships with Host
Governments and Nationals

All the missions, after the first, assiduously sought

to establish close working relationships with government

officials. The extent to which these efforts.were effective

seems to have varied within and between countries. By the

very nature of its work, the missions apparently can be

expe.2ted to arouse varying reactions among different national

ministries or officials, ranging from enthusiastic support to

outright antagonism (the latter, perhaps, being associated on

occasion with the "foreign" auspices of the mission or the
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inevitable dominance of participants from developed countries).

TF. issions1 experience in their contacts with non-governmental
groups - educational and research institutions, trade union
and em-ployer organisations etc. - has also been mixed.
There appears to be little doubt that the work of the missions
has benefitted greatly from co-operation with research

institutions and individual scholars within the host countries.
But substantial cuestions surround the involvement of the
missions with organised domestic interest groups - questions
that are the more corplex because such organised group
interests have a tendency to be formed outside the rural
smallholder and "informal" sectors which, as all the missions
have been at particular pains to point out, represent the
bulk of the poverty and unemoloyment problems.

In general, however, since the issues of ission
relationships with host governments and other nationals

cannot be usefully separated from luestions about the impact
and "follow-up" o-f the missions, they are, perhaps, best
pursued later in the context of a more intensive examination
of specific aspeats of mission accomplishments.

TT IlACT 01: ".T7, ISSIONS
(Azenda Itens II-

The comprehensive character of the employment strategy
missions, the inherent _ompleities and varied interpretations
of their assignments, ma]e it manifestly impossible to

evaluate their "impact" in any simple and definitive nannor.
This is not only because thero is no -ommon sot of generally
agroed expectations of what the results of the "pilot"

missions' might be, beyond the formal one that a report would
be produced incorporating a "comprehensive e-ploymnent strategy".
It also stems from the intrinsi? difficulty of being able to

ascribe to mission activity decisive influence on any of those
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underlying social and economic variables which must

constitute the ultimate objectives of the missions. In

addition, as is noted in almost all of the comments

prepared for the evaluation meeting, there may not have

been sufficient time as yet for the impact of the missions

to be observed - the more so since the long term and funda-

mental nature of the problems precludes any expectation of

quick results.

The preliminary ccmments submitted by participants in

the evaluation mceting have not altogether avoided frequent

recrenIeces to mission "impact"' or "influonre", unaccompanied

by any clear identificaticn of the groups affocted or

responsible for action or by any precise specification of

the type of inpact implied. In order to avoid what a

disinguished philosopher has referred to as "the delusive

quality of detachod expression&", it has seemed worth while

to develop a s-Tstematic is rudimentary framework within

which diff' rent aspects oC the "impact' of mission activities

can be iden-iified.

A Frameok for Tvaluation of

It follows from the most general concept of the m essions

that they are intended to influence the policies and

behaviour of different groups by increasi.g the knowleadge

and understanding of the problems with which those groups

are concerned, and by recommending policy actions for their

solution. \hile it would no doubt be fruitless to attempt

to observe the impact o-f snuh :iissions on the real social-

economic variablos which contitute their ultimate objectives -

employment, incomes, distrihutional equity, etc. - the effects

of the missions on "intermediate" variables -,the policies,

behaviour and actions of identifiable groups - ought to be

observable and are, therefore, an appropriate basis for

evaluation.
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The impact of the missions so defined has two distin-

guishable aspects or dimensions: (i) the target groups

whose policios and behaviour it is intended to influence -

the audiences to whom, in the most general sense, the mission

report is addressed; and (ii) a knowledge-understanding-

policy-action dimension with respect to which the effects

on beliefs and behaviour of these groups may be distinguished

and differentiated even if they _,annot be quantified.

Designation of categories along either of these two

"dimnensions" must, to a large extent, be somewhat arbitrary.

From the discussions in the papers prepared for the

evaluation meeting, however, it would appear that the main

"target" groups on which any individual mission is expected

to have an 3ffect may be classified into four principal

categories in a roughly descending order of scope and

generality:

Groupaffected:

A. International cmunity of development
scholars and planners.

P. International or anisations participating
in the mission.

O. yational government which is host to
the mission.

D. Trade unions, employer associations and
other organised interest groups within
the host country. 1

Categorisation along the second dimension is eq ualy

arbitrary, but a spectrum extending from mission influences

on conceptual frameworks and analytic understanding through

1 There is, of course, a fifth category - the --encral
public in the host country. hut this nay be omitted not
only because it would be extremely difficult to calculate any
mission impact on general pubIic opinion, but also because it
is doubtful whether anyone concerned with the missions would
feel it worth while to evaluate them as public relations
exercises.
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observable effects on general poli'y, to quite specific

influences on programmes and organisational implementation,

may be indicated by another four classifications as follows:

Impact on:

(1) Con-epts and analysis.

(2) General policies and plans.

(3) Specific programmes and projects.

(4) Organisational and administrative
implementation.

A joint array of these categories as in the following
table provides a crude system of co-ordinates for sorting
out tho effects of the missions according to the type of

group affected and the extent to which they relate to

concepts and understanding, to announced intentions or

to specific action. An indication has been made in the

table of the areas it is suggested to cover under the

proposed agenda items II, III and IV which deal with the

impact of the missions. Some areas have been omitted

not only because there seems to be little evidence on

effects in these areas, but also because it is doubtful

that suoh impact as there may be is of central interest

for the evaluation of the missions.



A FRAMEWIR' FOP -VA LUATION OF MiISSION ITACT

Tye of 'Effect

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Conceptual General 3pecific Organisational

and policies pr o jramme s and
analytical and and administrative

plans projects implementation

A. Development
coLmmunity

Acenda--
T. riipin Agenda item IV

of agencios item

group C. ot govern- Agenda item III
group ments.. ..

affect D. Organised
ed national

interest
gT oups
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Nothing more is claimed for this schema beyond its

possible usefulness as a means of defining rough boundaries

for relevant areas of discussion as the meeting progresses

through the difficult terrain it must traverse, and of

providing a chock on what ground has been covered and what

remains to be explored. Nor is there any thought that the

discussion ought to or can be rigidly confined within what

at best can be rather arbitrary boundaries. In fact, one

would hope and expect that frequent excursions will occur to

neighbouring areas. The discussion under agenda item II of

mission impact on national policies, for example, can hardly

fail to be concerned with those aspects of UN agency prograrmies

relevant to national policy formation in the host countries.

Analogous situations prevail with respect to the other agenda

items.

f-T2'-oAcT O7" TLE ISSIOs: ATATIYO .
F U DAI 1T -"T T-07P' T  rAn G 7-

Uigenda Item 1T)

Virtually all the comments and papers prepared for the

evaluation meeting accept, as the ultimate motivation for

comprehensive em.ployment missions, the need for greater and

more systematic attention to employment and distributive aspects

of' economic devolopment. Differences of opinion arise, however,

in how radical a re-struoturing in approach to development

policy is required and, in partimdlar, whether employment

represents the most rmnaningoful focus for a comprehensivo re-

ordering of social-economic priorities and objectives. In a

very real sense, the dominating issue underlying any appraisal

1DPy entering at apropiate " co-ordinates" indications of
positive, ambiguous or null effe-ts, one could use the schema
as a rudimentary l"evaluation sheet" for specific missions, but
this is left to the individual discretion of the participants.
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of the mission is the:Lndamental one of whether the compre-

hensive employment strategies are analytically well-founded.

This has been recognised from the very inception of the

pilot missions. A major result expected from the missions

was an increase in knowledge and understanding of employment

problems in the development process, not only among scholars

and academics but also among national and international policy

makers. The missions have apparently been extremely conscious

of their responsibilities in this regard - in the innovative

application of current knowledge to specific problems of

individual countries, in the generation of novel conceptual

and analytical approaches, and in the demarcation of areas

for further research. The joint paper by Professors Jolly,

Seers and Singer emphasises the point:

1 1.... a more deliberate intention was to sketch
out the fundamental nature and the magnitude of
unemployment and other employment problems....
This meant examining critically a number of
concepts, starting with 'unenploymentI itself,
and looking for causal relationships and solutions
that might be applicable in many countries or
require international aotion....Basic changes
in theory are a necessary preconditin for the
far reaching shifts in the approach of political
leaders, international and national officials,
etc., which need to take place if really profound
changesare to be made in policy."

Professor Thorbecke in a paper prepared for this meeting

has subjected the four pilot mission reports to a searching

analytical critique. It is therefore not necessary in the

present paper to do more theanoto briefly the issues which he

raises and to place them in the context of related concerns

revealed in the comments received from other participants.
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Concepts and Diagnosis of
EmployTent Prob:Los

Pro:essor Thorbecke identifies as major contributions

of the reports the clarification of (1) the comprehensive

nature of the emplo-yment problem and the strategy to cope

with it; (2) the nature of unemployment and its various

dimensions; (3) the association of employment problems with

a number of "structural imbalances"; and (4) a new and

unconventional view of the role of the "informal urban sector"

and of traditional agriculture.

In their preliminary comments on the missions, the World

Bank, FAO and UFIDC take positions which, in important respects,

challenge the originality and the validity of these analytical

contributions. The Bank, for example, while welcoming the

fresh perspectives on development provided by the reports,

interprets them as a return to former concerns of political

economy which have tended to be neglected in recent decades.

FAO states that:

"some of the reports have been rated as little
more than a re-statement of conventional wisdom
and knowledgo readily available in the country,
as seen from the emrployrient aspects [and]....
have sufferod from serious misconceptions
regarding the nature of the employment problem.
Inevitably, all have suffered from the lack of
any real conceptual framework to guide their
work or to provide an analytical system for
operating upon the factual information available
or needed and so permit valid conclusions and
useful insights to be drawn regarding the resolution
of employment problems."

UNID( conscientiously refrains from generalising about

the conce2tual contributions of the mission reports as a whole,
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but in its analysis of specific aspects of the reports, takres

issue with some of the fundamental analytic premises of the

missions.

Despite this evidence of important differences regarding

the con-eptual and diagnostic contributions of the missions,

it would probably be a vain and sterile exercise for the

present meeting to attempt to resolve then by a thorough

discussion of the basic theoretical issues involved. A more

fruitful approach, perhaps - and one more consonant with the

original purposes of the missions themselves - is to exaiine

the analytic strengths and weabnesses of the missions efforts

to formulate comprehensive enploymnt strategies. Th e re is,

however, one general issue - namely the relation between

employment and income distribution - which deserves attention

at the conceptual level before concentrating on specific

strategic issues and their relevanee to circumstances in

individual countries.

Although styled as enn)L2rent missions, the comprehensive

viei of the employment problem incorporated in the missions'

objectives has had the rosult that focus of attention of the

missions has been - and increasingly so - on the underlying

problems of incomc distribution and poverty. The point is

made for cefully in the "Sussex paper":

"The [Colombia] report uncompromisingly
identified low iniones as the central proble...
In spite of various refinements in subsequent
reports (in part related, of ;ours , to real
differ'onces in the emiploynmecnt situation in the
different countries to which they refer) this
emphasis on poverty as the essential problen
per'sists....[it] must be said th t this view-
point was not the general one at 'he time (or,
possibly, even today). Acadeic economists -
still tried to identify unreuplioyment with under-
utilised labour and politicians still tended to
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10 preo ccupi ed with the frustrations of
s 1cnool-leavers. 7ut th zener a, oroblen
cf noverty is roaor rorl undaOr l

and in th2e last rasort
trom the other tuo." L7TPhois ar d.

; would, perhaps, disagree with 51e general proposition

that "developuent obhoectivos" in their broadest sense trans-

cend "growth Obj tivC_ , "Dplo:Ticnt objectivos" and avon

"distributive oJ etives". The moaningful issues conco-r

the ifntera-tion a n the three (and, oCssihl; others, ouch

as industrialisation" or "nodernisation ) Zuestions nay

be raised who ther' the 1issions, in casting n inereasingly

comprehonsivo net, h-ve not had a tend.encry to blur the precise

charanter of these interactions by widoning thc concept of

eplcynent problems in order to give enhan e poioritP- to

distributional objectives. W/he ther or not such is a proper

interpretation, there are sone indications that it ThayT be a

potetial source cf av rs- reactions toconprehonsive

eoployment strategies. In his opening address as chairman

of' the 1972 V/e ting of the 7orll Panl and VLonetary pund, the

Indonesian uinister of 7inance posoed the issue as follows:

"Hanr societies are a-uteln conscious that the
probueaol.f un 107loyicnt and mass p'Overty aro
beco'ming worse even 'vre the rato of G7 growth
is n-en1ionallT r a -. e as .fa ir resnee table.

This paradox has lrd to a sarh ffor growth and
devel 'wpe nt strategies whi-h combine the objectives
of rapid growth wit> vor epogen and xgreater
distrihutional justie. Tr' is ohe danger,
however - eviden -in mu h of mhat is fashionably
written aZn .d sai'l -tt uh soar2 for new
strategies will obs'uro the simpe need that
rates o f growth in e oeolopin counrios should
be nuch hicher than these ocnventicnally regarded
as acceptable a-nd feasible. 0 iut i0 raudely,
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one cannot :ore equitably distribute nothing.
That su-7 higher rates of Trowth are possible
and 1 Iore than anything else, contribute
towards the. solution of the twin problens of
unemploy en ~and inequity has been demonstrated
ina n'b o- co ;untries where resources in the
neasurce rOeluircd have been available."

:ut, as indicatd previcrrsly, the issue nosed for this

meating is perhaps best pursued, not on a general conceptual

level, but with reference to the analytic support provided in

the reports for the strategies recormended.

hacro- ecn i -SJcteral
Consist~re Fromri

In Professcr horbee l' views, ITProDably the greatest

conceptual shor i of all the reports is the lac of a

ma ro-e concie, intrree toral consistenc fraaeworb." 7he

need for such a franc-ork is also reflected, most frequently

by inp i ration, in seve-ral of' the agency oments. any of

the crucial issues of _evelopment strategy turn on the

qantitative importan-e of -ostulated rolationships such as

the association betweer income distribution and the -import

ontent of eonsunmtior, tho responsiveness of emplo-7ent

denand to relative fa':tor prices, the mutual interaction

betwe en chanseas in the level arnd structure of outou't, employ-

ment, incomes, savings and investment, and, last but not

least, the quantitative implications or economic costs oF the

various policy components which makh: up an employment strategy.

Professor Thorboeke believes that, despite the severe

data problems which confront any attempt to build such a

consistency modol, there is no satisfa-tory alternative means

f proving in a systematic and compraehnsive fashion, the

central questions of e irplovmnt and ineonu distribution in

an over-all develop:en1 strategy. Te emphasises the high

priority to be given to both theoretical and ermiri t -research

necessary to improve a-ialytio techniques of this sort.
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it is not altogether clear that the chiefs of the four

completed missions would agree on the analytic importanne of

a maoro-economic intersectoral franevork. The !ran mission

report, it has been noted, makes little use of the results

along those directions which were undertaken during the

mission. And in his comments for this meeting, the chief

of the !ran mission has stated his view that the policy

recommandations should not rely on "theoretical considerations"

but should "place matters in order of importance and above all

define trends without attempting to compile statistical data

whiah are non-existent or of doubtful value." Th Sussex

mission chiefs, on the other hand, express the view that thoy:

"now see moro clearly that the heart of
enpl o ylont strateg7 lies not in making
e2onomia projections, or finding ways of
removing biases towards capital intensity,
but ia the balance of political forces,
and tho capacity of political leadership
in government and outside to nobilise support
in ways which will make changes successful."

Alternative Technologies in
7mployment Strategy

A second, and closely related, problem which Professor

Thorbeoke identifies in his analytic critique of the reports,

is the lack of empirical support for recommendations bearing

on the use of "labour-intensive" technologies;

"Since, in general, the reports attach
considerable importance to the possibility
of designing and implementing more labour-
intensive technologies in industry, construction
and even certain parts of agriculture, the
lack of representative informaticn on 'average'
technique by sector, sub-seotor or even process
is a serious shortcoming. it mahee it alnost
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impossible for the reports to go beyond
general recommendations and adnonitions
about the desirability of adopting more
labour-intensive technologies."

The point is pursued at greater length and detail in

the comments prepared by U77IDo. in U1IDC' s view, not only

is there insufficient evidence to support the strategic

importance ascribed in the reports to tecthnologioal choice,

but even more serious questions concern the prosumed relations

between small- and large-scale manufacturing, the "formal" and

the "informal" sectors, "odern" and "traditional" agriculture,

etc. , which UJI'TTPQ believes underly many of the strategic

recommendations pit forward in the reports.

PRilation between Policy Teans and
Development bjecties

These two "short comings" which Profe ssor Thorbefc1ke finds

in the analytic structure of the mission reports are examples

of what, in his view, is a general failure of the reports to

relate policy recommendations clearly and consistently with

the objectives they are ostensibly- designed to serve, In

his words:

"The reports contain a large number of policy
recommendations in many different fields and
sectors. TMany of these recommendations are
of a general nature roflecting ar oir-all
assessment of the nature of the imployrmcnt
problem. ohlatively few recommendations are
specific and based on a quantitative evaluation
of the relationships between policy means and
objectives. A converse case [illustrated by
the Iran report] - of which one should be critical -
is, that of expressing very spe-ific and concrete
policy recovve-nations without an adequate analyrsis
of the effects of these measures on the set of
objectives."
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Suiih a criticism, if valid, raises profound issues

about the whole role of the missions as instruments for

devising more effective strategies which can be usefully

applied in the re-design of development policies. It also,
by implication, casts some doubt on the operational useful-

ness of those analytic-categories such as "structural

imbalances", "types of unemployment problens", and even the

"formal-informal sector" distinction which have been evolved

particularly in the Colombia, Sri Lanka and Kenya missions.

Their usefulness may then rest more in stimulating a

rethinking of development strategy than in providing the
analytic foundations for concrete policy measures for

achieving reoriented social-e conomic objectives.

The 7orld Bank, however, ascribes the difficulty not

to the analysis but to the lack of policy mechanisms, in

its comments regarding the influence of tie missions on

development thinking:

"Perhaps the more important influence of
the employment missions has been in the way
in which they have encouraged and stimulated
governments and other agencies to re-examine
traditional approaches.... In many respects
it can be said that the machinery for develop-
ment planning has not yet been modified to the
extent that would make such a change in
emphasis [as sought by the missions] possible.
This is why the actual recommendations of the
employment missions turn out to be m-toh less
revolutionary than Might be expected from the
emphasis laid on new departures in the basic
thinking behind the reports. The fault lies
not with the missions or with the thinking,
but rather with the fact that the mechanisms
required to translate the implications of this
new thinking into operational practice have
not yet been developed."
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One may wonder how much weight the national policy

makers would place on this aspect of missions' results.

Growth, _Employment and Redistribution
under Structural Ohane

The final point that Professor Thorbecke makes in hi

analytic critique of the mission reports is that they,

surprisingly to him, propose strategies involving major

structural and distributional shifts which nevertheless

are associated with growth rates substantially higher than

currently prevail in the four countries concerned:

"It thus appears that the structural changes
which are reromiended would make possible not
only a substantial relative improvement in the
ampLyment and income distri'u7tion bit also,
in addition, permit a higher over-all growth
of income....Falthough] there is extrenely littlo
evidence in the reports linking the (high) G&TP
growth rate to the policy measures."

To the extent this is true, it means that in their

analyses, the reports, in one important respect, have failed

to elucidate.that interaction between growth, employment and

distributional objectives which, as noted earlier, could be

cited as one of their principal purposes for the re-appraisal

of development poli-ies which they undertook.

Thatever the validity of Professor Thorbecke 's criticism

of the reports in this respet, it is perhaps worth emphasising

that the relevant questions turn on -the calculated impact of

Professor I7artin Shubik has illustrated similar tendencies
in economists' advice with the following story. A centipede
with ninety-nine sore foet cane to consult with the owl, the
wisest creature in the forest. The advice he was given was
to walk one inch above the ground for -the next two weeks in
order to give his sore feet enough time to heal. The centi-
pede observed that it was a splendid suggestion, was precise,
insightful and logical. He then asked the owl, "Mow am I
going to walk one inch above the ground?" The owl replied,
"I have solved your conceptual problem. Do not bother me
with technical details."
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policy rscommendations and not on the analvti- conceptual-
isation of possible conflicts between development objectives.

All the reports seem to be not only aware but, in most cases,
acutel- sensitive to the latter as potentially important in

the :framing of social-economic policies. That requires
consideration is the extent to which these potential conflicts
can be determined to be empirically significant, the precise

character of the "trade-offs" ,hich policy-makers must,
therefore, confront, and the actual availability and effeo'tive-

ness of policy instruments which it is feasible to deploy
under the circumstances prevailing in any given country.

Further iResearch and Analysis

It would be wholly contrary to the spirit and intent of
the pilot missions, as Professor Thorbecke makes abundantly

clear, to interpret whatever analytic "shortcomings" may be
discernible in the -mission reports as judge>3nts of mission
"failures" in any invidious sense. The discovery of such
deficiencies, many of which must certainly lie in circmmstances
far beyond the control of any particular mission, nay indeed
be among the most positive and productive results of the
missions. For by laying bare the crucial areas where further
analytic and empirical work is needed, or even in exposing
lines of attack which turn out to be misconceived or to lead
up blind alleys, the missions can contribute greatly to an
improvement in the basic foundations for development strategies.

It is to be hoped, therefore, that this research
perspective can be kept in the forefront of the discussion of
the analytical issues raised by the mission reports. Such a

perspective not only conforTms to one of the major and explicit
purposes for which the missions have been undertaken, but the
confrontation between research imperatives and policy action
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iaplicit in the mission programme can hardly fail to yield

instructive benefits for the design and execution of analytical

and empirical studies in the international agencies and else-

where.

7 A CT OF TH ISSICTS: INATIONAL
4I p(2i_ ITCN (Agend ' Item TII)

The comments of the participating agencies on the policy

LITpact within the host countries reflected a general consensus

that this wac an area in which the countries concerned must

provide the final evaluation and that, in any evont, too

little time had elapsed since the completion of the mission
reports to a-prisea Thiir full impact. The agency comments

also laid stress on the drendenoe of mission inpact on

follow-up measures irstituted by both national authorities

and international organisatone within the countries concerned.

much of the discussion -under this agonda item must

properly be expected to centre on issues pused by the indepen-

dent analyses of Professors Urruia an, Gunatillehe on the

influence of the missions to Colcmbia and -ri T.anka, and by

the Government represonuatives at the mesting. Neverthe lees,

there are several genr ral isoues to which atten-tion has been

drawn.

TIeasure ment of Tmrmet and
Iflplemento ti 0

One problem is connected with the measures by Which the

impact and imple-entation of the miosion report are judOcd.

Since indicators of mission influence, judgin- fromn those

cited in the comments of participating agencies, are generally

/dentified with government policy ;tatenento or actions,
particularly as represented in the formilation of develoment

plans, /here ray be a dan-e: of introtucig an empty circularity

into the evaluation of mission effectiveness to the possible

neglect of the missions! real contributions and long term value.
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Such would be the case, for example, if the otherwise

justifiable effort to recommend specific and concrete policy

measures which the government can readily adopt and implement

were to result in the avoidance of more fundamental problems

for which feasible and politically attractive solutions were

not unavailable or non-existent. Professor Thorbecke

apparently refers to this tendency in his comment that "in

the Tran Report, one gets the impression, at times, that some

of the very concrete recommendations which are proposed simply

reflected what the G-overnnent wanted to do - without

subjecting these measures to any independent check regarding

their presumed effects."

Professors Jell, Seers and Singer emphasse in their

paper that the impact of the mission is not to be measured

simply in terms of the e::tent to which they are "implemented"

by governments:

"ITn the first place....local impact is not the
be-all and end-all of a report. 'Toreover, to
some extent the ouestion Lof government imple-
mentation] is naive..cch a question might have
some meaning for a report that was concerned, e.g.
with whether the railways should be electrified,
since then either the government does or does not
take the advice. Dut our reports were a package,
each ccntaining dozens of propoCals, some of them
specific, oteirs referring to chan;es in the
direction of policy....and others again proposing
further investigation or research. In both
Colombia and Ceylon some proposals of each type
have been carried out....and in all three countries
the thinking of political leadership, officials
and key individuals, outside government as well as
inside, has clearly been influence2, perhaps the
most important outcone."

This leaves open, however, the question of how one is to

assess mission inpact on the "thinking" of influential persons.
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Hission Integration with
Host Goverrnments

The cuestion of -mission relations with the host govern-

ment has been touched upon earlier in connection with the

decision of whether to send a mission to a country and the

establishment of working relationships during the period of

mission activity with government officials and other nationals.

There are, however, broader issues which cannot be separated

from the general pr-blems of mission impact and necessary

follow-up measures. They are most cogently and succinctly

put by Frrofessors Jolly, Seers and Singer:

"One major (iuestion is how much a mission
should try to integrate itself in the governm.ent
machine. It could do this by mergin g into
the local finistr of Planning, or by spreading
its members over several denartments. The issue
of integration is related to the emphasis given
to the 'international objective. Brcadly, the
more copletely a mission is ivtegrated with the
host government, the less will it be able to
produce a report which is useful for other
countries and international agencies. Also
the less will it be able to produce anything
fundamentally critical of its host and -The
greater the danger of opposition beinJ; aonased,
which could inhibit publicaticn of the r;port.
On the ot"er hand, the ireater the degree of
interation the -reator the access to
information, the mo the mission's proposals
will conentrate on the practicable and the -
greater the chances will be of some implemen-
tation, thou h probably implementation of a
programme much less than is recuire to deal
adequately with. the full set of employment
problems."

It is clear that the role of the report in national policy

formation will vary according to the extent the mission finds

it possible or desirable to associate its work with the on-

going planning and policy-making processes of the government
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which requests its assistance. But it should not be taken

for granted that the requesting governments necessarily look

upon the function of such a mission as primarily to formulate

policy recommendactions which can be adopted. as part of national

plans and progranmes. .rom the statement of the Sri Lanka

Government submitted. for this meeting, it appears that the

report of the mcission to that country has been considered as

only one among a number of alternative inputs into the policy-

making prooess. It qa-r not be an altogether mistaken

inference that this independent c*aracter o-f the report had

its own signfcant value for the national authorities.

Wrission Inflrence cn
, n-u-overn.meL4a up~rs

Although the mlssions made some contacts with represen-

tatives of workers and employers' organisations, these were

primarily for the purpose of obtaining information and opinions

during the course of the mission, and at its end to explain

the conclusions of the mission. Professors Jolly, Seers and

Singer raise a broader issue, however, of the involvemcnt of

important interest groups in the design and implementation of

employment strategies. They point out tha:t the three missions

they headed ventured further in addressing this question than

is usual among international missions, with discussions of how

peasant support night be mobilised for land reform and of the

need for representation of the unemployed., peasants and

consumers on bodies concerned with labour legislation and

incomes policies. Although the IT-' has the advantage , in

their view, of a structure which provides representation for

some of the main groups important for employmient policies,

they raise for examination the question "in what way the wider

activities required- 'or employment strategy can bring in such
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important groups as farmers, self-employed, those in the

'informal sectorl, and the unemployed and important groups

of them such as educated school-leavers and women."

National and International
Follow-Up

The vex:d problem of necessary and appropriate "follow-

up" to mission reports by national authorities and inter-

national agencies within the host countries receives great

stress in all of the comments and papers prepared for the

evaluation meeting. There is a general feeling that longer

term efforts were required to enhance the impact of the

missions in the form of general acceptance and implementation

of mission polioy analysis and recommendations. There is

no corresponding consensus on the form which follow-up measureE

should take the sumgestions offered vary in scope and

specificity.

Among the more specific proposals is Professor Urrutia's

suggestion that the host governments undertake to organise a

team of national counterparts to the foreign mission, who

would help in implementing the mission's recommendations after

its departure. This wrocess would be accompanied by

subsequent agreement with the government on the additional

technical assistance required to carry out the recommendations.

The agency suggestions tended to involve the use of

follow-up teams, small evaluation missions, or regional

employment teams such as PPCALO and APTP. It might not be

inappropriate to suggest as an issue for this evaluation

meeting to consider what would be the functions and responsi-

bilities of such follow-up missions - or, in other words,

how are the evaluatioms to be evaluated!

In many respects, however, the central issues connected

with any follow-up by international agencies of the employment

missions may be more usefullr approached in the context of
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on-going agency programmes within the countries concerned.

This is implicitly recognised in the comments of FAQ that

the work of employment missions should be 'omplementary to

the activities of other agencies which are actively engaged

in programmes directed to other aspects of the development

prooess. A similar inference may be drawn fron the remarks

of the IDRD concerning the relation of the employment missions

to its own programme of country economic analysis in support

of its lending operations. PMoreover, the missions have had,

as one of their explicit purposes, a better articulation of

employment policy and strategy with the country programming

of technical assistance under the auspices of UDP.

IPTA Cffl T: TTE ,ThISSION;S: I1 NT~72 T (,7A T

PCLICIES N'D 7roa" S (Aoenda ItOem IV)

The impact of the iissions on international agencies'

policies and programmes within the co-Luntries which have

already received missions, cannot and should not be separated

from the processes of national policy formation in those

countries considered in the previous sector. That is

suggested for discussion under the present heading are those

broader asoects of mission influence on international policies

in general, not necessarily restricted to particular host

countries.

Poliry Analysis and Research

There seems to be no disaEgreement among the agencies

involved that one of the principal results hoped for from

this type of inter-agency mission a-tivity is guidance on

how the problems of employment and in-ome distribution may

be best taken account of in the pursuit of other but related

international programmes. In their corments submitted for

this meeting, however, there is little explicit discussion of

any mission influence on agency operations. The >orld 'ank
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notes that "'to some extent the thinking of the missions has

been reflected in the on-going work of other agencies", but

that the extent of mission impact is difficult to disentangle

from other influences which have been operating to produce

greater stress on poverty and employment problems.

If the missions have influence on agency activities, it

should be observable primarily in the way in which they carry

out analysis and research in support of their own policies

and pro'amres. The economic mission activity of the Bank

is of particular importance in this connection, representing

as they do perhaps the largest existing international system

of country economic information and analysis. Put the

impact on country analysis and mission activities undertaken

by the IYF, FAQ, as well as other agencies, are also relevant.

A specific point which is stressed by the joint Sussex paper

is the need to avoid an e!-essive number and duplication of

mission visits.

"Every country now suffers from a great stream
of these, many seeking the same information.
Politicians and officials overseas complain,
and with reason, that a great deal of their
time and energy is taken up in dealin with
missions and eperts. Indeed, this is one
of the main obstacles to efficient adminis-
tration."

PRole of the ITTO

As the sponsoring agency, the IDO in many ways stands

to benefit most from the impact of the missions on its own

plans and prograimrmes. To a large extent, this is built into

the miutlally supporting action and research activities making

up the World Employment Programme of: whi.:h the comprehensive

missions are a part. T2TD in its -lonments suggests that

the ILO initiate a review of the work of the missions and

other 7EP research, for the purnse of developing a general
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analytical framework for analysing employment problems in any

individual country. The World Bank, although refraining

from comment on the substance, suggests that an issue "of

considerable importance to the ILO and....a proper subject

for an over-all evaluation meeting....is the impact of the

mission activities on the ILO itself, including the extent

to which the ILO's participation contributed to the success

or otherwise 'of the missions."

The latter issue is addressed in even broader terms by

Professors Jolly, Seers and Singer in concluding that one

result of the missions? efforts has been to make clear that

the dimensions of the employment problem transcend the

competence of the ILO. As they put it: "....what the missions

were really talking about was 'development' rather than just

employment, and the ILC is clearly not the broad development

agency that is needed...."

Development Assistance and
International Eionomic Policy

How far it is possible to pursue possible mission

influences on general international economic policies - trade,

aid, and technical assistance - is questionable. But there

is little doubt that, at least in the minds of Professors

Jolly, Seers and Singer, one of the objectives of the pilot

missions was to put unemployment and poverty "prominently on

the international agenda . In their view, the missions have

succeeded in this, to a significant etent, and have indicated

defects of the present system of international development

policies.

"The reports strongly implied that the present
strategy for the Second Development Decade
stands as utterly inadequate, both in the
slightness and superficiality of its attention
to problems of employment and income distribution
and also in its over-all emphases. Certainly
this should be one of the most obvious objectives
for the current process of review and appraisal."
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H MT ISSIONS:
IESSONS FOR THE FUTURIE (Agenda Item V)

By the time the meeting reaches this item on the agenda

there should be a plethora of items for discussion. A number
of suggestions or "lessons" have already been put forward in
the papers and comments prepared for the meeting. But it
would be contrary to the spirit of open inquiry with which

this evaluation meeting has been convened to attempt a
selection of these in advance .of the meeting's own deliberations.

Concluding views on where a consensus might have emerged,

where any differences need further clarification, and where

further research might be undertaken, are best left to be
formulated by the participants themselves.
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A SLTMMARY OF PRLIICIIARY 00I ENTS BY

PARTICIPATING AGENCIE:S1) ON THE

COKPhmLEH7NSIVE EMPLOYMENT MISSIONS

I KTROrUCTION

A major concern in th- drafting of this summary was to remain
as faithful as possible to the contents of the agency comments,
and in particular not to give the appearance of a consensus when,
perhaps, only one or two of the agencies brought up an issue or
favoured a viewpoint on an issue. It may appear that the summary
treatment of some issues is rather sparse and of others quite leng-
thy, or that certain agencies may be more frequently cited than
others. This is largely a reflection of the comments themselves;
the--coverage and weight attached to different aspects of the mis-
sions were by no means uniform among the agencies.

REVIEW OF MISSION EXPBRIENCE:

CONCEPT DESIG AFD EOTTTON(A nda itez I)

The comments in this area, with the exception of some of the
Iran mission and some of a more general nature by the IBRD and
the UN, did not reveal any fundamental concerns with the opera-
tional aspects of the missions. TICTAD, for example, found that
aside from problems related to integrating the work in the dif-
ferent fields, the operational side of the missions were on the
whole "fully satisfactory". ost of the comments in thie section
raise qu-stions about emphasis or degree rather than basic changes
in operational methods

1) The summary io based on the 'relimin r-,7 Commnts of FAO
(D.3(2)1973), IBRD (D.3(3)l973), ILO (D.3(4)1973), SIDA
(D 3(5)1973), UN (D.3(1l)l973), UNCTAD (m5()97), UDP
Resident Representative Iron (D,3(7)l973), UDP Resident Re-
presentative Kenya (D.3(15)1973), U1ESCO (D.3(4)l973), and
'1HO (D 3(13)1973). No comments on the substance of the meetini
were submitted by the IiiF and UNTDP
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Mission assinrnss.

FAO and UN recommended that the terms of reference should be

sharpened. It was suggested that general statements of objectives

"to strengthen existing national employment policy","changing

national policy by reorienting them towards employment", and

"providing a basis for country programming of international de-

velopment assistance" should be dropped; the former two because

they were la.rgely beyond the control of the missions, and the

latter because it was a by-product rather than a primary aim of

the missions. As regards the "country programming of interna-

tional assistance" TIDO stated other problems besides emplcyment

must be recognised in the formulation of the programmes.

The ILO noted that the terms of reference were adapted to

each country, and in general, "were drafted in such a way as to

leave the chief of missions sufficient flexibility in the formu-

lation of an employmentoriented development strategy". The UNbP

Resident Representatives for Iran and Kenya found tie terms of

reference for the missions to the two countries to be satisfac-

tory.

Mission Leadership and OMosit in.

The IBRD in particular emphasised the role of leadership on

the missions. Indeed, in their view the evaluation of the mis-

sions as a technique was clouded by "insufficient evidence as to

whether the mechanism would work well under other leadership...".

The UN and the UNIDP Resident Representative for Iran also

took up the question of leadership. The former stated a prefe-

rence for a high-rarning civil servant with- administrative or po-

licy responsibilities in the economic sphere as chief of mission

rather than an academician. The latter mentioned the important

role wVich the leader of the Iran mission played through his per-

sonal influence with the Government and, at the same time, some

of the weaknesses that developed because the chief did not serve

full time with the mission.

The ILO described some of the difficulties of recruiting

highly competent chiefs of missions and staff. The IBRD raised
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the question whether the ILO ought , or can, continue to rely

on outside institutions to assume the major responsibility

for the staffing of the missions. They went on to conclude

that whether or not the ILO chose to develop its own capacity

to carry out missions, a regular programme nf one or two mis-

sions a year would require "development of a capacity not now

present in the ILO to plan, oversee, and evaluete such missions,

and in particular, to relate their operation to the ongoing

work .. (of other agencies)fV.

FAO and UNESCO suggested that central roles on the missions

be given to the regional employment teams. They and several

other agencies mentioned the desirability of utilising interna-

tional experts already in the country, and of involving local

expertise more fully in the missions. The positive value to

the missions of prior experience in Kenya among team members,

was mentioned by the UTDP Resident Representative for Kenya.

PMost of the agencies expressed the view that inter-agency

co-operation was a positive aspect of the missions. A few had

some reservations about the way in which the arrangements were

handled, and hoped that they would be strengthened. UNCTAD,

for example, felt that the integration of the different fields

covered by the programmes and assigned to particular organisa-

tions could have been improved upon. Also FAO, MN, TJNCTAD,

UMESCO and WHO in different ways expressed the view that there

should be more systematic and strengthened inter-agency co-ope-

ration. UNESCO mentioned that more advance notice "as well as

some indication of the role they were expected to play" would

help. UN stated that there was not as much inter-agency par-

ticipation as might have been desirable. FAO mentioned that

the "nature, purpose, composition and duration of missions

should be the subject of advance assessment in fullest consul-

tation with the TTDP and other agencies' local representatives".

FAQ, MCTAD, UNIDO and WHO indicated in varying degrees that

the missions had not sufficiently taken into account their sec-

tor of concern or views on the sector. The special role of the

chief of mission and the drafting group was seen as important

in this connection.
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The ILO stated its impression -that the "missions permit

the integration of speci-fic contributions which the specialised

agencies ... can make ... within a systematic and mutually con-

sistent context... ". Despite reservations on the part of some

agencies, it should be emphasised that :the view emerges that

inter-agency co-operation was seen as a positive aspect of the*

missions and that it should be strengthened.

Size and Duration.

There was a consensus that the team sizes on the Colombia,

Kenya and Sri Lanka missions were too large. The IBRD noted in

thib respect "the size of missions has been no necessary contri-

bution to their success". The ILO took the position that "it

is our impression that the size of some of the missions was larger

than strictly necessary". Some of the agencies also suggested

thet the number of part-time team members be kept as small as

possible. The UN suggested that a sense of unity was required for

the team to operate effectively, and recommended that a team

(10-12 members) ought to meet at headquarters for 4-5 weeks' pre-

paration before going out to the country.

FA0, UNESCO and WHO mentioned that more advance notice would

have been helpful to their participation in the missions. The I10

stated that miesions until now have been organised in a hurry,

and that at least six months' advance notice was desirable.

It was suggested by several agencies that more time might

have helped; 'however, there was no great degree f certainty on

this point'. The ILO stated "there was undoubtedly a great time

pressure ... the reports might have been more complete, ... if

more advance empirical and political work had been done ... before

the missions actually assembled in the respective countries".

UNESCO mentioned that the regional employment teams ought to be

sent to a country in advance of a mission. The UN suggested a

team of two persons be sent to t -e country to do preparatory work,

and also suggested assembling the teem fu.r several weeks at head-

quarters prior to going into the field. JVEO noted that "indeed

the preparatory period is a key element".
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Severa agencies made brief over9all assessments of the

short-term character of the missions. On the positive side, it

was mentionmd by UNESCO and ILO that short-term missions can ob-

tain, on average, a higher caliber of expert then longer-term

missions. UJNESCOQ noted that the missions by their nature secured

political "support of a hind rather rare for a short-term mission".

IBRD also mentioned "the influence and prestige" attached to the

short-term missions. In the same vein, the ILO noted "the big

iLapact upon public opinion" which can be obtained from short-term

missions. The IBRD stressed the importance of the "independent

authority" of the missions as a positive factor, but raised the

question whether its advantages outweigh -the disadvantage that

there is no certainty of follow up. On the whole, it was felt

by the agencies that short-term ad-hoc missions had a useful role

to play.

Working Relations with Host Governments and Other Nationals.

Two quite different viewpoints emoerged on the question of how

the missions shoul:& relote to the host government. The UN sug-

gested that the content of the reports, and especially the recomr

mendations, be negotiated with the government while the mission

is in progress. The end product would essentially be a negotiated

agreement which the government has agreed in principle to accept.

It was stated by W-IO that "it is essential from the beginning to

mobilise the full support of the concerned ministries at the na-

tional level for a co-ordinated effort ... and that without suoh

involvement, recommendations of the missions tend not to reflect

completely national aspirations and will". SIDA also expressed con-

cern that the final recommendations be politically acceptable. The

ILO and FAO raised the question of the political acceptability of

the report and arrived at a similar conclusion though for some-

what different reasons. Both agencies concluded that independent

analysis and recommendations on balance are preferable for this

type of mission. Governments should be kept informed and issues

discussed with them, but they should not participate in the actual

drafting of the report. The ILO noted that "while actual partici-

pation in the work of the missions by government officials was ...
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rather scanty there:wab .. constant striving on the part of

each missinn chief to keep- the government informed ... ".

The UNDP Resident Representatives for Iran and Kenya noted

that the Governments of Iran and Kenya were adequately involved.

In Kenya, it was stated, "the Government's approach wasOne of
non-interference, coupled with preparedness to assist't1

A question of concern to a number of agencies was the re-
lation of the mission to national planning efforts. SIDA. recom-
mended close co-ordinmtion with the host country planning cycle.

The TDP Resident Representative for Iran, the IBRD and FAO,

all stressed the importance of the involvement of the national

plan organisation to the attainment of the mission objectives

The 0ILO and the UNDP Resident Representatives for the mis-

sions to Kenya and Iran, stated that efforts had been made to

involve employers' and worLcers' groups as sources of information
to the missions, and to inform them of the conclusions of the
missions. The only substantive comment about the perticipati-n of
employers' and workers' groups was by the UND P Resident Represen-
tative for Iran who noted that involve ment of these groups did not
contribute much to the effectiveness of the mission to Iran.

There was mention made by the IIO, FAO and UNESCO that assis-
tance from local institutions such as universities and research
institutes could make a valuable contribution to the missions.

In connecticn with the Kenya mission, the considerable help
obtained from national research institutions was mentioned by
the ILO and the UND2 Lesiclent Hepresent&.tive for Kenya.

THE_ ILPACT OF TKE ISIOITS:

ANALYTICAL FOUDATIOITS FQh OO PI9IE- 'NSIVE EMPLOYENT STRATEGI7S
(Agndaitem !I).

In this area issues raised were the extent and originality
of mission intellectual contributions, the need for a more ex-
plicit general analytical franework, the emphasis, or lack of it,
given to certain topics and sectors, and the weakaness of empi-
rical underpinnings of some of the polisy recommendations.
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Contributions to Understandin.

IRD mentions several intellectual contributions of the

missions, e.g. helping to bring the distribution of income and
wealth back to a central position as an economic question; a

different approach to macro-economic questions, in particular,
work on links between patterns of final demand, income distri-
bution and the structure of production and investigations in
the "informal" sector. FAO states that the missions had an

important catalytic effect in reordering priorities. UNIDO found
the emphasis on social issues refreshing and pointed to the spe-
cial significance of income distribution objectives in the re-
ports. In the ILO's view an important aspect of the four mis-
sions was that they "succeeded in showing that a new approach
to the employment problCm ... is necessary because the conven-
tional approach (of leaving everything to the attainment of
satisfactory rates of growt. of G'P) has failed and will continue
to fail".

IBRD and FAQ took exception to some of t.'e claims for ori-
ginality nf the analysis by the missions. FAO suggested that the
reports were "little more than a restatement of conventional
wisdom and knowledge already availfble in the country as seen
frow the employment aspect". The important influence on thought
in this view was the re-examination or rethinking of development
policy and practice.

UNIDO devoted a major section to a critique of the analyti-
cal underpinnings of income distribution policy. It was suggested
that more work was needed on links between foreign exchange
constraints, income distribution and the scope for a more labour-
intensive composition of production. The inter-relation between
savings and income distribution was also touched upon. As a
general observation, it was mentioned that "in all these reports
thlere is a tendency to oversimplify" the inter-relation between
income distribution and the pattern of industrialisation.

Another major section of TNIDO comments were devoted to
issues raised by "the crucial problem ... (of) what should be the
role of modern industry in an employment-oriented strategy".
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Three principal problem areas discussed in this context were

the inter-relation between industry structure and agriculture,

between industry structure and foreign exchange constraints,
and spacial-problems, namely the implications of decentralised

versus conventional patterns of industrial development. An
important conclusion of TNIDO's analysis was that attainment of
long-run employment and growth objectives requires a growing mo-
dern industrial sector, to emphasize small-scale industry and
handicrafts may be to attain short-run objectives at the sacrifice
of long-run objectives.

Macro-economic Framework.

The relatively slight reliance on explicit macro-economic
frameworks in the reports was mentioned by several agencies
and implicit in the comments of others. IBRD stated that some
would regard the absence of a more systematic macro-economic
basis as a weakness but praised some of the innovative aspects
of the macro-economic analysis. FAO, in a somewhat different vein,
noted the missions "have suffered from the lack of any real con-
cepotuel framework to guide their work or to provide an analytical
systeL'i for operating upon the factual information available ... ",

and it was hoped that careful analysis would enable future em-
ploymwnt missions to "spend less time conceptualising and have a
more adequate and consistent framework from which to start",
UNCTAD suggested that the ILO set up a group of experts "to
formulate a general framework for analysing the employment pro-
blem...'.

Sectoral Analyses.

Un'CTAD commented on two topics rhich it felt were not suf-
ficiently stressed in the reports. It noted that the "foreign
trade sector has been seriously overlooked ... "; examples of
omissions were cited from the Kenya, Sri Lanka and Iran missions.
UNCTAD also suggested the.t insufficient attention was paid to
creating and attracting capital, again, examples were provided.
FAO mentioned that "in every mission so far, the agricultural
component has been notably weak in several important subsectdrs,
relative to the importance of the sector .



In addition to its critical view of an ever-all employment-

oriented strategy, UNIDO took issue with the seundness of some

specific policy recommendations by the missions. Comments were

made on the analytical weakness of recommendations to increase

production of low cost housing, especially as regards the relD-

tion between proposed fin ncing and interest rate pclicy. It

was also U]"IDO' s view tint the scope for improvement of resource

allocation through introduction of measures to correct for factor

price distortioni "may not be quantitatively significant to jus-

tify ignoring the other policy implications of such broad policy

changes". On recendoticns reilating to the more intensive

utilisation of existing cepital stock, it was stated that "the

reports are too gen'ral .. to be particularly useful". TTNCTAD

also questioned the feasibility of certain policy r-commendations:

the po3sibility of estblishing a free trade zone in Sri Danka,

it notes, was not discussed sdequately- the question of howr to

provide capital and infrastructure for labour-intensive rural

industries to make rural industrielisetion programme feasible,

w as n issue that required investigation.

I11K CT CF T3B MIS 310P2:

NATICNALPOLICY FO TION(Agenda Itom III.

A position that clearly emerges from the papers is that in-

sufficient time has elapsed in which to judge the impact of the

mission reports on notional policy. Despite this, and the obvious

difficulties of estimting impct, the undercurrent running

through the comments is that more could irve been dono to leave

a mark on the countries' attitudes id policies on employment:

a number of suggestions are made for impreving the effectiveness

of any future missions.

measures of Iission Influence on Policv.

The primary measure for judging the influence of the reports

and the mission as such ens the reception acco-ded report re-

commendations by The governmnt. Indicators of acceotance were

such actions as integration of report strategy and policy into

the national plan, new legisl tion, parliumentary debates and
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official meetinps, and in general any concrete policy statements
or measures which could be said to derive at least in part from
the strategy and policies recommended in the reports. IB1D for
example, mentions that it would be possible to evaluate the in-
fluence of the emp] yment missions by exaLiining the policies and
practices in economic planning. The ILO, when it attsoted to
describe the impact of the missions, mentioned spec fic pieces
of lIgislt ion, a sessionJl parper prepared for discussion in a
parliament, and the inte ratin of some of the mis sione' recom-
mendations into the councry pl an. The influence of the mission
reports on nutional pas as a measure of effectiveness of the
mission was either mentioned or implicit in the commeniets by
most of the agencies. The I7) notes that 'up to ncw the signs of
new action taken after the reports form a mixture of promising
and disappointing aspects. The IBRD expresses a sceptical view
as to whether sufficient evidence is available to date to indi-
cate if the missions have had a significant effect. FAO and
UNCTAD suggest that it is primarily for tbe governments to
assess the influence of the mission reports.

Prcticagbility and Implementation of ission _Zccommendations.

The problem of having recommendations of missions accepted
and implemented by governments was raised by a number of agencies.
In this connection, it was stated by ILO, U] and IBRD, that an
important precondition for the acceptance of mission reports was
a clear recognition by the host governments of the urgency of
the employment problem. IBRD noted that "in areas xhere sensi-
tive political issues are involved there must be a prior commit-
ment to act".

WHO stated "that national ministerial involvement and co-
ordination of effort is of key importance ... This is not solely
a question of counterpart personnel, but one which involves
willingness of the hii;hest level of government to review its
economic and social policies".

FAO stated that in its view governMenTs wvere looking for
more concrete measures t-an indicated in the general mission
objectives. The UIN noted that the missions were 'perhaps too
general to produce any specific results in terms of jobs created,



and too rapid and superficial from the standpoint of general

economic planning". The UINP Residont Representative for Iran

stated that the recommendations were sufficiently concrete

in the Iran report. The ILOdrew attention to an inherent diffi-

culty of short-term lissions, noting that the detail in which

some of the analysis was done "vr.s not always sufficient to en-

sure that the recommendations were concrete enough and operatio-

nal".

Follow-up Measures.

A point stressed by most of the aEncies was the need for

longer term efforts to take advantage of the temporary influence

and prestige of the missions. In this view, the missions were

only a first stop tovrerds gaining long-teri.. acceptance and iraplo-

mentation of the general views and. recommendations found in the

rePorts.

The general view that the impact of missions could be im-

proved if there were 5 reater attention to follow up of each of
the missions was, perhaps, the most strongly emphasised and the

most agreed upon point in the agency comments. It was, of course,

expressed in different ways ranging from mention of the need for

a lcn6 -term progre ammo to su :estion-s for specific follow-up
measures. The UNDP Resident Representative for Iran effectively
states the cese - "even though the Gover:noent (Iran) has accep-
ted o lot of the report 's recommendations., thay remain largely

t a loss as to how to implement them'".

The follow-up meesures suggested were varied. FAO mentioned
some short-term me2sures, seminars ad greater use of communi-
cation media to gain publicity and understanding for the missions.
Similarly, thr UDP Re sident iRepresentative for Kenyp suggested
th,:t "an easily dlgestible su-mmary cf the report" and seminars
and meetings for governm.eit officirls, academicians and politi-
cians, would have helped.

The longer term measures, for the most part, revolved
eroundO follow-up teams. U1, for example, suggested a three-man
team be sent out each year to evalu-.te progress; UYTIPO ',jnd FAO
also suggested sm:.all follow-up evaluation missions.
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UNESCO and FAO ;uggested that the regional Qmployment teams

could be called upon to help implement report recommendations.

FAO suggested that an employment adviser be placed in the UNDP

office. ILO stated that a long run employment advisory team

will start in Colombia; the regional teams, it was also noted,

contribute to overall employment strategies and there are

projects within WEP which are complenmentary to the short-term

missions.

i :PAC T 0 FT Li Sg:E

INTERRINATIONAL PROGRAFiES (Agenda Item IV)

There w-as very little explicit discussion of the impact

of the missions on agency procr m= es. It was noted both by the

ILO, for the four couqntries thrt had received missions, and by

the U17DP Resident Represent'-tive for Iran for th- case of Iran,

th!t the missions had not hod to,) much of an influjnce on the

U=D2 country programmes for technical assistnce. IBRD stated

"it is clear to some ext ,nt the thinking of the missions has

been reflected in t e dngoing werk of other agencies Certainly

the style and methods of operation of the continuing, country eco-

nomic work of such agencies as the World Bwnk and the IMF have

been influenced ... to provide more permoonent ?ttention to these

(employment) issues". The IBRD went on to state, however, that

it was difficult to assess the extent of impact of the missions

since "it was certain" in any event that economic proerammes of

the agencies would aive moved in the direction of placing more

stress on poverty and employmaent problems. WhO noted that "we

have tamen steps to ensure within the Organisation an understan-

ding of .the thrust of the ILO employment programme".

A number of agencies expressed willingness to participate

in follow-up missions. FAO, for example, stated it would be

desirable to have "pro ject identification and formulation mis-

sions, as and when required, from the mrjor individual TNT agen-

cies involved - TA2, ILO, U2TIDO, etc." O mentioned it was

"ready to co-operate nd follow up in miscions which provide
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recommendations on employment policy and manpower development".
WHO added that individual agencies can only act on mission re-
commendations when governments request their assistance through
normal channels of co-operation.

COIMPREHENSIVE ENPLOYLENT MISSIONS:
LESSONS FOR T1E FU TURE (Agenda Item V)

The question of alternative mechanisms for achieving mis-
sion objectives did not elicit a very great range of opinion.

The general view seemed to be that the missions compleimented
work of other agencies. The UNDP Resident Representative for
Iran stated the "mission did not prove to be a more or less
effective instrument than other devices mentioned, but played
its part amongst the others". FAO noted the.t the work of other
agencies would cover economic development from a different point
of view; "there is, therefore, no question of competition or
duplication". It would appear tha-t there ws general feeling
that the missions have played a unique role. Perhaps the major
"lesson" to be found in the agency comments is a dissatisfaction
with the ad-hoc, short-term nature of the missions; most of the
agencies took the view that the missions could be more effective
as part of a systematic, continuing, more co-ordinated effort.

The role of the ILO

UNCTAD raised the question of the impact of the missions on
the ILO, stating that "it can no doubt be said that the know-
ledge and understanding of an optimal employment strategy have
greatly improved within the ILO Secretariat as a result of the
experience gathered in the course of these missions". UNCTAD
also suggests that the ILO ought to undertake to review the mis-
sions and the research of WEP with the assistance of a group of
experts for the purpose of developing a general analytical frame-
work for analysing the employment problem in any individual coun-
try. ILRD also raised as a possible area for discussion "the im-
pact of mission activities upon the ILO itself, including the
extent to which the ILO's participation contributed to the suc-
cess or otherwise of the miesions".
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Statement by the Government of Iran

TDRMS OF REFERENCE

The Terms of Reference provided for four countries:,

Iran, Sri Lanka, Colombia and Kenya, bore a general nature but

in the future efforts should be made that objectives of employ-

ment set forth for countries be determined according their pre-

liminary reconnaissance and in consideration of demographic,
cultural, and socio-political aspects of the same countries so

that it may be possible to recommend definite and clear policies and

recommendations in subsequent studies.

SELECTIONT OF EX-ERTS

The head of the team should be selected at the request of

the country under study and approval of the ILO. The head of the

team should,.as far as po-sible, be selected from experienced

economic planners, and not only academic background should be

considered. If possible, the head.of the team should be sta-:

tioned in the country under study frorin the beginning until pre-

paration of the report. The number of the experts shall be de-

termined with due regard to the requirements of each country and

appointment of teams with a large number of experts must be

avoided.

Furthermore, experts with same qualifications should not be

assigned to the team. The above reasons shall cause duplication

and waste of time, since the experts studying a field shall, at

all times, disagree on many questions. The experts must not be

selected from academic staff only. Therefore, it would be more

prudent to select the experts out of such individuals that enjoy

adequate practical experience.in the fields assigned to them.

It is necessary to appoint the experts at least one year before

their assignment. They should be given the opportunity to spend

their time in preparing statistics and collecting data of the

countries in question. The statistics and data collected should
be placed at the disposal of all experts befonr their departure
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to the country of their assignment. Meanwhile it would be
necessary for the experts to hold regular meetings with each

other. before departure, so that they may exchange'-views and

ideas and consequently coordinate their approaches towards
various issues of interest that have to be confronted with.
The necessity to travel within the country under study is

inevitable, but such travelling should not have the nature of
tourism and should be arranged to complete statistics and
orientation with problems and duties assigned to them. The
experts should present reports of their tripe- inside the coun-
try to the head of the tem. The reports should justify the
necessity of the trip and should contain useful information on
various aspects of the visit. Copies of the report should be
distributed between the other members of the team.

TI1E TABLE

Assignment of the team to the. countries should fit the
conditions and circumstances of a country and the best time to
detail a team would be before preparation of developmoent plans
and at least one year ahead of that, so that the report of
the team can satisfy the planning, administrative and politi-

cal authorities of the necessity to execute the policies and
courses of action and conseqenAly the development plan may
have been influenced as far as employment aspects are involved.

In respect to duration of the experts in countries, no
definite time can be foreseen but the long or short-term dura-

tion shall depend mainly on the importan~ce of various sectors.
However, such a duration should not be that short, to attain

the nature of tourism and the experts must, before departure

to their-country of origin, prepare their reports with the
collaboration of their local counterparts and present them to
the Head of the Mission.
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GOVERIMENTAL COUNTERPART'S ROLE

In respect to the role of the Government, acceptance of

employment policy within the framework of economic development

objectives shall require a prior understanding by which the

role of the Government and planning must be defined. In order

that such an understanding may achieve a national nature, it

shall not be adequate to accept policies and courses of action

in all sectors, but the entire organizations and agencies should

be bound to implement them.

NON-GOVERTIMENTAL OLA1TANIZATIOUT

Social institutions are not solely confined to workers-and

employersorganizatiom but they are more variable; therefore,

it would be necessary that different bodies such as village,

town and provincial councils, that enjoy roles in village and

town development, participate in national employment oriented

development strategies to make it more comprehensive. At certain

instances, workeraor even the employers organizations may not be

fully representative of each of the said institutions.

REPORTING PROCEDURE

Preparation of reports should not be the sole duty of the

mission but the counterparts must participate because it is

observed that the experts at times only content themselves with

exchange of views with their counterparts. The report should

be compiled in the shape of a work program and should not be

identical to an academic research report, where no practical

aspects of issues are provided. Therefore, the more the re-

ports'are summarized, the better they would serve the purpose.

Furthermore, the report should present policies, courses of

action and recommendationsi studies, statistics, data and

other information should be contained in the appendices.

ORIGIN OF THE1 NEW DATA

As stated above, detail of the experts should not be ar-

ranged on short notice, but the basic purpose is to collect
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all necessary statistics and data, so that if any deficiencies

may appear, arrangements could be made to request the same from

the concerned country for provision of new data. Non-availa-

bility of certain data should not cause preparation of general

inadequate proposals.

DIAGNOSIS

With regard to diagnosis, it would suffice to exchange

views with counterparts, or contacts may be maintained with va-

rious government authorities or agencies or worker/employer or-

ganizations for such diagnosis through which specific research

and collection of datathat can indicate exact situation of

employment in the country, can be obtained. Unfortunately,

such research and statistics, that can clearly present the diag-

nosis, are scarce and limited; therefore, it would be worthwhile

to prepare a precise statistical framework containing accurate

definitions and facts and to recommend it to the countries in-

volved.

DEVELOPENT OR STRENGTHENING OF MACHINERY FOR INTEGRATED

ECONOILC AND HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING.

The report should also embody recommendations and defi-

nite and executive policies for employment and manpower planning,

in which the executive aspects of the said issues should be

clearly defined.

At this stage the assistance and cooperation of interna-

tional organizations in the line of follow-up shall be indis-

pensible and it would be necessary to create a responsible body

for manpower planning, so that it may supervise implementation

of projects and plans to achieve employment objectives. For-

mulation of annual plans shall help effectively the promotion

of employment in the country.

TRAINING

The aims of the mission should not be training of its own

members, but it should train the local experts in planning of
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employment policies so that they nay eventually continue the

various functions assigned to them. In this connection coope-

ration between the experts and their counterparts is a definite

must. At times, it has been observed that members of mission

utilize exactly the. analysis, researches and projections of

local counterparts. hence the question arises: are the mission
members assigned to train the counterparts or not?

In the meantime, the reports on manpower planning and re-
comendatioisin this line which have been of a general nature,
fail to present the true and exact manpower requirements of a

country-. Needless t& say that even a general and inaccurate
assessment of the present education and training situation
has not been carried out. Sophisticated methods for the ana-

lysis of the education situation often fail to present a clear

view of the situation and would only be useful for seminars
and scientific meetin-s and would definitely not be able to
indicate insufficiencies and shortcomings of the education
system.

SUGGESTED POIIPS FOR D ITSCTSSSIO01

The responsibilities of the 7-P mission cannot be com-

pared with any of the points raised in Clause 7 of your ques-
tionnaire. Experts of oth-r U17, organizations should accept
and develop th; TIEP reports and local research institutes and
international organizations shall further help to complete
such reports. The productive role of the .7EP mission to va-
rious countries cannot be denied but should be developed on
th, basis of experiences accumulated in Iran, Colombia, Kenya
and Sri Lanra.

In respect to follow-up, the Head of the team can, at the

request of the country, visit in company with a small group to
determine the progress of objectives and policies concerning
employment strategies, and submit his reports both to ILO and
tie country concerned. The role of ILO in future, should be
the focal point for World Pmloyment Programme,
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AN EVALUATION OF THE ROLE O INDUSTRY IN

THE FOUR PILOT E7PLOYPENT STRATEGY MISSIONS

Preface

In undertaking this study, we have tried to follow as closely

as possible the guidelines laid down for the preparation of the

evaluation report. These guidelines have broadly identified seven

major issues on which evaluation of the inter-agency employment missions

should concentrate. The following 21 pages deal entirely with the sub-

stantive points relating to the logic of employment-oriented strategies

suggested by the ILO-organized missions to Colombia, Ceylon, Iran and

Kenya. In short, we concentrate on the first set of issues laid down

in the guidelines under the heading "objectives of the missions", which

are questions (l.a - e) of the Annex. The report evaluates whether the

missions succeeded in,

(a) clearer identification of problems of, and of

experience with, national employment policies.

(b) sxperimental design of national employment-oriented

development strategies.

(c) discovering new approaches to the employment problem.

(d) strengthening existing national employment policies.

(e) changing national policies by ;reorienting them towards

employment.

(f) providing a basis for country programming of international

development assistance.

These are the substantive economic issues with which the evaluation

report is concerned. It should also be mentioned that these issues are

dealth with here especially from the point of view of the role of industry

in an employment-oriented strategy and relative emphasis has been placed

on policy recommendations directly affecting industry. For this is an

area where UNDO has a vital role to play, and it must analyse these aspects

of the reports of the employment missions with special care.

Questions (l.f - 7.b) of the Annex follow the main evaluation

and are included on pages 22-24.



Chapter 1

IDElTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEMS

1. In spite of considerable differences in their social, political and

historical background, all of the four countries, Colombia, Ceylon, Iran

and Kenya, tend to exhibit a set of common features characterizing their

state of economic underdevelopment. Many of these general features of

underdevelopment are well known: a low level of per capita income

associated with a high proportion of the employed population engaged

in agviculture, total value added by the manufacturing industries being

a small fraction of the GDP, and the export earnings in the case of each

country depending on a few agricultural products or unprocessed mineral

resources. These features persist in these economies after almost two

decades of conscious planning, and the growing unemployment problem

facing these countries must be viewed in this context.

2. The configuration of economic forces operating in these countries tend

to generate a vicious circle which has led to the present employment crisis.

A low level of per capita income limits the size of the domestic market

which in turn restricts investment opportunities. Except in the fortunate

case of Iran whose oil enjoys a favourable world market, possibilities of

export-led growth along the classic nineteenth century pattern are more or

less ruled out due to unfavourable world market conditions in primary

products. At the same time, a weak industrial base makes rapid expansion

in non-traditional exports difficult, and experience has shown that industrial

development based on import-substitution has narrow limits. Limited

domestic markets coupled with inefficient industries protected behind a

tariff-wall makes such a strategy unviable in the long-run. Having carried

out import-substitution to a greater or lesser extent in the field of

consumers' goods industries, this process is now coming to a halt in these

four opuntries. It is against this background that the ILO-organized

employment missions had to formulate strategies for economic development

which must also give relief to the unemployment problem in the immediate

future.
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3. Three aspects of the problem were evident from the beginning to

all the missions. First, there can be no general or universal strategy

that is applicable to all four countries. There are some policy recommen-

dations which are common to all the reports, but there are other recommen-

dations which are specific to the particular country. This makes it rather

meaningless to develop an approach in this evaluation report which only

takes into account the common factors. Secondly, all four reports have

a common starting point. They all agree that the conventional pattern of

industrialization as the solution to the unemployment problem has more

or less failed in the four countries. Experience makes it abundantly clear

that the growth in employment over the last two decades has been far lower

than the growth in GNP in these countries, so that a purely growth-oriented

strategy is not viable in the face of growing unemployment over a long period

of time. The report on Colombia makes this point well, "To try to solve

the unemployment problem by just accelerating overall economic growth is

therefore to take on, voluntarily, the task of Tantalus - the target recedes

as one reaches for it. What is needed is to change the nature of the

process of the economic growth." In other words, the conventional

economic strategy of growthmanship is by itself an inadequate device to deal

with the problem of generating employment on a sufficiently rapid scale

and for reducing economic disparities. Indeed crucial to the whole problem

is the composition of the growth process and on such questions as how growth

is financed and how the benefits from the growth process are distributed

over time.

4. All four reports agree that these important questions must be

answered in devising an economic strategy for development. This is the

reason each report places considerable emphasis on questions of educational

opportunity, health, social security and equality as well as on the methods

of implementation. This emphasis is a refreshing feature of these reports,
especially Ceylon and Kenya.

Towards Full Employment. A programme for Colombia prepared by an
Interagency team organized by the International Labour Office, ILO,
Geneva, 1970- p 4E-49, paragraph 159.
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5. Finally, there is another common point to all four reports. The

general state of economic underdevelopment in which these countries are

caught explains why the strategy of economic development has to be more

or less common for them all. In the case of each country the objective

is to create a considerable volume of employment opportunities immediately

without at the same time losing the long-term perspective of rapid

industrialization of the country. While all four reports agree to this

broad objective, they differ on important tactical questions on how

to combine the short-run aspect of immediate employment creation with

the long-run aspect of sustaining a high rate of growth in roductive

employment in the future. The role assigned to industry - in an

employment-oriented strategy is one of these crucial tactical questions

and is the main focus of our discussion.

6. Therefore, the crucial problem can be identified as what should be

the role of industry in an employment-oriented strategy? To answer this

question, it must be understood that industrialization is necessary not

so much for creating employment immediately, but for structural changes

in the economy that will make it possible to maintain high rates of growth

in productive employment over the long-run withcut running into any one of the

fundamental economic constraints facing the country. Indeed, if by the

term 'industrialization' we mean the expansion of modern manufacturing

industries, then statistical evidence from these four reports and else-

where clearly shows that on the average, the cost in terms of direct

fixed investment for creating an additional job in the modern manufacturing

sector is usually extraordinarily high ... the Kenya Report calculates it

at . 4,400 per worker 3, while the Ceylon Report shows that in the textile

sector fixed capital cost per worker equipped with automatic power looms is

YIndustry here includes manufacturing, small-scale industries and handi-

crafts as well as construction in line with the general terminology of the

four reports.

Employment, Incomes and Equality: A strategy for increasing productive

employment in Kenya. Draft Report. Vol. 1 p. 84
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about 443 times higher than that of a worker using a handloom /.

Such data are available in abundance to show that the modern manufacturing

sector cannot bear the burden of creating large employment opportunities

in the short-run. Yet it is wrong to claim that modern manufacturing has

a minor role to play in an employment-oriented strategy because neither

the short-term nor the long-term aspect of the employment problem can be

considered in isolation.

7. In the longer-run the modern manufacturing sector has to play a

leading role to ease some of the major economic constraints embedded

in the very structure of economic underdevelopment in order to sustain

a high rate of growth in productive employment over time. Typically,

the major contraints that have to be considered in this context are

the following:

(a) The availability of domestic resources (plus net foreign

inflow) for reinvestment over time.

(b) The broad pattern of intersectoral balance to avoid

crucial bottlenecks.

(c) The size and the rate of expansion of the domestic

market as well as the external market for export

promotion.

(d) The viability of the balance of payments position

over time.

(e) Political and institutional feasibility of the various

recommendations.

The role assigned to industry in general and modern manufacturing

industry in particular must be judged in the light of its impact on

the constraints mentioned above in formulating an employment-oriented

development strategy. The problem then becomes not so much to discuss

the rdle of industry in general but:

(a) To identify the types of industries most suitable for

the purpose.

(b) To obtain the right balance between directly employment-

creating small-scale industries and handicrafts on the one

hand and modern manufacturing on the other.

Matching Employment Opportunitius and Expect at ions: A programme of action
for Ceylon, ILO, Geneva, 2971. Table 25 on page 186: fixed capital per worker
in handloom is Rs.346 while the same per worker in automatic powerloom is
Rs. 153,540.
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(c) To define the role of the construction and mining sectors

in this context. Here the specific circumstances in each

country become highly relevant and understandably, the four

reports differ considerably in their relative emphasis on these

issues.

Chapter 2

ROLE OF INDUSTRY IN EXPERIMEMTAL DESIGNS OF EMPLOYMENT-ORIENTED

DEVELOPMERT STRATEGIES.

8. The role assigned to industry can be properly defined only in

relation to an overall framework of analysis of all the major economic

interconnections and constraints facing the country. In this sense, one

needs an economic model which provides a systematic scheme for carrying out

the relevant economic calculations. Underlying each report there are such

calculation schemes on which, supposedly, the final policy recommendations

are based. Some reports make the formal structure of these calculation

schemes explicit e.g., Iran Report C or Ceylon technical paper No. 4,
while in the other reports only the final rounds of numerical calculations

are provided. But even in the latter cases, it is not difficult to

guess at least the broad outlines of the underlying scheme. It is not our

purpose here to go into the details of these economic models, but it seems

useful to make explicit at least some of the most important economic

interrelations and constraints which are directly relevant for defining the

role of industry in a development strategy.

9. Perhaps the most important point in this respect is the interrelation

between industry and agriculture. Since agriculture is by far the most

dominant sector in all four countries, it is simply unavoidable in any

strategy of economic development not to give considerable attention to it.

This is still more important in an employment-oriented strategy because

rapid expansion of employment generates income typically among the poorer

section of the population, who spend a high proportion of their income on

food. Consequently, either the agricultural sector must expand at a
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sufficient rate to sustain an employment programme or food items must

be imported.

10. International data as well as specific "consumers t budget survey"

analysis carried out in these countries show that the income elasticity

of demand for food is at least around 0.5 in these countries. Ceylon is

an exception because of the special food-policy of the government which

gives one "measure" of rice free and a second "measure" at a highly subsidized

price. Therefore, any employment-oriented policy creating rapid employ-

ment in industry or elsewhere must take into account how the growing

demand for food is to be met, and the more the distribution of income is

in favour of the poorer section of the society, the more urgent is the

problem, because the richer segment spend a lower proportion of their

budgets on food and have lower income-elasticity of demand for food. The

Iran Report in particular has not paid sufficient attention to this problem.

11. The Main Report on Iran (Part A) rightly emphasises the need for

linking income distribution through employment expansion with a rapid

pace of overall economic growth. The Report argues that creation of

employment at a faster pace will lead to rapid expansion of the domestic

market which will absorb the new capacities created through investment

during the plan period. While this is a highly desirable strategy

particularly because of its pronounced emphasis on the question of income

distribution, in our view the Main Report fails to appreciate fully its

implication in terms of the rate of growth in the demand for food, at least

around 6-7% according to calculations. Since the Main Report on Iran

recommends . a strategy where, "It is envisaged that the number of persons

employed in agriculture will also remain at the present level but their

proportion will fall to 36% of the labour force as a whole", 1 the whole
increase in food demand must be met from rising productivity in agriculture

or from imports. Since the Main Report rules out food imports on any

significant scale, the Report has to rely entirely on a "massive effort to

spread the technology of the green revolution" (p. 10, Report A) to bring

Volume A, The rain Report, Employment and Income Policies for Iran,
Geneva, June, 1972. p.9
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about such an increase in productivity. This appears to be a highly

implausible strategy for at least two reasons. First, pro-conditions

for adopting "new technology" in agriculture in terms of extensive

irrigation and credit-network for small farmers seem to be especially

lacking in Iran. If they were to be created, there would be a con-

siderable time-lag involved so that acute imbalancQ will be created

during the Fifth Plan period in Iran. Secondly, the Report fails to

give special emphasis to industries such as cement, pipes, pumpsetc.

that are crucial for developing agricultural infrastructure rapidly and

modernizing agriculture, as well as to industries that will supply

direct inputs to agriculture such as fertilizers, pesticides etc.

It is in this sense that the Iran Report appears to us to have over-

emphasized industries ability to create employment in relation to agri-

culture and this is dramatically illustrated by the Report's expectation

that manufacturing industries will absorb immediately and in a direct

fashion almost half of the total increase in labour force in Iran during

1972-77.

12. In this respect the reports on Colombia, Ceylon and Kenya appear

to be more balanced in their conclusions. In each case, the need for

a radical landreform has been emphasised not only in order to reduce

economic disparities in the rural sector, but also primarily with a view

to creating greater employment opportunities in the agricultural sector.

In other words, all these three reports conclude that increased employment

opportunities on land must absorb a substantial proportion of the unem-

ployed labour-force as an integral part of the overall employment strategies.

The Colombia Report argues quite convincingly that if full-employment has

to be reached by 1985, implying an 8% annual growth rate in employment

over 15 years, then the whole burden cannot be placed on the non-

agricultural sector alone. For that would entail,in accordance with the

formula given above, at least a 6% annual growth in the demand for food

and other agricultural products. Consequently, the Report comes to the

conclusion, "But if there were to be no increase in agricultural employ-

ment, this would all have to be provided by raising productivity, implying

heavy capital needs here too. It is hard to envisage a foreign trade balance

compatible with these needs". Q Consequently, the Colombia Report

Q1 Towards Full-Employment op cit. p.53, para 174.
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postulates that employment in the agricultural sector should grow as

fast as the increase in rural population of working age over this period,

a rate of about 3.5%o per annum. A similar line of reasoning, though

less explicitly stated, can also be found in the Kenya Report. Both

in the case of Kenya and Colombia, there is a considerable degree of

flexibility in agriculture in the sense that there is substantial un- or under-

utilized cultivable land which could be broughtunder cultivation more or

less easily. In this respect, Ceylon is rather different with one of

the lowest (cultivable) land-man ratios even in South East Asia, and as

recognized in the Ceylon Report, the problem of land-reform in relation

to greater employment opportunities has to be tackled somewhat differently.2"

13. The second problem (the first one being a balance between industry

and agriculture) of defining the role of industry in the overall development

strategy relates to the question of the foreign trade balance.

Insofar as developing countries are concerned in general, there is almost

a paradoxical situation here. In order to have a viable balance of payments

position in the longer run these countries must industrialize, but

industrialization in the short-run usually means heavy imports of capital

and intermediate goods, paking the balance of payments position often

unviable in the short-run. The quantitative importance of this problem

varies from country to country. Iran with its oil resources has not yet

faced a severe balance of payments crisis. A heavy inflow of foreign

private capital has not made the problem apparent in Kenya yet, though it

is beginning to be felt. Colombia is managing to keep up a fairly high

rate of growth in non-traditional exports while Ceylon is in the midst of

one of its most severe foreign exchange crises. These are all variations

on the same theme that is industrialization based on imported machinery and

intermediate goods is constrained by the availability of foreign exchange

earnings to a considerable extent.

'Thzards Full-Employment op cit. p. 54, para 177.

E13mployment, Incomes and Equality, op cit. pp 92 - 93.

Matching Employment Opportunities and Expectations technical papers,
ILO, Geneva, 1971. Technical Paper No. 12
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14. Viewed from the angle of the foreign trade constraint, the employ-

ment missions therefore had to consider two broad possibilities in defining

the role of industry. First, special emphasis had to be given to export-

earning (actual or potential) industries both traditional and non-ti'aditional.

Here, one has to encourage even imported capital-intensive industries to

a certain extent provided that they have good export prospects. Secondly,

one must look for a pattern of industrialization which is less import-

itensive, and this is the crux of the strategy of "import-substitution,"

which will gradually bring down the "import-elasticity" over time. At

the same time, in their search for immediate employment opportunities,

all the reports tend to place a good deal of emphasis on a pattern of

industrialization relatively biased in favour of small-scale industries

and handicrafts. But this generates a conflict between short-run and

long-run objectives.

15. The provision for immediate employment opportunities tends to draw

away resources from developing "basic and heavy" industries which do not

provide much direct employment, instead they provide a pattern of

industrial capacities that eases the foreign exchange constraint on growth

of employment and output in the longer-run. At least the Ceylon Report

is clearly aware of this conflict in objectives, - and there does not seem

to be any easy solution to this problem. The point that needs to be firmly

stressed here is the prospect of providing, on a large-scale, immediate

employment opportunities through small-scale industries. This point should

be carefully examined in view of its long-term balance of payments problem.-

Such a pattern of industrialization may make "import-substitution" difficult in

the long-run and may even reduce competitiveness in promoting non-traditional

exports. From this point of view, it is probably that construction related

to housing and the creation of economic infrastructure has by far the greatest

L/Miatching Employment Opportunities and Expectations Report,
op cit. pp 105-6 para 352-355 and para 359 on P-107

-- Indeed, even the short-term balance of payments problem may be
serious due to high direct import content of many small-scale
industries. See, Ceylon, technical paper No. 13. Table 2 and para.5.
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potentialities for providing immediate employment without coming into

conflict with the longer-run objective of growth in income and employ-

ment. Though all the four reports deal with the construction sector,

only the Colombia Report seems to have a satisfactory analysis of the

demand for housing in this context.

16. The final problem of defining the role of industry in the overall

development strategy to be discussed in this chapter concerns the spacial

dimensions of the problem and the question of socalled urban-rural balance.

Except in the unique case of Ceylon, migration from countryside to the

cities on a phenomenal scale has become the prominent feature of conventional

patterns of industrialization with a strong urban bias, and the reports

on Colombia, Iran and Kenya take serious note of this problem. Decentralization

in the pattern of industrial locations is a worthwhile consideration for

reducing the disparities between cities and villages as well as for

reducing agricultural underemployment. But the reports have not succeeded

in estimating even in broad terms the cost implication of this problem.

What will be the broad order of magnitude of cost in decentralizing

industrial locations? Further, the setting up of small workshops and

industries in rural areas must run into the same problem which arises in

the case of a strategy directed at providing immediate employment

opportunities through small-scale industries as mentioned above i.e. a

conflict between short and long-run objectives. Therefore, the reports

can not be considered entirely satisfactory on this point. They have not

spelled out more fully the implications of a scheme of decentralized

industrial development which maintains a balance between urban and rural

development. Nevertheless, suggestions for decentralizing the pattern

of industrial growth in Iran, Colombia and Kenya add an interesting spacial

dimension. to the whole problem and put the role of small-scale industries

and handicrafts in a somewhat new light.
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Chapter 3

IMPLICATIONS OF NEW APPROACHES TO THE EMPLOYMENT

PROBLEM FOR IhDUSTRY.

17. There is one distinguishing feature to all four employment

mission. They all are acutely aware that the orthodox model of industria-

lization has more or less failed in these countries in regard to employ-

ment. An emphasis on growth in GNP has neither led to social justice as

evident from massive unemployment nor has it even removed the structural

imbalances of an underdeveloped economy. It was, therefore, natural for

the missions to look for new approaches to the problem of employment

where the relative emphasis changes from growth per se to economic equity.

Consequently, the need for a better distribution of national income among

various sections of the society is a central issue running through all

four reports.

18. It is against this background that an employment-oriented develop-

ment strategy assumes special significance. A necessary concomitant of

any employment-oriented strategy is a more equal distribution of income.

An analysis of the four reports suggests that a more equal distribution

of personal income can have many implications, it can be an end in itself

for achieving greater social justice or it can be a means to an end like

achieving higher levels of employment and output. As the Colombia Report

says, "To achieve a higher level of employment is to redistribute income,

it is in fact almost the only way of providing the poorest groups of the

population with the opportunity to obtain a larger share of the total."

From this point of view, greater employment opportunities have to be created,

if one considers greater economic equality as an end in itself. Similarly

in Iran it appears that employment creation is used also

as an instrument of policy to achieve a more equal pattern of income

distribution. This is particularly important, when for some reason or other

the government cannot take direct recourse to taxation and other fiscal or

institutional measures, to bring about changes in the distribution of income.

i-Towards Full-Employment, op cit. p.139 para 427.
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19. One could also invert the problem. It can be argued that making

employment creation the objective, it is necessary to bring about a

more equal pattern of income distribution in many cases. The Iran Report

has argued on many points that a more equal distribution of income will

expand considerably the size of the domesticmarket and in turn will create

more investment opportunities in the economy. However, one needs to

specify its detailed sectoral implications and here the demand for food

products assumes special importance since it will grow very fast as a

consequence of a more equal distribution of income. From this point of

view the Colombia Report, as well as Ceylon and the Kenyan Reports to a

certain extent, goes much farther by trying to link the structure of income

with the pattern of consumption. As the Colombia Report has argued, "This

works in two ways: the first is through a different import--content of the

expenditures of the rich and the poor, the second is through the different

labour content of those expenditures."/

20. While it is true that direct import of consumption goods is rather

limited in all these countries, the quantitative importance of the first

argument is based on such factors as the amount of contraband imports(in

Colombia), the volume of tourist expenditure and probably most important of

all, the import content of different domestically produced consumers' goods.

Statistical evidence from Colombia shows that the import content of basic

industrial consumerst goods like clothing, footwear, beverages, furniture, etc.

is less than 5% in contrast to about 30% for electrical consumers' durables,

bought mostly by the rich in all these countries.

21. Unfortunately, none of the reports goes fully into the problem

of the import content of domestically produced agricultural products and

low-income housing, which are the two most important items of consumption

by low-income groups. Items like agricultural products, simple manufactures,

and housing consumed by the lower-income groups are, or can be, relatively

Towards Full-Employment. op cit. p.145 para. 441

Towards Full-Employment, op cit, p.147 para 447.
Also, as mentioned in para 448 this seems to be statistical
underestimate for 'luxury' consumers' goods.
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labour-intensive, which makes it possible to increase the labour-

content per unit of output. It is easy to see that associated with

a more equal pattern of income distribution is a pattern of consumption,

which somewhat relaxes the balance of payments problem on the one hand

and increases the labour-content per unit of consumption expenditure on

the other. Establishing a link between income distribution, foreign

exchange constraints and the scope for labour-intensive composition of

production is one of the interesting new elements in the approach to the

employment problem, which probably could yield still more fruitful results,

if carried out in the context of Iran. This relationship can also have

important implications for the pattern of industrialization in many

developing countries in the sense that the nature of their industrial

priorities will be closely influenced by the pattern of income distri-

bution.

22. Nevertheless, by making income distribution more equalj one of the

cornerstones in the programme for employment creation, all the reports run

against the orthodox economic argument claiming that a more unequal

distribution of income, by favouring the higher income groups, helps to

generate savings, since the higher income groups naturally have higher

marginal propensities to save. For generating reinvestible surplus and.

maintaining a high rate of growth, a more unequal distribution of income

may be helpful. While this argument is persuasive in principle, all the

reports agree that its quantitative significance is quite limited in practice.

Personal savings in Colombia averaged about 2o of GIIP during 1961-6'1, a high

price to pay indeed in terms of inequality, for generating thisvolume of

savings. In Iran it has been argued that the lowest income groups may be

actual dissavers (living on perpetual loans), so that the net effect of

income redistribution in their favour may actually increase rather than

decrease savings. In Kenya the highest income-group of European settlers

takes out a high proportion in terms of repatriation of profite and income,

which makes the positive correlation between domestic savings and income

inequality, to say the least, rather dubious. Overriding these empirical

facts, is the obvious argument that the instruments of fiscal and monetary

policy can always be used to generate government savings, instead of relying

on the high-income groups to do this voluntarily.
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23. In relation to the question of the interrelation between income

distribution and the pattern of industrialization, we should perhaps

mention in passing that in all these reports there is a tendency to

oversimplify the problem. This is particularly evident in the Iran Report

and to a certain extent in the Colombian Report. While we completely

agree that income distribution must be improved in these countries to bring

about a more viable pattern of industrialization, the policy recommendations

of the reports are rather weak on this crucial point, as we shall try to

show in the next chapter (4) on policy instruments. A fuller appreciation

of this question can be found in the Kenyan Report which has insisted that

growth itself should be combined with distributive justice. This means

that from the increment in output during the growth process, a higher

proportion should go to the poorest section of the population, so that

the problem of income distribution must be viewed in the dynamic context

of growth. Thus a once-and-for-all redistribution at the present level

of income will not do, but the growth process itself must be geared to

redistributing, income. In some sense, this is a more difficult problem

related not only to fiscal measures, but to the structure of the growth

.process itself.

24. Another new aspect of the present approaches to the employment

problem is to be found, particularly in the Ceylon and the Kenyan reports,

in the field.of export promotion. It is suggested that the primary

commodities exported, tea, coffee and rubber, should be processed to a

much larger extent at home to increase their value-added component and thus

increase export revenue. This is an area where export promotion and

industrialization are thoroughly interlinked. For example, in Ceylon,

much of the value-added component in tea comes at the higher processing

and distribution stage of the product and the same is true with coffee in

Kenya or rubber and coconut in Ceylon. Domestic industries can be set up

or expanded to carry out the processing of the "finished" product for export

to a much. higher degree at home, e.g. all the tea-chests could be produced

in Ceylon rather than 75% of them being imported, see p.106, Ceylon Report.

This process points to a pattern of industrialization called "vertically

See, Employment, Incomes and Equality op cit. pp. 6.5 - 6.8 under the
heading "A wider sharing of the benefits of expansion."
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integrated", and this builds up many industries through their "backward

linkages".

25. Finally, as we have already mentioned in the previous chapter,

the reports of Kenya, Iran and Colombia state how the existing pattern

of industrialization leads to unplanned urbanization and enormous

migration to cities and towns from the countryside. In spite of ours

reservations about the viability of small-scale industrialization as a

major component of any long-term strategy mentioned in the last chapter,

the problem of massive migration has forced planners to recognize the

importance of rural small-scale industrialization. The link between

unplanned urbanization and the need for rural employment opportunities

have been discussed at length in these reports, and the importance

given to these locational and decentralization problems of industry adds

a relatively new dimension to the usual discussions of the role of industry

in a development strategy.

Chapter 4

STRENCTHENING OR CHAYGING NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL POLICIES

IN THE CONTEXT OF AN EMPLOYMENT-ORIEETED STMA TEGY.

26. An analysis of the four reports reveals that many of the industrial

policies of the four countries are directed towards a pattern of

industrialization that is more labour-intensive in character. But a more

labour-intensive process of industrialization has many aspects which need

to be analyzed. In the first place, this means a choice of a set of

industries and products which are or can be made, more labour-intensive.

Secondly, this means that the choice of the method of production for any

given product should tend to favour a higher amount of labour per unit

of capital cost. One should make the important distinction between the

"degree of mechanization" which involves only fixed capital cost per unit

of labour and the "degree of capital-intensity" which includes fixed as

well as working capital requirements per unit of labour. Another aspect

of a labour-intensive process of industrialization involves the question of

organization of production and in particular. the emphasis to be placed on
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the size of the establishment, e.g. the relative emphasis on modern factories

vs. handicrafts and small-scale industries. Finally, there is the question

of what we may call the intensity of capital utilization. This involves such

questions as the number of shifts worked, the extent of unutilized capacity,

and the use of old and semi-obsolete machinery, overtime, employment, etc.

27. Regarding the question of labour-intensive industries or products,

the four reports are in broad agreement that within the manufacturing

sector itself, the scope for choosing labour-intensive products is

relatively small. Quantitatively, the more important question is the

composition of "industry" as a whole or the relative strength of manu-

facturing, mining and construction. In particular, construction which

accounts for about 604 of gross investment on the average, can become

a fairly labour-intensive industry and the reports are absolutely right

in placing considerable emphasis on various public works like road-building,

small irrigation Work, and simple housing.

23. On the policy-side, however, the main question is to devise methods

of financing such a programne of construction. The Colombia Report

especially goes into this question at some length while the Iran or

the Kenya Reports are particularly week in this respect. Two policy

implications emerge rather clearly from the Colombia Report.First, low-

cost finance should be made available for purchasing houses, and housing

finance institutions in rural and urban areas should be strengthened. But,

this low-cost finance policy may conflict with the overall policy of raising
17/

the rate of interest in general, --/ which is suggested for influencing the

choice of technology in favour of more labour-intensive production methods.

260, Towards Full-Employment op cit. p.127-134

Compare, p.178-179 where it is suggested that "lending rates seem
also quite low for a country where capital is scarce ... encouraging
indirectly an unduly high degree of mechanization". Although, the
Colombia Report suegests caution in raising the interest rate, the
tendency of the argument is clear. Compare also the Iran Report which
comes out openly in favour of a higher interest rate (around 127.)
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Secondly, the Report states that, "Those who cannot afford the economic

cost of purchasing a house, (are) precisely those whose housing needs are

greatest. Subsidized, very basic, accomodation is the only answer here,

and the government could not demonstrate its social concern more clearly

than by developing such schemes, with what finance it can get from abroad."-

The limits to the housing programme is in short what the government can

provide, rather than shortage of inputs in most cases, provided local

materials are used.

29. The possibility of choosing more labour-intensive techniques is a

favourite topic of discussion, particularly among academic economists.

The importance of this question has been exaggerated by the habit of thinking

in terms of a "neo-classical production function", showing more or less

continuous substitutability between labour and capital. Actual engineering

data, particularly in the field of manufacturing industries, seldom

permit such a wide range of choice and in this respect, we believe that

the Kenyan Report has put the right emphasis by insisting that labour-

intensive technologies must be created by local research and design, rather

than simply assuming that they already exist on a significant scale in

many branches of manufacturing industries. The need for research and

development expenditure in this context, bothly the public and by the private

sector, cannot be overstressed though the task involved in relation to

available resources is truly formidable.

30. A possible line of action suggested by the Ceylon and the Kenya

Reports is promising. One could probably start with "light" machinery

directly linked with agriculture e.g. small tractors and capital imports

such as tea-processing machines. Low-cost housing is another example, the

Kenya Report suggests that, "The means of providing low-cost housing of

an acceptable nature lies not in technical solutions but in administrative

and legal reform. There are already traditional designs of construction

(e.g. the "Swahili" house) which, with perhaps few modifications, can

provide adequate housing at a price which most urban families can afford."

Towards Pall-Employment, op cit. p. 134, para 416.

9Employment, Incomes and Equality, op cit. p.10.24
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It should also be mentioned in connection with the development of locally

appropriate technology for agricultural equipment like "small" tractors that

their relatively "capital-intensive" nature over more traditional methods,

is often justificable due to their "land-saving" bias by making multi-crop

agriculture possible. This argument is especially important in a country

like Ceylon with high population density on cultivable land and needs

to be examined in detail.

31. A second reason why the problem of the choice of technique appears

overstated is the fact that the scope of this choice is usually marginal.

The existing capital-stock in industry can seldom be readjusted to employ

much more labour. It is only at the margin that new investment can take a

more or less labcur-intensive form. Viewed in this context, the policy

suggestions contained in all the reports for using fiscal and monetary

policies which make labour cheaper in relation to capital goods, seem to be

a case of wrong emphasis. For as we have already mentioned, the

quantitative importance of this problem seems to be rather limited ~ it

cannot justify all the sweeping changes in fiscal or monetary policy whose

main purpose is only to make capital relatively more expensive. The reports

are right in pointing out that an overvalued exchange-rate, in fact makes

imported capital goods less expensive than they should be or inappropriately

high standards of labour-laws (however much desirable on social grounds) in

the organized industrial sector make labour more expensive than justified

on grounds of relative scarcity and similarly, a higher price for the

borrowing of finance through raising the interest rate is justified on

grounds of capital scarcity in these countries.

32. In principle, one can agree that a more accurate valuation of the

relative "factor-prices", i.e. so-called "shadow prices" for foreign

exchange, labour and capital will be a move in the right direction for a

better allocation of resources. But the point here is a slightly different

one, should these shadow-prices be actually implemented as a matter of

policy, rather than just being used as notional prices for evaluation of

investment projects? It is our contention that any improvement in

resource-allocation through a more appropriate choice of technique, whirh

such sweeping changes in policy may bring about may not be quantitative ly

rignificant to justify ignoring the other implications of such broad policy
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changes. Examples are major economic questions like income distribution

and the need for structural changes in the economy, etc. There is no

disagreement with these policy recommendations of the reports. We only

wish to point out that the use of such broad policy instruments as exchange

rates, lending rates of financial institutions, wage rates for unskilled

labour, etc. cannot be used only to influence the choice of techniques,

but they must also be justified in relation to other major economic and

political consequences flowing from them. Perhaps, in this sense, vir-

tually all of the reports have tended to oversimplify the problems of policy

formulation.

33. This may lead to special problems or even inconsistencies in certain

cases. For example, smaller investment allowances are suggested in the

Ceylon Report for making capital goods more expensive, seems to raise

adminsitrative problems for the tax-free zone which may be established

(in Trincomalee) and where foreign capital will be attracted through

various incentives such as a "tax holiday". Not taking a unified approach

to domestic and foreign capital may rightly be a deliberate policy under

many circumstances, but the associated administrative problems should be

fully considered. The policy of attracting foreign private capital on

liberal terms, as followed in Kenya and Iran in the past, will seem to

contradict the general policy of making capital more expensive in relation

to labour at least in some situations. A definitive policy of the relation-

ship between domestic and foreign capital needs to be spelled out. Another

method of making capital more expensive is to raise the tariff rate on

capital goods, as suggested in the Iran Report.- 1  It is not clear

whether such a policy will tend to favour more labour-intensive methods and

encourage domestic capital goods industries, instead of raising the cost of

overall production. As stated before a policy instrument like the tariff

rate may not be convenient to use for any specific purpose such as encouraging

labour-intensive technology without producing repercussions elsewhere in the

economy.

/his is not always strictly true. Fore example see Matching Employment
Opportunities and Expectations, Ceylon Report, p.203 para 686, where it
is explicity stated that "fiscal policy and exchange-rate policy need to
be thought of together as a single set of measures for:(a) balancing aggregate
demand and available supply and (b) removing price distortions at the
same time.

21/
-Employment and lncome Policies for Iran. op wit.pp.15-16 and p.101. See

particularly recommendation C3 on p.15 suggecting "abolish all tariff con-
cessions on the import of machinery and equipment"., and alsoC.7(c):"a highor
rate (e.. averare of 30 per cent on finished roods (capital or contumption).
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34. Regarding the relative emphasis between large- vs. small-scale

industries and handicrafts, the relation between them can be complementary

or competitive. The reports raise considerable hope that industrial policies may

be formulated to encourage a complementary relationship between the two

sectors and the Ceylon Report even mentions the Japanese"sub-contracting"

system in this context. Even without going into all the technological

and organizational problems associated with efficient production by small-

scale industries and its long-term consequence on the industrial structure

of the economy, actual experience of many countries, e.g. India, makes

it abundantly clear that the relation between the modern manufacturing

sector and small-scale industries often tends to become competitive. That is

the two sectors compete for relatively scarce inputs like working capital

and foreign exchange 22 on the one hand and for a share of -the domestic

market on the other. In this respect, it appears to us that a major gap

exists in these reports. For though they suggest organization of better

credit facilities, co-operative distribution and marketing, etc. for small

producers, they appear to have failed to specify a sufficiently strong set

of policies that will probably be needed, at least in the short-run, to

protect small-scale industries from competition with modern factories. On

the other hand, if such measures are taken, then the longer-run question

of how to make protected small-industries gradually competitive over time

becomes a crucial policy problem and it is our impression that none of the

reports has been able to tackle this question convincingly.

35. The question of devising policies for more intensive utilization of

the existing stock of capital receives attention in many places in each

report. It is a complex question with many dimenions. and a satisfactory

treatment of these issues requires more detailed investigation than has been

provided by any of the reports. For example, to the extent unutilized

industrial capacity can be more effectively used through better labour-

relations and management, more judicious allocation of working capital

and foreign exchange, or a more efficient system of repair and maintenance;

eThe common belief that small-scale industries have a lower import-content
is often untrue, as shown, for example, by empirical investigation in
Ceylon. See technical paper No. 13, particularly Table 2 and para 5 of cit-
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better utilization will strengthen the process of industrial growth at

a lower capital cost. The main problem here is to identify the major

causes of underutilized capacity in each case, and except for a few

illustrative examples, the reports are too general on this point to

be particularly useful.

36. There is also the related question of the number of shifts worked,

one must consider .the indirect investment cost which may be additionally

required in order to see whether increasing the number of shifts is an

economical proposition or not. It is of course understandable that in most

of these countries with a weak statistical base, such questions cannot

usually be quantitatively answered by missions of relatively short duration,

Clearly, perfection in reasoning based on massive statistical evidence is a

highly time-consuming process which should not even have been attempted in

a situation where the need for immediate action is so pressing. Perfect

theoretical formulation, however desirable, is no substitute for determined

action in the right direction.
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Continuation of the Evaluation of the Role of Industry in the

Four Employment Strategy Missions

(Questions 1.(f) - 7.(b) of Annex)

1.(f) Providing a basis for country_p mingofinternational

development assistance.

All ILO employment missions are extremely invaluable not only

in regard to the attention given employment problems but also the

considerations that are shed on other economic problems in regard to

development assistance. Regarding country programming of international

assistance, many problem areas should be addressed and employment

considerations and the generation of employment should be of primary

concern; however, other problems must be recognized such as developing

or maintaining a high rate of growth, the balance of payments,

acceleration of industrial growth, education and health problems, etc.

2. The process of design and implementation of the four missions that

have taken place so far, including the involvement of the various

yencies at different sas ofti pocess. The rational of the

iLter-discipinaryaproach.

In regard to the involvement of various agencies at different stages

of design and implementation we welcome this. When it comes to the rational

of the inter-disciplinary approach, we certainly believe that it is

necessary for the successful implementation of future employment missions and

programs that are going to be followed in relation to solving employment

problems.

3. The extent to whihthe objectives of tyyespe mss ns r ach;i.VQ.

We believe that this remains to be seen. Knowledge of how far the

recommendations will be implemented are needed before any judgement can

be rendered on the missions.
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4. The extent to which the original objectives remain valid. and

possible need for redefinition of objectives.

We feel that the answer to this question is embodied in other

answers to these questions.

5.(a) Inter-Agency missions compared with alternative methods of

helpi n countries to improve theirnati onal ermloyvmenpolicy-making;

conditions in which one or other of these alternative approaches is

likely to be optimal; for instance,, thepresent tyeofmissions

compared with smaller and longer advisory missions; regional e.-iloyment

teams; multi-disciplinary inter countr mthe _ d n

economic missions; countrvexaminations of the kind organized by

OECD and CIAP.

Each type of mission serves a purpose, and it is difficult to judge

whether a mission from one agency alone can do a fully adequate job in

proposing policy guidelines. When it comes to employment$ it should be

remembered that employment is not a sector but rather a problem area.

Consequently, an inter-disciplinary or a multi-agency approach is desirable.

Within the industry sector numerous specialized missions are often essential

to clarify problems. There are pro and con arguments for any particular

type of mission, and any one kind of mission is not substitutable for a

variety of missions. It should be remembered that the achievement of the

overall employment goal will be made by the contribution of all sectors.

5.(6) Relationships, complementary or competitive, betwoen different

approaches,

Di fferent approaches to the same problem may give different colorations

to the results that emerge in regard to the answers that flow from the

research effort, and this process will bring about a different emphasis

on the final policy recommendations. Nevertheless, the end product should

create more complementary results than conflicts of interest and be a

positive contribution to the development effort,

6. Conditio's in the host countries that shou'id affect timinj a tyne of

intrYgonaacion deg. deiree or a'rn- al- v- iou nli a

ofmirim as a litxo jctiec _ ani a o intern2 na-

dura;nr valhltlianOfcunrrpa nnl o ti an
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It is difficult to make hard and fast rules in regard to this

question, because the case of each country would differ considerably

depending on the reception by the Government of the mission report and

especially the specific proposals that would emerge from ILO recommendations.

The priority with which the Government attaches to different sectors and

problem areas will also be crucial. There is the problem of the number and

quality of counterpart personnel. Nevertheless, it is felt that both

exploratory and regular employment missions are invaluable.

7.(a) What can be done to ensure better understanding by governments

and UN Arencies of what is meant by and recuired for the implementation

of policies designed to promote employment on a large scale?

- Although recruitment problems are fully recognized by the government

of developing countries, care should be taken not to give the impression

that employment considerations should have precedence over other objectives

such as overall development, sectoral problems, and the international

competitive position of the nation in question. One method would be to

recommend a time horizon in which stop-gap employment measures could be

instituted but keeping in mind that long term goals should not be sacrificed.

This approach depends upon how serious the government receives the report

of the mission and will be demonstrated by actions taken. Moreover, the report

should not be biased against other sectors.

7.(b) What can be done to improve methods of ensuring effective

follow-un of dia nostic and adviorL missions on mloyent policy by

the host country UDIhP the other participatin international organizations,

bilateralprcoraimmcs of international develorment _assistance?

Small follow-up missions should be sent to the participating country

at certain intervals aJter the major survey mission has completed its work

in order to evaluate ewhether the mission has been effective and. the

recommendations are being carried out.

The UN itself has a heavy responsibility here. For instance, within

ALO and other agencies, the recommendations of the mission or mi.assiors should

be disseminated to all interested offices ald follow-up actions must be

carricd out. Of course, ultimately the gever.'nmenL in question must carry

out Smggested policies.
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The pilot Z7issions Under the
World Erploynent Progra3re

by

Richard Jolly, Dudley Sears and Hans Singer'

. bjectives

1. Paragrapih I of the agenda ("Issues on which

?-valuation of Inttr-Agency Employment >issions should focus")

refers to the objectives. These are, of course, crucial to

the evaluation. rut objectives are held by the governments

requesting missions, by the 110, by 1KDP and by other agencies

taking part, by the misoions themselves - not to speak of the

aims of various groups and indivioaals within each of these.

7any objectives change over time And are only vaguely defined -

if they are known at all. Even to the most naive it is obvious

that the objectives of different parties do not by any means

coincide and, in fact, may well conflict.

2. But they also overlap. let us take it for the

purpose of this pa2:er that there is one objective which is

common to all parties: to reduce the magnitude and intensity

of the employment problems in the country concerned. This

implies a number of changes in policies (and institutions) not

only in that country but also in others, rich and poor,

especially trading and investing partners, aid donors, those

involved in the development of science and technology and in

international or sanisations.

1 e are rateoul for comments and suggestions on an
earlier draft Irom John Anderson, Ronald bore, Arthur Gaitskell,
Rafie Zaylinsky and iavirence Smith, all members of one of the
three pilot missions discassed in this 7aper. We have tried
to take account of these comments but naturally the views
expressed in this paper cannot be assumed to be those of
these mission members, or of 0thers.
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3. It follows tha.t, whatever the formal appearance, a

mission report is not only written for the government to which

it is a-re sed. In fact, the government is not really the

only addressee within the host country. Part of the report'so

job is to focus public attention on employment problems and

related issues (esecially income distribution). ThiB will

help the government 2nd other key interest groups to adorta

support the strate-py suggested. Kut supose the government

rejects the proccsals, the report could still have a positive

effect in the hands of those inside the administration, and

outside it, who are trying to mobilise support for the necessary

changes in direction. Indeed, in such a case, it should not

be held against a mission if its report may be one of the

factors which leaqs to a change in government. Conversely, a

report would be counter-productive if it reinforces the power

of such a government (e.g. by providing a cover for inaction)

and helped prevent its removal or reform - asouming that an

opposition -roup or movement which might come to power offered

a more constructive alternative.

4. '7e can also assume that from the viewpoint of all

parties, ercept perhaps the -overnments which requested them,

the pilot missiono had an additional objective: to contribute

to the alloviation of employment problems in the rest of tue

world. There are a nuriber o ways in which they could do this.

Their reporto would, without even being 'Vritten with this in

mind, be of at least some relevance to other countrie ,

especially those with similar socio-economic structures.

This raises the furt-her question of how far the solution
of unemployment in pticular country leads on to its
external ramifioaions jn employment problems in the rest of
the world. This 1rocl m arose in the Kenya. mission wuen
considering hov fr th Kenya proposals on tea and coffee
exports should tak- account of proposals made earlier by the
Ceylon and Polombia missions. The same problem also arises

(footnote 1 continued on p.3)
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5. But a more deliberate intention was to sketch out

the fundamena1 nature and the magnitude of unemployment and

other employment problems, and draw attention to them. This

meant examining critically a number of concepts, starting

with "unemployment" itself, and looking for causal relation-

ships and solutions t'ha might be applicable in many countries

or require international action. Such work would help to give

content to the Tor dil loylment rrogramme it would identify

worldwide iscus on w cich statistical information, research

and action were needed, and here the impact could be wider

than the 7T]P and it would help to beep the employment problems

firmly in the centre of the attention of governments and

agencies.

o. A longer-term objective for the pilot missions, at

least in the eye3 of many mission members, was to p'ut employ-

ment, or (more broadly) social objectives, in the forefront

of professional resear--h and teaching on development problems

and to stimulate reforms of texts and syllabuses, drawing on

the analyses it the reports. It had become clear in the

1960s that the uaxiisation of economic growth was inadequate,

perhaps even dangerous, as the central objective in development

theory: the work o ' 'growthmongersi, whether in classrooms or

planning offices, was being brought increasingly into disrepute

(footnote 1 conltinued from p. 2)

when considering the removal of constraints in richer countries

against the sale of -roducts from poorer countries (which must

be one 6f the im ortant objectives in order to raise incomes
and reduce unemip-loyment in roorer countries), frequently
resisted precisely because it may cause more unemployment in

the richer countries. The agricultural policy of the E"J and

the textile industries in many rich countries would seem prime
illustrations of resistance to oplen imports from poorer
countries very largely because of this risk.



(esieoially in the eyes of the younger generation). 13asic

changes in theory are a necessary pracondition for the far-

reaching shifts in the approach of political leaders, inter-

national and national officials, etc., which need to take

place i really Frofound changes are to be made in policy.

II. SetingCU thae 1 ilot Eisins

7. 'e shall dis-cuss how ccnpletely these objectives

have been fulfilled, and try to indicate lessons for the

future. 5ut first let us examine briefly how appropriate

the organisation of the pilot missions was for these objec-

tives. The exsmrples cited refer only to the Colombia, eylon

and Venya mis ions.

8. A mest imortant quesiion has been raised by

paragraph I aov : how appropriate were the host countries?

Were the governments selected unii-ely to be dedicated to the

,solution of emplo ent roblems'? ,ere there in these

countris altern&tive administrations, plausible and more

constructive, which the very appointment of a mission would

help keep otL o ouffio ? Ad itional criteria 'or selection

are implied b -ara1raphs 4, 5 and 5. Row Itypicall is a

country, in the cense of yielding results of interest to

others? And what oy1ortunities does it offer fur the study

of >articrlar apsec s o the various employment problems?

9. Keya provies erhac the clearest answer to these

questions: t ose consicerinw e nyan request could

reasonably the Gcvemrnent was concerned about

unemploymen and other employmient roblems to realise that

big policy change would be needed to deal with them and

willing, at least, to consider them seriously. Perhaps most

imortant there were individuals in government and outside



keen to see broader issues of strategy, particularly towards

income distribution, brought into the mainstream of national

debate. Ioreover Kenya well illustrates problems of dualism

and might be expected to throw up policy issues similar to

those of other A-frican countries where employment problems

are not yet auite co acute.

10. The cases of Ceylon and Colombia were rather

different si-nce the uncertainties of the internal situation of

both countries Dadle it difficult to predict the weight which

was likely to be attached to the solution of employment,

problems by governwent administrations in the respective

countries. T"evertheleses ii other ways, both countries seemed

good cases for study. Ceylon has fairly typical structural

characteristics, and it provides a classic case of 'educated

unemployment' - a problem emerging in many other countries.
While Colomba was perhaps the least obvious candidate of

the three, as a medium size country, partially industrialised

but dependent on coffee exports, its choice seemed quite

appropriate.

Approach

11. The objectives of providing something useful for

other countries (paragraph 4) and of making a fundamental

examination of the nature and causes of unemployment

(paragraph 5) largely determined the approach of the pilot

missions. It could be argued that, even for the sake of the
countries they visited such an appro ach would have been more

useful than a set of more detailed but piecemeal reormenda-

tions. 3ut in fact a survey sector :y sector of the roots of

the unemployment rroblem, and of possible lines of solution

in each sector, woven together into a strategy of socio-

economic change was essential if wb were to satisfy the

terms of reference, which required us to prepare programmes



for achieving big reductions in unemployment. Nevertheless

the broad scope of the reports inevitably laid us open to the

challenge of not being specific anough in each matter of

detail - and nationalist emotions aroused by a foreign mission

would probably have- been less had the scope of the work been

more restricted.

12. Even more crucial was the decision to prepare a

programme and a strategy sufficient to deal adequately (as far

as we could tell) with the full range of employment problems,

regardless of whether the programme was immediately acceptable

or not. It is this which ultimately determined the ambitious

nature of the programmes and accounts in large part for the

fact that the chance of full implementation is small.

Size

13. The decision to adopt a comprehensive approach to

the problems pointed to fairly large missions - though not

necessarily as large as the pilot missions actually were -

with experts in many sectors and other social scientists

besides economists. It also meant that the chief of mission

would call on the resources of all the leading international

agencies, including field personnel. (Ievertheless, as we

propose in section V, there are probably better ways in which

a wide range of ex-ertise can be called upon without adding

so much to the size of the mission.)

Relation to agencies

14.. In addition, it indicated the need for the chief of

mission to have a final say in the selection of personnel and

the text of the report. This was indeed in the interests of

the ILO and other agencies, otherwise they would have been

held in a degree responsible. In fact, one or two agencies

did try to induce the chiefs of mission to accept particular
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people (often totally inappropriate in quality or background)
and to insist on their own pet doctrines, especially at the

inter-agency meeti-g to consider the draft report. But on

the whole they were very co-operative and helpful. The

backing of the I1 was outstanding and very important.

Internal structure

15. A mission could, in fact, be run dictatorially, but

the need for drawing on the experience of its members and for

getting their full co-operation meant spreading responsibility.

This was done by two devices - establishing working parties

for the main sectors and setting up an editorial group

(consisting mostly of chairmen of the workin- parties) which

was in a sense "the mission". However, in order to ensure a

degree of coherence, the final editing was done by the chiefs

of mission, who alone carried the responsibility for the text.

Use of projections

16. The basic approach of concocttng an over-all strategy

from sector policies also required the preparation of

projections to test their consistency in terms not only of

employment, but also foreign exchange, savings, sectoral

balance, etc. This was handled differently in each of the

three missions. there were advantages and drawbacks in each

approach and perhaps a special discussion is needed on this

point. 1

Integration

17. One major question is how much a mission should try

to integrate itself in the goverment machine. It could do

this by merging into the local M1inistry of Planning, or by

spreading its members over several departments. The issue of

See also paras. 31 and 32.
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integration is related to the emphasis given to the 'inter-

national' objective. Broadly, the more completely a mission

is integrated with the host government, the less will it be

able to produce a report which is useful for other countries

and international agencies. Also the less will it be able to

produce anything fundamentally critical of its host and the

greater the dan.,er of opposition being aroused, which could

inhibit publication of the report. On the other hand, the

greater the degree of integration the greater the access to

information, the more the mission's proposals will concentrate

on the practicable and the greater the chances will be of

some implementation, though probably implementation of a

programme much less than is required to deal adequately with

the full set of employment problems.

18. The Colombia mission kept very much to itself: this

was possibly justified for the first pilot mission, since a

particularly heavy weight had to be given to the 'international'

objective. The Ceylon mission had little option on this point

since the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Planning and

Employment declined offers of collaboration (offers which

went so far as to contemplate the mission's members joining

the team working on the development plan). His senior officials

did, however, take a fairly active part in the mission's work,

even receiving drafts of all working papers.

19. The Kenya mission went slightly further, consulting

local officials rather more extensively during the fieldwork

and drafting stages, and providing a number of copies of the

complete draft for government comment, without incurring the

costs mentioned in the previous paragraph. An especially

important feature was the existence in Tenya, prior to the

arrival of the mission, of a select committee of the national

parliament (National Assembly) on unemployment and a report
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published by this select committee. The mission drew attention

to this committee in its own report and supported a number of

its recommendations. Such reinforced recommendations were

particularly im-ortant in that they gave the mission an

opportunity to strengthen national proposals rather than

develop entirely new proposals from outside. This also applied

to some other government and non-government reports. Tuture

missions should, in our view, pay close attention to such

opportunities.

Use of nationals

20. Similr issues are raised by consultation with

unofficial, especisaly university, organisations. The Ceylon

mission made virtually no use of local research institutions

in the social sciences because at the time of the ,Iission's

visit there wore really none. The Colombia mission commissioned

a university institute to prepare special tabulations and

projections. The Lenya mission went much further, collaborating

closely with the Institute for Development Studies of the

University of Nairobi, which in pre-mission discussions had

shown some hostilitj to it. University members (nationals

and expatriates) were employed in various capacities as full

and part-time mission members, others were shoWn drafts and

invited not only to comment but to write rapers. Again this

appeared to work out satisfactorily and played a big part in

dissipating the initial coldness, which could have been

damaging, and in laying the foundations for follow-u research.

21. All the missions included nationals among their

members, some of whom played leading parts and belonged to the

editorial grop. Lhis could raise problems, but in fact in

all three cases the contribution of the nationals was

considerable and there were advantages in the consequent

limage' of the mission locally. If, as in the case of the
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Kenya mission but not the other two, the nationals (actually

University of hairobi staff) are local residents, the

prospects for building a local base of persons acquainted

with the report and concerned with its implementation are

increased. There is the further advantage that mission

members will then be available to put across the mission

ideas, to carry the2 further and to act as on-going consul-

tants to government (or pressure groups) to encourage and

plan for action.

Period of work

22. One major defect of all three missions was that they

were too hurried. 7e were in each case presse by the govern-

ments concerned to report quickly - which, to be frank, also

suited our own convenienos. In particular we did not spend

enough time in adv-nce preparation. 7% should have read more

in advance; commiss"ione d research, both at agency head-

quarters and in the host country, to suit our needs; ensured

that material which had been collected would be available

and that it would be procesoed in ways which would be useful;

planned special sample surveys to fill any major gap,

especially on questions such as people's job preferences.

23. In all cases some important advance work was carried

out by the 112, especially bibliographies and labour force

projections, but we did not make nearly as much use as we

could have of the huge resources of the international agencies,

including regional commissions. 'Ve should also have made

more progress with economic projections before the fieldwork

started, at leaot narrowi down the range of possible

strategies, on the basis of simulations. A good deal of

advance material, including analysis, had been specially

prepared for the Colombia mission (by YREAIC), amounting

almost to a preliminary report, but the work had been set in
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motion before the mission chief was selected and it was not

really properly exploited. (Somie papers were also prepared

by ARi2P for the Ceylon.mission,) We arranged in each country

for advance tabulations of recent surveys, and for special

surveys to be carried out in Ceylon (on topics such as the

degree of use of productive capacity, the attitudes of

secondary school graduates to jobs), and also in Kenya

(labour turnover). Eut we could have done much more.

24. Fieldworl was rather short, especially for the

Colombia mission, which only spent five weeks in the country,

and in Ceylon, where the mission was for most of the time

confined to "the capital. This meant inadequate time outside

Bogoti and olombo , although in all three countries there

were important regional problems. It also meant that contacts

with goverim ent departments and other institutions was barely

adequate. In all three cases there were major issues of

strategy which were never settled before the editorial group

got into its stride. In fact, the pilot missions could not

carry out study in as much depth as was necessitated by the

objectives outlined.

III. Increasing Understanding

25. Taragraph 5 has emphasised one key objective of the

'pilot' missions: increasing our understanding of the employ-

ment problem. What we have learned can only be judged by

reference to what we once knew - or thought we knew, The

general approach to employment problems today is very

different from that of the mid-1960s.. The mission rerorts

have, we would argue, made a significant contribution to this

change. But they are only one of many influences, part- of a

wider process of discovery and understanding, to which contri-

butions were made by planning offices across the world
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grappling first hand with unemployment and by universities

and research institutions (and international agencies)

studying it - not least other activities under the 7orld

-mployment Programme. 7c distinguish in all this the new

comprehensions which can be traced directly to the mission

reports is obviously a fruitless endeavour. The reports

helped to rush the frontiers forward partly by developing new

ways of lockin% at problems and partly by bringing into the

arena of public debate ideas already afoot elsewhere. One

cannot be more precis than that.

26. 'That were the dominant views on employment problems

in the mid-1950s? In the academic world, economists were

still wreoccupied with labour surplus models focussed on the

different stages in the process of transferring unemployed or

under-employed rural labour to the urban areas, where they

were assumed to be fully employed in an expanding industrial

sector. 1 "Phen doubts were expressed about this model, they

were doubts about whether realitY matched the modelts assump-

tions - in uarticular, the assumption that real wages would

remain constant as long as rural surplus labour existed,

But even when it became clear that real urban wages were often

rising rapidly, it was argued that this did not invalidate

the modelts usefulness. Eising urban wages would lead.to the

adoption of. more capital-intensive techniques and the growth

of urban employment would be slower than otherwise. At the

same time, the flow of' labour to the towns would be greater,

thus adding ura-n 'nemployoent to the rural which already

existed. But these changes were still treated largely as

modifications to the basic labour transfer model, not as

1 Although arthur Lewists two classic articles had been
published in the 1950s, it is worth noting that Ranis and
Fei's book, The Development of the Iabour Surplus Economy,
was first publiohed only in 1h64.
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funuamental reasons for reviewing the adequacy of the model's

conceltion of emloyment, the variables it considered relevant,

its treaument of e.g. education or the structure of land

ownership or tecnolcy, its determining mechanisms or the

trade-off betveen eumloyment and other economic objectives.

It was generally assumed that growth was in itself the solution,

and its benefits would in due course automatically 'trickle

down' to the poor. A redistributive policy might therefore

actually harm them - if it was 'premature'. Hence the UN

growth targets for the "first development decade" (5 per cent

by its end).

27. In governent offices, the sense of reality and

urgency was greater. Devolopment plans identified unemployment

as a major pro-lem, particularly the diificulty of finding

enough jobs for sohool-leavers. Levertheless, few suc plans

contained aihing emcotely like an integrated employment

strategy. The essential orientation was still towards the

expansion of output, with the involvement of people a by-

product. Uosl had a strategy built of sector projects and

programmes loosely tied to a core in which total capital

investment was , rivad from some assumptions about the growth

of output, with employment linked to output by crude assump-

tions about labour oroductivity. It is of course true that

many of the prcgras of these plans were &irectly relevant

to employment strategy. The need for family planning, for

intermediate technology, for rural wors projects, for dis-

persion of industry, and for employment-creating rural and

agricultural programmes were often mentioned. There were

warnings that if wages continued to rise, the growth of employ-

ment would be slowed. But these were never fully integrated

with the total strategy and were usually peripheral to the

general concednation on economic growth.
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28. Because two of us were involved in all three

missions, we can trace a certain evolution in our understanding

about the nature of the problem, its causes, and solution.1

7e sketch below what seem to us some of the main landmarks in

this process.

29. The Colombia mission took the decisive first step

by giving to employment a dramatically enhanced priority in

the scale of economic objectives and treating employment

problems as a symptom of a country's failure to achieve

'development'. It emphasised that the employment problem

was not one uroblem but three: the shortage of work

opportunities, ina,.eguate incomes from work, unutilised or

underutilised labour resources. Within eaoh of these

categories, different types of unemployment and under-

employment were identified, both visible and 'disguised t . The

report uncompromisinGly identified low incomes as the central

problem, concluding that "in the last result the real tragedy

of those without jobs is the poverty into which they slip and

which they share with all those with very low incomes . After

all, the ultimate object of policy is not just to rrovide

more jobs, but -bo provide work which is socially attractive and

yields enough income for a reasonable standard of living".

3C. In spite of various refinements in subsequent

reports (in part related of course to real differences in the

employment situation in the different countries to which they

refer) this emhasis on poverty as the essential problem

persists. Yo one would pretend that it took great insight

to recognise this or that the IL0 missions were the first to

We may have found this learning process facilitated by
the sequence of the reports, starting with the most developed
country of the three. This may have made it easier to break
away from concepts and analyses suitable for industrial
countries.



do so. Ie-r.heless, as a matter of objective evaluation it

must be said -that this viewPoint was not the general one at

the time (or, possibly, even today).. Academic economists

still tr'id to identify unemployment primarily with under-

utilise.d lab ur and politicians still tended to be preoccupied

with the frustrations of scliool-leavers. But the general

problem of povert- is broader, more fundamental, and in the

last resort concet uawLy distinct from the other two.

31. rcibah1y the major contribution of the Colombia

report to the analysis of em-ployment problems was its emphasis

on income distribution as intimately linked to the roots of

the problem. A hig; degree oRf concentration of income means

a high demand for luxury goods and (probably) transfer of

savings abroad, heavy imports of luxuries, much foraion

tourism and - in the context of a typical latin American policy

of import substitution - considerable local production of

capital-intencive and import-intensive goods. little

evidence could be produced in this report as to the quantita-

tive magnitude of each of these links in the chain of effects.

But as far as one can judge, this section of the Colombia

report had a significant impact on development thinking at the

time,. partly because widespread reaction to the optimism of the

Pearson report had already set in, partly because the persis-

tence or worseni-ag of inequality was becoming more widely

known (most notably from the lessons of the early application

of the new seeds) and partly because the Colombia report made

direct links between reducing uneaployment, curing poverty and

altering the distribution of income. At the time, the emphasis

on the predoominantly negative development effects of an

unequal income distribution was somewhat- new. Coliventional

thinking was still dominated by the assumption that people with

hijher incomes saved more and thus that the more unequal the

distribution, tI?.e higher would be savings, investment and growth.



32. The Colombia report emphasised that a fundamental

change in the employment situation would require a change in

the total strategy of development, not merely changes in a
few key areas, e.-. in the wage level or foreign exchange

rate. Iand ciEtribution, tax reform, educational strategy,

health polic,,, technology and industry, government organisa-

tion, all, in one way or another, were brought in. Of these,

the decision which the Colombia report identified as central

concerned the relative rates of fgrowth of the urban and rural

populations. If rural-urban migration continued at past

rates, it would lead to intolerable burdens of absorbing

labour in the towns; if reduced to zero, it would lead to

intolerable burdens for labour absorption in the rural areas.

The crucial variable for strategy was ;herefore the rate of

internal migrntiOn.

33. Although the physical location of the laboLir force

is obviously important, whether this is the essential issue on
which policy should focus is with hindsight highly doubtful,

let alone one which is meaningful in terms of the policy

instruments available to influence it. By the time the Kenya

re-ort was produced, our thinking had moved far from seeing

this as the strategic choice, which determines all others.

34, Indeed, the underlying model of employment, growth

and productivity in the Colombia report was still very

conventional. It is true that this model was relegated to an

appendix and did not have much influence on the policy

recommendations, but it did provide the framework for testing

consistency. The basic form is Y - IF = , where Y is the

growth of output, I' the growth of productivity, I the growth

of employment. In one respect, of course, this is merely an

innocent tautology - but at times we gave it causal



significance by searching for ways t, increase Y, or decrease

P1 and thus increase i by enough to match our forecast of the

growth of the labour force.

35. The crudity of this macro model subsequent-hy cam

in for a good deal of critici-:L, which possibly detraoted

attention from the main message of the rerort. And, in

general, at least for its impact on internationa.l thinking

(as distinct from its contribution to thinking: about :olicy in

Colombia) one wonders whether the shift of emw- hasis towards

poverty and income distribution could not have been greater

if we had concentrated on them more heavily.

36. S3ome emph.asi on poverty and income distribution can

clearly be seen in the Ceylon report, too, but its relative

importance is somewh at less, yartly because Ceylon is a much

more equal society which for years has provided many elements

of a welfare state, and partly because the underlying elements

of the problem are less directly related, or so it seems, to

income distribution.

37. The analysis here was dominated by the plight of

the educated unem loyed, with some two-thirds of secondary

school-leavers under twenty-five being out of work, though this

led on to a more general concern with structural divisions and

imbalances in the labour market. There was certainly a gap

between the growth of total employ-ent orportunities on the

one hand and the total labour force on the other, but this
was in numerous ways ccmpounded by structural imbalances

between the types of wcrk which people want and the

-T is of course an a-gnga-ta o-f rroductivity growth over
sub-sectors and over high and low producivity units within
sectors. 2o decrease r as a growth rate does not imply
deliberately lowering actual productivity but, for example,
encouraging relatively higher gr-wth of production in units
using intermediate technology or in labour-intensive sectors.



opportunities available. Labour on the estates had long, for

ethnic, linguistic and political reasons, been ceparate:

those working on m but underemployed have very great

difficulty finding jobs elsewhere. The rest of the labour

market is cut through by the mountin; disproportions between

the number of educ..ed persons seekin3 jobs and the openings

available at a level of income which those who have been at

secondary schools have come to expect.

38. This raised serious ouezetion s about the meaning of

'unemplo-ment . The figures conventionally used for labour

force supply add up people who would only accept various

minimum levels of ino-me as if they were identical. ut it

is not only a uestion of income . The Ceylon report brought

out some other features of the labour market still hardly

discussed in econcmic literature. The first is that the

attraction of a job is a matter of regularity of income and

security as well as of average levels of pay. bhis point is

easy to overlook cecause well-paid jobs are also those offering

greatest reliability - in the dotuble sente of security of

tenure and a steodiness of income (as long as one holds the

job). koreover these, all go together - broadly the higher

the pay, the greater the security of tenure and the less the

risk of a big fluctuation in income. -he reliability of

salaries is ratched by that of the income of other well-paid

people, including those self-employed who enjoy a substantial

property base and work as largc or medium scale farmers and

traders. On tie other hand, those with little property and/or

low inbome a re usuc ly also insecUre. So it is not only

income hateded to be taken into account when incentives

are being altered
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39. The emphasis on structural imbalance between job

seekers and work opportunities was carried through in the

Ceylon report into a discussion of fundamental changes in the

structure of education, of wages and of the process of

selection for jobs. At every point, the use of education as

the point of reference by which to fix pay scales or select

people for jobs was ruthlessly attacked; abandoning this

approach was seen as the essential condition for the

constraints on educational reform being relaxed.

40. It is worth contrasting this analysis of the

educated unemp.loyed with what is common in economic literature.

Util the end of the 1960s academic studies gave very little

attention to the educated unemployed in Ideveloping' countries.

Unemployment was the result of the labour force exceeding job

opportunities. T appearance of educated unemployment was

simply the result of a simultaneous expansion of the education

system. With less education there would have been the same

amount of unenplcyment, but the unemployed would have been

less educated. In short, there was no deep connection between

education and unomployment.

41. Probably the most sophisticated study of educated

unemployment in 4sia .efore the C"ylon report was that of
I

Mark Blaug and his colleagues.- They clearly identified

unemployment among the educated as a separate problem, but

they saw it as a changing quue of graduates each finding it

"rational" to specn. a period in search of a "good" job,

meanwhile deliberately not taking an inferior one lest by

doing so they excluded. themselves permanently from what they

really wanted. Ulticately the core of their analysis is a

simple conventional neoclassical model in which unemployment

1 M. 1-laug, P.P.G. layard and *M. Woodhall, Graduate
Unemployment in India, Penguin Press, 1970.
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is the result of contriving factor price disequilibrium - in

this case of the salaries in the educated job market. Their

explanation ignores other imbalances in the job market, and

in the economy itself, and says nothing about structural

complexities discused in the Ceylon report, nor much about

the effect of education on attitudes.

42. A feature of the report on Ceylon was the importance

it attached not so much to the volume of education as to its

nature. Education designed to provide paper qualifications

for jobs that are no- available, and at the same time making

school-leavers uitwilling to take the jobs that are, is of

negative value. Qhis casts a good deal of doubt on the

utility of much education and manpower planning, in which

'the quality' of schooling under different circumstances is

ignored and school years are added together and treated as if

they were all of equal value.

43. The Ceylon report also greatly extended our under-

standing of the inter-relations between the world pattern of

development and employment problems within Third world

countries. Imbalance in a country's labour market is related

to imbalance in the world economy as a whole. Zven a partial

solution of employment problems would in the short run throw

even heavier burdens on the government budget and the balance

of payments. Palance in the labour market requires the same

in other areas of the economy, particularly with respect to

foreign exchange flows and the pattern of government revenue

and expenditure. lhese in turn are hard to achieve so long

as the structural injustices of the world economic system

persist.

1 This is one interpretaLion of the failure of Ceylon's
own plan of 1957, tocussed ten years ahead of its time on the
need to eradicate unemployment over the period 1959-1968.
Exports actucally exuanded faster and imports were cut back more
rapidly than the plan evisaged in physical terms - yet the
forecast surplus in the balance of payments became a horrific
deficit, the result of a deterioration in the terms of trade.



44. -'Thodoloj cally, the Geylon rerort, like that on

Colombia, 1nrgely acceited the existing world system as t1h

frame within which policies had to work, regardless of whether

such policies were realistic in terms of being implementable

give- the exiS ing internal system in Caeylon. It is in fact

debatable whether such policies are within the Gvernment's

power to implement, since they imply severe restraints for

many years on tie growth of consumption of key interest groups

(the urban organised labour force, in particular). Yet the

danage to those living overseas of an imprmveLent in Ceylon!s

terms of trade would almost certainly be less than any loss

of welfare involved in achieving a redistribution of income

within Ceylon. It is perha.9s a weakness of the report that

these issues do not emerge more clearly.

45. The '-ea report returned to the emphasis on income

distribution bur within a different setting. The dominant

characteristic of Tenya in contrast with Colombia and Ceylon

is the overwhielni-ng proportion of the population living in the

rural areas, an in cevere roverty. This led to new apwroaches

to the nature oi the employment problem. ?irst, preoccupation

with the llabour forcet became clerly poi ntless. In official

statistics, it is assuu ed that only 45 per cant of women

'participate' in t1e labour force. The reality is that through-

out the rural areas most women are working in the field -

usually for much longer hours than men. Horeover, the sharp

distinction between time spent on leconomicl activities and on

work for the fanily (fetching water, preparing food, teaching

children and deain -ivth their ailments, etc,) is entirely

arbitrary; many o. the services just listed are often

remunerated and counted as 'economic' in kenya, even more so

in other countries. k little reflection leads to the
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conclusion that in &:ny ountry the value of a contribution to

the welfare oi the family does not Oelend on whether the person

concerned is paid for it.

46. In the Krban areas, particularly Wairobi itself, the

problem of deciding who was in the labour force was difficult

for other reasons. The statistics on employment zise out many

who are self-enployed or working for small employers, in

construction, trading, taxi driving, etc. - in some cases

because small-scale activities of this kind are unlicensed,

even illegal. Wese omissions occur in some degree everywhere,

but in Kenya they amount to a large fraction of total economic

activities. To unterstand the nature and role of this sector,

which we called the 'informal' (or 'unorganised') one, turned

out to be essential to understanding the mechanism of the

labour market. Ucreovar, it is now clear to us that to infer

the volume of unamlloyment by contrasting the growth of

recorded employment with that of the labour force can be very

misleadinZ.

47. The concelt of the informal sector illuminated

issues far beyonk those directly related to the statistics of

employment. In almost every area of Ken:an activity, there

appeared to be a sharp and analytically significant dualism

between the aided, organised large-scale, foreign influenced

formal sector and the ignored or harassed and essentially

self-reliant, uncrjanised, small-scale informal sector. The

tensions in this forval-informal dichotomy influenced the

whole pattern of behaviour towards education, job seeking,

migration, and thun of income distribution.

48. As regards policies, income distribution came again

to the centre of the stage. Given the low average incomes,

growth alone woulA not be sufficient to raise the living

standards of the lane proporiion of the poor to tolerable



levels within a tolerable period. Tor would redistribution

alone. The strategy of "redistribution from growth" consisted

of:

(i) stabilisation of the incomes of the wealthier

sections of the country;

(ii) the use of resources which would otherwise have

accrued to the wealthy for investments to raise

the incomes of the poorest sections of the

population above specified "poverty lines".

49. o implement this implied a total change in a wide

variety of government and other policy measures and institu-

tions - e.g. land redistribution, the diversion of credit and

extension services to help small farmers (especially those in

the more marginal and risiy areas of the country), the use of

selection quotas <or government jobs and education, the

promotion and careful adaptation of indigenous technologies.

50. An two of these areas the henya report's analysis

introduced a range of ideas not common in either the academic

literature or in operational reports of this kind. It

emphasised the need for a total change of policies and

attitudes towards the "informal" sector, a rethinhing of all

regulations which attempt to improse unrealistic standards.

And it carried the critique of the international context

further, identifying a range of foreign influences of a sort

commonly brought into analyses of hatin American problems but,

so far, only rarely in Africa. This analysis led to the policy

conclusion that there was a major need to be more selective

in accepting private investment (and aid) so that the technology

used, the types of goods produced, and the incomes generated

would be more in line with the needs of the country.
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51. To summarise, the three mission reports have

approached their tack within a common framework of analysis,

though each has developed it in new ways. The assumption that

there is not one employment problem but many seems amply borne

out by the analysis; so therefore is the need for a marked

change in much of the conventional wisdom which is still

current. 3ven the dimensions of the problem have undergone

some evolution from the first report to the third - the shortage

of work opportunities of the Colombia mission report being

subtly changed to preoccupations with expectations for

particular types of work in the Ceylon report, and in the

Kenya report expanded to include a much wider range of people

frustrated by various problems and materially hit in various

ways by lack of income.

52. The distinction in the Ceylon report between the two

types of imbalances underlying employment problems - global and

structural -seems another important analytical feature which

will remain. The Kenya report makes clear that even further

disaggregation may be necessary, One possible conclusion from

the fieldwork in LKenya was that national analyses of employ-

ment problems were in many countries not very meaningful:

perhaps what would be more helpful would be to analyse the

problem of incomes, work frustration and labour utilisation,

district by district, or at least within the major ecological

regions of the country.. ilowever, one cannot be concerned only

with what people in the labour force do, or even with the

activities of the adult population. The direction in which the

missior's have clearly been leading is towards concern with the

patterns of all human activities, through different stages of

people's lives. The focus of concern is thus shifted from

economic activities (from 'unemployment' or even t employment'

problems) to concern with all forms of economic and social

deprivation, and the role of employment strategy in their cure.
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53. Another dimension which has been opened up has been
awareness of the political dimensions of problems. As will be
shown shortly, implementation in the case of Colombia and
Ceylon has been very partial.. This raises questions such as
what weight a government actually gives to employment objec-
tives, what freedom of manoeuvre it possesses given the
structure and influence of key interest groups, both domestic
and foreign, what costs would be involved in adopting an
employment-oriented strategy, and how those who would benefit
from such a polic- could be made more vocal and more powerful.

54. We did in fact -enture further in this direction
than is the custom anong international missions. The Colombia
report, in particular, discussed how peasant support might be
mobilised for land reform, and all three reporta emphasised
the need for the unemployed as well as the peasants and consumer
interests to be represented, i.e. in bodies set up to make
recommendations on labour legislation or incomes policy.

55. Tut we now see more clearly that the heart of
employment strategy lies not in making economic projections,
or finding ways of removing biases towards capital intensity,
but in the balance of political forces, and the capacity of
political leadership in government and outside to mobilise
support in ways which will make changes successful.

56. This very much justifies the interdisciplinary

nature of the ::issions, or perhaps more precisely the inclusion
of peore able to take account of the Iractical requirements
of policy and its social and political implications (which
is not true of all sociologists, still less all political
scientists).
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57. Finally, we kept on coming across similar influences

in all three countries. The other main source of the probLem

is the international context - the impingement on Idevelopimn'

countries of foreign technologies, consumer tastes, attitudes,

even political influence. This raises a question fundamental

to any country's policy: what actually is its room to

manoeuvre? That international constraints are there really on

the operation of a far-reaching employment policy, including

a much more selection approach to foreign capital'i

IV. Iffects

(1) On te ashin

58. Certainly the three reports point to fundamental

changes in not merely the economics of development but the

whole approach of the social sciences - perhaps more profound

than the tKeynesian revolution' which started in the 930s,

in response -o the less chronic but extensive world unemploy-

ment problem of that time. This means fundamental changes in

texts and syllabuses, away from preoccupation with economic

growth and towards a treatment combining social, economic and

political analyses. The largely instinctive feeling of some

students, often the brightest, especially in 'developing'

countries, that existing teaching material is irrevalent or

even a dangerous evasion of reality, is not entirely misplaced;

certainly some changes are needed if such students are to feel

much stimulus, or even interestedin their studies.

59. We do not know the extent to which these shifts are

actually takin- place, still less how much they could be

attributed to our reports rather than various other influences

working in the same direction. What does seem clear is that

the Colombia report had a considerable impact on university

teaching, especially in the United States, where it seems to
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be a freouert reference in graduate school reading lists.

And at IDS we are trying to meet the implied challenge by

devising a new syllabus for a graduate degree in development

studies, to start next academic year, and we plan to back

this with apropriate texts.

60. 7e hop)e that other papers at this meeting will

indicate how much and in what ways research has been influenced.

A rich field has been revealed.

(2) On policies of host countries

61. First the facts so far as we know them. The

Colombia report was requested by and delivered to President

lleras just before he was due to leave office. 1  He passed it

on to the incoming President, Pastrana, who welcomed it with

considerable enthusiasm. A very high-level National Council

was set up to study it - they issued a report which was on the

whole favourable, though some trade union members dissented.

62. But actual implementation has been a different

story. We gather that there has been some impact on day-to-

day decisions - one of us was told by an official on an import

control committee that they were following our criteria. Key

proposals of our report, however, such as the acceleration of

land reform, the shift of government expenditure on schools

and other social services towards the rural areas and small

towns, the switch of credit policy towards small businessmen

and peasants, the increase in taxes (we endorsed the 'Iusgrave

report), seem not to have been carried out.

Under an agreement between the two main parties, the
liberals and Conservatives, devised to promote political
stability, the 2residency (and a number of lesser offices) has
been held by each in turn for a period of sixteen years (four
presidencies) starting in 1958. So lleras could not be
re-elected in 1970.
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63. In one respect we opened a flank to unnecessary

criticism. 71e quoted unemployment estimates which seem in

the light of later and better surveys to have been too high.

7e had t exagerate dI the problem. Our diagnosis did not

really hang on the exact figures, but perhaps we gave too

much weight to them and appeared to accept them too vncritically,

especially by reprinting cross-classifications which could not

be justified in view of the size of the samples concerned,

64. Ia any case, key personnel at the planning office

has changed, and Dr. Laughlin Currie has returned as an

adviser. The general orientation of the current development

plan is towards concentrating government resources on the

modern sector, especially urban housing, a very different

approach from ours.

65. this does not mean that our report has been lost to

sight. There ray well be some people within the existing

administration who are unihappy about the emphasis in the new

development plan. Indeed, this suggested by the terms of

reference of a high-level mission which the Government of

Colombia has recently requested the ULNDP to finance, which

among other things asks for discussion and analysis of the

development plan "in the light of the recommendations of the

Seers report".

66,. The rosition of Ceylon is different. There the

Permanent Secretary of the iinistry of Planning and Zmployment,

after the mission reported, asked the ITO to hold up publica-

tion until his own plan was ready (to which the organibation

quite rightly cod). When the advance copies of the report

arrived they apparently received little circulation. The

problems raised for some officials by the Ceylon report are

probably not entirely different from those of many officials

in any country faced with a similar highly-publicised foreign
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mission wiTh vaTue terms of reference. iven the nature of

the exercise it is almost inevi.table that such mission reaorts

will often arouse a good deal of antagonism among officials

in any but the most deferentially depnndent-minded countries.

67. Here again, however, other influences have been at

work. The "Aditional" permanent Secretary, and the Director

of the Ferseotive Ylanning Tlivision (now also an AdditionIal

Permanent Secreiary), wanted the report to get as much

circulation a, rossible. What they did was to organise a

se:rinar on it, attended by the leader of the mission and two

of its members, under the auspices of the 'e-ylon Association

for the Adva _nIcem of ;e ience (last Jaly) to which key

minister s, ;erzaneno ceortaries, and other officials were

invited. rhis nuured delartmental stvdy of the report and

stirred a good deal of rublic interest in the mission's work.

6?. C oreo vr, the contributions male by officials at

this scuinar shocwed that in the ministries, especially housing

and Agriculture, the report's ,olicies had made a considerable

imact, no l in the field of choice of technology.

63. The Priae inister at a mee-ing with the chief of

mission 7xp:e5e5 her oun interest in the report, and she

au thorised -re ara tion Vf transla tions into Sinhala and Tamil

by a non-governuceut research institute, and the issue of

suimmaries in both Larguages. She also prouised to rovide

a Governnena resnonse.

70. Of course, the \,ylon report is politically a

difficult one to ilement. Te Government's request that we

should show how a high level of eMployment could be reached

in a few years neant that some of the prop osals were

necessarily drastic, given the chronic and severe foreign

oxchage orisis. Ad, as inntio'ed in paragraph 44, the
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skifts in income distribution implied by the proposed strategy

would penaliso heavily ky interest grou-K, particularly the

urban wage earners.

71. Taglect of the report would of course not have

mattered gratly i: an employment-oriented policy had in fact

been ado-tea. vertainly the recent development plan, which

reflects at many moints the views of tho mission, contains

some of the elememto of such a policy. But the fiscal basis

for implementing it, or indeed starting any empioyment policy,

has yet to be s tab lished. At the end o 1971 a fairly stiff

budget was tabled, only to be withdran in response to back-

bench pressure; prmctically all that remained was an increase

in the price of suGar (outside a basic ration). The following

budget, presented - e end of last year, aid go some way to

adopting our roposas - notably what amounted to a partial

de-Vluation, and .I -a+Uial reiovml of the rice subsidy. But

not far enouGh t-e task of raising resources for an employ-

men policy han yet to be tackled. Similarly in key fields

like land tenure, education, and the salaiy structure in

government, poe steps have been taken in the directions we

indicated, but these have only been very limited.

72. '_ ore still at an early stae so far as the -Yeny

report is concerned, but the omens for imlementation are

somewhat beter, at least for some of the detailed measures

proposeod, if not for the fundamental changes in stratagy.

Some elements of 1ie straae;y prrosed do not apyear so

difficult for th Go-vornment concerned and there have not been

the personality rcrblms that affected reception in the othJer

two countries. "Pe-"rtheless, ia would be foolish to pretend

that the chances of the fundamental reforms proposed being

implemented is a-ythiing but very small.
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73. The Government of Zenya has however taken several

important steps. It has prepared a sessional paper on

employment policy, which is now in its third draft and, we

understand, soon to be published. It has also instructed

those preparing drafts of the new Development Plan to work

on the basis of the report - from that point of view the

timing of the mission was very favourable. It has distributed

the report widely to civil servants, hembers of the National

Assembly, and others concerned, and, we understand, is

arranging a full debate in the National Assembly. It is

considering a popular version of the report and its transla-

tion into Swahili.

74. It would be reasonable to cousider whether the

effort going into the reports was justified in view of the

facts outlined above. Ike question "Why was the Colombia

report not implemented?" is one which we often encounter.

In the first place, as will be apparent from this paper,

local impact is not the be-all and end-all of a report.

M!oreover, to some extent the oaestion is naive: one can

hardly expect a complete change of development strategy,

amounting to what the Colombia report describes in one place

as a "revolution oy consent", to take place within a few

years. Such a quostion might have some -.meaning for a report

that was concerned, e.-. with whether the railways should be

electrified, since then either the Government does or does

not take the advice. But our reports were a package, each

containing dozens of proposals, some of 5hem specific, others

referring to changes in the direction of policy (e.g. that

the currency should not be allowed to become over-valued) and

others again proposing further investigation or research. In

both Colombia and Ceylon some proposals of each type have

been carried out (though it could be argued that they would
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have been carried out anyway); and in all three countries the
thinking of the political leadership, officials and key
individuals, outoide Covernment as well as inside, has Clearly

been influanced, rerhaps the most important outcome.

75. Ultimately it was the-uoiscious decision to focus
on the guastin "7What must be done to remove unemploymant and
deal adequately wvith other employment problems?" which uaaes
the reports over-ambitious in terms of what most governmunts
are prepared to implement com>letely. It has been argued
that our stra-te gies were not realistic and that we should
have restricted our recommendations to what we judged the
government concernet could (.ud would have been willing to)
implement. 77t this judgmsnt is difficult, possiby even
arrogant, for a grou- largely composed of foreigners.
Loreover, this mi12ht not even be in a government's own
interests. Phen the Frime :.inister of Ceylon was given an

oral preview of some of the mission's vroposals, she urged
the mission to say exactly what it thought. vn if she

could not ro ll the way with the pro osals, e.g. c rice

subsidies, fran'-tress by the mission would, she said, make it
easier for her to steer policy in the right direction. 2

eonyan Tinisters also repeatedly urged that the report be
honest and outspoken about what was required, leaving to the
renysa Government tc decide what parts it would or would not

implement.

It has indeed been suggested that we should not have
concerned ourselves with policies needed to solve the

Coreign exchange problem,

-oreover, to outline the comjlete policy reuirements

for full emplo mut may be of more use -o governments in
other couitr ie Sacing difLorenT political constraints.



76. Still, missions do, in fact, by implication form

views on political z-asibility of various policies. The whole

area needs study. As has been mentioned above, we tried to

make a start on it, :0,ecially in the Colombia report.

77. A ].s i orant but not insignificant reason for

the incomrletenes. of implementation may be the weakness o-

follow-up. t have been desirable for one or more

senior me ofrs f ho "isiono to remain in the country for

some month,-:n for oth'ers to -ay subse-uent visits. hile

the basic probleme of implementation are political, the

presence of members after the report had been presanted would

have at laact made it more likely that the political leader-

shi_ considered it thoroughly, that it was kept in the public

eye (which would have i ncLudd. cheching on local dissemina-

tion of the report and summaries, especially in local

languages), and tiat misre resentations were challenged.

Contact with -overni--nt de-artments and technical assistance

ex ;erts would a iulated more dapartmental action on

sector proposals. Lnother -eult would have been a continuous

feedback to IL2 on ihe re-ort's raception, as well as to other

a-encies and the -isSin ader.

78. (ne fical heading for e7Luation of the official

impact is tatistics. ALl three re-orts make suggestions,

not meroly for nxw ourveys and taulations, but also for

changing the enphasis o+ s- iotical policy, away from pre-

oocupantion with syotems of national accounts (without dis-

carding -theoe ontir ly) and toward3.s data or people and their

activities and economic welfar-.' The improvement and

-e gath r thLaL there is a remarkably tenacious belief
in official circles in olombia tht the mission proposed
reductions in productivity.

2In none of the three reports, however, was this aspect
of statistical reicam orcu.gt out as strongly as it might have
been or with many ointers as to how a revised statiotical
system might look,
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reshaping of official statistics would have a considerable

long-term effect on the approach of politicians and officials,

and - more broadly - on the publicrs perception of economic

and social problems. It is interesting to speculate on how the

emphasis of Iolicy over the last ten years might have been
different if measures of poverty had been as widely available

as statistics on Gi and balance of payments.

79. The Colombian statistical office (DAN2) has started

carrying out more comprehensive urban labour force surveys -

but par.haps they w'ould oave done this anyway. Otherwise the

impact of the remorts in this field appears to have been very

limited - zero in Qevion. Yet the reports imply a complete

transformation of an official statistic (especially the nature
and role of 'L" ,)- system of national accounting) and the IDS

proposes to hold a conference early in 1974 on changes in
statistical policy necessitated by the now balance of policy

priorities.

80. Theie has also been a wider public impact, though

exactly xir7 is hard for us to say. The report probably put

income distribution ermanently :in the furefront of debate on

developmen - rolicy. There does not seem to have been much

impact, however, in the universities or many other sections

of the pual either there or in Ceylon, (It is too early to

speak of henya.)

81. The fault is certainly not delay in publication.

This report, like the others, ba ifited freatly from the

speed of' translation, editing lnd printing, which has been

remarkable by any standhrds (from the time the chief of

mission hands in1 the report until it is available in print

has taken only three to four months) yet speed does not appear
to have been purchased at the expense of quality. This is

much to the orddit of the editorial side of the I10.
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82. On the other hand, part of the effect was lost

because of the weakness of distribution facilities. Some-

times those who had read in the press about a report had to

wait weeks to get it from their booksellers, then paying

prices higa by local standards (though special prices were set

for the Kenya report). University departments do not seem to

be given specimen copies nor are they even sent publication

notices. The subsidiary objectives (of influencing public

opinion and helping to change teaching and research programmes)

have therefore been partially impaired.

(3) On policies of donor and international agencies

83. This is difficult for us to judge. The Colombian

Government called a large conference of aid agencies early in

1971 to discuss how the recommendations in the report might be

supported by aid. This seems to have been largely a public

relations exercise - certainly the planning office did very

little preparation for it. But the Government got the endorse-

ment it wanted.

84. The World !Bank quoted our report extensively in the

remort of their own mission (under Lvromovic), which martially

coincided with ours, and worked closely with it. They broadly

endorsed our findings, but had difficulty in believing the

8 per cent rate implied by our least t implausible' projections,

as well they might - but this difference really attracted too

much attention. Our growth rate was in the first place not in

any sense a forecast but simp;ly a very rough estimate cf the

implication, as we sEw it, of the hypothetical objective of

full employ:ent in 1S.85 and of various more or less crude

assumptions about growth in the labour force and also in output

and productivity in various sectors. It was not in any way a

'target'. In any case, the whole point of the report was that
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on should concentrate on the composition of growth rather

than its p.e; a 3 or 6 per cent growth rate might well be

produced by the policies suggested and still be compatible

with the eamn :-ent objective.

85. Le matin merican Department of the Bank seems to

have had more criticisms but it too, lik, the I-L and IDB,

welcomed various aspects of the re: ort, especially emphasis

on the need for av-oiing ani over-valued exchange .ate and

other disincentives to ca--ital intensity, and on the

significance of fiscal eforms. We cannot say, however, how

much their policies were aff-cted, e.g. whether the composition

of aid was altered by conutry or by sector, or the degree of

ItyTingl to foreign procuremnent reduced.

36. Scraps of information suggest that the report was

not totally ,iLthou-t influence on bilateral donors. It

certainly aroused interest in USAiP, but also elsewhere. Por

example, we _ather that an aplication for Pritish aid to

finance an automnUii postal sorting system was referred back

to Colombia b-cause o, doubts abo.t its effects on employment.

87. 8o far as Ceylon is concerned, the World Lank

appeared mere wnr olseartedly in favour of the report. They

felt it nrovieo K basis for a programme which might, with

modification, meet the political needs of the Government,

while irovidind so: ass.rance to the aid group that assistance

would be used proucJ~tively. They were particularly glad at

our endorsemen't of their own advice to the Ceylon Governmen-6

on the need to me substantial reductions in rice subsidies,

to charge for the use of i4 rrigion water, and to carry out

some form of denmLuation.

8G. Tut donors continue to consider the steps taken in

these dirc tions very half-hearted, and new aid commitments

in the last too years have baaen very few. Probably the report
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as such has had little effect one way or the other on major

aid decisions. At Iresent disbursements are declining as the
tpipelinel is cleared.

89. On trade policy towards Colombia or Ceylon,
especially the import regime of the US or EC, we assume that

the report has had little effect.

90. It is too early yet to speak of the effects of the

Kenya report on donor countries. But one of the mission

chiefs was invited to attend the meeting of the Consultative

Group for Iast Africa in Laris2 this invitation had to be

declined because the work of the mission was still in full

swing. Eowever, another member associated with the mission

attended the ueeting and presented the thinking of the mission

and outlined the direction in which its recommendations were

moving. there was also close contact with the International

Bank during and after the mission, and subsequently the Annual

Lission of the Lank to Kenya expressed a wish to come to

Sussex for discussions with the mission chiefs and members of

the mission. One of the bilateral aid programmes has in fact

stationed a representative who was also a member of the mission

in the couintry with a specific intention or fol 1 owing up on

the mission report, and there is other evidence that the report

is carefully and favourably studied by bilateral aid donors.

91. We got some insight into the effects of the reports
on the general nolicies of bilateral azencies from two brief

conferences at IDS in 1972, the first mainly composed of IDS

staff and senior CPA officials, but drawing in other develop-

ment experts, on "the impications of unemployment for aid

policy", based on an CPA paper - which appeared to be strongly

influenced by the Colomfia report. This was followed by a

meeting attended by representatives of multilateral and

other bilateral agencies, where the discussion was focussed
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on a revised version of the ODA paper and also one prepared

by USAID. We believe we can conclude from these discussions

that the three reports have had some effect on policies of

bilateral aid agencies.

92. As mentioned above, an interesting area for discussion

is th) effect in the ILO itself. The general themes of the

report implied policies not always in the interests of workers'

organisations in the modern sector - many of their members

would lose from a redistributive policy because they are high

in the income distribut .on, and the reports, especially in

Colombia, implied the need to remove some of the legal

privileges of a llabour aristocracy. One conclusion we drew

was that representatives of peasants, consumers, etc., should

be brought into the machinery for wage determination.

93. moreover, these lines of thought spiur queries about

the ILO's own activities. Have the reports helped impart a

greater 'development orientation' to the agency's work? Has

it, because of this experience, provided more training on

development questions, and broken down some of the rather

artificial internal comuartments? Is there more recognition

of the need to re-examine the application of its conventions

and recommendations to rdeveloping' countries, in fields like

minimum wages or shift work for women? Ve would be interested

to hear reactions on these questions. Analogous ones also

arise about other agencies.

(4) On development policies in other Idevelopingl countries

94. We have heard interest in the Colombia report

expressed by officials in Peru, Venezuela and other Latin

American countries, but here too we have no means of assessing

how extensive this is, or what the practical effects, if any,

have been. One reason for doubt on this score is the



distribution syster, to which reference has already been ma de:

there is apmaren ly no regular machinery to see that bookshops

in countries in the same region are hept supplied with copies -

or even he:ar of the report. The same applies to university

libraries and research institutions.

q5. 'he reports of the rissions have also been used in

several in1ernawional courses on employment policy, to our

knowledge (and &here nay well be others of which we do not

know). o-: tI> Ccombia and Ceylon reports have been used

by the US Deuartnsnt of abor in its international seminars.

IDS made use of the Colombia report in a study seminar for

cfficials in the Carribbean a year ago in Trinidad, in co-

operation with the University of the West Indies, and plans

anoainer as the en,. of this year in Nc.airobi, mainly for African

officials, to discuss the wider applicability of the Ienya

report (with a :k7nyLwn who was on the mission as a co-director

and with the collaboration of IDS INairobi). The Ceylon report

was recently used at a seminar in tangklob, organised by ART2P

and the Asian Institute for Dconomic bevelopment, to which

IDS personnel contributed, and it will provicd a good deal of

material for one due to be held in Irandy, Ceylon, in a few

weeks by IDS, in collaboration with the Agrarian Research and

Training Institute of olombo, on the social and economic

consequences -the new seeds. 1

The impact may be broadened by the vor,: of an IERD-IDS
working .party, to zet shor-ly, on ways in which planning
models should be aaaued to takle account of enployment and
distributional objectives. About a dozon officials of
planning offices Tave been invited to a conference later in
the year to discuss the wor king party' s findings.
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95. Thas, as in many other areas, the main impact of

the reports has ly been indirect - through the effects

on the thinking and policies of international agencies and

bilateral donors, and (in th-2 loanger run) by changes induced

in the social sciences. These last may in due course have

some influence on the developed countries too. This is by no

means a weak conclusion. Given that the re-orts had opted for

analysis and reconmendations commensurate with the size of

the problem rsxher than with the immediately practicable, it

follows that tbey aust largely mak. their impact - and be

judged by their imuact - in changing ideas about the general

approach and emphasis of development strategy. One can

usefully recall the dictm1 of Veynes:

"Iactjical men, who believe the mselves to be
guite examptffro any intellectual influences, are
usuallU the slaves of some defunct economist.
TIadmen i horiy, who hear voices in the air,
are distilling their frenzy from some academic
scribbler of a few years back. I am sure that
the power of vested interests is vaastly e-aggerated
comparea wi&un the gradual encroachoients of ideas."1

V. ugeotions for -he Tt ture

97. hre we remturn to the implications of this evaluation

for future c Te shall broaden the perspective at first

to discuss the in ernaticnal machinery reciuired or action on

unemploymen a'd 2 hen at the end discuss whether and in what

form further country missions of this kind mioht be desirable.

98. As we said in the first section, one of the

objectives of the "pilet missions" was to place this matter

;rominently on the international agenda and another was to

indicate the changes in thinking required not only in the

country directly concerned but also in other countries, rich

or poor, and in in-ernation2al orgCanisations.
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99. These purposes have, as we have seen, been in some

degree accomplished. The reports showed that we need not

feel helpless in the fact of this terrible problem, and there

was widespread aoproval of analyses which implied a major and

worldwide reshaping of policies. nut there are not many signs

of action. The exper ience to date with the Colombia and Ceylon

reports has been that action can by no means be assumed to

follow more o- less automatically from any o' the parties

concerned, even if the government has sincerely requested the

mission.

100. So far as global strategy is concerned, what we are

really talking about is the need for an international economic

order that holds out to the countries of the Third World the

possibility, even the prospect, that they will experience not

merely growth but also development. The reports strongly

implied that the present strategy for the Second Development

Decade stands as utterly inadequate, both in the slightness

and superficiality of its attention to problems of employment

anid income distribution and also in its over-all emphases. 1

Certainly this shiould be one of the most obvious objectives

for the current process of review and app.jraisaI.

101. It could be argued that, because rich countries

are not interested in its impleaentation, it does not matter

what is in the DDI documents. But we would not take that

position. They do decus the attention of international

agencies and governments on development problems, and the way

in which the,' do so has a good deal of influence on policy

priorities. It may now be too late to attempt to get DDII

strategy changed basically during the first round of review

It was a nity that the I10 was un-able to secure
adequate attention in the DDII "Strategy" to employment
objectives or the bigger issue of poverty.
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and appraisal. Still, the necessary preparations should be

put in hand now if they are to be brought about in the major

mid-term review which now seems increasingly necessary.

102. there is, however, one danger to be guarded

against: DDII - and this would be true even of any conceivable

reformed version - puts the development problem as one for

'developing ' countries, and only speaks to the developed

countries abou +heir external policies. This inevitably

gives it a somewhat p~aternalistic flavour. Yet one of the

main lessons Wvch could be drawn by a perceptive reader of

the three reports is how similar, in some respects (but by no

means all), tbo em r-Ioyment problems of Ideveloping' countries

are to those with which rich countries are now struggling to

cope. Tihe points of resemblance range from problems of the

measurelment of unemployment and roverty to the issues raised

by the indigestibility of technologyr and by wage policy and

educational reforms. Unemployment should be seen for what it

really is, a rorld problem in the full sense of the word. 1

The need, therefore, is not so much to remove the current

biases of aid procedures against the provision of employment -

though that ieed is not to be ignored - but more positively to

gear the whole international system, such as it is, to the

elimination of unemployment. Only thus can the ITO World

-imployment programme achieve its full meaning.

This could be brought out clearly by a similar study,
though iot necessarily by the same mechanism of an II0/U'T DP
mission, of one or more of the developed countries. A report
on these lines would be dusirable for many reasons - not the
least being to show how greater trade liberalisation in
favour of Third TTorld counUries would be possible while
diminishing, instead of aumenting, unemployment in the
rich countries.
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103. Co-ordinated international action in the fields of

trade and technology is crucial, indeed in the whole range of

issues relating to private foreign invotment and the role of

multinational corporations.. But which agency can act as the

co-ordinator? 77hich can take an active part in discussions

of trade liberalisation, of international liquidity, of

science and technology (e.g. in the new ECOSOC Committee of

that name), not to speak of the coming negotiations on the

reform of the agricultural and import regime of the European

Economic Community? The object would not merely be to make

sure that the need for employment creation was taken into

account or even that various counter-productive policies

should be changed, but that a coherent international employ-

ment strategy should be established with the machinery for

implementing it. The reports of the missions could provide

some of the needed guidance, but there is a very big job to be

done.

104. Here, of course, we are faced with the obvious

limitations of the I1O. The Organisation took an invaluable

initiative in launching the Horld 2&mployment Programme and

organising the pilot missions. Indeed, by catching tha tide

of affairs it has probably achieved more than was expected by

those who created YJZI'. But what the missions were really

talking about was Idevelopment' rather than just 'employmentf,

and the ITO is clearly not the broad development agency that

is needed for the next step. It is not sufficiently involved

in (or even familiar with) international discussions on such

topics as trade, aid or liquidity, and it lacks the resources,

both professional and financial, to cover such a range of

subjects.

105. The ILO starts off with the advantage of a structurre

in which some of the main groups important for employment

policies are directly represented. However, other important
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groups equally involved are not so represented. This clearly

raises the problem for examination in what way the wider

activities required for employment strategy can bring in such

important groups as farmers, self-employed, those in the

"informal sector", and the unemployed and important groups of

them such as educated school-leavers and women.

106. A newly-created World Employment Agency (or even

World Poverty Agency) might look on paper like the best

answer, but the trend of opinion is - with reason - running

strongly against the creation of new agencies. Moreover,

such a new agency could not fail to take over activities now

carried out by existing agencies and this would meet resistance

from them and result in wasteful organisational disputes.

107. One should study the potential future roles of the

World Bank, the Development Assistance Committee of OECD,

UNCTAD, UNDP, and the U1 machinery set up in connection with

DDII, the new functional group on employment policy set up

under the ACC. It is interesting to note that the latter

body has commissioned a paper from the LO on agency co-

ordination in employment policy. All these agencies have

their special problems and limitations as future foci of

global co-ordinating bodies. This subject will require much

further discussion, as will the review of ILO activities and

structures in the light of the newly-emerging emphases on

employment strategy.

108. In whatever way this question is solved (or not

solved) there are important responsibilities in the employment

field for the leading agencies. Thus the Bank would contribute

substantially more to the objectives indicated above if it

changed the approach of its country reports (the grey books),

took greater account of employment and distribution in its

briefs for consortia and consultative groups and in the conduct
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implicit prerformance criteria with these priorities in mind.

It could go beyond that and develop new forms of lending

specifically designed to cope with employment problems, which

probably means a greater degree of decentralisation of loan

administration to national agencies capable of handling a

large number cf small projects, in countries where governments

genuinely are committad to social objectives. And whatever

other changes come about in international machinery, a closer

partnership between the Bank and ILO is desirable.

109. UTIOTAD's valuable research programme in the transfer

of technology - ono of the more positive results of the

Santiago meeting - looks like playing an important role in the

creation of international policy. It should throw light on

the possibilities of adapting techniques in many sectors and

provide valuable policy guidance on the costs and benefits of

the transfer of technology through various channels.

110. Any work done in this field will rely heavily on

the continued financial support of UNDF, which has been so

helpful in making p'osible the pilot missions. It could be of
still greater use if it encouraged the develop-ent of country

programmes which contained initiatives for employment creation,

including the promo tion of labour-intensive and indigenous

technologies (especially in the informal sector - see above).

Indeed, it is only by some such focus on priorities that the

concept of country programming really acquires any meaning.

Special attention needs to be given to supporting global or

regional projects within the WTP and also its research programme.

The Bak has already formed co-operative groups and
joint units with other agencies - FAO, WHO and UNESCO. Moreover,
some forms of collaboration with I10 are already developing,
such as the use of their staff and consultants on the Bank's
economic missions.
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These priorities would be further underlined if UNfT reserved

some resources - they need not be great - for additional

allocations outside the normal country programmes, to enable

governments to obtain assistance in carrying out employment

policies which promise to yield lessons of relevance in other

countries. 7e would also emphasise the important role of' the

UDP representatives - where they are of the calibre required

and have established sufficiently close relations with the

government - in suiDport and in implementation of mission

recommendations.

111. 'hatever the role of other agencies, a big one will

remain for the I10 itself', though a new one, especially in

what might be called its traditional fields. A critical

review could be made - if' this has not already been done - of

the conventions and recommendaions, most of which have been

formulated in an era when priorities and perceptions were

entirely different. liany of them may require no more than a

passing glanco, but the missions picked out one or two which

seemed incompatible with the emphases of employmeent strategies,

and there could well be others. ore important is to review

the agencyls work in fields like training, labour legislation

and wages policy, to see how fully they reflect the policy

emphases that have ncw emerged.

112. labour statistics are another such field, on which

a few additional points can be made. Already the Il0

statistical office has played a maj:r role, e.g. in forecasting

populat'on of' working age, analysing changes in participation

rates, etc. 1  omployment-oriented country strategies require

the collection of new types of information7 indeed, they need

1These pro jections need to be revised as frequently as
is feasible, especially as new census results become available;
it appears that this is not currently happening.
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new aproachca to collecting and using data. Examples of

statistical nee!Q urn the scope and compocition of the
t informal' sectot  surveys of their budgets revealing

patterns of peo le's activities (whether conventionally

lroelled 'oconozic or not) and of the income (whether cash

or not) at: ohed to thou, systems of rural/urban income flows

the access of various regions to a country's social services,

regional impact of Sovernment exoenditures; poverty line

definitions &2d weasremant ; and differential fertility.

Such work involveo conceptual clarification, specification of

methodology, pilot surveys in co-operation with national

statistical oWfices, technical assistance to countries

developing new sources of data, and finally the compilation

and tabulation of statistics in the yearbook and in special

publications. juah a programme would sake possible Ereat

improvements in government policy and a strengthening of the

political Oace for its imylenentation. Another ultimate

objective should be the worldwide monitoring of progress -

or regress - in reducing the incidence of poverty by providing

productive an-loyuent. (This certainly should have been part

of any real DDII strategy.) All this would require a highly

active statistical policy.

113. Another item for consideration is the role of ihe

ILC regional teams in Asia and Latin America. Their functions

have at times seemed slightly obscure. They hardly had

sufficient staff of ouality tr play a big part in the employ-

ment missions, iweortant though individual contributions have

been. Are ikey cayable now of hilping various countries in

I t would be helpful if the LIO rublished revisions to
its !Labour pnrc Projections' last published in 1971, as the
results of the consases of 1970 and 1971 are taken into
accoant. This is a very valuabli Eource.
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respective regions so that each can assess the results of the

1 ilot missions and select and adapt what is suitable for their

own problems? One device for stimulating reading and discussion

of the reports would be regional meetings of officials from

neighbouring countries, or possibly from countries concerned

with specific problems - say educated unemployment or rural/
urban migration. To develop this type of work would require

staff of unusual initiative and judgment, and the question

which has dogged these te s or some time recurs with new

force: can they attract experts capable of meeting these

challenges?

114. The next heading is 'follow up' in the countries

which have been visited by missions. Pilot missions might well

now be followed by ipilot implementation programme. Por one

thing this would signal to other 'developing' countries that

not only advice but also follow-up was within their grasp.

In any case it is only by involvement in imrlementation that

one can gauge the political forces at work and the hostility

or woahness of the administration. It would be wrong to press

countries which have received missions to implement their

recorimendations, althouch countries could be expected to

formulate their own position on the matters discussed in the

reports. And once a country has indicated a real desire -

beyond lip service - to carry out any specific set of

recommendations, the maximum help should be mobilised.

It s ulaned to hold such a meeting in follow up of the
Kenya report in iairooi latar this year, in the form of a study
seminar oranised athe auspices of IDS tussex and with
financing under nhe ritish aid rografame. So far the ILO
Regional Temas have only taken limited initiatives in this
direction, primarily t-he seminar held in Eangkok in November/
December 1972 in lollow up of the Ceylon mission, also with
participation by the IDS Sussex.

2 Such programmes could specifically be the first charge
of a joint IIPD/IlO unit.
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115. It would be helpful if the ITO published an
appraisal of im;lementation later this year, say three years
after the pilot :issions were iYtiated, drawing on the results
of this meeting. Another idea would be to develop a more
systematic and analytical W2P information sheet - perhaps even
a journal - which would bring together experiences and ideas
in the fields of impleentation and research, providing

appropriate bibliographies.'

116. linally we come to the question whether there should
be more country miscions. But although a number of people
think in these terms, this is really a misleading way of
putting the issue. IThere is bound to bo some form of technical
assistance to countries to deal with their employn problems
and the task really is to devise the best ways of helping
different countries in different situations; many possibilities

exist, extending from the big missions typical of the pilo*

stage to individual visits. There are also all sorts of

different dgre es and forms of working with the government

concerned. _he key question is always: in what way can
outside ex-ertise most usefully contribute to reducing employ-

ment problems - and, we would add, the associated evil of

poverty? (In many co*utries this implies tackling income

distribution as well.)

117. Cf course, the balance of objectives has now changed.
We must exuect any future micsion repores to contribute less

to elucidating the fundamental nature of employment problems

or to identifying the gaps to be filled by statistics and

research, although there ma- be some particular policy areas

1 This new reriodical - preferably printed - could also
provide a channel for the results of what was described abo.ve
as the monitorin of progress.
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(e.g. various service industries) where local study may yield

insights of wider interest. But bilateral and multilateral

agencies would henceforward turn to reports with less expecta-

tion of general policy guidance, and there is no longer the

same need to convince social scientists working on development

problems of the significance of employment problems. The

ground has largely been mapped out and the main purpose hence-

forward would be help to the host country (a rubric which of

course would continue to include influencing those trading

with it or providing aid) .

118. The main means of doing this might no' be 'a report'

at all (apart from the sponsor's obvious need for some

administrative account), but helping the government to prepare

and implement a development plan, by supplying a group of

people to work (not necessarily concurrently) in the planning

office and other agencies. The job of the chief of mission

would then become similar to that of a project leader. Even

in the case of the three pilot missions, the total impact

extended well beyond that of the 'report' - through separate

memoranda, discussions, interim drafts, etc.

119. This change of emphasis makes tie nature of the

government an even more important consideration than it has

been in the past. Considerable resources should not be

devoted to helping governments that will predictably be

unwilling or unable to make much use of the advice tendered.

This applies especially to those whici: are really not

seriously concerned abou& enployment problems or income

distribution, and more espacially still, to those which

prevent the itarests of the poor being politically expressed.

Once international agencies become involved in a country they

inevitably acquire certain obligations to the government in

power. A mission cannot make contact, anyway direct contact,
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with opposition movements which are more or less illegal, so

in a country of this type it would only be able to draw on

the opinions and knowledge of part of the public. This could

weaken the report from a professional view point and make it

liable to be discarded completely once the regime changes,

perhaps at some long run cost to the Ih's local goodwill.

Besides, deep, involvement with regimes of this type would

damage I1O's standing in the world and reduce the credibility

of WEP. It is realised, however, that this is a problem

extending much beyond the WEP and the IlQ, being inherent

in the conception of the United :Nations system as a grouping

of governments rather than of people.

120. This does not mean that no government about which

one has serious doubts (of this sort) should be accorded

technical assistance or even 'missions'. The politics of

international agencies, indeed the whole philosophy of

country programming, makes it difficult for them to refuse

indefinitely to respond to a request from any particular

government. But agencies (and for that matter UnIDPresident

representatives) should certainly be careful not to encourage

such countries to make requests involving considerable

resources or conspicuous support for the local political

leadership. And if for one reason or another a decision is

taken to send a group of people, it should be on the small

side and its terms of reference should be considered very

carefully: big aims like reducing unemployment are entirely

beyond the reach of many governments. A thorough examination

should be made of the local political scene and of the

economic situation before any request for a mission is

accepted. This may indicate that it would be best to

concentrate on particular sectors or on particular parts of

over-all problems (e.g. artisan techniques or apprenticeship

schemes).
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121. Even where the ground seems ripe for a more general

approach, the organisation of a team need not be a copy of

that used for the pilot missions. The experience of these,

which has been summarised earlier, points anyway to fewer

people devoting more time to the work of the mission. The

need for this switch is reinforced by the change in the

balance of objectives.

122. Let us outline the sort of longer country mission

that we have in mind, which might suit some needs. The

first step would be a visit by the chief of mission,

accompanied by two or three people of proven quality and who

are bound to be needed subsequently (e.g. specialists in

agriculture, education, public administration). This group

would study the real political aims of the government and

the necessary local support and collaboration and the

structure of the administration, so as to check on whether

a mission would, in fact, be productive and - if so - devise

the best modus _operandi, the key question being the degree

of integration with the planning office and other government

departments. It would also, of course, assess the substantive

problems and survey the material available. This would be

followed by visits to the main agencies (not forgetting the

respective regional commissions and regional banks) to discuss

their views on priorities, the material they have available

and other field activities.

123. The next requirement is a careful programme of work

for up to two years. The chief of mission may well be able

to prepare this after the visits just indicated, but he may

prefer to wait for preparatory research to be completed

(e.g. population projections) or for the local situation to

develop (e.g. an election to take place, or development plans

to be finalised).
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124. One element in such a programme would almost

certainly be special data collection and tabulation. Another

would be arranging for the IO and other agencies to prepare

material. Another again would be a series of research projects,

some probably to be carried out by local institutions.

125. Tihe arrangements for fieldwork would depend on the

specific situation. Instead of a large group working in the

country simultaneously for five to six weeks, it might be

better for a small group to be there for three or four months

(not necessarily consecutively) with the chief of mission

calling on experts as convenient. The budgetary arrangements

should be flenible enough to make this possible.

126. They should also make it possible for younger

people to be included with the fieldwork, even if this is

not strictly justified on a narrow cost-benefit calculus.

This form of ttraining' would help provide future. experts and.

encourage young people to develop work in this area. It

would therefore contribute to the objective of the long-term

professional progress in development studies.

1 A point worth jondering, though it raises wider issues,
is the need to avoid duplication of visits. Every country now
suffers from a grent stream of these, many seeking the same
information. Politicians and officials overseas complain, and
with reason, that a great deal of their time and energy is
taken up in dealing with missions and experts. Indeed, this
is one of the main obstacles to efficient administration. A
solution is suggested precisely by the common needs of many
agencies. A small inter-agency team, of say half-a-dozen
people,- might be sent to each country once a year to do this
basic work. An inter-agency data bank might be set up, in
addition to issuing some set of specific reports. This would
involve agreement on a common framework of analysis, since
even the most elementary frameworks imply some judgment on
priorities. (Laking employment a major element in the
analysis would help focus attentiun on this problem.) Then
each agency could, as they found necessary, send further
missions to carry the analysis into fields of particular
interest to themselves. (An item for the agenda of ACC
perhaps?)
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127. The chief of mission and other senior personnel

should expect the job to take a fair fraction of their time

for at least a year - in the case of a large and complex

country, it would be a full-time job. The burden would be

eased if the mission were provided with-means to hire research

and administrative assistance: indeed one possible arrangement

would be to get an institution to carry out such a job on

contract. I:J it is not possible to find a chief of mission

of the right calibre with sufficient time available, the ILO

or another cagency should provide a full-time senior person to

act as Chef de Cabinet and perhaps deputy to the chief of

mission.

128. Special attention needs to be paid to the local

distribution of any report. When it has been officially

cleared, it should be provided simultaneously to key organisa-

tions (especially those of employers and workers) and it

should be on general sale throughout the country. Salesmen

should ensure by personal contact that it is kept in stock

in leading cities, and should visit or correspond with public

libraries, directors of research institutes, university

teachers, etc. This might well mean subcontracting distribu-

tion (possibly the whole process of publication) to an inter-

national or local firm. Preferential local pricing, transla-

tion into local languages, serialisation in newspapers, cheap

editions of a summary or condensation of the report: these

should all be carefully considered.
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ThLMIMNAMY VID2VJS ON THE~ COYETSIVE

RLO21, STRATEGY DITISSIONS

INhTRODUCT ION

1. As the sponsor of the inter-agency comprehensive

employment strategy missions and the convenor of the inter-

agency meeting to evaluate these missions, the I10 recognises

its dual responsibility to perform two distinct but not wholly

separable and perhaps in some measure conflicting rolbs. On

the one hand as perhaps the most heavily involved participant

in a unique inter-agency venture the ILO has an obligation to

set out and support, in a manner analogous to other participating

organisations, its own views on the missions from the standpoint

of an interested party. On the other hand, the ILO is acutely

aware of its responsibility to its fellow partners in the

evaluation exercise for perfor,:-ing the function of furnishing

information, independent analysis and a clear formulation of

central issues as a foundation for objective appraisal.

2. The comments in the present paper are intended to

serve, primarily but not exclusively, the former rather than

the latter function. If they are presented as preliminary views

it is not because they have failed to receive careful considera-

tion within the ILO nor that they lack firm support within the

ILO. Rather it is because the ILO strongly believes that what-

ever position it may adopt must be subject to ro-appraisal and

modification in the light of ideas, suggestions and considered

positions from the other UI agencies involved. This is, indeed,

the whole purpose of the inter-agency evaluation meeting.
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11JSION OBJECTIVES AND TIEIR REALISATION

Terms of Reference

3. The objectives of the first four missions as stated in

their respective terms of reference were, the ILO believes, by

and large valid at the time each mission was organised. They

were, of course, drawn up in close contact with the Government

authorities. Clearly, certain general conditions need to be

present in any country for which a comprehensive employment

mission is contemplated: (i) a high degree of consciousness

among the higher spheres of government about the seriousness of

the employment problem and the need for far-reaching action;

(ii) a very clear intention, again on the part of the higher

spheres of government, to study the mission's report seriously

and constructively as a possible basis for concerted action;

(iii) an administrative and technical machinery able, with the

assistance of international expertise, of proceeding with the

technical and organisational work needed to gradually incor-

porate employment objectives and policies in the planning

process; (iv) the political capacity, and thle willingness, to

take hard decisions in terms of changing legislation, trans-

ferring resources etc., which inevitably affect vested interest

groups and which, in general, imply considerable effort and

sacrifice,

4. These four conditions could be assumed in our view

at the moment vahen the four missions were started.

5. In other cases, the lack of these pre-conditions has

prompted the ILO to deflect a request for a comprehensive

employment mission into some other, more appropriate, form of

assis-tance. Exploratory missions have been sent, for example,

to a number of countries where conditions did not appear to be

ripe for the comprehensive missions.



6. The basic and common feature of the terms of reference

of all the missions was the requirement that the employment

situation and trends be analysed, and that a comprehensive

employment-oriented strategy be designed, accompanied by detailed

recommendations compatible with such a strategy.

7. Besides this basic and central purpose, the requests

usually added some more specific issues. Thus, for example, in

the Colombia request, ten special fields of expertise, which

were supposed to be represented in the mission, were mentioned

with the provision that recommendations of short and long run

nature should be made for each one of those special fields. In

the Sri Lanka request, specific menticns of the need to assist

the Government to improve data collection, to indicate what

policies might be adopted in the fields of trade and aid and

to recommend crash programmes were made.

8. In general, the terms of reference were drafted in such

a way as to leave the chief of mission sufficient flexibility

in the formulation of an employment-oriented development

strategy.

Mission Orgnisation and eratio

9, The requests to the ILO for the organisation of a

comprehensive employment mission originate at the highest level

of government - from the President of the Republic in the cases

of Colombia and Kenya, from the Prime Minister in the cases of

Sri Lanka and Iran.

10. Each chief of mission was selected by the Director-

General. Mission members were selected by the ILO on advice of

the chief of mission and/or sponsoring agencies. The selection

of chief of mission and mission members was generally made from

lists of internationally renowned academic scholars or top

national and/or international civil servants.
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11. It is felt that, an the whole, ILO was able to recruit

outstanding chiefs of mission and highly competent experts.

Even though the average quality of the latter was high, there

were, of course, a number of exceptions. In many instances, the

time factor was a handicap in obtaining the collaboration of

some good people. If top people are not contacted very-much in

advance, (at least six months), they are generally fully com-

mitted. In addition, the fees and allowances have in a few

instances proved to be an obstacle in getting the people that

we had in mind.

12. It is possible that not enough thought went initially

into the question of what determines the "optimum" size and

composition of a mission. It is clear that the comprehensive

nature of the missions required sectoral and functional specia-

lists as well as a minimum number of general development econo-

mists and other social scientists. In general, it is our

impression that the size o.f some of the missions was larger than

strictly necessary - in the sense that the same output could

have been achieved with fewer experts. In retrospect, we appear

to have learned through experience the types of expertise which

should be represented in such-misoions. Perhaps of greater

importance is the fact that more effective preparatory work

could have been. done by, or for, the missions.

13. It was formally understood, in at least three of the

four missions, that counterpart national personnel would parti-

cipate in the different stages of the missions' work. In fact,

government officials participated mainly in the technical pre-

paratory work. In Colombia, the P1EALC team worked very closely

with thd Planning Department. In Sri Lanka, ample consultations

were made with the Ministry of Planning and Employment. In

Kenya, a good part of the statistical preparatory work was made

at the Statistical Office, and Nairobi University experts

prepared some of the preparatory technical papers. In Iran

there was very little participation by national counterparts or

local academicians in the preparatory stage.



14. Thile actual participation in the work of the mission

by governmental officials was, thus, rather scanty, there was,

on the other hand, constant strivinr on the part of each mission

chief to keep the Government informed of pro2ress in the work of

the mission, and what type of conclusions were developed.

Periodic meetings vere held with senior planning officials in

the four countries. In all cases except iKenyn, the chief of

mission discussed the ii ssion's work with the head of state or

government before leaving the cowuUry.

15. Thus, whil e -it cm et be said that government experts,

or political decision-makers xere associated with the exercise

at all its stages, mutual consultation did take place. Actually,

it is not clear that any aspiration to have a formal participa-

tion of government officials in all the stages is a good idea.

The l ogistic and technical operation of reaching conclusions,

and of writing a report mich by its character deals with many

controverCial subj'ects would become almost impossible if losal

officials selected by the Government became fully involved in

all the proceedings.

16. In arranging for the co-operation with other UNT

agencies, first steps '.:ere in each case a letter from the

Dire ctor-General to Decutive heads of participating agencies,

and an inter-agency planning ieeting (not held for Colombia

mission due to lack of time) . Chiefs of mission usually visited

certain agencies in order to finalise arrangements for their

participation. hot only did the -m agencies participate

directly in all the missions, they also sent instructions to

their local representatives and project personnel to extend

every cbllaboration possible to the missions. 3eadquartero of

international agencies followed the mis sion s progress through

their rrti cipat ion in the prolininary inter-agency meetings,

th1rou- the contacts tcey maintained with the experts they had
desi71ated to represent them in each mission, and through their



participation in the inter-ag-ency meeting to review each draft

report. It is clear that the contributions of the cooperatingj

agencies were important in the design of the methodology under-

lying the reports, the provision of staff and other resources,

in the formulation of recomriendations and in the incorporation

of elements of the agreed upon eimployment strategy in their own

-policies and programmes.

17. T'he know-how and resources of bilateral and multilate-

ral aid programmies were tapped to a very large extent. Locally

stationed experts were consulted and often participated in the

missionts field rork, Also the TD:P -eident Eepresentatives

were continuously kept in the ,icture, and it must be stressed

that they played a most imoortant role in the whole operation.

1C. The co-operation and advice of employers' and xorhers t

organisations was solicited for each mission. Meetings with

employerst groups were particularly useful as were meetings with

workerst re-resentativos which allowed the missions to know

more about the aspirations of the workers and to understand

their preoccupations. T1e missions discussed with employers or

workers some of their conclusions before writing their final

re-ort.

19. hational research institutions and universities were

utilised intensively in the cases of Kenya and Colombia, but not

so much in Sri Lanka, and even less in Iran. In Kenya, academi-

cians and researchers from the Institute of Development Studies

of Tairobi University wrote several key papers, and the Director

of the Institute was one of the ey members of the mission.

In Colo-bia, much of the survey work on unemployment was

contract ed ,ith the Universidad de Los Andes.
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20. The chiefs of mission were left with the responsi-

bility of the preparation of the work plan of their mission.

Intensive consultations with headquarters did however take

place in this respect. In the case of Colombia, a prelimi-

nary analysis was carried out by the W.VEP regional team

(PRh3ALC) on the sectoral data available. Before the mission

actually started, preliminary contacts had taken place with

counterparts and focal points (generally the Planning

Department of the Government) to discuss the mission outline.

The work of the missions was divided amongst team members

on a sectoral basis, individual contributions being examined

by the chief of mission assisted by a small group of

mission members, and a final report being written by the

chief and the same core group.

21. In all four missions there was, undoubtedly, a

great time pressure. The four governments in question

wanted the reports as soon as possible, and the chiefs of

mission and members had time constraints of their own.

The reports might have been more complete, and each issue

could have had more in-depth analysis, if more advance

empirical and analytical work had been done at the sectoral

and macro-economic levels before the missions actually

assembled in the respective countries.

Some Proximate Results of the Tissions

22. The strelgth and weaknesses of the four mission

reports from a professional point of view have been analysed

in depth by Professor Erik Thorbecke in a paper which is

also before the evaluation meeting. There is, therefore, no
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need in the present context to offer more than a few

supplementary observations. It should be noted immediately

that it is still too early to evaluate the full impact of

the missions.

23. The analysis of the structural causes of the

magnitude and of the trends of the employment problem which

was made in each of the four mission reports, and the design

of employment-oriented development strategies, imply in

themselves a nevi aprroach to the employment problem. The

central conclusion in the four missions, is that the

problem cannot be solved only by a concentration of efforts

and resources in the so-called modern sector, but that

special efforts must be made to offer more opportunities

for growth in those sectors which hitherto have lagged

behind.

24. This means special plans to improve the situation

of the traditional rural sector and of the lower income

groups in general. This also implies looking differently

at some aspects of the development and social process than

has been the case up till now, such as the appropriate

types of technological policy, the role of education and

training, the need for a carefully-designed incomes policy

which can contribute to employment creation (especially a

wage policy), the role of financial policy, and the contri-

butions of the external sector to the employment situation.

25. The four missions have, in our view, succeeded

in showing that a new approach as indicated above is necessary

because the conventional approach (of leaving everything to

the attainment of satisfactory rates of growth of GNP only),

has failed and will continue to fail.



26. Since the four mission reports implied a new approach

to the employment problem, they could not always be consistent

with or strengthen existing policies. However, some national

programmes and policies, although usually isolated, and strug-

gling to obtain attention and support from the authorities, were

reinforced or confirmed by the missions. In the case of

Colombia, agrarian reform got special support, as did the tech-

nical work which had been started by the Planning Department in

the fields of manpower planning and employment analysis, ad

plans in the iTational Deprartment of BUatistics for establishing

a country-wide system of employment surveys. In the case of

Sri Lanka, several important aspects of the new Development Plan

coincide to some extent with the analysis and rec ommendat ions of

the mission, like the proposals for land reform, educational

reform, the use of labour-intensive tecni1qiues, etc.

27. In the cases of Iran and L-enya, it is too early to

judge to what extent the reports have served to strengthen

existing national employmont objectives, although initial signs

are positive (incorporation of employment objectives in the Iran

Fifth Plan, and preparation of a Sessional Paper on the employ-

ment issue based on the ILO report and to be debated in the

Kenyan Parliament)

28. All the mission chiefs and many of the mission members

had had practical experience in planning methods and operations.

It is giite possible, however, that many of the recommendations

included in the reports did not contain enough operational

details needed to put them immediateoly into practical operation.

The reports were conceived chiefly as a basis for promoting the

adoption of a comprehensive empl oymont strategy. This implies a

gradual process. The first decision needed relates to the

general strategy itself. The Government must decide whether the

general objectives proposed by the mission, and the central

implications of this in terms of structural changes, seem right
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and politically acceptable. The missions could probably have

gone further in building a consistent inter-sectoral framework

and in analysing the consequences of the recommended structural

c0oangos. (See the Thorbecke paper on this). In any case, at

the level of concrete recommendations for the sectors, many of

those contained in the reports Were detailed enough to serve as

a basis for an immediate decision.

29. It is obviously too early to assess definitively the

likely short-run and long-run im)pacts of the missionst work.

The Kenya and the Iran reports were only delivered less than six

months ago. The Colombia and the Sri Lanka reports have been in

the hands of the Government for elmost three and two years

respectively, but this period is still too short to know whether

the whole set of difficult decisions implied within a full

employment strategy ;ill be taken or not.

30. Up to now, the signs of new action taken after the

reports, form a mixture of promising and disappointing aspects.

In Colombia, the employment report was studied by a large com-

mittee created by the President, in which all the important

sectors of the economy were represented. The results of the work

of that cofimmittee were vague, inconclusive, and not exactly

favourable regarding the suggested stratgy or about specific

policy recommenations. The same happened with a meeting of

international agencies which took place in 2ogot; in order to

advise on the technical assistance needed. After these two

meetings, interest in the report inside Colombia declined.

31. however, three promisIng events took place some time

later: (i) a new development strategy, hich has employment as

a central objective, was adopted by the Government; (ii) a large

project of technical assistance in the field of employment

policies was requested by the (lovernment, and is going to be

implemented by the ILO; (iii) the President has recently

requested high level assistance from t:le ILO, to examine the

new development strategy and advise on how to complete it with

additional employmont-oriented elements.
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32. In the case of Sri Lanka, there were for a while

certain misgivingo on the part of the Ministry of Planning and

Employment to accept the "foreign" advice of the ission's

report. However, a meeting was organised in July 1972 with the

attendance of five Ministers and other high government officials,

as well as the mission chief and other members of the mission,

to study the report's recommendations. Moreover, news was

received about the introduction of draft legislation to Parlia-

ment callinj for the elimination of the rice subsidy, and for

the establishment of a system of income ceilings, both of which

were recommended by the report. In addition, ILO was invited

by the Sri Lanka Government to send a group of economists under

the leadership of Professor G. 1yatt to help in the gathering

and orgnisation of data useful for the employment-oriented

planning process. T2his group wil be going to Sri Lanka in

March-ATril and mill work very closely with government agencies.

33. The Kenya report has been received by the Government

with much interest. A special bigh level committee has been

created to produce a Sessional Paper on the report, which is

to be debated in 2arliament.

34. In the case of .Iran, the mission chief returned to

leheran in Movember 1972, some five months after delivery of

the report. his visit had been suggested by the Resident Re-

presentative with the objective of advising the Government on

how to introduce the mission's recQmmendatLons into the new

Development Plan. he obtained from hiTh government officials

assurances that most of his recommendations had been accepted

and that they had been incorporated into the new Plan. To some

extent,'this reflected the initial intent of the chief of mis-

sion to design a development strategy which was consistent with

the official plan.



35. To summarise, the ILO believes that the intr-agency

eIplorment missions have obtained results which ould have been

very difficult to obtain otherwise. In any case, it is clear

that the effectiveness of missions depends on the social,

econoLc and political conditions of the country where the studr

is made and on the type and the urgency of the action which the

Government wants to take.

36. Ailong te unique qulities of the comprehensive

missions, we can mention the outstanding international stature

of the experts who can be recruited for thea, and who would not

be available for longer-term service in the countries concerned;

the big impact upon public opinion Vhic can be obtained wi th a

report of high qualitr, highly publicised and, in a way, drama-

tically presented; the possibility of mahing an all-out effort

in a very short period of time without having to wait for the

orotracted results of reports which take one or two years to be

prepared. If the imediate objective of calling nation-wide

attention to the need for a real change in development policies

is attained, and if the inpact is strong enough to start a

process towards such change, the results of a mission can be

considered very important. As was pointed out above, it is

doubtful whether such results could have been obtained otherwise

under similar time and financial constraints.

37. On the other hand, the short-term character of the

missions implies dangers and important gapDs (some of which have

been amply explained in Profossor Thorbeche s paper). The

degree of internal consistency and of specificity of the analysis

was not always sufficient to enslure that the recommendations

were both concrete enough and operational. These gaps, however,

soould not detract from the important results, which have been

obtained from the missions, i.e. the need to adopt a new
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approach and to take certain basic decisions about the economic

and social objectives to be pursued, and the identification of

the basic efforts which must be pursued and of the political

sacrifices involved.

-38. It does appear that a second stage to the comprehen-

sive missions might be desirable. This second stage would

consist of studies following up in more depth the empirical

analysis of given sectors or issues in order to come up with

more concrete and operational policy recommendations.

COKPREHIEITSIVE EPLOTEITT LISSIOINS IN TEE CONTEXT

39. The comprehensive employment strategy missions must

be viewed as only one of a wide variety of ways through which

national and international action in the field of employment may

be promoted by the ILO an'-d other agencies. The ILO position is

that the more other agencies undertake seriously the task of

examining the employment problem in developing countries, and

the more they place their technical and financial resources in

the service of this, the better it is for the countries

concerned.

O ther IO Ac-tivities unde h-P

40. The ILO is undertaking, a2 part of the lorld

ELployment Prograiff:e, the organisation of longer run advisory

teams designed to help countries in the process of gradually

injecting employment objectives and employent-oriented policies

into their development policy machinery. One such project is

under way for Peru and a new long run project will start in

Colombia in 1973. The Peru project, especially in its second

phase, and the Colombia project,are conceived in such a way that

the team leaders will be working ostly at the level of the
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national pJlanning body, and other members at the sectoral level,

especially in agr- riculture, industry and education. I.ese teams

have the advanta;e of more time at their disposal, so that the

oprational details of an omplo--ment policy can be prepared with

more patience and care, and with the full direct participation

of national counterparts. how.ever, they also have shortcomings.

The teams cannot comprise as wide a ranjge of fields of speciali-

sation as the missions and, therefore, find it difficult to

cover all aspects of employment policy. Ploreover, their experts

being attached to one ministry (e.g. Tuisia, Argentina) or to

a limited number of government agenoies (e.g. Peru, Qolombia)

are lihely to have di'f ficulty in co-creIating with, and in-

fluencing the policies of, other im-poitant inistries.

41. Such teams are much less prectiious than the mis-

sions, and it is difficult to find high-calibre experts a will

accept such long-term aszignmente. TPe wor of the teams

receives les publicity and the impact of their recommendations

is more limited. Sometime2 the experts are used by governments

for routine matters of report-writing, dat-gathering, etc.

42. Because they remain i zthe country lon ger, the teams

are more likely to see their vork affected by changes in the

political climate and in counterpart personnel. Because one of

their main functions is to train national -ersonnel and help

to develop institutions, they must be careful in their relations

w;ith nationals and cannot always be as bold in their diagnoses

and recommondations as the missions.

43. Another imortant element of 7T2P is the regional

employment teams established in Latin America and Asia to

perform a whole series of toss They must be able, first of

all, to progressively accuire expertise about the region's

employment problems and issues, so as to be ready to assist

countries at a short notice in special short-run projects;
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they promote the need for comprehensive employment policies by

msJking country studies in which the current employment trends

and the basic components of an employrent-oriented strategy are

analysed. They must also be ready to assist in the preparation

of draft project requests for long-run employment teams.

44. The work of the regional teams suffers from some of

the defects affecting longer-term employment policy projects,

in particular the limited range of fields of exnertise, which

means that the teams, while fairly good on diagnosis, are weaker

in stimulating a greater awareness and understanding of the

nature of the employment problem vithin the context of over-all

development policies, and in pinpointing certain areas in which

more in-depth work should be undertaken, e.G. with the help of

longer-term technical co-o-oeration,

45. A mention must also be made of some of the ILO

sectoral employment projects. The most important of these are

the rural development projects, whereby specific employment

policies for the non-urban sectors are promoted, within the

context, when they exist, of over-all employment strategies.

These projects, just as those in the fields of small-scale

industries and handicrafts, are addressed to help solving the

specific problems which have to be tackled in sectors where,

as is usually the case, a special concentration of efforts,

transfer of resources, etc., is needed.

46. Finally, an essential instrument which is meant to

support and complement the work of the missions is the practi-

cal research programme within 2. There are presently seven

major fields of emphasis: population and employment, technolo-

gy and employment, income distribution and employment, education

and employment, effects of trade expansion on emplcyment, urban

employment problems, and feasibility of emergency employment
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schemes. There is a two-way relationship between the work of

the missions and the research effort within WEP. On the one

hand, certain questions and hypotheses raised by the conmprehen-

sive missions triggered specific research or follow-up action

projects within the research branch, Thus, for example, the

Colombia report argued that the main way in which income

distribution affects the level of employment is through its

effect on the pattern of consumption, i.e. through the different

impact and labour content of the expenditures of the rich and

the poor. Since this was considered a very import ant uestion

which the mission could not really answ'er in quantitative

terms, a research project was designed to try to measure these

effects within an input-output model.

47. Other examples of action-oriented research influenced

by missions' reports are the road construction project in Iran

which looks at the availability and effects of alternative

technologies in road construction on employment and output,

and the project to explore labour-intensive technologies in

the production of maize-bags in henya.

48. On the other hand, some important applied research

can be done before the field phase of the mission starts. In

this connection, it has been pointed out that one area which

needed strengthening in all four comprehensive missions' reports

was the formulation of a consistent macro-economic and inter-

sectoral framework to project employment output and income

distribution. A research project is presently underway within

,EP to improve the methodology underlying such a model and to

apply it to four countries; Iran, Colombia, Ceylon and the

Philippines. Conceivably, in the case of future comprehensive

missions the availability of such a framework at the outset of

the field phase of the missions should improve the quality of

the analysis and policy recommendations.
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49. In general, within UE?, all the existing types of

proJects are designed to be complementary, For insta'ce, com-

prehensive missions can lead to the need for longer-ru.n teams

',vich would be in charge of helping to implement in more detail

an employment strategy, or to the need for special projects-

research and action-oriented in some key sectors, such as the

rural one, On the other hand, long-run teams can call the

attention of the authorities to the need for a special over-all

study which helps to establish, at a certain stage, the basic

components of an employment strategy. The work of the -regional

teams may also ruveal the need for long-term national teams, or

for a more ini-denth or high-level study on specific issues, etc.,
etc. One of the most attractive possibilities would be to have

a comprehensive mission being followed up by a longer run telam

(whicih might happen to be the case in Colombia in the imediate

future), but only if the government concerned has given some

indication of being committed to an employment policy and uses

the team for that purpose. Another attractive possibility is

to have the longer-run tean to do the spadework and to receive,

at the appropriate time, the additional support and prestige of

a mission, possibly on a smaller scale than Kenya or Sri Lanka,

and concentrating on a limited nvmber of key issues identified

by the team. Iore specifically in the case of countries which

have ratified international labour conventions, missionst reports

may provide a vehicle for stricter enforcement.

Jmofef t Missionsin relation to Other
Agencies A ctivities

50, It is, of course, clear that the increased interest in

employment matters extends much beyond ILO pror-mes along to

mony activities of other international agencies. For example,

the multi-disciplinary missions of the United ilations, the World

Bank economic missions, and the CIAP and OECD country examinations

are all potential additional international instrumpnts for
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tackling the employment problem. boreover, both ECLA and EA

are launching full-fledged programmes of research on the

employment problems of their respective regions. Likewise, the

OAS completed, some monghts ago, a basic document on an employ-

mont strategy for Latin America, which will be discussed at the

next mecting of the Inter-American Economic and Social Council,

for eventual adoption as a basis of common action. The question

to be raised is ho: co-ordination, consultation and bilateral

and multilateral co-operation can be further improved.

51, ;hile until now, the other agenciest studies have not

attained the sarie specific objective of oxamining national

developiment policies from the point of view of employment con-

siderationo, the Uorld Bank and other specialised agencies

(e~g. FAO) have recognised, especially during the past year or

so, the need for stressing much more the employment and income

distribution aspects in their country reports, projoct evalua-

tions and sectoral studies. This positive trend is set out in

more detail in the LOC Funct ionl Group paper on employment

policy which will be submitted to the ACC during its April

session.

52. It is our impression that the comprehensive uissions

permit the integration of specific contributions which the

specialised agencies such as 2AO can make in agriculture and

the rural sector, UiESCO in education, UTIDO in the industrial

field within a systematic and more mutually consistent conteXt

than if these contributions and recommendations were liraited to

each sector, and area looked at indeopndently. This may well

be the main "raison d15tre" of the comp.Vehensive missions.



'ission Contributions to International

53. The four nission reports should be able to mahe a

substantial contribution to country progr naing of development

assistanco, as they are ba-ed on a comCphensive view of the

countrys most impwcncing social and eccnomic problems. In this

respect, repovts i-icn arc foraulated with the purpose of ia-

:roving the employment and income situation of a large majority
of the population are better guides for teclhnical assistance

and for financial and trade co-opration than reports which arc

prepared with the sole objecti-e of increasin- the rate of G1iI1?

growth. Eimployrment mission reports could become a very central

instrument for -regraming international assistance, for they

provide an opportunity to put into a cohesive economic and

social frameworh project proposa s which up to now hamv tended

to be a mere accumulation of requests fro ministries or

" shopping-lists" from aencies. lihey can play a very decisive

role in UhDP country proOramning exercises and give then a focus

which they may, pe-,aps, have acked u- to now. rurthermore,

miss ions may i-iluence international agencies, as a result of

their involvemant in the whole exercise, to reorientate their

progra.es o-' -ction in their ruspuctive fields to more employ-

mont-creating projects and in their own. country program ig.

The use of rissions' reports depends, in the final analysis,

on the oxistonce of at least a declaration of intent on the

part of the government to accept t1eir general recommendations

and proposed strategies, and a political will to draw the con-

clusions with rogard to multilateral and bilateral assistance.

The UliDP hesident Representative can also play a key role here

in giving an employment focus to technical assistance projects.
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54. Each of the four reports made proposals on the

general needs for tec.nical assistance deriving from the

adoption of an eapleyment strategy. in none of them, however,

are concrete projects actually foraulated; only general areas

are mentioned. T'is secification can better be left to

follow-up acUtivities undertaken as a result of the reports, by

ILO and other a' oncies.

lT T~ ihISfIOi3 liT TIli .OhliD EiBLOUTT1I

55. 2he pri r'rocus of the present inter-agency evalua-

tion is properly on the four missions which -have completed

their work and submitted their reports. 3ut the significance.

of this evaluation will rest in the extent to which the ex-

perience of the past is incorporated into improved and more

effective plans for 4he future. 'The inter-agency evaluation

meeting is considered by the ILO as part of a continuing process

in which plans and projects nzut be made subj oct to review and

nodification from a variety of perspectives.

56. A salient feature in recent months has been the close

scrutiny to which the objectives and results of ILO action

under the World Employment Programme hove boon subjected by

various ILO bodies. Thus, revi ewv of the WEP in the respective

regions were carried out by the recent meetings of tile African

and Inter-Amneri -an Advisory Caom.ittees, vhi endorsed the

broad lines of the Pro.-ramne,

57. ithin the frameworh of its conideration of the

lLO s draft long-term plan for 1974-79, the ILO s Governing

Body Wo'rking Party on. the Long-T er nlan considered that the

World Employment irormme was among the ILO's highest priori-

ties, particularly f r the developing countries, and generally

endorsod the rogramme for 1974-75 outlined in the plan.
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ProspectiveComrehensive Employment Missions

58. Two comprehensive employment strategy missions are

currently in the final stages of preparation - one to the

Dominican Republic, the other to the Philippines.

59. The main objectives of the mission to the Dominican

Republic are to analyse the e'mployment situation and the causes

of the under-utilisation of human resources; and to shetch

the riain lines of a development strategy designed to promote

the growth of employment. The chief of the mission will be

hr. Felipe Pazos, Economic Adviser to the President of the

Inter-American Banh, ;vhorm the Ban: has agreed to release for

that pureose. The aission is expected to comprise about 15

members (including experts to be provided by the regional

employment team (PREALC)).

60. The ILO is contacting IDB, GAS, 71, ECLA, IBRD, FAO,

UNESCO, UINIDO, II{F, MCTAD and Zh1O to associate them with the

mission. Particular attention is bein, paid to ensuring close

co-ordint-ion between the ILO mission and the economic planning

project in the Doinican Republic for which ILPES (Latin

American Institute for Economic and Social Planning) is the

executing agency on behalf of the Inter-American Development

Bank. According to present plans, the missionts report is

expected to be completed in the autumn of 1975.

61. The employment strategy mission to the Thilippines

which is being sent at the request of President harcos, will,

as stated among others in its terms of reference, have as its

major objective to suggest for the Philippines a long-term

developmental stratoEy fcr the attainment of hij levels of

productive employment on a sustained basis.
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62. The chief of mission will be Professor Gustav 1anis
of the Economic Growth Center, Yale University. The Government
has desigiated the National Economic Development Authority to
be responsible for co-ordinating the mission's work at the
national level.

63. Professor Ranis, together with a few Le bers of the
mission, visited the Philippines during the last two weeks of
January 1973 to initiate a programme of preparatory work; the
mission proper will carry out its field work in June-July 1973.
ILO is in the process of contacting other agencies to involve
them in the work of the mission.

Long-term Aspects of WEP

64. ILO believes that there will continue to exist a
strong need on the part of the developin, countries for a
cobination of policy-oriented research and advisory activities
relating to the employment problem in its broadest sense. ILO
attaches the highest priority to JEP end is committed to strong-
thening its various activities under that programme. It is not
possible to predict at this time what the best form of employ-
ment assistance will be in the second half of this decade. It
is conceivable that by then the need for comprehensive missions
might have weakoned, or that the form of these missions might

have to be changed substantially. Likewise, the scope of the
research programme will undoubtedly evolve over time to meet
the tests of relevance and operational usefulness. The form of
the various UEP instruments and their relative importance are

bound to change gradually as more is learned by all of us -
about the process of economic of sociol development geared to
the resolution of the employment and poverty problems.
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65. It is evident that the task confronting the various
national and multilateral development agencies in the employ-
ment area is likely to remain gigantic over an extended period.
Given scarce resources, it is essential that the process of
co-operation and co-ordination among these various agencies
continue to be strengthened to ensure the best use of limited
resources. This is a major challenge which ILO is conscious of
and is willing to face.
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INT ER-A('ENCY K:PLCYMENT MISSIONS

This note follows closely the outline suggested by the II10

in the paper entitled "Issues on Which Evaluation of Inter-Agency

Employment Iiscions Should Focus" (11 August 1972).

Ae~tive s of the issicns

1. Ranked by order of importance, the objectives woul& be

(a), (c), (d) ond (e). Objective (f) shculd probably not be
regarded as of primary importance, but rather as a by-product of

the missions, the factors to be taken into account in the
medium-term country programming of technical assistance are not

restricted to employment policy, even in the broader sense.

Objective (b) might be reconsidered in the light of the comments

made under item 4.

Design, Organisation ani Implementation
of Mistions

2. The inter-agency and inter-disciplinary approach seems

to be the most appropriate and should probably be retained.

3. Despite its efforts, the ILO has not always enjoyed the

degree of commitment and p:-rticipation by all the various agencies

that would have been desirable for technical efficiency. Une way

of strengthening inter-:. sncy co-operation might be to extend it

to the organisation ani preparation cf missions, including the

make-up of the team, the choice of its members and its programme

of work. The 1epartment cf Economic and Social Affairs would

prefer the following type of organisation, which it suggests for

f uture missions:



(a) the head of the team would, for preference, be a

pro ctising economist (a senior national or inter-

national official with a background of administrative

or political responsibility in the economic field, if

possible ;with experience of the developing countries)

rather than a person from s university;

(b) the tesm would consist of not more than ten to twelve

persons (plus the experts working in the field). Its

programme of work would consist of four phases:

i. The chief of mission would place two persons

(including the statistician) on the spot, to

collect the documentation on the subjects

indicated by the chief of mission ani to carry

out or bein the preliminary studies. Time

involved: two or three months.

ii. The entire team, after studying the information,

would meet at headquarters and prepare its pre-

liminary analysis, its points for study and its

prorcmme of field wor This is when the team

roul become a unit. Time involved: individual

cons ideration of the documents: three weeks >

discussion and programme: one or two weeks.

iii. Field work by the full' team. Contacts, visits,

first drafting of technical chapters and

syntlesis.. Time involve&: two-and-a-half to

three months.

iv. Final drofting of the main report by the chief

of mission, assisted by one or two members of

the team at headquarters. The other members

would be called in or consulted, if necessary,

depending on how far avay from headquarters they

were living.
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4. If possible, it would be preferable for the members of

the team to know one another already and to have had a previous

opportunity of working together. In most cases, however, an

inter-disciplinary, inter-agency and, if possible, international

team would at the outset have little in common. Hence phase two

of the organisation is suggested,

5. It would also be desirable for the skills and experience

of the experts working in the field to be put to maximum use for

the mission's benefit. Greater participation by the various

agencies (to which reference has been made above) and better

communications - possibly directly - between the mission and the

different headquarters would help in this direction.

6. During the field work the chief of mission would visit

many of the political leaders and acquaint them orally with such

material as his team had helped him to prepare, which would

become more comprehensive and detailed as the visits proceeded.

The members of the team would have extensive contacts with

senior officials in the ministries concerned and would explore

the possibilities of having the embryonic employment policies

wholeheartedly accepted and applied with reasonable efficiency.



7. The report would be short, because it aould mainly

consist of a record of the points on which agreement had been

reached as the mission proceeded. It would contain a precise

list of recommendations - not too many - some of which should

already have been accepted in principle by the government.

Extent to Which the Obj ectives
of the Missions Were Achieved

8. From the standp;oint of the countries visited, the

missions have certainly been remarkably effective in defining

the scope, nature and content of the employment problem and in

bringing it more clearly home to the political and administra-

tive leadership; they have also helped to define a number of

possible employment policies and t& suggest the more vigorous

pursuit of those already implemented.

9. How far these policies will be applied and how far they

will Drove successful can only be appreciated fully after a

certain time-lag and then only if on-the-spot visits, prepared

with the help of the resident representative and the local

experts, are organised for the purpose from time to time.

10. The missions have already helped to shape the world

development strategy within the framework of the Second Develop-

ment Decade, and are likely to contribute even more in future.

Extent to Which the Original
Objectives Remain Valid, and Possible
Need for Redefinition of Ob;ectives

11. As the ILO has often emphasised, the employment missions

undertaken hitherto have been of an experimental nature. The

missions, heavy with extremely ambitious objectives, have

explored the possible field of action in a preparatory phase.



They can be regarded as having achieved their objective and

defined the pattern of the ILO's specific action in this field.

12. The next phase might be concentrated on devising more

specific programmes for employment generation, identifying

appropriate products and production techniques, giving new life

to the informal sector and discovering how it can be made to

form part of schemes for creating employment opportunities.

13. In the employment field, missions conceived in this

way would probably yield better results. The over-all planning

exercises involved in the initial missions are perhaps too

general to produce any specific results in terms of jobs Ireated

and, at the same time, too rapid and superficial from the stand-

point of general economic planning.

Inter-Agency Missions Compared
with Alternative Methods of
Heping Cointries to Improve
Their National Empoymen
Policy-Making

14. Comments on these matters have already been made under

item 2. Fewer missions spending a little more time as a full

team in the field would probably have a gre8ter. impact on

national policies and also provide the research work carried

out at headquarters with a better knowledge of local conditions.

15. The missions should obviously be able to count on the

co-operation and assistance of the regional teams already in the

field (regional employment teams, UNDATS), this again raiaes

the problem of the commitment of the various agencies and the

outside contacts of the missions. The relevant country reports

drawn up by the missions sent by the Bank, the OECD or other

agencies have obviously been taken into account in-the work of

the employment missions and have in fact proved very useful.



Re lationsh ips , Complementay or
Cmetitive between Different
Approaches

16. Comments on this subject have also been made under

item 4. The employment mission reports could probably be

presented and drafted in such a way as not to give the impression

that they are competing with the work done by other agencies in

such fields as education and health planning, over-all economic

planning, agricultural planning and industrial planning.

Choice of Countries and Timing
of Employment Missions

17. The most important factor in the success of these

missions is probably recognition by government circles, or at

least some of them, of the existence and urgency of an employ-

ment problem. A second factor would be the ability of the

administration to define and apply a vigorous employment policy

and its readiness to rid itself of accepted ways of thinking.

The other factors mentigned would seem to be less important.

How to Ensure Better Understanding
of Em;ployment-Oriented Develomnt
Strategies

18. The exchanges of views already organised on a more or

less regular basis and the representation of the various

agencies by officials responsible for substantive issues at the

various meetings where employment problems are discussed

(e.g. the meetings of the CDP) wQuld seem to provide an answer

to this question.

Methods of Ensuring Effective
Follow-Up

19. The methods needed to ensure an effective follow-up

have already been mentioned in a previous paragraph. One would

probably be to send a very small mission from time to time (once

a year) for a short period to the country concerned; the mission

might consist of the chief of mission and one or two international

officials, who would report on the implementation of the proposed

measures.
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SPE OIFIC QUf3STIOTTS CONCQTLIG
TF TPLT~eOYNT ST FL TEGY TIS STO TO PTYA

1. Administrative Arrangeients

1.1 LTerms of Y1eferenoe -

The terms of referene were discussed in quite some

detail with ILuC and -Government officials. The draft was

basically the product of two or three Government officials,

who subsequently maintained a close touch with the mission

througiout its assignmnent. I believe that the terms of

reference were su-ffiientl7 explicit, whilst at the sam e

tine flexible enough so as to mahe then attainable as

viewed and interpreted br the ciefs of the mission.

1.2 Selection of Txperts -

Pigh level exportise was indeed made available in the

important fields and we beli eve that the team was

suffi-ientlyi intordis ri-linary. About "high level" one

could, however, make the observation that the relevance of

the tern in the context of a mission like this one is

doubtful. If "high level" means internationally renowned

aaadem1 ioians and/ur experts with lon'g and undisputed

expeoriene, there is perhaps a danger that one would find

a positive correlation between the "height" of the level

and the dogree to which those eminent people will come

ac 9?ompaniod hy preconceived ideas. Surely an appropriate

definition of "high level" must take into consideration the

ability of the exprtise to allow themselves to be bombarded

with new stimuli and new facts and allow themselves to be

influenced a-cordicingly when it comes to drawing conclusions

and arriving at predicions. In any -ase the term is

over-worked in \, jargon.



2aether the mission was of opti ur size or not is a

different question. Lo's first plan called for about a

dozen full-tine experts, whereas in the end this number was

more than doubled and, in addition, more than 20 speialists

wvrked with the tean for varying lengths of time. The

problem of giving adequate teohnioal coverage to the immense

inter-iscipli arv s-ope of tho subject was n doubt com'pli-

-ated by the drive of every discipline to "get into the act".

On balance, we tend to eoncludo that "'the perfect is the

enemy of the good and that the "ission was in fact too large.

An even better job poule probably have been dnne with a

smaller number of "ermanent" i ssion e-rbers, comnensated

if necessary through use of shortr term specialists.

evertheless, the ultimate judgement must be based on the

quality of the end produ-t, and by that standard one shouldn't

carp.

A few subsidiar7r points should be made:

A number of experts had prior experience of TKenya and

others of a number of full and part tine participants were

drawn from the academic community in Kenya (Lenyans). This

no doubt helped in reminding the mission, if it ever was

needed, that Kenya was the scene.

As to whether the experts were properly used we cannot,

of course, with any degree of cortainty, say. Mowever, it

is our understanding that most of them not only worked hard

but were devoted to the job. Grouns were formed and a

number of field trips were ma'-. Full credit should be

given to the mission leadership for their skill in achieving

a co-ordinated effort.
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1.3 Finance -

It would appear from this distance that financial

allocations were adeouate. 7hether the IlO had to supple-

ment the UJLP allocation or not is not known. The selection

of experts does not seem to have suffered from financial

constraints, although ITO headquarters and the chiefs of

mission alone would of course be in a better position to

answer this. Adequate consultations with the Government

both prior to and after the work of the actual mission was

undertaken by ILO offioials and in particular the chiefs of

the mission.

Preparatorr work was initiatd moro than half a year

prior to the actual mission and was intensified a couple of

months before with the arrival of a preparatory group whose

task basi-allr was data collection and processing. It was
successful too. rTTe should be added that the preparat ory

phase was greatly facilitatd and perhaps could not have been

achieved without the support of local academicians, basically
the IDS of the University of Tairobi.

The one element which evidently had to be cut out,
although formally requested by the Government and planned for,
was the follow-up stage. To quote from the Government

recuest: "IThe consultant will be available to answer muestions

which arise as a consequence of the report and to advise on

the implementation of proposals contained in the report."

Thr oughout the mission the U7D7 office was made available for
assistance and advice as deemed appropriate by the chiefs of

the mission.

A minor point night boar roview in connection with future

mission budgets: Yhat is the optimum number of free copies of

the report, for Governzent and international orrganisations'

use, in the case at hand?
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1.4 Indirect Costs -

The Government throughout the various phases of the work

of the mission rendered generous and adequate support,

comprising lo-al transportation, secretarial assistance,

duplicating facilities, etc. It was perhaps only in the

very beginning of the preparatory group's work and towards

the end of the actual mission's work (i.e. the preparation

of the initial drafting of the report) that the UNDP office

was required to give substantial assistance (typing, proof-

reading, transportation and some minor amounts of office

supplies).

1.5 Timetable -

The timing and duration of each stage of the mission was

by and large adequate. It can perha-s always be said that

more time could have been used but the result would not

necessarily have benefittd from an emtension. The follow-

up phase was, however, completely eliminated (see 1.3 above).

1.6 Government Counterpart Hole -

We thought that Government maThinery was adequately

involved in the planning and preparation of the mission.

This was definitely true, too, for the implenentation phase.

:ere one has of course to recognise the dichoto" of the

Goverwnent 's situation. On the one hand it wanted the

mission to get on with the business and come up with an

unbiased interpretation of the situation as they saw it,
plus recommendations. On the other hand, the Government

was anxious to -ale data, information, etc. available to the

mission so as to enablo them to get a -omplete and compre-

hensive picture. To institutionalise the type of relation-

ship that prevailed throughout the mission, a standing liaison

committee was created including Government representatives

from the most important ministries.



It is too early to say anything about Government follow-

up ativities. A sessional paper based on the report is,

however, under preparation, and a Swahili version of at least

a sumary of the report is oontem:;>lated.

Polit ical dci sion-makers were to some extent associated

with the emeroise throughout the various stages, but we

reiterate that the Governmeont' approach was one of non-

interference, 2ouplQd with preparedness to assist.

1.7 :wn-Govern-mental tO-ganisations -

Representatives from employers' anc' worers' organisations

were involved. The ertent of these consultations was

presumably in accordance with the plans of the leadership of

the mission which had expressly declared that contacts with

these and other organisations were of utmost importance. It

is not :nown whether the preliminary findings were discussed

with them.

International aid programnes were co-operating and,

indeed, some of them. made expertise available.

yational research institutions, pribarily the IDS,

University of Nairobi, co-operated constructively. lot only

did the IDS associate itself full with the preparatory stage

but also made stafl available to join the mission on a full

tine basis. Research aterial produced at the University

and IDS in parti -ular was made available to the mission as

appropriate.

Indeed, one lould say, as the mission has acknowledged

itself, that work, research and otherwise related to the

employment situation in Ten-a had been going on for a long

time here and that a wvalth o' material was available prior

to the ission's arrival, whi-h was put to good use.
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1.3 Reporting Procedure -

The question posed b- -e 4 uestionnaire is whether the

most appropriate means were adopted for communicating the

findinEs to the intended audience. Such a point I presume

can always 'e debated. One way of looking at the issue is

the report itself, its rcontents, accessibilityr, et-;

ciroulation; price and so on. Viewed from this angle, we

believe that reasonable efforts have su-cessfully been made

(altogether 1,5, -ojpies hame arrived at the time of writing

with perhaps 5 ,oc more copics to core). The Government has

decided to make the report available to the public at a

grealy subsidised prioe (not yet decided), with the express

purpose of encouragin- the widest pcssib1 7 local cir -ulation.

But an easily digestibL summary of the reort would

have helped. This we recall was originally pianne& to bo

done in 2eneva, pres mably by tho leaders of the mission.

It was not dons, whi-h is to be regretted. A summary, apart

from its general value, would have lent itself admirably to

serialisation in newspapers, something which was agreed to

at an informial level. Also a summary could have been trans-

lated into Swahili. It is -7et to be decided whether the

Government itself will make up for this deficiency.

Having said the above relating to the report as a means

of communicating the findings of the mission, we want to

emphasise that there are complementary ways of doing it.

As ezplained under 1.3 (Finance) above, a follow-up phase

was envisared which would have aohieved not only diosenination

of the findings, but perhaps more importantly ensurod a

continued dialogue and the preseni of somebody who could

have been in a position to explain and elaborate. Additional
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seminars and meetings involving Government offioials,

acadenicians, as well as politiians, oould perhaps have

been of great value. Seminars of this nature have indeed

been disoussed and it is our understanding that something

along these lines may eventually tahe plaoe.

Ed. note: -1r. Stedman hoped to be able to send his
remaining comments; however, they mere not available at
the time of this distribution.
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PRELIiiINARY COMMENTS BY WHO

With regard to the specific issues listed in the Annex

to Mr. Jenks' letter to WtHO of 15 August 1972 in relation to

the evaluation of the four multi-disciplinary missions already
undertaken by the ILO, the following comments might be taken

into account:

Para, 1 (Objectives of the missions)

No comment.

Para. 2 (Mission design and implementation)

We have already queried whether the crash approach taken

by the missions is justified in terms of cost-benefit in a

limited time framework as against other alternatives which are

raised under paragraph 5(a) of the issues. In so far as WHO

is concerned there have been problems of alerting the

Organization early enough for an adequate input to be made to

the missions, both in the exploratory phase as well as in the
full mission. There are two points of key importance for us:

the first is that the Organization believes that it is

essential from the beginning to mobilise the full support of

the concerned ministries at the national level for a co-

ordinated effort - in our case the Ministry of Health - and

that without such involvement, recommendations of the missions

tend not to reflect completely national aspirations and willi

secondly, WHO has a structure of regional offices and country

representatives which could be utilised to assist missions and

the ministries of health if adequate time is given for prepara-

tion. Indeed, the preparatory period is a key element.

Despite the active efforts of the ILO headquarters to

involve WHO in the missions, by and large the mission leaders

have considered the health concerns in a limited focus and in

one case at least as of marginal concern to the over-all

purposes of the missions. It is essential that there be

complete understandings of over-all policy at all levels,
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Paras. 3-4 (Achievement and validity of objectives)

It is very difficult for us to be in a position to assess

the extent to which the objectives of the missions were achieved

or their need for redefinition. This is a matter of primary

concern to the ILO, but our general comments are germane.

Paras. 5(a) and (b) (Possible alternatives to emrnloyment
missions)

We would urge that all possible approaches be considered

before a specific mission is decided upon at the request of a

government. Our experience has shown that missions are of

limited long-term usefulness and should only be considered as

one form of input into possible approaches to assisting govern-

mental effort in identifying major economic and social develop-

ment problems. This is particularly true in the light of the

over-all country programming approach now being more universally

adopted, and which needs strengthening from all sectors at the

national level.

It should be mentioned that even for any particular part

of inter-agency missions, a multi-disciplinary viewpoint is

essentiali in the field of health, for example, this includes

expertise in health manpower and education and training, health

planning, etc. and we are sure tha't this is true for other

inputs into such inter-agency missions. 11issions should be

carefully balanced but not overloaded and only mounted when

governments are ready.

Para. 6 (Prerequisite conditions in host countries)

We should like to underline t]h.at national ministerial

involvement and co-ordination of effort is of key importance in

the whole preparatory process; without this, international

action tends to be ineffective. Thi.s is not solely a question

of counterpart personnel, but one which involves willingness of

the highest level of government to review its economic and

social policies.
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Paras. 7(a) and_(b) (Imrovement in understandinz and follow-up)

In so far as ChO is concerned, we have taken steps to ensure

within the Organization an understanding of the thrust of the

ILO employment programme. :HO is ready to co-operate and follow
up in missions which provide recommendations to governments on

employment policy and manpower development. It is clear that

only governments can act upon recommendations from any inter-

national organisation or groups of organisations; however,
individual agencies can assist governments, when those decisions

are made, through the normal channels of co-operation.
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Preliminary Evaluation by the Food
and Agriculture Organisation

Background

1. FAQ has participated actively and to an increasing extent
in all four of these inter-agency, multidisciplinary missions.

All have been carried out under the auspices of the ILO, as a
major part of their World Employment Programme and, apart from
the first one, to Colombia, have been at least partly financed by
UNDP. Reports have been published by ILO for the Colombia and

Sri Lanka missions1 and are expected shortly in the case of Iran
and Kenya. (Final drafts of the last two are available in FAO.)

2. To quote from the K enya report, the purpose of these
pilot country missions was, with the help of the concerned UN

agencies, to study the causes of unemployment in countries with
particular types of problems, and to bring out what needed to be
done internationally as well as nationally. The reports of these

missions, according to ILO, have several purposes: (i) to give

the government concerned an analysis of its employment problem and

a suggested programme of action (ii) to provide guidance for the

aid and trade policies of international organisations and of donor

agencies; and (iii) to indicate priorities in research.

3. Because of their comprehensive coverage of the entire

economy, the missions were large by any standards, with up to ten

UN and related agencies co-operating. Some details are given in

the following table

10 oo. 1)1 e FA Time i
Cot.tIs o-roup Component Country 4

1. Colombia 27 ? 2 5 weeks
2. Sri Lank 31 8 3 5
3. Iran 2 ? 2 8
4. Kenya 44 _,2 6 6

(1) Not all of these were "full-time" members.

(2) Some members served in more than one group.

(3) FAO staff members plus consultants recruited by FAO.

(4) Time spent by main mission; not all members were asked to
stay for this period; considerable additional preparatory and
follow-up work was also done in the countries.

1 "Towards Full Employment - a Programme for Colombia"; ILO,
Geneva, 1970. "Matching Employment Opportunities and Expectations -
a Programme of Action for Ceylon"; ILO, Geneva, 1971.
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4. A premise of these country employment studies is that
responsibility for them rests not with the ILO or other sponsoring
agencies but with the Chiefs of Mission. 1he latter, with the
help of a small editorial group drawn from mission members, built
on the papers prepared by those who participated in the work and
drew on the accumulated experience of the agencies. Responsibi-
lity for the analysis and presentation of the reports' recommenda-
tions therefore lies entirely with the Chiefs of Mission in each
case.

5. According to the ILO, it has always been their intention

that after the first three or four missions had been completed a
careful evaluation would be made of what had been accomplished by
the missions or as a result of their work. The present paper
constitutes the FAO contribution to this evaluation, which has now
been initiated by the ILO on an inter-agency basis.

General Comments
6. To the extent possible with the time and resources avail-

able, FAO has consistently given its full support to the ILO in
the carrying out of the four missions. This is not to say that
we have not-had some misgivings at times about the approach, or
that we have not been quite critical of particular aspects of the
missions. However, our support stems from three strongly held
views. First, we recognise fully that the problems which come

under the rather omnibus title of "employment" are one of the

major socio-economic issues facing the developing countries today.

ILO must be given credit for focusing the world's attention upon

it. Secondly, FAO is acutely aware of the significance of this
issue for the rapidly growing agricultural populations for which

These were: Colombia - Dr. Dudley Seers, Director, Institute
of Development Studies, University of Sussex, England. Sri Lanka -
Dr. Dudley Seers. Iran - Mr. Etienne Hirsch, former Commissaire
Gendral du Plan, France. Kenya - (Joint Chiefs) Prof. Hans Singer
aid Prof, R. Jolly, Institute of Development Studies, University
of Sussex, England.
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FAO carries prime responsibility in the UN system, and of the key

role in employment creation and income generation which the agri-

cultural sector must play in the economies of the developing

countries. Thirdly, because of the magnitude and complexity of

the problem and the growing preoccupation of member governments
with it, it is essential that the UN agencies should work together

closely towards acceptable solutions.

7. In this last respect, we feel that those missions (with

the possible exception of the Iran one, for reasons given later)

have served a real and valuable function. The missions have
demonstrated the UN agencies' willingness and ability to work

together, among themselves and with other bodies, on such matters.

Further, the missions have, we hope, brought home t: both the

governments and people of the countries visited, the ramifications

of the employment problem, the difficulty of finding solutions to

it and the frequently radical nature of remedial measures.

8. Only in the longer term and in the experience of the

countries themselves will the specific benefits of these missions

be seen. But at least to the international community, the

missions have confirmed the need for a multidisciplinary approach,

covering in principle the entire economy of a country. Also,

they have shown that many gaps exist in our present knowledge and

have indicated where research is needed in making this new

approach to development planning. The missions may be criticised

on the grounds of size, with some justification, but in retrospect

and in the light of our present limited knowledge and experience

in this field, it was probably vise in the beginning to tap all

possible sources of competence in the academic, public, private

and international spheres.

Specific Issues

9. Coming now to the specific issues on which the ILO has

suggested that these missions should be evaluated, these are taken

in the same order as they appear in the Annex to the ILO
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Director-General's letter of 15 August 1972 and as appended to

this note. Comments have been made on each point as and where it

seemed appropriate for FAO to do so, in the light of our role

and experience.

10. Point _l{a-f): The objectives of the missions. It is

felt that the general objectives have been adequately stated but

could now perhaps be sharpened in the light of experience. For

example, the first one should be both broader and more specific,

and should include an assessment of the dimensions and of the

causes of the employment problem in a country. The extent to

which the original objectives were achieved and remain valid is

discussed under points 3 and 4 below.

11. Point 2: The orocess of design and inrolementation of

missios .etc The rationale of the interdisciplinary approach

has been covered earlier (see para. 8). Undoubtedly, there has

been much improvement in these respects in the light of experience

gained from one mission to the next. Within the constraints of

time and resources placed on each of these missions and which

affected them in different ways, their design and implementation

were, on the whole, acceptable.

12. The only exception we would makze to the foregoing is the

Iran mission. This mission, as is known, differed in several

material respects from the others, in its purpose and objectives.

Nevertheless, serious criticism must be made of the handling of

this mission, particularly as to its lac of effective leadership

and direction, insufficient contact between its leaders and

members, among the members the'iselveo and between the mission and
other UN personnel in the country. 1here was a consequent lack

of co-ordination evident in the mission's report, and lack of

harmonisation between the main report and individual members'

contributions.

13. In general under this section, we would suggest the

following points for consideration in forming any further missions

of this type:
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(i) The need for earlier consultation between the ILO and the

other UN agencies likely to be involved as to the possible

composition, scope and nature of the mission, before any-

thing has been agreed on these aspects with the country

concerned. It would also be useful if criteria for the

selection of countries to which missions are to be sent

could be discussed.

(ii) The balance and composition of a mission should bear a

closer relationship to the economy of the country and to

the amount of work to be done by the mission in each

sector. In every mission so far, the agricultural com-

ponent has been notably weak in several important sub-

sectors, relative to the importance of the sector in terms

of employment, present and potential, and also to the

weight given to other sectors and parts of the mission's

work.

(iii) Given the constraints of time and size of report within

which all these missions have had to complete their task,

there would seem to be an urgent need to strike a balance

between these constraints and the size of mission. The

Ceylon and Kenya missions must each have been near to

saturation point in this respect with the problems they

posed in terms of accommodation, office services, transport,

data collection and information, supply, organisation and

administration. It is suggested that a slightly smaller

and better balanced mission, spending perhaps a slightly

longer period in the country, might be a more effective

instrument.

(iv) As to the size of the report, it is submitted that this

should not be a constraint; the size of the country and

the complexity of its employment problems should be the

criteria, and if a member or section of the mission has

something of relevance to say, it should be in the report.

Otherwise, it would be better to omit some areas or
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subsectors from the mission in the first place if, as

happened in the Kenya case, for one, there is no possibility

of making use of all material prepared. Hence the need to

take an early decision on this point of report size and

content in the planning of any further missions.

14. Point 3: Extent to which objectives were achieved.

In so far as "effective action" resulting from these missions

is concerned, the really pertinent comments can only come from

the countries themselves. These should be extremely valuable

and would be by far the most important part of this evaluation

exercise. All that we could do at this stage, as a.participatin6

agency, would be to assess these missions on the basis of their

reports, against their individual terms of reference. As, how-

ever, we have already commented fully on each mission report at

the time, there seems no need to repeat ourselves here.

15. If, however, we look at these reports collectively

from the viewpoint of the needs of the international community,

how much have these missions in fact contributed to a greater

knowledge and understanding of the employment problem and of the

strategy needed to promote "an optimum combination of employment

and output growth in developing countries"?

16. While, as remarked earlier, these missions have un-

doubtedly had an important catalytic effect in formulating new

attitudes and reordering priorities in relation to employment

and related issues, some of the reports have' been rated as being

little more than a restatement of conventional wisdom and know-

ledge readily available in the country, as seen from the employ-

ment aspect. While attempting to fulfil the objective outlined

by the ILO, the missions have been largely fact-finding efforts.

In some instances, they are considered to have suffered from

serious misconceptions regarding the nature of the employment

problem. Inevitably, all have suffered from the lack of any

real conceptual framework to guide their work or to provide an

analytical system for operating upon the factual information
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available or needed and so permit valid conclusions and useful
insights to be drawn regarding the resolution of employment

problems.

17. It would seem that we are still some way from a

systematic presentation or understanding of the complex inter-
relationship of the factors governing changes in employment

levels and the necessary economic, social and institutional
structures that are an integral part of these.phenomena. It

was perhaps inevitable that each mission had to be left to
develop its own methodology to cope with this problem. But it

is ic Te hoped that a careful analysis will be made of the
experience gained to date on this fundamental question, so that
any iture employment missions can spend less tirie "conceptualis-
in< and have a more adequate and consistent fraoework from

whichi to start.

18, Point 4: Extent to which the original objectives
r_ _a! YE.ld andpossible need for redefinition of objectives.
It is felt that countries are looking for more concrete measures

for increasing employment than is indicated by the general

objectives set out in the ILO note-- most important being

measures for increasing employment, the means by which they
could be implemented and their estimated costs. Taking this
into consideration, therefore, a clearer enunciation of the

problems and objectives to which these missions should address

themselves is suggested below:

(a) Nature and dimension of the employment problem.

(b) Lasic causes: what is the balance of factors by which

employment is affected having regard to the particular

circumstances of the country?

(c) An examination of government policies regarding employment

or otherwise affecting employment.

(d) New approaches to the employment problem - including special

approaches demanded in particular sectors.



E) EAployment strate.y:

(i) a long-term strategy for employment - taking into

consideration government objectives and policies;

(ii) a short-term employment strategy - if required by

circumstances in the country;

(iii) this must seek to specify what measures should be

adopted and how they could be implemented (procedures,

etc.).

(f) An estimate of the employment that will be generated by such

strategy and by each measure in each sector.

(g) An estimate of the cost of implementing each such measure

(to the extent feasible within the mission's time-table).

(h) (i) Advice regarding further data necessary and procedures

for the collection of those data.

(ii) Identification of the areas for further research.

Such identification should include areas where theories

or "solutions" are suggested in the report which have

not been adequately tested on an empirical basis.

(i) Proposals for internal and external technical and financial

assistance in relation to the above strategy programmes.

(This should provide a basis for country programming and

technical and financial aid programmes.)

19. On the other hand, some of the general objectives

included in the ILO Annex such as (d) strengthening national

employment policies, and (e) changin, national policies by orient-
ing them towards employment, should perhaps be deleted, as these
are more a result of outcome of a mission's work and, being

dependent on government action, could be quite beyond the control

of the mission. This again raises the important question of
"political acceptability" of a mission's recommendations and how

much importance should be attached to this factor by a mission.
Is the primary value of such a mission's report to be measured by



the independent analysis which it provides, or by the extent to

which its recommendations aro adopted?

20. Acceptability is fundamentally a political decision

involving a balance of forces in a country; acceptability based
on such political ccnsideration- affecting a particular govern-

ment may have little or nothin, to do with the accuracy or vali-
dity of a mission's analysis of a situation or its recommndationi;

to improve it. In the case of gri Lanka, for example, it

appears that, for political reason-, the Governmnent has not yet
been able to take a formal stand on the ocers mission's recommend-
tions. This illustrates the point.

21. Point 5dainterreevn2 missions comared with
alternative methods, etc . (b) relationships beteen different

kroaches. An attempt has been made to sort out this rather

heterogenous collecwion of issues into a series of specific
points, as fCollovjs:

(i) Is there need for a special mission to look particularly

at the problem of employment? The emiployment problem

cannot be analysed or planned for except in the context

of the over-all development process. And there is a
definite case for looking at the development process from

the point of view of employment in most of the developing
countries today.

(ii) Is it best done by an inter-agency team? Assuming that

it is to be done by the United Nations agencies, it is
desirable and necessars that it be an inter-agency

endeavour because of the interdisciplinary nature of the

problem. A comment has been made earlier about factors

affecting the size of any particular mission (see para.

13). Size should not be regarded as being interchangeable

with time; in other words, a large size will not neces-

sarily "compensate" for spending onl7 a few weeks in a

countrv, nor nill a longer time compensate for lack of
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professional competence. The nature, purpose, composition

and duration of a mission must be governed partly by the

answers to point 6 below but 'maiily by the wishes of the
government and the needs of the country involved. This
should be the subject of ver, carful advance assessment,
in fulles coasultation with the U!LDP and other agencies'

local rresEtati:s. If thero s a regional employment
team available, then obviously it should automatically

form the core of a national employment mission and be given
whatever supplementary resoturces may be necessary to carry
out the tas-k,

(iii) Whether such missions would gain from other related or
comiplementary missions, e.g IER, CD, etc., given the

short duration of these missions, there is no doubt that
they gained enormously from work dcne by other missions;

the OECD study on "Employjment and Unemployment in Ceylon"
is a good exam-le. There is no doubt that a prior 'BRD
Economic Review 1ission Report would nreatly help an
employment mission, since the same ground (all sectors of
development iplarning) would be covered, although from a

different poin of view. There is, therefore, no question
of competition or duplication. Em-eloyment missions should

follow such comprehensive economic missions wherever

possible.

(iv) Involvement of international experts working in the country

concerned: this would provide a great input of knowledge
and continuity into the work of the mission. In the Sri

Lanka mission, for example, the involvement of a former

OECD expert available in Sri Lanka and of local UN agency

experts was a source of strength. It should be a policy

of other co-operatinm2 agencies to second suitable'personnel

already working in the country to the mission during its

field work, where possible.
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(v) Involvement of local planners, technicians and research

workers: apart from the fact that this would bring more

reality into what might otherwise be a theoretical exercise,

the involvement of the national plan organisation and similar

personnel in the work of the mission would be an important

factor in tL, eul<t e acceptance and follow-up of a mission's

recomi eo'dti.ono. 11 icin was one of the strengths, at least
in the original concet,. of the Iran mission and, in some
areas at least, was a feature of the Kenya mission. The
Sri Lanka missior, n the other hand., suffered initially

from U i ifsu governmxent deparhment- that the
se-vici2.g of the Pi!.oi was competing with their work on the
official five-year pian preparations.

22. Point 6; Cord-I"ions in the host coontry, etc. iost of

the nocessary conditions are already listed In this question and
other criteria are fairly obvious. Greater :dvantage would also
accrue if such missions could report about one year ahead of the
preparation of the Government Development Plan, so that the

mission's findings could be incorporated, if found acceptable.

In the Sri Lanka case, for example, the report was a bit too late
in this respect. The Kenya report, however, seems to be well

timed, as the 1975-79 Development Plan is in the early stages of
preparation.

23. Point 7: (a) ensuring better unde-standing ,.for

p1emetation of policies to ornotr.rlor3 n (,.a le;

(b) Ljprving methods of effective follor-ur of empoloment

missions ...

(a) All possible media and means should be used to stimulate and

continue the discussion of employment and related problems of

the developing countries. National seminars and meetings of

government officials, local leaders, university staff, etc.

should be held on the lines of the successful seminar held

earlier in 1972 in Sri Lanka. These are also an important

part of follow-up action to any mission's work.
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24. (b) As to possible follow-up measures, it is suggested that

provision for these should be included in the initial

UNDP funds allocated for an employment mission. These

might, for example, make provision for the following:

(i) An employment adviser, located in the UNDP country office,

to co-ordinate follow-up action in particular sectors in

liaison between government and the agencies involved.

(ii) A small follow-up mission, within a specified period, on

an inter-agency (UN) basis plus major donors, to review

the main recomm-endations of the mission with the govern-

ment and assist it in transforming them into policies and

programmes.

(iii) Subsequent project identification and. formulation missions

as and when required, from the major .dividual UN

agencies involved - FAQ, ILO, UNL c.

25. If, after an employment mission has reported, the

country wanted to opt out of any of the above follow-up pro-

cedures, this could be agreed with UNDP. But in view of the

expenditure already put out by the UN egencies on the main

mission, consideration should be given to at least the small

follow-up mission being regarded as an essential part of a

national employment study.
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TheEmployvent robl : a Critical Evaluation of

Fo' ILO Coz:rehensive Countr ?eoorts*

I. -Introduction

In the last three yearc four h - ev mJssions have been

organised. under the asnicec of IC'n 1 od ED"ploynent ?rogramze

to study and analyse the eJ>l2yment p bl in a conprehensive

way, and to formdLate policy recommendja.ins which would help

increase eZlyment within the context of ec-roni; develoD7ent.

Each country nissi n rOiOdu a najor r-or, the titleo oF whicha

throw som li .t *",n tVe nature. of tho eorloyment 7roblen in echc

of tire couD11rs, i.e. " full smploy'ent" for Colbia [1];

"atCin. emplomenr optor.Yitie and J zC atins" [2] in te

case of eylon; r "l v-ent 2nd i roli " I [

and, Emil =y ent, incomes and erualitr" f.r Tenya [4]

The purposo of t 1 i3 rae1 i lo al uate t ese repr) r

critca'Ily and identif- thoi c ibutions to the otat ' h

art , and to a better understandi of the unMrrlyn poblen.

The a. e itself is divided in't hroe uparts. The~ fispr

att -' to distill the esoence of caci rsoort. Ln the cec"nd

rart an attempt is nade at ide:Otifying uat contributions these

reports made t t)e state of knowle'ge and a bette understanding

of the various dimensions of the er:l y ent problon. The third

part deals with a critical evaluatin -- ---- 4 rt fro. a

technical and methoddlcgieal s tandpint. Those last two parts

are corplementary I, one anot-er, in y n _, res-erive,

The author benefited from valuable co, zente made by
Louis Ermej anJ d Jrg E nlez. TIe a mr assumes sold responsi-
bility for h OpiDin e essF, in + is aper.

1 An imoi tant .urpose of these pot vias to formulate an
eTnplcyent s ratey hih could be ipl cen,ed by tJe res)ective

countries. Tie raor does nt address iel' directly to the
cuestions of the owperational usefulness of the policy recommend-
ations and extent to vhich the ;overnments actually implemented

those rec D.mnendations.
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a number of positive contributions and some issues of an

analytical, empirical or other nature where additional work is

needed, to strengthen the quality of the analysis contained in

the reports and the -policy recommendations flowing from them.

In addition, these sections draw upon the critical evaluation

in offering some suggestions and recomsmendations regarding the

nethodoloGy to be used in future rerorts.

II. The Tssential Content of telepor s

Bather thoan su=ising the detailed content of t1ese report ,

an attempt is made in ths ection to carture the essential

substance of each repLort.I

At the outset it is iUotant to define the frame of

reference under which the m pehensive hiseionsoperated. In

the Colombian case the terne of reference srCecified that the

mission would "nahe recorenations to the President of the

Republic concerning short-tern and long-term measures with a view

to formulating a comprehensive national policy to ensure that the

economic developm 'ent of Colo- bia results in a high level of

productive em loygent in a reasonably near future" [1, p.3]. The

inter-disciplinary team of international e.erts was to be

convosed of reuresentatives of a number of epecific fields ranging

from macroeconomic policy and planming, agricultural and

industrial planning and tle ca nning of human resources to the

sociolcical aspects of development.

W4hile less specific in t7r-- of the various disciplines to

be represented, the ter-ue of refereuce of the Ceylon fission were

quite similar to those applying to Colombia. In addition to

In this process it is impossible to avoid at least some

critical evaluation. In general, this critical evaluation is

pursued further in Section III. b.
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preparing "a long-term strategy for aohievinj a high level of

productive emplOyment in Ceylon" the mission was asked "to

recommend measures to reduce the magnitude of the unemployment

problem in the short-term, and to review crash programes for

employment creation currently being elaborated by the govern:.ent.

[2, p.77I].

lilL regard to Kenya, the terms of reference emphaised

strongly te need for in7estigating emloyment in rural areas,
employment generation in both urban amd rural industry, the

examination ol' "'I:ny isation" and technical acsistance p)olicies,

emphloymTent generati)n in the un _ vrated or informal cectors,

and the identification :7f specific quantitative indicators of

empl o yment.

Pinally, the Iran Yiseion's assignent called for both a

long-term strategy for achieving a high level of productive

employment by 1905, and a more short-term strateg whic> could

be incOrporated in the national de.elooment plan covering the

period 1973/76. In general, it is relevant to note that each

niccion wao asked to sugseot ways in ,,ihich international and

bilateral aid agencies could lend cuport to the implementation of

these emoloyment stratecies.

Thus, the major thrust of each nission was tr formulate a

comnprehensive empl cy:::ent strategy consistent wit> overall economic

and social development.

Before moving t the main substance of these repoorts, it is

important, to n2-l te that at least t)oue extent a learning-bv-doing

process is recognisable as one moves from the Colombia to the

Ceylon and finally the Kenya R1 eport. Both trie department within

ILO which provided the technical support (i.e., the department

in oharg of the or d Employrent Proiramme) and the missions'

participants from inside 110 and outside - many of whom took part

in more than one missirn - obtained be i s into the



causes of the emplo-yment proble, aand in the strategy required to

combat it, as they encountered xolatively similar :problens and

situations in these countries, One ii:Mportant result of this
continuing involvement of a key group of ILO and outoide experts

was that a certain approach to (one is almost temptd to say a

certain ohil co7sohy of) the enploymen' problem has evolved gradually,
both with res;,ect to the diagnosis of it and the prescriT-tive

methodology which is used to derive policy rec.r mendations.

The Iran 'eport, for a number of reasons which are brought

out subsequently, f)llowed a somvexhat dif7ferent model than the
other three rissions and, as ouch, does not seen t D have benefited

from the loarninr pr cess pevimusly referred to,

a, The_ olombia R eoort

The primar- and. ox~plicit purpLose of the -eport, as ito title

indicates, waa to recommend a "full eml )yment" strateJ7. Thus,
the envhasis wao shifted from the folation of a development
strate"' based on economic -rowte p' ce with engloynent -Ttained

as it were as a residual to one focutosing on eorployemnt as a major

policy ob;iective in its own right. Defining full employment as

95 per cent of the labour force and given the demographic trends,

1 Ano t1 er factor which contributed to this learning-by-doing
process is that the leadrohip of these three missions rested with
member of the Institute of Devolcpmt Studies at the University
of SUbSe2, ie, Dudley Seers, for the first two missions above,
and ITen orier and Riohard Joll, jointly, for enya. In addition
to the chiefs~of-mission, Sussex was well re-resented in these
three missions, with a numb e of individuals participating in two
or even three of these country tearns.

2 Teither the leadership of the Iran .issiom nor the majority
of its members were involved in any of the other em-Dloyment missions.
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it would necessitate the creation of about five million additional.
jobs between 1970 and 1985 - the sel'-imposed planning ho--izon.
It was felt that the maximum productive labour absorption which
could occur within agriculture would be of the order of 1.8 per
cent annually (equivalent to about half the natural increase in
the rural population). This would mean that o7er the fifteen-
year planning horizon, agriculture could .nli provide about three-
cuarters of a million new jobs and that, therefore, the non-
agricultural sectors would have to absorb the remaining four and
one quarter additional jobs. The achievement of this objective,
in turn, would require a growth rate of eurloyment outside of
agriculture of seven per cent per year.

A hypoothetical "idealised" strateg , was designed, which is
suimiarised in Table 1, to reach this rploy-ent targe U. Three
non-aricultural sectors are defined. (1) a capital-intensive,
skill- int ens ive sector includi7 modern nanufactur in, iing,
public service and transport; (2) an essontiall7 labonr-inten sive
(i.e., non-capital, nor shill-inteneine) sector consisting of
construction, artisanal production, trade and peroonal services;
and (3) a skill-intensive sector, which embraces financial and
government services. Table 1 illustrates clearlp the basic aspects
of the strat'g The pr ojected growth of labour productivitT
would be increasing in agriculture from the present level (2.0
per cent) to 3.5 per cent per annum, while it would decline in
the rest of the economy. These changes would occur while at the
same time GD-P would grow at 8.0 per cent a year (5.4 per cent in
agriculture and 8.9 per cent in non-agriculture). This strategy
would, thus, entail major changes in the composition of output
towarqs relativelv more labour-intensive g~ods and services andin technologT away from capital-intensive technicues - at least,
outside of agriculture. It would amount t "progressive ioderni-
sation" from the "bottom-up". The reduction of the growth rate
of labour productivity could only take place if imore reliance
were placed on traditional and newly designed labour-intensive
techniques befittinc' Colombia's resource endowmenit better than
"modern" techniques.
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Table 1

Colombia: Growth Rates of Eployment, Tabour Froductivity
and Value Added by Sector: stimates four 1964-70 andHypoTJlhetical Strategy or 1970-85 annual cunulative

growth rates in percentages)

mploymTn b2 rS value
u c t iVity Added

1964- 1070- 1964- 1970- 1964- 1970-
1970 1935 1970 1985 1970 1985

Sect-r:

AgrioulturE 1.4 1.3 2.0 3.5 3.4 5.4
Non-agriculture 3.2 7,0 2.5 1.8 5.7 8.9

of vhich:

Jap ital-intensive
and skil)
intensive 2.5 8.9 4.0 2.9 o.6 9.1
NTt capital-
intensive nor
skill-intensive 3.6 o-9 1.4 1.5 5.1 8.5
Skill-intensive4 3.3 8.3 1.8 1.0 5.1 9.3

All sectors 2.3 4.8 2.9 3.2 5.2 8.1

A-riculture, livostocl, forestry and fishing.
2.

1ining, modern manufacturing, -?ublic services and
transportation.

Construction, artisanal production, trade and nersonal
se:,vices.

Financial and gvernent services.

Source: [1, p.61].

In ariculture, on the other hand, tI& increas in the growth
of labour. productivity suggests that relativeTly more caital-
intensive techniques are to be used. To cuote Dudley Seers
"in agriculture the danger is not of productivity rising too

fast to oermit enough labour absorption, but of it rising too



slowly, especially too slowly to permit the necessary expansion

of the urban economy." [5, p.384]. It is claimed, however, that

a major land reform co ;:bined with a switch of eipha is towards

help in the small farmer, - particularly through e r n him

to adopt more intermediate capital inputs (e.g. fertiliser,

insecticide, improved seeds) rather than nchanisation - would

yield the relatively hijh _owth of labour productivitr assumed

in the Drojections (3.5 u.er cent per anui). The objectives should

be to achieve relatively high outTui growth per man in agriculture,

on the one hand, and to increase the labour inputs of omall

farmers throu the adoetion of intermediate raer than mecha-

nised i on tho o-her. There is, perhaps, sore

ambivalence in. tae way in which the conceut o:; labour productivity

is used in the report. Presumiabl7 the existence of a large

stock of under-utilised labour resources mainly of a seasonal

nature may lend to an increase in the number of man-hours

(man-days) of work per annum for farmers on the average, while

output per man-hour rose ly ve slightly. It would sesi

reasonable that the bulk of the growth in agricultural output in

this case would result from a higher labour intensity rather than

EIr'owth of productivity per man-7ou. This distinction between

labour productivity per nan-hour and per nan-year (allowing for

possible increases in the total number io man-hours worked) is

not made sufficiently clearly in the report. This is an

iportant cuestion which is discussed further n more general

terms in Part III.

In a general censo, the I10 emploument strategy would

necessitate the inpleientation l iajor structural changes,

including agrarian reform, a reeoval or reduction in the arti-

ficial distortions in factor pc, fiscal reforms which would

among others limit con-untion exsniture of the higher and

middle-income c7asses, the decige of entirely new (labour-

intensive) tchniques of produ otion, and polieies conducive to

altering the comeositio of otput. In any case, the ILO strategy

should be considered as a set of general r.idelines to achieve



full employent ly 1985, rather than a suecific and dotailed clan.

Even though many of the assuIrtionis nade (nostly impl icitly)

on th" S31C, and denand sides apper reasnable o n a criori

ground, no input-outpuht consistenc c e k is undertaken, Furthei-

nore, assu-::ptions regarding sector al gr wth rate of labour

productivity amDsar rather arbitrary, e.g., an increase in the

latter rate in agriculture fron a current 2,0 ;per cent cs' anrum

to 3.5 per cent over the cr jection period (1970-35) ana a

reduction from 4 per cent to 2.9 er cent i anufacturing. It

is important to renemcer tat the aeve figur es are not meant to

be any "polic-" 2Droast but rather illuotrative of the sort of

pattvr full ecrlDrenc would recuire. At the sane tine, it scems

sorw-hat ironical that a study which enphasises structural

reforms ac opposed to es:onic growth ser seas a necessary

condition -for increased ersrlo7nrst (or -he "-solution of the

emplonn, m roblen) would, nevertheless, r eqire an overall growth

rate of ITP of 8 per cpnt per year over e planin period.

'S'UC a plob growth target irlies a vm y dr as3tiC discrete juwp

com-ared to the i orical growth perfonrance of Colonbia. One

would sxpect that the attainment of such a high growth rate of

GINP would go a lon! way towards alleviating the uneriloymcnt

problen if not ol mating it altogether The claiu which is

made in the report without bi euantitatively docunented or

tested is, of course, that it is only through. the iimleentation

of these najr structural tha such a junp in overall

growth can t ake 'lace and tls ervloyment ;rbl en resolved, The

relationship between the structura changes and the growth rate

1 It is interestingi to note ttat a continuation of the present
trend - assuming the structure of the econo-.zT ro remain the sare
during the -rojection prid - would re- -r , C1 -ording to the

mission, in a le-Tel o' unemply't *f etwoen 31 and 37 per cent
of the labour force 1(. () oared w 21 pe: cent in 1970).
[1, p.378]. A "passive" 7olicy would ha s disactr us conse-
quences and, hence, drastic chanres are C11 a for.



of G1TP is not explicitly discussed,

It is olear that the Colombia Peport nade some important

contributions to a better undretaning E e employment

prOblems which are discussed subsequently in Tart III. At the

same timo, the absence of a 'oneral euJilibriun macroeconomic and

intersectoral framework makes it difficult to teet the internal

consiste cy and realism of '' overll 'aty ince t-is iS

a shcoming of all the countzy reports this cuetion is

discrssseO in s f- detail in "art II-. b.

b. The Cemlon Pemnr.

The Ceylon Rport [21 goes b ond 1)he r L leb ia one in rits

analysis of th major causes cf un.mlcymt and in outlining a

prrameis of- action fjr the short and lon!-run p)eriods, At tIc

same time, it contains oven leos < a macrooniintersectoral

consiotenom framwo~rL t.an the above reort. In addition tD

identifying many of the came causes responeibl for a g-'lobal

ortage of -oroductive job -srtunities as were found in C .. I-ia,

a major novelt of the Ceylon study is t1e thorou2h analysis of
iirctrl unemol ymen-i. The mjor twe of s cural unem,;,loj-

iert is fOuni' t e'h dong edcated v Tagnio"e W'

unetmloyment n, t PT *gro- is truly sta _-rinr C erin

that over 90 -p- er cent -2 )L under 20 who - cse t

O-level exauinatio and w o .'ere seeking w or' c"'Lr a n mryd and

that t _he c.responi :oportiOn fos t. a e goup 20 to 24 was

over two-thiras. Cl ea-y, an ib2alance eists beteen the

It should be noted that, r-ereas, t1- main report lac-ed
such a consistacy fra;ework, one +7 tI o t hia papers in the
second vnlume ,resents an intere:ting e o a full emnloyment
strategy.. The quantitativc oifition o is model was
severely limited by the lack of data ;hich mig havO been one of
the reasons whyL the main re-ors in Vo-lume I '10 use of it.
[2, Volumc 2, Chater 41-1



expectations of the educated and the opportunities available.

An attempt io riade to e1 pI ain J hi i balance, natriths tanding the

avail abiitL of :anual a obo, on th roun of l arge inomo

dif-ferentials between white-c 1 llar and blue-:Jlla: jThs and

greater seourity and otatu, in the . Perlaps in a miore

fL-Lndanetal way Dule e:; c -s oint7 out, " 3hat oeews to a c

hiapQponed is that :he en anio f the edicati nal oyste a h

out-mun the capacity )f th ec 'onon; to provido the s )rt of jbs
that thOse with sePondery col cuali.icationo feel th y . ie

entitled tD e::sot - broad.> eaein<, a nice jobs." [6, '.1027.

AnotLhor tyoe L stuuctural 'nmlysnt in Osylon is that

revailin7 on tea an d rubber csta es. i these estates the bulk

of the labour force c onsists oF a i n of Indian O)rigin

which because 01 linguietic, social and oounal jariL i

Lrecludod from oving a

In -eneral, it was calculated that cupl;vrvnt would have to

grow at so i lik" - our nr cenu a -year .oe-ov-n 1030 and 190 5

to achieve full emplay1en icih ndo ohac peri o. A broad

strategz is design-ed t -1oe - 'ie-%re tnle full el :

objeotive. This s ra' g is bascc 1 on a nu'2 ,1 7ajor structural

reforns as well an i7or an2 j ent3 wii ei

S tructure." eJua1s, tr e st : ID rc-Jictive o Onstraint to the

economic and cocial d'velspncv' D C cmon s - c' of she

balance of -p yehnts. Oonssu (, exo"Ct dive, - ific ation and

high growth of non-traditional e'po ts re o'17, e h t

ipo rTance. 7ithin agricult, _ a cnthe

dCevelmnerL ctrato are cmngs in 1 e 1-tion rooesses,

essentially in the di:etio :f f1ing o e labour-intensive tech-

niqus, through the adoptin of intrnediat irute and high-

The im-ortance wich 'e mi-Sion attached to this tmpe of
structural unemrloyrent i reflected by the title which was given
to the Ceylor Fem rt, ea., rZatcTinv e'mDloymnl 3p7Ort-nities

and enoectations".

2 It is perhapo :evealino: that no target growth ra"n ' GTh
aplpears any"where in the final reort.
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yielding varieties; a radical land distribution which wold

increase the number of sall holdings and thereby em-ployent

absorption; and a _'-ural viorks pora2me c dbininj drainage, 7inor

irri1ation and consolidaion.

In the area o, wage >clicy not only :hould differential wage

rates be reduced (-articularly those between white and blue-

collar workers) but also drastic restraints should be -laced on

wage increases to 1lin'i+ o mn rntion -_ovth to an annual rate of

less _7a 1.5 ver cent ve: tb-e lanning ueriod. A roorp-anisation

of the educational syste is tooe uith the

structural uneripl e. aulong the youn, oducated.

Ln addition - 1'- long-run Ctrategyr, en iediate 2ro7ravo

to reduce uneployrm.nt durinG; the 172/7J Fian eOd was also

spelled cut. Am n th measures whic> are aeJcendd, .ne should

note the establishment of national youth 5rvioes. Tie underlying

idea orf these services is that during the first two or three years

of any young -ersonts YOking life he or she would be :aid a

nominal v'ago rate - prscurablyv cnsiderablr below the p'revailing

2arket rate. 3uch a scheme would in a sense be ec'uivalent to a

period of national (zilitary) service.

In general, no atte1rt is made in the report to cuantify the

effects of the various policY measures and structural changes on

employneet. In some cases, rough orders of magnitude are given

brt the anal-sis is basically desCriptive rather than quantitative.

c. The Icenya Reprt

The Kenya mission cumpleted its work in the fall of 1972.

It represented, in a sense, the culmination of ens aP-nroach to
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en2ployment A number of concepts which had surfaced in the

previous reports appear to have been even more carefully thought
through in the Kenya exercise. Undoubtedly, the knowledge

accuired fron having already otudiod the empzlo.ent problen in
Colombia and Cejoren nrovided a more empirical basis for teotin:
a number of hypotheses in Kenya. In a sense the Kenya ?eort

incorporates the fruits of the c oiarative analysis and provides

a well-argued - if not necessarily consisteni - ap-oach to, and

strategy for resolving the eployment problem.

Perhaps, the starting point of the apriroach to the unerple:-

ment problem in Kenya was the reco nition that in addition to the
underutilisation of labour er se, anoThe- essential dimension -

and not necessarily a corollary of it - is the v-rL low income

received by rany individuals. To q uo t e Kenya -t "we

identify the main problem as one of C'pl ymen rat,>r than

unemploynent. 3y this we n that in acddition ., OCli who are

not earning incomes at all, tsr is anoth'er - and in mya more

numerous - group of oecple whom we call the "working poor". These

peope are working, and possibly working very hard and strenuously,

but their er7ployment is not prodoctive in the sense of earning
ther an income which is uw to a modest mininun. Thus an analysis

of the problen of low incomes, incorme distribution and the
concept of a mininun income are inherent in our a-Dproach to the

2problem." [3, 2.9]2

"'deed, as was poin-vted out previously, the three missions
referred to so far included a larrre contingent - including the
chiefs-of-mission - from. Sussex (mvan of who were involved in
more thgan one mission) and from tne orIld Emnlo.riment rogramIe of
ILO. In all fairness one cannot, and should not talk about "the
Sussex view of the employment nrobleo" since different viewpoints
are shared by different neeple at Sussex, as Ii >ard J~ll has
pointed out (7, p.lj. At the sa ..e tine there apDpea-rso be
enough agreement among the individuals who 7articiated in these
missions (from ILO, other agencies, Sussex and o '.r aadenic
institutions) to talk about one aI'roa)h to -he ulo ment problem.

Evsn though this problem was recognised ir th, treIi'T
missions, it was further elaborated and clari2i d in the case of
Kenya. Furthermore, the term "pworkin.:oor" was first coined in
the Kenya Report.
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The magnitude of unemploryment in the urban areas was

estimated to be in the range of 8 to le -cer cent of the labour
force. If the "working woor" are added to this number (i.e., thos?

earning less than 200 shilling s a month) the trhrtion e the
adult population suffering from lack of productive employment in

the urban areas could easily exceed 20 per cent of males and 50
per cent of females. What these above figures measure is the

proportion of the adult poJ:.ulation lacking "the opportunity of

earning a reasonable minimum income" . The above estimates of

t.e magnitude of the cnploynent problem, baed on bi figures,

appear to be representative of other urban areas in -Eenya.

In the rural areas the major eactor affecting e loyment is

the lack of access to land. The cormination of a high rate of

p opulation _-owth and inadecuate inconec and productiv-. employ-

ment opportunitiec in the .:r ar as explains, at least partially,
the very large ri=ca'tion to tc. urban areas and partioularly to

Fairobi. Since this flo- is particularly c ncentrated on te
younger and better-educated nen, many familiec are left behind on

small a-ricultural holdings in the charge of women who nay well

be "ovor-emmloyed" in terms of work intensity but who typically
can be counted as part of the "working oor" especially when the

husband fails to obtain work in town or make remittances.

Dasicaly h types o' ibalances affecting tme eqcloy-

ment problem are identified in t report. T first ox-e is glb '
in nature, remresnting the ga-p between the 'osent capacity of

the econcyrc to provide produotive -, oport1Vn'unities, on

the one hand, and the large and increao in n uiox of individuals

"needing" work to earn a ii i-. e second tme of

imbalance is that reflected bt ( Ieavy mimration described above
from the country to the towns, and pa'tmIu aCly 7airobi, which

creates an imbalance between the centre and the poeriphery. The

study makes the point that even though migration is probably

worthwhile from a private standpoint, it nay not be socialT

desirable and therefore ought to be slowed down. The final type
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of imbalance is caused by the discriminatory treatment of, or

the lack of support received by the "informal" sector as compared

to the formal sector, The informal sector in the above sense

corresponds approximately to the traditional or non-modern sector.

For purposes of designing an employment-oriented strategy

the mission took four major objectives as a starting - point. These

objectives were: (1) the continued ex-Pansion of the economy;

(2) a wider sharing of the benefits of exp-ansion - especially

among those groups of the po-ulation which lack the opportunity

of earning a minimum acceptable income; (3) the national inte-

gration of the economy; and (4) an attack on extreme imbalances

and disparaties between regions, social groups and individuals.

It should be noted that there is a substantial degree of overlap

between the last three objectives above. It is this complement-

arity which, while logically pDorhaps so-ewhat bothersome,

facilitates the formulation of a comorehensive strategy. The only

conflict which Light exist is as between the first objective,

i.e., growth and the other three which together reflect some

equity target. 2

A development strategy is designed as a function of the four

above objectives and in the light of the imbalances previously

identified. To cope with the global shortage of employment

opportunities population control measures and -plicies leading

to high economic growth with redistribution are advocated, An

1 The Kenya Report attaches great importance to the role of
the informal sector in creating both employment and income. This
sector is defined and its r31e analyoed in great detail in the
report. In the next section of this paper this concept will be
reviewed in as much as it can bo considered as a contribution to
a better understanding of eoploy.Lent problems in general.

2 The report recognisees this ,possibi1it-y when it states that
"a trade-off between growth and more equal distribution cannot be
ruled out, especially as a temporary result of the proposed re-
structuring of the economy." [3, p.12]. The report adds, however,
that many of the proposals should have the opposite effect of
increasing output and growth.
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overall groawtIh rate )f about 7 -er cent a year (crrepnding to

6 per cent growth 0 g a(rcultiral output and O-o per cent in the

non-agriculnural sectors) is postulated as being required for a

rapid implenentation of t'e pronosd strateg. Th. rccistrbutive

nature of the strategy is based on the stabilisation of the

disposable real inco-es of the rec ivers of the toy 10 per n

of total incomes o-er the elanning period through fical measures.
In turn, these taxed rescurcvs would be inveeted in rorzammes

"required to attain the riniInum incoe targets, ecreciall in
labour-intensive eploy en -oricnted rojects benefiting the

une 1plyTcd. and the n poor." F3, .s, T mission con-
cludes on the basis of estimates inat this -ywould

pernmit the doubling f a per casita incomes of t e unempluyed
and working reoo in -bo, sn" I-eas.

-L.L~~~c theot -eJU~ centre-.The stra egy which i e r ncmnend. to reduete et

periphery imbalance cw ir, of reducinu the rural outflow

by increasinE laoor as in in agri u'ure and rural non-

farm activities. It imliee, withi agriculture, the introd ueticn
of more labour-in tens-ive technologi.c such as these based on

high-yield-ing varieties and intermiate innate without mchani-
sation; a trend towardc a _ ducti in the averace size of far

hold-ings since labour inputs per hectare seen to be negativcly

correlated with the sin of the holding; erceuraging a change in
the structure of production towarde agricultral oomcodities

requiring 'elatively a're labour; and finally, increasing sub-

stantially the services privid. b te 'ublic sector to small
producers. In addition, a wor gramc is reco=e-nded

which should, as much cn yos7b - --o, lenentare in a seasonal
sense with agricultural cim better use of the

labour resources which re a a soally nderenployeol.

Pinally, basic changes in the rverncnt pDolicies vis-a-vis

the informal sector are snngestcd to reduce the third type of,
imbalance.
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a. The Iran Dert

The mcai report *rodu< byP the Iran miTsiOn [j, 1ol ]

etarts by outiiin stratc e in at least six d7"i rn- yot -
according to the r7sion t",earl trd.ndeet a -1t aly
reinf rcinz areas". The p pLlatin strcer consi3  in simoly
giving the highest nationl -rii { .o i planing. The

e pI oym nt s t a t e s e s la77c y7ga rcing r- nubr oC new jobs
which eave tu Qe c~re"at i" oxde- achlie''ve f"l oent.

Teus, it is rrojecte t.at at leat one and a lha milion new
jobs -uld have o -e 'a b _ 'n -, 1 Pl

(1973-77). -n e i -LQ . J_

agriculture ao rta e' it- aa Th ee jc I C Jo be rovided

by the other cectore - i 4 0,m industr-2 an

to sone extent, bytes cLncnr- in J a-, -, r -iv -ctere. eTh
industrial and aCrienltr srtecu arrears t be a rixture Df

promoting and ncuraing l -scale, catnl-intensive producti:n
wh-ils at the sarne tine cco u in- The e: o' ci-e and

s a11-sizs indc tri-s ard the readi S o2 technology of the
Greon 1evolution (bacco Cn ionTerneiaV te chnil c with little
or no additional nechanisation) t s ol in . The incumes

strategy is -redicate upn ach a l s c al dist:riuti3
of ins which uld entail aaog rt err a e in the ini
wags rate, the provision of i t lo iOO,-r1S
and the irve-crnt eL fiVing c- J on -I h icl ural and

rural sec-s The odcatienal r r l training enough

teachetr -o enu t-: -1 ductin q a1  s hi avc been

estab I Isi. c ( inal, 'I'- -t a the decision--aing
process be as d Cen'ralised c' p In -5enerxl, the so-
called 3trtej r is it- aun, i ac Y ou -tectiication

O5 u a a a tar T s tO C0

aohieve\ - or fL5 plan_-n eoiod,

A laz-e nunber of licy reccrrendations are nude inec
one o Sm;ir c a0
one i boe ar 2 as. S reremendations are

highy17 spC ci1ic (e.g. to train 2,000 cD-ceerative naagers and
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3,000 extension agents a year) while others are oouite general.

Very briefly, the agricultural and rural policy entails trmnthen-

in, ,.bstantially the rural ulti-purpose O-GperativC s'suem,

the prYCision )f easier acce to cr> -credit and edi n

lon-ter: funds for investnent purp _os or snall zarmers, a neW

price polic: r waUer to cover all costs, heopletion of a

nunber of infrastructure projects mainly in t ficld of irri-

gation, ac t 1e su-siLisatin :f vari )us iput s. It was expected.

that the :mUlti-purpos co-mpratives would -and the craft

activitis, s" ch as carpet-laVing, to abs asuch as possible

the slack labour resources recultir. frm -saasnal undroDlOyrLlent

in agriculture.

The industrial policy cbraces a SeTis O1f 1res such as

a refors of the systcia of imc-rt artieo wiich ;muld elininate all

concessions on imports if nachinery an ,-ips nt and establish

an ad valor'e average rate -f 15 er cent on in--rZ-ediatc goods

and 30 por cent on finished goocl. Soccific aa'ures are, like-

wise, recomm-end with re-e,-t te education and v iiCational

training, fanily planning and other areas.

Even 4hough the -iain report iontains an anal sis of the

overall enploynent situation, and of the conditions existing in

varius sectors the links between the policy >crsures recormended

and the 7jectives which are specifiod under tce various orrate-

gies are in many instances quite vague. In addition, the eclicy

Teco mndations in the main reuor; are not always consistent with

those which are iLea in the technical pa-rors (in Velune B)

In the Iran Rep.ort, perhaps even more etrengly than in the others,

1 In general, this uestion of the relationshi> between

policy measures and policy Dbjective is discussed in Part III. B.
The relevant concern here relates to the extent u-pon which the
formulation of -policy recommendations is basd. uoon an emirical
knowled-e of the effects of the olicy es e on the set of
desired, objectives.
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the lack of a macroeconomic consistency framework undcrlyi-n the
analysis casts a shadow of doubt on the feasibilit- o achieving
a nuiaoor of quantitative targets which have been sat. The iro.y,
is that the main report does not appear to make use of tne u t -
standing intorsectoral projections model deveilp-ed for Iram and
contained in Volume C. Even after making allowance for the
doubtful quality of some- of the data and guesstimates used in the
aboe exercise, some Limportant policy conclusions result which have
a much stronger empirical basis than some of the recommendations
in the main report.

In the diagnosis of the prevailing situation, the main report
reveals the increasing seriousness of the uneployr1 .nt problem,
the magnitude of the rural-urban nig-ration and thc increasing
inequality in the income distribution as indicat o, r instance,
by the widening ratio of urban to rural income -er head from
4.6 to 1 in 1959 to 5.7 to 1 in 19 9. The G1T Irowth targets
which are adopted in the main rort are essentially those
selected for the Fifth Plan (1972-77), i.e., 11 -er cent per
annum for overall G-DP, 6 per cent for agricultural output and
14 per cent for mining and manufacturing, Labour productivity,
Der emiplo ed -crson, is postulated to rise at a very hiyh 7.5 per
cent annually which yields a growth rate of employment Jf 3.1 per
cent -or ann0*:m. It should be noted that tbe gro;,th rate of labour
productivity which is assumed to prevail in agriculturo, i.e. 6
per cent, apoears extremely high by international standards. Here,
again, it is -probable that the bulk of the projected increaso in
output will result from a rise in labour-intensity (i.e., the
total number of man-hou: s or man-days per year) per member of the
agricultural labour force, rather than frnm thoe growth in labour
productivity per man-hour. It is unfortunate that the rsport
providos very little empirical or analytical sunport for the
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growth rates of output and labour productivity which are used in

the projection exercise.1

III. 1Tajor Contributions and Critical Evaluation

In this part an attempt is made at (a) identifying the major
contributions which the high-level mission reports have made to
the state of the arts and a better understanding of the employment
problem; and, (b) undertaking a critical evaluation of these
reports,

a. T-ajor Contributions of the Reports

The following four main contributions to a clarification of
the employment problm were identified: (1) the comprehensive

nature of the approach taken to the analysis Df the employment

problem and of the strategy to cope with it; (2) an imnroved
understanding of the nature of une mloyment and of its various
dimensions; (3) the recognition and identification of a numiber
of structural imbalances of an educational, regional (e.g. between
the centre and the periphery) and other nature; and (4) a new

and unconventional view of the role of the informal urban sector,
and to a somewhat lesser extent, of traditional agriculture in
the process of economic and social development. These contri-

butions are discussed, in turn, in some detail below.

In general, the output targets are taken over, uncriti-
cally, from .the National Plan. The main justification which
appears.to be given for selecting a 6 per cent annual growth
rate of labour productivity in agriculture is that the agri-
cultural labour force has reached its peak and that, consequently,
if value added in that sector is to grow at 6 per cent per annum,
it follows that labour productivity per renber of the labour
force should.grow at the same rate'
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1. Comprehensive Approach to Employment

At the outset, it is important to recall that until recently

the major policy objective which the governments of the develop-

ing countries were striving for was an increase in average per

capita income. It was felt that this goal was largely complo-

mentary with other policy objectives such as a high level of

employment. Furthermore, to the extent that a conflict mxight

exist between CIP growth, on the one hand, and employment and a

more equal income distribution, on the other 'Land, the relative

weight attached to the former was very high. Indeed, if it were

possible to redistribute an increased output, every individual

would be materially better off, on the average. The prevailing

view among economists and policynakers was essentially that it

was more important to increase the size of the pie than to be

concerned with ways of dividing it more evenly. Therefore, the

maximisation of output should be the proim objective - aftr

which fiscal, and perhaps monetary policies could be designed to

redistribute that output and corresponding income in any socially

desirable way. There are at least three objections to this

conception. First, the political power balance is, at least

partially, related to the primary income distribution (before

taxes) so that it is very difficult in most developing countries

to design and implement policies, acceptable to the power groups,

which would pormit such a redistribution. Secondly, even if

there is a _political will to use fiscal and other instruments to

alter the income distribution, the actual institution,

enforcement and administration of these measures is often beyond

the-administrative capability of tIhese countries. The third

objection is perhaps even more funcda-ental, namely, that there

is a frustration and lack of human dignity wliz-ch is associated

with the unemoloyed status which is not going to be removed

simply through any income redistribution scheme.1

1 This point is discussed next in the sub-part dealing .- ith
the contribution which the reports made to a better understanding
of the various dimensions of the employment problem.



It is clear that from the late sixties on the previous
traditional wisdom that econonic growth was synonomous with
economic and social develo-pment became seriously questioned.

This ooint is enphasised strongly by Dundley Seers when he states

that it is nrt enough to "accelerate growth". To quote him,

") eraps the hardest step for those who have worked for many

years in the develoument field is to realise the limited rele-

vance in itself of the rate of sc-nonic growth. iven those who

accept employment as a soocif ic objective often fall back on the
argument that the way to achieve the necessarT increase in

orpleymen.t is to accelerate tho rate of economic growth.. Yet

it is clear, by now, that fast econonic grewt> is not sufficient

to raise employment at a fast pace; moreover, one common result

is that mart of the pomulatien is left behind and ineoalities

become even greater. In fact, if growth is concentrated in a

few oapital-in1ensivc indi'.stries, as i. tends to be when it is

really fact, the effect ray be to raise productivity rather than

enmloyment, and also to li:i wagos to levels higher than other

industries can pay, especially agriculture, thus reducing the

employment theyr provid e.", 1[5, .35 .

An increase in the nuimber of productive jobs and a more canal

income distribution br-care objectives in their own right. The

next stem was to realise that the lini b-twmm the employment

pattern and inrcor'. ditribution is a close one, and that through

an app ropriate employment policy the mere nal Inc i; distribution

can be affected and vice-veroa. Indeed, there is onl- ine income

distribu!ntion which c'Yrosp>n~ d to a given output-nix and set of

technical production relations (for any given set of prices and

It is, however important to n.Dtc that, notwithstanding
the above viewpoint, all inesimn +mra-egies were predicated
umon the tt11noent of i incmemrw rates. In each case,
the rojec td' rowth rate 'as subtantially higher than
that acieede in the re7ent paot. This point is discussed in
the next section.
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inership of resources) - abstracting fron government action in
the fiscal or nonctary fields. In other words, the product mix

and the technological input-outout relations de1ernine the
returns to the actorsf produtin in the forns of wawes and

salariesrent , interest _nd a rnfits and thereb-T the resulting

persnal incoemie distribution.

Thus, t-; nso aproach re nsed that econoiic growth

r 2so was not a r-all and that the economic development process

was essentially iti-diensienal remiring the achievement cf

objectives which icht be nutually conflictin.. It was also

reco-nised that an a:ropriate eeloynent loevel and structure
would be an imru-ant ->ans i affecting personal and regional

income distrioutilns - rather than just an end in itself. 3Dince

any i sr-c undertaken to affect to -ptuern of enplcy-
nent are also 1i-1: to have inuortant conseq'-eos on other

policy objoctives it f llws that it is not pos ible te identify
an oeoployment sratL as such indeend(ntlr of an overall

economic develpl nt srateer. It is this in erdapendence and
central nature of the erloyment wroblerm, which is at the heart
of the whle develorent process, that necessitated a compre-

hensive analysis of the causes of the prOblem and of Ways to cope

with it.

The conreheneivo, all-embracin_ nature -of th-e emloyeent

problen is well une s o d and e scZib e,-y each country mission.

In -this reect tho f brin qyuotation from the concl';ding

section of the ieor- i -reeresntativeef the a-proach
taken in eaC7 reOPrt: "It is clear from the foregoing that we

nave travelled fa- yond the confines of t7 rnTlr.ment problem

narrowly defined. This is inevitable eince rm lynent, in our

analysis oa te T-nuan situation, is insojparabl from an overall
stratejy of econo1c a- nd social develo m 1 Thus, any frontal

attack on te -. oblem of ur-emloycont and epllyrent in menya

has to deal with the wholo aut of measures r lated to ocoComic

and social incualitiIs, ouity and low incres,". [3, p,301,
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2. 'imon=sir-ns of the E-loyment ro'cm

A second majr contribution of the r7ports1 is the analysis

and identification of tho various dimensions of the emloyment

problcri, Basically, the reports identify three different aspects
of tho employmeint pblon: (a) the frustration which is felt by

jo'o-scers -h" ae-c unabli to find vvrk of the type and for the
remuneration which h want or which thoer fel they can expct;
(b) inadecuat i in Dn-y or kind to satisfy tho basic
needs of ind ividual s 3 -ouseholds; (c) the underutilisation of

labour resour cs in the sense of peopl involuntarily working and
producing loss than ther reu cpable of witb the resources at
hand.

Thie centributien nade by the reaports consists of hisblighting
the imp'rtance of tle first two aspec ts of i el nt pr blen

relative to the third one, ndee , it a-Tpears t'at pe literature

on tail s ueion strongly ezuhasised the undru ilisatin of
labour without parin suffii,)e a--:ntion t' ' in. r.nt

frustratim crffored b- the unoolyd and the inadaquacy of

incomes. It is, of c0urs', true that those three aspects arc in
general, but hot always, closely inter-related in the eense, f r

oxample, that a .eodQLction of labour underutilisation should
increasu incomc and r &'ce frhstration,

The frustratir a:ung job seekers is linked in the reorlt

to a nurbr of ir alanc es. T-e fi s ioalance is of a gl hal
nature, naly, that the total n. oer oX poole in the labour

fcrco is larEer than the total mbrr of work opprtunities.

Besides this overall irbalance t are a number of structural

inbalances, Aon o the latter, tle .ne which is uerhaps best

Tith tho possibole exceptiun of the Iran Report whore those
distictions are not shar-ly- dr awni.

These three aspeets of the emplDyrent proble: are rhasised
and illustrated in the Colombia, Ceylon, and 0 nya1 ]eports. 0 Tr
an overall discussion of theso asuects see [7]
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analysed and illustrated in the reports is the structural

imbalance in skills and attitudes, particularly in education. The

analysis of this type of imbalance suggests that relatively

educatcd people held out for certain types of white-collar jobs

even when "inferior" white-collar or blue-cellar jobs arc'

available. This type of unemjlyment which was, f r instance,

extremely large among the young oducated in Ceylon, is not simly

a function of the incone differentials but is also related to the

higher degree of job securityr and status attached to these more

desirable jobs. There are other dimensions f structural

imbalance which are related to the uneven seasonal pattern of
labour requirements in agriculture, compartentalisation between

regions or sectors (e.g. the lack Df mobility of Indian workers

on the Ceylonese estates) and others which will be discussed

subsequently.

What constitutes an inadeguate income - the second aspect

of the employment pr bleo - is difficult to define in any general

way. It is clear, however, that certain nutritional minimum

norms can be established, in addition, to mininu. standards for

s>elter, clothing and other necessities which might vary 'fron

country to country and perhaps from region to region. Even

though the notion of an adequate income is, essentially, -arbitrary,

it would appear to be po~sible to arrive at some agreement as to

what minimum h.;usehold income is required to provide the strictest

necessities.

Finally, the concept )f labour underutilisation implies that

there is ,an excess of nan-hours (or man-days) of labour available

to people in the labour force over and above the total number of

man-hours (or man-days) required to produce the total output

of the economy. Thus, labour undeutilisation is a combination

In addition, the probability of obtaining such jobs should
also be taken into account.
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of unempleynent and underemployment. The latter is particularly

acute in agriculture here there are widespread Pluctuatins os

a seasonal nature in the refurencnts for labour. 1er; again,
the extent O- underIe lor:ent is somewhat arbitrary and Ciffioult

to measure. There are roble )f a conceptI'al nature -ihic7 will.
be touched upon in the next sectin. * n an case, it is 1lear
that thero exists a large reserveir cf labeur resources which,
at least potentiall~y, could be used te incCase rduction.

.ven a3>u-i, ac was p nsea out urcviously, h + C, three

asuects e' the employment preblcn are in gOn-ral int erlinked,

there are cases Wr an inoreas in innit t i_ i' mliyment
(e *g. by vorhing -r- hir p , er veek) wl still I rovide an

adequate ic 1 rel. >r t'e inPividia a t tf. 1 cu 1eld.

Indecd, tle 3--; , i&ensified os th-' " i cr in
the conya Ieprt cannot in piie of oeig 2ully umlyed earn an
income which is UP to C, medest :inimu' Thus, it is posible to
have pepCle fully eceloy-ed at i4adeeuato lin me e levels bccause c'
very lDw productivity. Obvieuelq, for This group of p ople, the

p mJicy mrscriptin is not to create ar'itienal eUpleymcnt

opportuni ties but rather *er ide then wi.,ti new shills, and

additi-anal co-mlemontary resources which will increase their

produ ctiity.

3. ytruc tur al Imba Lanceos

A trird immrtunt c ntribtion is the recEgnition that the
employnent preblon is not just caused by an agsregato deficiency

of productive job onprtunitics to cipl 0 the entire labour

force. Rather, as has just beene so.Dn, a nuiler of specific

structural imbalances are identified and analysmd as contributing
to it.

A first type of structu-al iubalunce is that between shills,
attitudes and oevpctati ens en the one side, and iueortunities,

on the other, which affecte mainly the young-educated gr cup.



This typo of imbalance has been Ciscucsed and illustrated in

previous parts of this -a-er to which the reader s reerred,

A second tT-me of imbalance is that found in many p arts of

agriculture and reflected by a very largE degro3 of seasonal

undere mloymc.-n The causes of seasonal underomoyent are, f

course, directly related to the discontinuous nature of the

production process in agriculture. There are poeak ocriods, such

asat harvest time, where the entire labhur ferce iay be roruired

and thlere are slack poriode, where only 10 or 20 por cent of the

available labouT reoources is actually rei red. It is no

exaggeration to say, that in many devoloping Coiuntries, a good

half of tI: labou' resourees -ot'ntially available in agriculture

is seasenal ly underC loyod2  h corollary of undremloyment is,

of courso, thiat th:eo oxists a (very larog) pool of lab-ur

resources wlhich is motenially available. If this wool could be

conbined with co-mer4nary resources it would permit an increase

in production and in income for these (underemployed) workers and

thereby inprovo their standard-of-living and lead to a noro equal

income distribution. The policy impliations -which suggest

themselves are, first, within agriculture, that nasures should

be designed to influence the output-mix and the productien toch-

niques so as to increase total labour utilisation - particularly

through a more balanced seasonal distribi7tion of labour

reauire1ents. Socondly, rural non-farm acUviuies should be

promoted whic>, lihe-is o , c -ulC 1 0lp ab orb :ro duc tively the

pool of seasonally underemployed labour resources available.

These activitics would have to be eomolemntary, in a seasonal

sense, with the agricultural wroduetion calendar, and could take

This is, of course, tantamount to roducine seasonal under-
employment,

Some of the more specific policy measures which are
suggested in the roports are reviewed in the next sub-section
which deals with a now aprroac1 to, and strategy for the tradi-
tional (rural and urban) sector.
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the forr '2cLf rural vorks prograii es, construction, artisanal and
craft industries and others.

Still .ther types 0,0 structora imbalancos arc identiCied,
ann. particul2y these beteen the centre an the er inhery and
these etcn t e forval armd in.rmal seetrs, or ctems of the

f)JrmiJ ar tho treendus rCl2iv -'OVth -c TGy citis and the

rural-urban ?igrcatiel in dvel~oin countriecs. A major sympton

of the latter is the relative c om -rtnentalisatien between

traditi,.nal alld mdr 'iiis

On4 cn -ai0 te A2i o: why thesC i-ba ances arc

"struc+ural"? Th bsi an0r weul. seen -o be that, in every

case, arc f . (e*g. poliCies, controls and atti des)
whic -prvnt t-v >* pe j on,. w"ich 1'Sulf leaC t full

emoplnyieet 2rem crring Yore specifically, the urico systcrm
is seietimes not alluwed t- o-erato as an ajustnCent enchanisra
because of governn-nt in'rvntien which heirs Laintain large
urban-rural, ann- n(Q rn-a di iral in1 co D iffrc tial s. This
ceul6. bo the case, for instan)3, wen ?e gvsrnncnt moved the

internal torrms-of-trado agains aiculture in order to pr;vi

for to urban w'kere at relatiTel l 1 rices. Such a stratoey
night Cis:.mraos - arrrrs from ado >%i m2re productive techniquec

and theby ferce thon to rmnain at a earr-susitenc income

evel. nTj l i' _ rvidd hf thc e-is4 -ncQ of relativcl-

high an, rigid civil .crvice salary scal- c which contribute --

the maintenance of la-1, incnc dif erontials between various
educai -a-l gro-es.

At he sane time, it is true that there arTe other

circumstances under wich the f_ -)lay of Ukc rcSv 1;i ll

itself further accontunto any x tinu ineualit; in tbe income

dist ribution.



4. Rol rof Infornal Sector and Traditional ArCulture
4-r

Finally, an 1imrtn pontriburIon )z the reports consists
uf the navel approach. taken t the traditional urban -ector and

the unCVenti)nl strategy whiC is recommended vi--vis the
traditiomal sectors in both urban and rural areas. An interesting

prog~ressein is noticcal as one reads thrrugh, respectively,

the Colombia, Ceyln and enQrya Re hpPorts in the conception of what
became call d, ltirately , th e "inf rmal Ceto"

The inf-rn secta. i s nt defined in v ry ascific terms,

Basically, it etraees tm trvaditional urbUn activities and the

small-scale rural non- iu r activiti es. In general,

these activities are 2>aracterised by the fTlloving enteri:

(a) ease of entry; (b) reliance on idi OrlS rejources;
(c) family )wnorshi of entepises (i) small-scale of opratione;

(e) lab our-intensive and adaut a t onl C7-; (n) ski'ls

acquired :utsido the formal scchoel s otu; -and (q) unregdlated

and conpetitive narkets. [3, .

A stron.7 casc is ade in th *enya Rport regarding the
impr tant role vi'hich th inforal sector rlays in uroviding

productive e1 27loent and ineoorrm. Ts, it is claimed that
"the evidenco nresent- e ... suggests that the bulk of e+rleyrent

in the infor-al erct r, far fran. bnia ol rginally pr-ductiye,

is econoically of Iic it and pit-making, tugh small in
scalo and lirited b sinmle teclnol ties, little capital and

lack of links witl theother ("fornal") sector... surrounded by

imorted steel, -:lass an:d concr+t<, it necuires a leap -f

imagination and considerable openness - mind t perceive the

informal seeter ea a sector of tanivine economic activity and a
scurce of renyat s future walth .. , Tee exists, f r instance,

cnsiderable evidOnce of ec-ieal chance in tz.e urban informal

sector, as well as of rojilan employment at incomes above the

average level attainablc in srallholder aieulture." [3, p.5].
It is, further, arj uod that the informal sector has been
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strongly diScri7inatod against thrngh various reorictio ns-soch

as punitiye r: 1 licis of derolitiem of oattor settlooten, and
licensing systees.

In one of the technical -paers attache. to the Kenya Report
the inteo-relatinnseips and linkages bewvon the Cornal and

ifo2rgl ;oct',ro are examincd. It is argued that tler are
importan~t linkares o2 an input-eoutput nature between thes
sectors. iore spoci ically, an inerease in the final qOrand for
iniur-.al sOCtur wrodueto vould hoave a spillovor ecc on other
sector--' bec'use -' the idiate d: 'v- 2 that scct -' for

goods tnd serciles lin fr other soto . -o atially, what
is beine s'v t d is that tl "ize oS tle in 't-cutp-ut C oeffi-
ciento b, w ' in "l an2 foal secto 1e incroaseo and
secoy, tht thCe cosition ' Of futurle inccr ines in D" iru-t be
shifted towads sectors using vore of the in-uts orininatinc in
the inLr:rl s c t'0

Teue, i t orna Report, (and to a lesser extent also in
the other rer) a rocitive attitude on the Part of the govern-

mont to=ards t" e r o the in' rral sectr is advocated.

The etrategy wih-ich'-, is o m d lc eabrsc t 2ollowing-
eaasures, 'a-ng oes: (a) co sin- the dOLJ.Ji tion o 2 inforral-

sectr ho. us ine ; ( b) rviewinvtra an-d coerial licensing with
a view t lisiatin unecessary liconsee; (c) intiiying

technical res rch nd deovl il n nrk o rod5cts u itable - for
infernal sector productioo () att mting to ire h aneunrs
of pr ducts and services purchasee by' various levels fgvrmn

obtainable o . informal s estr onterprises; and (s) iSrdcing
larger firms to train sub-cotraetors in the inf)rral sector.

[3, p.22].

It should b -etod that, at this Lta)e, tc linkao-es are
expressed purely in -ualitati5ce ter. It would be higuhlv
desirable and rerhaes revealinor to atte t to cuantif': these
linkages.
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The reports also took a favourable approach regarding the

development potential of traditional agriculture. The latter,
in much the samc way as the informal urban sector, is considered

to be not only an important source o- productive emloyment, but

furthernore, to offor considerable potential for inicreased output

and even, in some cases, employment. The strategy which is

recoemmended vis-a-vis traditional agriculturo embraces a number

of neasures. First, the Aissions advocate widespread land reforms,

the major effect of which would be to reduce the average size of

the farm heldinys and t) increase the labour intensity (input of

labour of the small farm family) and land and labour productivity,

Secondly, it is recoiomendod that the small farmers have easier

access to variois inputs such as credit, fertiliser, new seeds,

and exteio service so as to enc urage them tI adopt new

intermediate technologies which tend t3 be quite labour-

intensive rather than capital-intensive.

At the same tine, it is suggested that price distortions

discriminating against labour and in favour of capital be

removed to dis ourage socially 1-ndosirable mechanisation in

various parts of agriculture. Indeed, it is arem.ed that a

redoction in the degree of overvaluation of the exchange rato and

the elirination !f ot'hr dvices which tend to subsidice capital

would go far in slowin ' down the trend towards nchanisation

(e.g. tractorisation) and the substitutimn of capital for labour

in agriculture.

In general, the main strategy which is advocated in agri-

culture is based on orecressive modcrnisation from the bottom
1

up. It is recognised that the role of the agricultural sector

1 av-n though this was the main line taken by all missions,
perhaps not enolg: attention was paid t the effects of the
adoption of intermodiat- t-hniqucs in omall-scale agriculture
on reducing seasonal ndr;-ynt as oposod to increasing
lab.ur productivity per n-hur. This pint is discussed
further in the nest section,
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in the oxocess of eOOn'mic and social dsvclopm.nt has to bo

active rather than masoiv and dependent on the pull of the
industrial sector, as a loading dynamic sector. Furtherre,

the en-hasis within agriculture should "be o the gradual develop-
rent of the traditional snall-scale labour-intensive sub-eector,

b, Critical Evaluation

The'r are a nunber of nethcdologi1 al and onpirical cuostion:

which can be raised with r sect t t"L anrltical fra'c --7 s
underlying the reperts. The criti-al -servati ns which are made

in this sectiDn should not detract )'h i-p9rtant contri-

butions whiich~ t>e rports have iade, To prent section ought

to be considered as a selective disc-,Si , v f areas and aspects
in which the analysis ould have boon strenjthened, In this

sonse, the critical pYint, (ugootione) which fsllow ight be
cmnsidered as hey arcas fr futur research in the field and for

possiblo inclusion in nceptual fraowork underlying future

country missions.

1 Tacroecon-i, , 4-In r-sect oral ______r

Probably the greatest concetual shortcoming apparent in

all the reports is the lack of a nacroeconeric, intersectoral

consistency fra2eork. This is i r t hon it is
accepted that an eipleynent strategy can only be forulated

within the context of a coeerehonsive develmment strategy,
(See Section III. a., 1).

It should be renenber o t'at t jor purpose of the
reports was not to c ntiJbut' "Stae 5f the arts", as
such, b'ut rather to f rmlatr an op 1  n strategy for the
respective govornnents. The vr' severo tir constraints under
which the missions operated nay often hove TPrecluded the kind of
refincicnt and additional research suggoted hero.

2 This weakness has alroeadv been discussed and illustrated
in the review of the Cololcia TReport in Section II. a.
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It is i=rortant when projecting output and employ-ent on a

sectorally disagg-regated basis t rely on an inter-sectoral

framework to check, and in fact guarantee, the internal

consistencv fon, respectively, the dc=and and supply sides. In

the review of the projection frameworh underlying the Colombia

study in Part II. a. it was seen that this consistency check was

only quit-- rudimentary. "Naturally, the spicific form of the

consistency framework will depeend on the availability of data (to

some extent the forn will have to be tailored to the data

available) and on the time, sill, ingenuit and resources

available to the research group. There are a few examples of this

type of projection model in the litOrature which have been built

for and applied to specific developing countries. Two relevant

examples of such models are those built by, res1o3tively, a

team under the direction of Graham Pyatt in connection with the

high-level mission to Iram (Volume C of the Iran Report ) and the

Thorbecke-Sengupta [81 framework applied to Colombia.

This last study was undertaken with the express purpose

of roducing the relatively large number of fairly arbitrary

assurzptions underlying most emloyment and output projections

and, more particularly, to provide a more consistent cadre

within which to evaluate the quantitative projections contained

in the LO CoLobia iReport. For tbis reason, and since the

elements of the existing projection models are -oirly similar,

it appeared relevant to describe here the :ajor steps underlying

the above-mentioned consistency model of Colobia. [-]f. The

intent is to provido a ConcretO era'ple -f the types of

analytical and empirical buildin blocks which ontor into the

1 This first model describes very clearly the extent to
which data limitations affected the specieication of the model.
At the same time, it shows that even with inad-cuate data and
inforwation it is possible to build a coherent, quantitative,
framework which is potontially very useful f)r policy urposes.
As was pointed out previously, it is perhaos regrettable that n)
greater use of this Yodel was rade in the iain Iran Reort.

2 This study is referred to as the T-S study for short in
subsequent discussion.
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construction of an inter-soctoral consistency f'rar.ewrk.

The T-S study is divided into tvi o mj or -s T first

part atteom-rts to describo quantitatively the maeroeconomie and

sectoral structure of tho Cl;:cbian econy ever the neribd

l950-1967 in terns of >utput, loynent and incono distribution.

The second art prjects those variables to 1980 within a

consistont 2 ewa:rk and under differont assunptions regardinZ

e.:port 'rowTh and technlocnal change.

!art I -nailod the followii steps. The first step
consistad' in b ildin a 1a1r 1 CT C noLetric model Jf DOlombia over

the pori d D0-1& 7. This bd proved ca1able of expaining

aecuratol~ th'o scocoi structure an.. pror r anc of th~e

-o Lmbia ccorouy over the saml. - cperid. The model itse!f

dC tC o c e :at1s f the Cd one variable e nsistinC ef

gross d estic pooduct, cInm-tion, invoetment end inverts as
functions f exojeneus variable scc as 0xports, changes in the

t-_rn-)f-trado and public er- 1 nditures.

The seend step consisto( of obtain inv in-out- Oultput a-i

emloyennt in ;rati n on a cirperable basis within a 10-12

sector breakdown,* From the abovr in9 nation it pro wer pessibl c

to derive the see toral income ditributixn nd to design a

metho ldolo c v;o i dod a 7' Vping between the sectoral and

The autn & 'nly excus f9r the lack of humility
involved in - 'rb1ng here e of his own works is trt it was
conceived di-_rCtly- in -Cspone to the perceived shortoing off
the C lomris ILO apert. The autlr' s Ony wish in referring to
it is to* idontif mn illustte t - Cr ceneatual 'nd
enpirical e <01 s c nn cted wit-h t h e construotion f such a

FartJoeeOnomiC, int r s oc l ra ew rk it is fully relised
that the T-2 _tudy fa1s fatr3 sj .f tovidinR r cjelete
theoretical and onpirica1 ronsistency modcl which ia noerationally
useful. Tis stmd , --72, 'o och b und the yy o of
analysis c ontained in the repots - with the exception of the
preection odol built in connection with, but n t used
in the Iran Repoot.
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personal income distribution prevailing in the mid-sixtics.

The second part of the T-S study was devotod to the design

of an analytical framework capable of goner ating a set of
internally consistent projections to 1980. First, projections

of the major macroeconomic variables were undortakoen within the
context of t racroec nomic model mentioned above under two

alternative assumtioms regarding exports and public ezpenditure
variables, (i.e., "high" and "low" growth alternatives), N ext,
the various components of sectoral final domand were projected

in a way consistent with the macroeconomic projetions. Thus,

for exaupl-, final demand cnsumtien f r the various sectors was
computed as a function of COP growth given likely valuos of the

sect oral inc oe elasticities of aonsumpti n demand. Likewise,

the sun of the sectoral final demand corponents (i.e, consumption,

changos in stocks, investment, exports and imports) wore

consistent with, namely add ap to, the projected values of the

variable appearing in the macroeconomic model,

Thirdly, the sectoral -ross output and value added vectors

were projected to1980, given projected final demand and the
consolidated input-output table of 1966, Furthermore, on the

basis of nagnitudes of the grewth rates Of labour productivity

by sector likly to prevail over the projection period, the

sectoral srployment and incorne distributions were derived. The

methodology designed in Part I was then used to map the orsonal

income distribution resulting fr=, the soctoral distribution. At
that stage, it culd be determined whether the changes in the

conmposition of output and omloynent affected the personal

income distribution. To the extent that chan'es in the latter

were projected to yr evail in 1980, revised pTr ejections of the

final demand comnonents (specifically consumption of agricultural

and manufacturing goods) were underta:en to ensuro consistency

with the new income distribution.

In addition, a fairly rudim0ntary test was conducted to

check whether the alternative output combinations resulting fron
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the p-'joctions to 190C could b.:cd "b,., c;ivsn the tot1l

invnstnrnt fl-nd genierated by the 1acroenemi u'de1. It was

aete-in--t C that the invostm>ent availability wvould not onotrain

the attainnent of the projected scctorl eitput and 'aluo addel

ci)2b'2inations reached under the two r )Wth alt tive.

The hocle set of po jetions lescribed ab've reflects the

likely canscgu-ncCs of a aitonance Cf t4- -C strUcture

of the Colombian ecnhni since t:o inpnt-&u itp rt:iz

prevailing in the bae-y-er (1966) ,,was se' t, renerate those

rocti-Ins. h Val,~ o t-,s C rjc m fr Coic -4pu')ap- Ss

is that tT' m )p vido t'he 1wit' a run'utiative view

of the Co'nss > S esr-ntifll ut 1 coc 1ical

policies. The 1il C aor c *dvoted tD a Sir2plc0

analysis !f c f.et r "hlgcal eeag-s in al-ricu'lture

en emlo e nt an-rd inc dts) -rition.

It is inteetiny to c ar' The rescltinLy projections of

this last otudy w Jith 1--i "iel iscd" strctogyr Lindrling the ILi

Ccl etbia Repcr t 2 Thus, quntin. [roe to c'ncldinD g d ectin o

It is, of course, true that the 1nirlyin structure of ar
oc ncny nay cane during he projcti1 and pani ng idS
Thus, a od c1 vhich d e cri7es a cctratLy t7v I7r' c2 n f tho

LmaCr20000OnJC varibles o2V0r SOKO (historioal)~ 2a'pl phC eriAds nay
not prCedic l i uStrctural' rctati-m ot,'A-11o should
c aIge, It iS c'en r ik 'ha c 'nal (Tnrut-

horI ZOn, It i-ca- beo-er difficult to iprxit qnta t ivJly
t'hc necw 7irvc tur ro n :la im _1eor nvnwe it io n.ot
p )ssiblo t,,,ak rceaslnable jjsi'e ,J- 7iey ags it
can be very 'ev aling to 'i11 thbe :ffete of the naintenance
of the 'rzvairL str.c (at o 7o the racr occ ,no ii '- and
inter-soutoral 1 vels ic n o ilato various types of
presumed technolozical c1an -o,

2 2 ese eu 4s a-e s s u a6rd in Tbol 26 of [3, p.66].
The pOj' c ions2 "ot'io - r ty; jss't> altMrnatis

m ' T-3 stdan undo- ' V -s f-ll emp oat etraeegy are
given in s ,'e -- ur-c or ao n s by the 1o-1tia

ILO Rec :t. Sinc tci -S Ide aSod a"aoCh 1r diJs rrga u
breakdown in -erns of 19 and) 12 cecto , the Sot er ad to be
c'nsolidated into a corparable %iur sector breakcow. r
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the T-S study "it can be son, at the outset, that ILO postulated

a target growth-rate of GDP of above 8 per cent annually, ever

the projection poriod, which is substantially higher than what

we would consider possible under our alternatives (which. yield a

corresponding range o- between 5,2 and 6.1 -per cent). In addition,
ILO uses sectoral ;rowth rates of labour preductivity Guite

different from the ones centained in this study. The rate of

growth of labour productivity in agriculture (3.5 per cent)

appears unreasonably high even under major technological changes,
while that of the capital and skill-intensive sectors (e.g., manu-

facturing) apoears low, As a c nsecuence of the high growth

hypothesis and the above selection of labo- pr uctivity growth

rates, the growth of oe:ployment which results is very high

(4.8 per cent annually) compared to or projections (2.8 - 3.3
per cent annually)." [8, pp,6-8].

It is, of course, essential to underline the fact that the

above projections assumled - except for one run in which the

input-output coefficients of agriculture were altered - the

maintenance of the input-output structure prevailing in the base

period. It is clear that the implementation of the various

structural changes recor-mondod in the COlobian and other reports

would be likely to alter the soctoral prlduction functions and

intersectoral production relati onohipos. One wishes that the

missions had gone further in trying to estimate the effects of the

proposed structural changes on the structure of produetion. This

type of information would be necessary to undertake projoctions

under conditions of technologioal change.

In su.mary, it can be argued that a disaggre gated framework

is necessary to obtain mtually consistent projections of output

and employment. Anyone who has ever attempted to build such a

consistency model realises the number of relative>l arbitrary

assunmtiens which have to be made and the relatively dubious

quality of much of the statistical information upon which the

quantitative framework must, by necessity, be based.
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Notwithstanding these qualifications many questions can be

answered - albeit approximately - within such a framework which

could not be answered with any degree of confidence within a

partial equilibrium system. Thus, conceptually, it is possible

within the type of macroeconomic consistency franeworZ described

above to (a) analyse the effects of changes in the structure of

final demand caused by economic growth and/or of changes in

income distribution on the structure of output, value.added and

employnent, by sector; (b) follow through quantitatively the

effects of the changes in (a) above on savings and the supply of

investment1 ; (c) estimate the effects of structural changes in

some of the zacroeconomic relationships (e.g, resulting from

tax reforms) or in the sectoral production relationships

(e.g. to reflect the increased adoption of internediate tech-

nologies in agricultuce and more labour-intensive techniques in

other sectors) on the levels and sectoral structures of value

added and employment; and (d) estimate in all the exercises above

the indirect as well as the direct ermloyment effects.

Tuch emphasis is placed in the reports on the effects of

changes in the structure of demand and of technological change

and the adnotion of more labour-intensive techniquives on employ-

ment. It is, therefore, surprising that so little is said about

the indirect effects of these two types of changes on

emloyent.2 It has boon well documented eepirically, o.g. in

the cases of India [9] and Mexico [10], that the indirect

employment effects can be extremel important and sometimes even

lThis feed-bach is well treated and applied to the case of

Iran in the macroeconomic model built as an annex to the Iran
Report. [4, Volume C].

2 As was previously mentioned one of the few instances
where indirect labour effects per sj were explored - albeit only
qualitatively - was with reference to the informal sector in
Kenya. [3, pp.503- 8].
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more important than the primary erployment effects. Thus, for

example, the prirary employment effects of an increase in the

output of the food and beverage industry fay be relatively low

compared to the indirect employnent effects. The latter result

from the considerable degree of dependence of that industry on

agricultural inputs which, in turn, necessitate labour inputs.

Given the relative importance of these indirect effects, it

would appear important even in the absence of a reliable input-

output table to attempt, at least, to measure the secondary

(second-round) effects on employment of any changes in the

structure Df demand or technology.

In conclusion, -it is clear that at the conceptual level,

there is a strong need for more research to help clarify within

a general equilibrium framework, the range of questions reviewed

in this section. Sec Dndly, at the informational level, there

is a major task for the statistical .ff ices of the developing

countries to provide more relevant and operationally useful

data. In the meantime, a greater effort might be made by future

country tears to design an employment strategy within a somewhat

more consistent inter-sectoral framework.

2. Masurement and Analysis of the 7ffects of Alternative

Technologies

It is an open secret that the wlolo field of intormediate

technology is still practically a virgin territory for economists

and engineers alike. One should, thorefere, not be too harsh

on the missions for not havin been able to assemble any hard

quantitative information on intermediate techniques. Typically,

the only kind of quantitative information contained in the reports,

regarding the choice ef techniques available in industry, is based

1 An effort in that direction is underway within ILO's
World Employment Research Branch. As a starting point it nay
entail the formulation of a methodology based on a combination
of [8] and [4, Volume 0], which would subsequently be applied to
a limited number of countries,
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on nicro-data of specific processes coMing from a very small
nuber of firns. Given the size of the samples upon which this

infornation is based it is, at best, suggestive of the existence

of sone degree of tochnical choice, This infornation is. not,
however, representative of' the incidence of different tochniques

in given processes or even of the average input-output coeffi-
cients obtaining. for a saripl of firms using essentially the

sane technique - or, evo less, of' the private or social profita-

bility .of alternative techniques.

Since, in general, tho reworts attach considerable

inwortance tO the possibility of designing and implenonting more

labour-intensive tochnolumies in industry, construction and even

certain parts of agriculture, the lack of representative
inforatien on "average" teciqu by sector, sub-sector or even

process is a seriouc shortcomring, It makes it almost iipossible
for the reports to go beyond general recommendations and

admonitions about the desirability of adopting nore labour-

intensive technologrios.

Clearly, it appoars extreaely difficult to obtain, at this
stage, operationally useful infornation about the technical
shelves availabl for iany industrial branches and procosses. At

the sane tin;, it does seen that for sectors like agriculture

The very limited sizes of the sarrles mans that. any
finding based on nic-o-data has to be highly qualified. Fer
example, there is only nrcas stud-T of' the choice f' techniquas
which was undertaken in c-nnect ion with the enya mission. This
study whiach explored two procOses in the manufacture of cans
concluded that the autoratd techn'iiOue yields labour and capital
productivitios substantially hiher than for semi-automated
te chnioues. lo quote t7> 'enya Roport "no clear-cut evidence is
available for 7enya to indicate whether labour-intensive tech-
nioucs in use are often in fficient or not ... The case study
indicated that the shadow price of unskilled labour w.uld have
to be very low to mako the labr-ur-intansive techniqueo viable."
[3, p.9.61. Thus, at least in these processes the adoption of
the more labour-intensive techniques would result in a sacrifice
of output,
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and cDnstruction this type of information can be estirated. For
instance, for many agricultural crops it is possible t- obtain

tcchnelgical (input-output) coefficients accord ing to tharce

alternative technologios, i.e,, traditional, intermediate and
mechanised, 7ithin such a breakdown, output and enployent for

various agricultural craps can be projected. In this way, the
effects of tcchnolegica1 change on agGregate output, value added

and employment can be approximated and, furtherm:Qre, the policy

measures ano rosuurces requircd to induce that change can be

identified at the commodity, and sometimes, regional levels. 2

Furthermore, it is clear that the alternative input-output

coefficients should be available on a seasonal basis. Thereby,
the magnitude of seasonal underemployment can be estinated and

a strategy designed which would reduce the aggreoate level of

seasonal undere2 loyment by an appropriate c mbination of

technological change (e.g. adopting high-yielding varieties and

multiple cropping), changes in the agricultural output-nix,

and the primotion of rural non-far activities capable of

absorbing labour in a may which complements the seasonal labour

req irements in agriculture.

In this connecti-n, a number of references have already

been made to the desire to raise the gTwth rates of labour

productivity in agriculture to high levels (e.g., respectively,

3.5 por cent and 6 per cent annually, in Colambia and Iran) while

The traditional techniquc relics mainly on land and lab ur
with a rininum of ether inputo; the intermediate technique is
based on the application of intermediate inputs such as ferti-
liser, insecticides an new seedo with very little vechanisation,
while the meohanised technology uses both intermediate inputs
and miechanical imlenents such as tractors,

2
For example, projeoctions of this tTo applied to Peru

revealed that an agricultural development strategy based on the
adoption of the intermediate technology alternative would yield
higher growth rates )f both value added and of employment as
compared to the growth rates oIbtaining f:r th two other tech-
nological alternatives.
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conc entrating on the small fa rers and encoura in-vg the adoption
of non-mechanised techniclues. The adoption of these intemmediate

teclanioues should increase labour productivity per nan-hour (or

man-dar) only slightly. The main effect of these techniques,
however, is likely to be on labour intensity. "ince interrmsdiato
inputs are conplementar with labour (on a per hectare basis) more
labour-hours vill be applied per unit of land, and labour
recuirements are likely to be distributed more evenlry over the
course of the year (elzz because of multiple cropping made
possible b- irovrO ve.is), Ts ac arier will, on the

average, w 'r a -t nu.ber of nan-da (or nan-hour ) -er year

than previously w iile s output per ea-ay wil probably not
increase :ore than riall . This di montion boetween the

increase in Outoi ruli from- a la-r-r labour intensity

(through a reducti o of seasonal underemployment) aid an inriease
in labour prcdctivity per nan-hour is an im>oortant one which is
not sufficiently sreseed in the reports. The projected hig>
growth rates of labour productivity in agriculture in the Iran

and Colombia reports are, in fact, due mainly to an expected rise
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in labour-intensity rather than productivity per se.

Two main recommendations suggest themselves on the basis of

the above analysis, First, much more applied research is needed

to help bridge the gap between micro-type data and technological

variants representative of production processes or even sectoral

production functions,2 This kind of aggregation problem is

particularly intractable in industry, but less in agriculture.

Secondly, in this last sector it is absolutely essential that the

effects of alternative techniques on emrployment be carried out

within a time dimension. This permits one to estimate the pattern

of underemployment over time and help design measures which could

1 It is important to note that the stock of seasonally
underemployed labour resources available to the existing labour
force is likely to be fully absorbed over a relatively short
period of time - through the above-described rise in labour-
intensity, Thus, for e amplc, if it is assumed (a) that the
annual growth rate of labour productivity per man-hour in Iran is
2 per cent and that of labour-intensity 4 per cent (yielding a
combined growth rate of productivity per man-year in the labour
force of 6 per cent per annum), and (b) that 40 per cent of the
total agricultural labour resources is, initially, seasonally
underemployed, then it would take 13 years to e:fhaust fully the
extent of seasonal underemployment.

In reality it is extremely unlikely that labour requirements
can be evened out entirely over tine. done seasonal underemploy-
ment is bound to continue to prevail so that, in fact, the
potential for increased outptt through a rise in labour-intensity
in the previous example would probably be reached in much less
than ten years. Therefore, the continuation of such a high
growth rate of labour productivity er nan-year (i.e. 6 per cent)
could only occur through an oquivalent increase in labour pro-
ductivity per man-hour which would require, presumably, at least
some nechanisation and consequent labour displacement.

One of the projects within 'IOts World Employment Research
Branch deals with "ELMloyment and Technology" and attempts on a
selective basis (e.g.; within road construction, and certain
branches of industry) to obtain representative information.
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contribute to the absorption of this peJ.l of labour resources in a

seasonally coznpienentary way.

3. RIelationship between Policy s Objtctivcs;

Bases for and Frn of :Policy Recoinmendations.

he reports contain a large of, r f plicy rcomrendatiens

in many different fields and soctrs., Many of these recmenda-

tions are of a general nature raflecting an overall assessment of

the natune of the enployment prRoble, Felatively few recomnda-

tions are specific and based on a ouantitative evaluation of the

relationshios between p olicy means and obj ectives. _' r th-arnmre,

ost policy reco'rvendations are ;btained fr:: analyses undertaken

at the sectoral or functional levels. Indeed, differmt tean

nembcrs (often representing different aoenci. es) Drepared papers on
Various topics, sucIas agriculture, education and technology,
which became the inputs upon which the ain report was built.

Given the lack of a :mc econmic consistency franoworrk arecd
upon at the outset, the frnmes of re:eronce, or racrocconomic

hypotheses assumed in the various paners are not necessarily

mutually consistent. One ets the impression, at times, that

whole programmes and sets of policy measures are generated at the
sector or area level somewhat independently of one another. This

procedure - which was werhaps unavoidablc given the tie constraints

under which the missions oper ted - nay have been largely

responsible for the fact th-t, in many i'stnces and in all
reports, lists of recommendations ar( made without uri )rities

A converse case - f which one should be critical - is
that of =epressing very sp-eOiic and concrete pelicy recorendations
without an adequate analysis of the effects *fr those measures on
the set of objectives. Thus, in the Iran RDport, one gets the
impression, at times, that some of the very cwncreto recommendations
which are proposed - simply reflected what the government wanted
to do - without subjecting thest o'aures t) any independent
check regarding their presumed effects.
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being assigned to them - except for dividing these recommendations
as between short and long-run.1

Another complication is that the recommendations contained

in the main reports of the missions are not always consistent

with the technical papers upon which these recomDmendations should

presumably be based. This drawback is particularly noticeable in

the case of the Iran Report.2 It is, of course, obvious that one

should not expect a complete convergence in the analytical and

policy outlooks of all nembers of a large mission. By necessity,
some voice has to prevail and according to the terms of reference

of the missions the reports are presented on the sole responsi-

bility of each chief, Tevortheless, one's confidence in the

soundness of those suggested policy measure s which appear either

inconsistent with, or at least not supported by, technical

analyses is found tu be shak en.

It seems clear that nmch more empirical work is required to

obtain better estimates of relationships between policy measures

and potential objectives. For example, the reports stressed the

effect which the removal, or reduction of price distortions would

have on employment. Any answer to this question depends on the

availability of reliable estimates of the elasticity of substi-

tution. Without such information, one is merely guessing at the

potential (qualitative) effect of these policies.

In summary, the points worth emphasising here are, first,
that it is important, even in the absence of a full-fledged

One can sympathise somewhat with a government which
receives such an inventory of pulicy recomendations and is faced
with deciding on its implementation.

2 For instance, great stress is placed on the need for
increasing very substantially the nuiber of multi-purpose rural
co-operatives in the agricultural strategy contained in the main
report, The technical paper on agriculture, on the other hand,
raises doubts about the feasibility of this strategy. Other
such examples could be mentioned,
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Macroecenozic franewOrkI, to agree upon a racreeconoric cadre

which will be c'-on to all tean nenbers resn'nsible for thio

preparation of sect ral or functional technical oapers. S cc ndly,

a stron- offort should be nade to ensure that the analysis and

policy rec omruendations c ntained in the technical papcrs 'e

consistent with the tune of the nain reports. Finally, whenever

possible orders of priority should be attached to suggested

policies, not just within tine dimension, but also in terms of

the expected effects of the measures on the objec tives, This

could be done, for instance, with the help Df a simple critical

path analysis lin1ing po:licy means and objectives over tie.

4. Econ ric Gr , Erpl.:ent and Inc e RBe distribution

under Structural h.an ce

It has boen c :;entl- 'rued in the reports and in previous
parts of this or t ecn, ic g'r wth, as such and within a

feasible range, is not a s 'fficient condition to achieve full

eapl yment and a more equitable income distribution. In other

words, a strategO baCed on 1,aximising 2T, given the provailing

structure, is very unlikely to load to "esircd" cmplyzent

level and income distriutin. This is true, even if it were

possible to institute and irplemrent fiscal and other policies

which would redistribute that (naximun) inc o. 1 In fact, as

was discussed in Section III. a. 1, it is extrorely difficult to

implement such fiscal ref ren a lar scale.

It is not clear a -riori what the soc nd-round effects of
that redistribution would beon xOpl Jerlnt (e.g. through changes
in the structure of final d .nd) or the future growth (e.g.
through its impact on savin s and investment) In any case,
even if the redistribution policies helo achieve the desired
income distribution, no additional eroplyment will be created
initially, Thus, even i te poor are materially better off the
frustration of being iuomployed (one of the dimensions of the
employment problem) will still exist.
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Thr fact that the accele-ati,-on of ec-nonic 2rowth per se
will not solve the eployoent problem provi des the starting

point f.r the formulation Of a developnent strategy e--phasising

the necessity for structural changes and refors to increase

empl oynent, achieve a more equal income distribution, and as

high a rate of growth of GIT consistent with the above objectives,

Thus, it is conceivable that some trade-off s might exist between

these objectives, e.gg in the sense that a (marginal) amount Df

growth might have to be sacrificed to achieve more emploeyment

and a nore equitable income distribution0

That is surwprising is that the strategies preposed in the

reports - and inv lving major structural changes - tend to be

associated with, or yield2 higher growth rates of GDIP than

prevail prosently in the four countries, It, thus, appears that

the structural changes which are rocornended would make possible

not only a substantial relativo improvement in te employment

and income distribution but also, in addition, permit a higher

overall growth of income, It s1ould be pointed out, before

proceeding any further, thct tiere is nxtrmely little evidence in

the reports linking the ( GigD) GKP 'rewth rate to the policy

measures, To sume uxtent, the former appears as some kind of

deus ex machina representing more the reqciLed growth rate to

make the strategy succeed ather than the feasible rate c-nsistent

with that strategy.

This is an epirical question which can only be answered
with the'help of a rather c oplex disa.gregaeod n-dctl of the
whole economy, See, for a first attomot in that direction the
"projection model for a full employment strategy" contained in
Volume 2 of the Ceylon Report. [2].

2 Thus, in Colonbia the projected growth rate of GP is
8 per cent annually cmnpared t- 5.r per cent in the decade of
the sixties, The projected rates for Kenya and Iran are,
respectively, 7 and 11 per cent. 7To explicit reference to a
projected (target) growth rate of GIP could be found in the
Ceylon Reprt.
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This conflict is evident in the rission's proposals in the

fiscal area. It is first assulied that overall growth will
accelerate and than it is shorn Low the larger pie can be

divided more evenly.1  In roalitynither the acceleration of

growth nor the inplenentation of najor fiscal ruforris Light be
2feasible. T7hat Taks the case for an emloymrt strategy strong

and convincing is that the creation of jobs is not onily an end

in itself but also a najor means of affocting incoroe distribution.
This woint is not m-de strongly enough in the roports.

As a conclusion to this last point, it nay be suggested
that more effort go into atto:.pting to derive -stir ates of

aggregate incooe grovth resultin6- fr the proposed strategy and to

show nore clearly how an ap ropriate e ployment policy affects

global growth and incone distribution This would reduce the
arbitrariness of selecting "roquired" aggregate ,rowth targets
which - if achieved - guarantee success,

O0e particularly the lenyan :wdel of rodistributin from
growth [3, Part II, Chapter 6] and the scheme prposed for Ceylon
of liitig the income growt'i 'of the hi-h incaone gr cups.

2 Furthrrore, oven if the latter were feasible it would
n t add to employment initially and solve the frustration of the
unemployed.
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EVALUATION OF INTER-AGENCY MULTIDISCIPLINARY
MISSIONS UNDER THE AUSPICES OF ILO; SOME SUGGESTIONS

1. UNESCO participated in the missions to four countries -

Colombia, Ceylon, Iran and Kenya - by providing the services

of staff members and consultants, and help from its technical

assistance experts in the field. In the case of Ceylon and

Kenya, it also prepared long-term alternative educational

projections using tne UiJE:'CO educational simulation model as

background material for the missions.

The report of the first of these missions, to Colombia,

was submitted to the Government in 1970, that of the second,

to Ceylon, in 1971, while the other two missions have submitted

their reports only recently. It is felt, therefore, that

sufficient time has not yet elapsed to make an evaluation of

what may be called the 'product"l, especially of the last two

missions. What can be attempted at present can only be a

"process" evaluation, namely the evaluation of the objectives,

design and methodology of the missions.

2. UNESCO found great value in the experiment with the

inter-agency multi'isciplinary employment missions. As a

method, it compared most favourably with alternative methods

of helping countries to improve their national employment

policy-making. One would hope that in the future the

regional employment teams would be given a more active part

to play both in following up the implementation of the

recommendations of the missions and in preparing the prior

studies and background material. The present type of missions

have the following advantages.

(a) since these are missions of comparatively short duration,

it is possible to obtain the services of high-level

experts in the various disciplines of interest, which

may not be possible in the case of longer advisory

missions;
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(b) because unemployment had become a severely felt political

and administrative problem the four missions were asked

for by the highest authorities in the countries; it was

thus possible to secure support of a kind rather rare

for short-term missions;

(c) moreover, a short high-level mission of the present type

is likely to arouse interest in the 'countries and its

recommendations are likely to get more support at the

country level.

3. The main drawback of the missions seems to be that,

once the report is submitted to the governments concerned,

there is inadequate follow-up as to the implementation of at

least the core recommendations. This shortcoming may be

improved by involving the regional employment teams in

(a) arranging for wide discussions of the contents of the
report by future "executors" of the recommendations (employers,

trade unions, various administrative authorities, universities,

etc.); (b) helping to formulate detailed programmes and

projects for the implementation of the recommendations; and

(c) encouraging the relevant studies and research. In

particular, the teams can work out the long-term implications

of some of the important recommendations in the mission

reports.

4. Since the regional teams contain staff members

seconded from the different international organisations, the

team should be able to handle this. It may well be that the

regional team will require some strengthening in certain

of the di ciilines. It shoild also be possible for

the regional teams, with their e;perience in the countries

of the region, to prepare and assemble the necessary

information and data and undertake some relevant studies

prior to the arrival of and as preparatory work for the

missions, so that the members of the latter have more solid

evidence on which to base their conclusions and recommendations.



Furthermore, regional teams should be involved in the follow-

up work. Thus, it might well be useful to involve them

directly in the high-level missions.

5. As far as the composition of the missions are con-

cerned, a particular feature of the mission to Colombia was

that it included three sociologists to ensure that social, and

thus some of the political, implications were not overlooked.

In the case of the Kenya mission, many local experts, mainly

from the university and research institutes were invited to

take part in the mission. These two innovations should be

continued in the future missions, in order to ensure that

(a) the mission reports deal more fully with the social and

psychological problems involved in any employment policy;

and (b) the countries can count on local specialists who would

have participated in the planning of, and have fully under-

stood, the different policy measures suggested by the mission

in its reports, so that they can aid the government in formu-

lating the future policies and programmes needed to help

resolve employment problems.

6. As regards the involvement of the various agencies

at different stages of the mission, it would be more productive

if they were given considerably more advance notice of the

forthcoming missions than has been the case, as well as some

indication of the part they are expected to play.
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Evaluation of Reports concerning Unemployment
Problems in Colombia, Ceylon, Iran and Kenya

The list of issues elaborated in connection with the
proposed meeting seems to be well formulated and cover most

aspects in relation to the employment question. In accordance

with your invitation I would like to add the following aspects.

The four reports are concluded by recommendations of

somewhat different kinds, some of them being more realistic and

easy to implement than others. It is obviously a difficult

task to formulate a recommendation in such a way that the

government is able to accept and support the recommendation.

It is too easy to submit the ideal recommendation to the

government which would be totally unacceptable in view of the
political conditions that might influence the acceptability of
its recommendations. On the other hand, recommendations might
encompass str'ategies with such a far-reaching potential impact
that they will be found totally unacceptable to the host

country. On the other hand there is a danger that the advice

of the mission would be so general that impact on the main

targets would be negligible. How have the four WEP reports

tried to solve this problem?

Close attention should be paid to a thorough follow-up

of the four reports. Once the reports have been submitted to
the host country the latter should be assisted in examining

the theses and suggested strategies against existing policy

programmes and administration capacity. It is also important

to see in what way the reports could be used for recurrent
surveys in order to discuss and advise on strategies chosen by

the host country, on further studies made by the government on

the report and on already obtained results.

In future WEP missions close co-ordination ought to be

established with the host countries planning cycle in order to

be of optimal use for the host country. This should not only
be done during the mission but also on a recurrent basis.
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The four missions so far have entered at different stages in

the planning cycle of. .the four countries. It would be

interesting to discuss the experience in this respect.

Once the government has accepted and decided to follow any

of the presented recommendations or modified recommendations

it is of g-eat importance that appropriate international

agencies and bilateral donors do their utmost to assist the

governments, During this final preparatory phase the question

of co-ordination and country programming among donor agencies

must be carefully treated.

Through the four WEP reports a comprehensive social and

economical conception has been reached concerning the income

distribution and the total labour and employment situation in
the four countries. This approach of measuring an employment

situation might prove useful in industrialised countries where

other more traditional methods mostly are used.
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A Few Remarks on Employment Strategy

There is no miracle formula for an employment strategy.

In each country account must be taken of natural, demographic,

socio-cultural and political conditions. It is possible,

however, to lay down a few guidelines in general terms.

2re r eg tisit e s

A team of experts has a chance of carrying out its mission

success-#ully only if its presence has been requested by the

highest authorities of a country enjoying a minimum of stabi-

lity of government. A qualified inter-ministerial group,

capable of arranging for contacts with all the government

departments concerned, should be placed permanently at the

disposal of the team. If it is the practice of the country

concerned to follow a plan, it must be recognised that employ-

ment policy is to be one of the items to be given priority in

the clan. Lastly, the government must agree to an a:ual

review being nade of the way in which the team's recomsienda-

tions are being put into effect and the results achieved over

a sufficiently long period.

How the Team Should Operate

The procedure decided upon by the ILO whereby the report

is the responsibility of the leader of the team alone is an

ecellent one. It is preferable fDr the team to be a fairly

small one and for it to be briefed sufficiently in advance to

make sure that all its members are able to work together for

the length of time needed.

The team should be able to count on the assistance and

co-operation of the staff of international organisations

located in the area. It is indispensable for it to be in

continuous contact with the local authorities and with the
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representatives of bodies active in the economic and social
fields. ts conclusions, before becoming final, should be put
before all these collaborators. for their opinion as to whether
they are sufficiently eiplicit and are so worded as to take
account of objections, national susceptibilities and obstacl.es
which will have to be overcome when they are implemented.

Form of Report

It should be brief and to the point, fuller explanations
and statistics preferably being consigned to appendices. It
is intended as a framework for action by politicians and
officials and not as an academic document. Recommendations
must be specific. In justifying them reference should be made
to the problems of the country and not, to theoretical considera-
tions.

A Few Basic Problems

It is necessary to place matters in order of importance
and above all to define trends without attempting to compile
statistical data vwhich are non-e:-itent or of doubtful value.

Thie unemployment problem is impossible to solve where
population growth hac got out of control; hence the importance
of family planning, though in advocating it one should have no
illusions as to the rapidity ith which it will achieve result6.

Employment development is: directly conditional upon a far
more equitable distribution of income than that prevailing in
the developing countrieo; employment dopons fir'ot and foremost
upon the domestic market, and the simll clao which io the
beneficiary of an excessively high proportion of the national

income and consumes mainly products imported from abroad. The
idea that this small class is necessary because it is the only
class in a position to save is illusory. The savings in
question are ewported or used in a manner unrelated to the
country's real needs,



The fascination with industrialisation causes the agri-

cultural sector to be neglected, yet as a general rule this

sector is and will remain for a long time the main provider of

employment. Steps muet be taken to prevent a mass e:odus from

the co'untrycide which will render the problem of employment

dramatically acute, T2o achieve this it is necessary to improve

the land tenure pattern (agrarian reform), and increase the

income of the peasants 1ithout reducing their numbers, i.e. by

giving priority to tranin-7, biochemical technicues rather than

mechaniation, end comm rcialiatiou. The standard of living

of the rural population clso nced to be raised.

Industrial developnent should be geared to industries which

are by nature labour-intenivo. In most countries there is a

shortage of men capable to be heads of entarprises. It is

therefore necessary to promote the creation of handicraft or

small-scale enterprises and facilitate their subsequent develop-

ment. Often co-operatives could afford them technical,

financial and marketing assistance.

In the case of both induetry and public works and building

it is necessary to select an "approwriate technology"', i.e. a

technology which take-o account of the fact that labour is cheap

and all too plentiful while capital is scarce. In particular

the public authorities must be deterred from perverting this

relationship by granting subsidies or tax or customs privileges

which would encourage investment in ecjuipm.ent while reducing

the need for manpower.

Vocational training and education are of paramount impor-

tance everywhere. There can be no quetion of being satisfied

with the traditional methods, the efficacy and )roductivity of

which is generally very poor. Hence the value of drawing

inspiration from the extremely, promising experiments in

functional literacy teaching.
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International Organisations

2he ILO realised from the outset that a country's employ-

ment strategy affects every aspect of the life of that country.

It accordingly established contacts with all the international

organisations. These contacts must be maintained for the two-

fold purpose of ensuring their co-operation and keeping employ-

ment at the forefront of their preoccupations in respect of

their own activities.

It is particularly important that an institution like the
World Bank should orient financing along the lines recommended

by the teams of experts, IKr. Mc-iamara's address to the last

meeting of the Bank was particularly encouraging in this

respect.
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Employment Strategy Mission to Iran

1.1. Terms of Reference -

The terms of reference were drawn up in very general terms

which was the correct approach. It proved impossible to draw

up precise suggestions for TA, as called for in the terms of

reference but was necessary to get these from international

organisations thereafter.

1.2. Selection of Experts -

The level of expertise was adequate though not particularly

high. The teams were interdisciplinary and their size was

sufficient (in some cases there was unnecessary duplication).

The short notice under which the mission had to function to

gear itself to the planning cycle in Iran was responsible for

some of the shortcomings in the team's construction.

Experience of Iran was provided by the large number of experts

working already in Iran under UNDP.

The organisation of the mission's work left something to

be desired because of some lack of understanding between the

team leader and the headquarters staff who had charge of the

arrangements.

Also, given the way the mission was set up (with a chief

of mission, only an occasional visitor to Iran and a deputy

entrusted with the task of ensuring continuity) a weakness in

the leadership was apparent at times. The resulting report,
only part of which is acceptable tn the Government, lacks inner

consistency and could have been better integrated.

Access to some data was particularly difficult because of

the language barrier.

1.3. Finance -

No serious constraint appeared in the financing of the

mission.
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1.4. Indirect Cost -

No additional cost was incurred by the Government except

that some internal travelling was paid for by the Government.

1.5. Timetable -

The timing of the mission was extremely tight which

imposed constraints on some of the work accomplished. This

drawback was more than compensated by the special effectiveness

which resulted from making the mission findings available at
the time when they could be (and were) used within the planning

proce-ss in Iran.

1.6. Government Counterpart Role -

Yes, Government machinery and political decision-makers

were adequately involved and associated with the mission at

its various stages.

1.7. Non-Governmental Organisation -

Contacts were taken with employers and workers but there

is no evidence that it was of some use - which is understandable

in view of the weakness of workers& movement.

National research facilities were hardly used by the

mission but international experts were used to a very large

extent. Some national institutes or universities may have

been consulted by individual members of the mission but were

not associated formally or in any organised manner.

1.8. Reporting Procedure -.
Directly interested authorities received the report and

discussed it at length with the team leader. However,

supporting papers are not yet declassified and broad distribu-

tion of' the report has yet to be undertaken (the declassified

first part which contains the recommendations is still under

printing).

2.1. Provision of New Data -

This was a very obvious handicap.



The mission was made aware of it in advance, so they

appointed a statistician. Also a lot of unpublished informa-

tion was screened and used so that, as a whole, factual support

was at an acceptable level.

2.2. Diagnosis -

No doubt the diagnosis is sound. There were signs, before

the mission came, that this diagnosis would be generally

accepted. In fact, full employment was considered by the

Government(I) a high priority objective, but(2) not a serious

problem.

Previous research studies: work done by international

experts (manpower planning, field surveys in rural areas), OECD

seminars, etc.

The main constraints to adoption of an employment oriented

policy are the general trend to use sophisticated, capital-

intensive techniques preferably to labour-intensive methods

stemming from a penchant for modernism; and the deeply-rooted

traditions in education to get all kinds of diplomas irrespec-

tive of their practical use. Those constraints have made

themselves felt in the Fifth Plan decisions, which although not

yet published, are known to lean in directions less than ideal

from an employment viewpoint.

2.3. Design and Development of Employment - Oriented Strategy,

Plans, Policies and Programmes -

Yes, the reporter provides sufficient guidance to translate

broad ideas into practical instruments. Yes, the advisers

were sufficiently familiar with the mechanics of planning and

policy/project implementation to assess the feasibility of their

recommendations in Iran.

2.4. Development or Strengthening of Machinery for Integrated

Economic and Human Resources Planning -

Recommendations submitted are concrete and practical

enough for giving the basis for action programmes. However,
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more to the fore and even if discussion at this stage leads to

what may be considered undesirable decisions, raising the issue

will be of grCa4 berezit in the lon'i.g ruvn

The discussions about the technical co-operation programme

have soeewhat been irnfLueanced by the miosion's report, though

it is doubtful shether the final results xould have been notably

different should the mission have not taken place.

3. Comparison of Alternative Approaches -

The mission did not prove to be a more or less effective

instrument than the other devices mentioned, but played its

part amongst the others (Asian Employment Team apart, whose

possible contribution to Iran was never attempted and whose

possible efficiency cannot therefore be assessed here). The

report has been well received by certain authorities particularly

the central planning authorities and those dealing with human

rural development in addition to the Ministry of Labour. It

was politely ignored by others: the team leader's effectiveness

which 1ras not negligible in the planning process benefited from

his personal influence and it may be said perhaps that he

achieved as much through his individual talks with top leaders

cf the country as the rest of the mission together. The fact

that he came to head an international employment mission added

weight to his comments and he left behind in the main report a

body of recommendations against which accomplishments during

the plan period can be judged.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Action in

Iran -

Ev-en though the Government has accepted a lot of the

report's recommendations, they remain largely at a loss as to

how to implement them.

A sustained follow-up effort has therefore to be made

through:

- period (annual?/semi-annual) return visits by the team-

leader or similar reduced missions;
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- careful execution of the country programme where it

relates to employment objectives;

- as numerous as possible case studies of the road construc-

tion techniques type;

- perhaps seminars. with participation of planning officers

in plan organisation and ministries.
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In a letter of 15 August 1972, the Director-General of
the ILO asked the Secretary-General of UNCTAD for views to.
be taken into account in an evaluation of the inter-agency

multi-disciplinary employment missions undertaken by the ITO
to Colombia, Sri Lanka, Iran and Tenya.

In the following an attempt has been made to summarise
the main views held by the officials of UNTAD who partici-

pated in the ILO missions or gave advice on the reports of
the missions.

1. In the above-mentioned letter two main questions

were put forward on the benefits derived from the-missions:

(a) greater knowledge and understanding of the strategy

of promoting an optimum combination of employment

and output growth in developing countries;

(b) effective action in the countries concerned.

The knowledge gathered represents an important capital

2. It can no doubt be said that the knowledge and
understanding of an optimal employment strategy have greatly

improved within the ILO secretariat as a result of the

experience gathered in the course of these missions. This

is especially clear when comparing the research plans within

the framework of the World Employment Programme three years
ago before the missions started and the newly issued document
"Scope, Approach and Oontent of Research-Oriented Activities
of the World Employment Programme". The accumulated
knowledge gathered through the missions can thus be considered

as a capital which it is important to use for the benefit of
all developing countries encountering employment problems.



Fruitful experience of inter-agency collaboration

3. The missions have also given experience in inter-

agency collaboration to an extent.which has not been tried

before. The experience shows that the UN agencies are

capable of productive collaboration, provided that the

organisational arrangements are adequate. This does not mean

that the collaboration -an be considered as having been perfect

in the missions undertaken so far. No mission in fact

succeeded in fully integrating the different fields covered

by the programmes and assigned to particular organisations.

The reason might be the short duration of the missions and

the large number of mission members involved. The lack of

integration becomes evident when the contents of annexes in

special fields and even of specialised chapters are compared

with the over-all and sunmmary recommendations. This failure

stems from the fact that in the preparation of the final

report only a few members of the mission were involved due

to the pressure of time and perhaps also the necessity to

come to an over-all aonclusion, which might have needed time-

consuming negotiations in order to be agreed by all members

of the mission. In the organisation of future missions this

integration problem should be especially considered and might

affect the length of the mission as well as the 'division of

time between work in the field and work at headquarters.

4. In practically all other respects the organisation

of the I1O missions has been fully satisfactory, especially

as regards the political considerations underlying the choice

of countries to be studied, the sele-tion of the members of

the mission covering all important fields of economic activity
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in the countries, the high quality of the professionals,
the administrative support in travel arrangements,
secretarial assistance and the performance of the technical

work in producing very large reports in an extremely short
time.

Policy action - a matter for governments

5. As to the contribution of the missions to effective
action in the countries concerned, UTTTAD is not in a
position to make any comments. This question should rather

be addressed to the governments of the countries which have
been studied.

6. 7ith regard to the question concerning the

objectives of the missions, only matters concerning fields

of interest to UN('-AD will be discussed. In general, the
idea of an inter-disciplinary- approach is rational. The

criticism presented below could, in fact, to some extent
have been avoided by fuller participation of UNCTcAD itself
in the missions. In some cases little influence could be

brought to bear on the recommendations of the missions in

policy fields of interest to UTTOTAD. This holds true

esre cially for the last two missions, to Iran and Kenya,
during which pressing obligations of the secretariat to
prepare for the Santiago Conference hampered its partici-
pation in the ILO missions. Nonetheless the issues which
have been overlooked by the missions are so important that

they should have been better taken into account, even without

the full participation of UNGTAD. The two main issues
concerned are the -ole of the foreign sector in the economic
growth and employment policies and the role of domestic and
foreign capital.
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The foreign trade sector has been overlooked

7. In all of the missions the foreign trade sector has

been seriously overlooked, despite the great role it plays
in the economy of the countries studied. For example, the

proposals of the UNCTAD expert on the Sri Lanka mission were
completely disregarded in the final report, although the main

problem for that mission was the shortage of foreign exchange

earnings due to a weak performance in the export of the

principal products.

8. In the first version of the Yenya report there was
no chapter at all on the export sector, despite the fact that

more than one-third of the GNP originates in this sector.

9. In the case of Iran, the mission took an inward-

looking decision with respect to the role of the foreign

trade sector. This could be understandable on the ground
that the major foreign exchange earnings are provided by the
export of petroleum, but on the other hand a number of
industries had already been established which needed export

markets in order to make full use of their production capacity.

10. Some of the most obvious omissions regarding the
role of the foreign sector were corrected in the ILO head-
quarters prepa-rations of the final report, on advice from

the UNCTAD secretariat. It is, however, clear that

necessary steps should be taken in the future to avoid

such omissions, both through more extensive participation

in the missions by the UNCTAD secretariat and by the choice

of the economically trained central staff of the missions.



Insufficient attention paid to creating and attracting capital
11. It is at first sight not surprising that the missions,

which concentrated on employment problems, tended to overlook
the problems of capital. However, the crucial issue in a
country with labour in surplus is the lack of capital and the
need to provide additional capital to be used to obtain a
maximum of new employment. There has been a tendency to
discuss mainly the creation of new industries applying a
high labour/capital ratio, assuming in some way that the
capital supply is given and fixed, Much more effort could
have been made to look into the possibility of using very
labour-intensive methods to create new capital and to study
concrete actions to attract capital from abroad.

12. There was, for example, a short analyois of the
possibility of establishing a free-trade zone in Sri Lanka
(in one of the annexes to the report), but this way of
attracting foreign capital was never taken up seriouslyr in
the reco:mnendations for policy actions. Although the
typical free-zone arrangement might not have been feasible
in Sri Lanka for political reasons, it might have been worth
while to investigate further variants of this idea which
could have been more attractive to the government.

13. Several of the missions recommended the establish-
ment of labour-intensive rural industries, without going into
the question of how to provide the necessary capital for
such industries and to promote the infrastructure needed to
channel the financing capital in a way and to an extent that
could make the rural industrialisation programme feasible.
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Follow-up needed both in general and in each case

14. A .general evaluation of the missions, although very

essential and useful, .cannot replace a follow-up of each

individual mission, After all, the missions were undertaken

prinarily not to give the international organisations a

certain experience of such activities, but to give real help

to developing countries encountering employment problems.

The follow-up of an individual mission should therefore not

only establish to what extent action has been taken by the

individual governments in accordance with the recommendations

of the mission, but also find out if these lines of action,
if taken, lead to the results which were envisaged. Without

such a follow-up the ILO will not be in a position to give

further advice to the governments in the countries where

missions have taken place or to formulateeffective recom-

mendations to any other governments.

15. Further, the general evaluation should not be

limited to an inter-agency analysis. It would seem helpful

to take stock of the experien-e of the four missions and the

present research-oriented activities of the World 'mployment

?rogramrme and to try to formulate a general framework for
analysing the employment problem in any individual country.
One way of doing this could be to call an expert group to

work out guidelines for establishing optimal employment

country progranmes. This group should have before it not

only the mission reports and the reports on evaluation of the

mission, but also contributions from the ILO secretariat and

from some of the experts who participated in several missions

on the elements to be considered in fornulating the analytical

framework.
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The Fund staff have followed with interest the work

and reports of the comprehensive employment strategy missions.
This is natural as the Fund's charter recognises the promotion

and maintenane of high levels of employment and real income

as a primary objective of economic policy in member countries.

In the Fund's relationship with its member countries,
whether in regular consultation discussions bearing upon
all major aspects of economic policy or in connection with
the formulation of stabilisation programmes supported by the
use of Fund resources, employment and unemployment problems
and their implications for economic policy have received
close attention. Stabilisation programmes supported by the
Fund are designed to restore or maintain a sound external

payments position, consistent with the achievement of other
policy objectives including in particular a high level and
growth of employment. They have contributed to the

promotion of growth and employment by strangthening confidence
in the economy and thereby facilitating a larger inflow of
external resources and also by preventing the adverse
consequences from inflationary distortions.

Our technical advice in the fiscal field is also
available to assist governments in promoting the growth
of employment opportunities within their national plans
and priorities. Different aspects of the employment problem
have been examined in several recent papers by members of the
staff. In xiew of this continuing concern with and interest
in the alleviation of these problems, we have welcomed the
comprehensive and systematic attention received by them from
the multi-disciplinary teams of the employment strategy
missions.
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The most striking accomplishment of the mission reports

has perhaps been to dramatise and focus public attention on

issues and problems that were increasingly coming to the fore-

front of economic policy. Wany people from differing

vantage points had begun to raise questions about the contrast

between the creditable growth performance, by historical

standards, of many developing countries and the apparent

failure in many instances of this being effected in a noticeable

improvement in the employment situation. Many questions were

being raised and needed to be raised: Had there been an

excessive preoccupation with economic growth measured by

increases in GNP? What was the relationship between growth

of GNP and other goals of economic policy, particularly the

growth of employment opportunities? What were the specific

policy measures needed to blunt the acuteness of the unemploy-

ment problem? Or was it simply that all that was needed was

a better over-all growth performance? Underlying these broad

questions were many specific issues, e.g., the role of demo-

graphic factors, the "urban drift" of populations and its

consequences, the optimal balance between agriculture and

industry, institutional arrangements in agriculture, appropriate

educational strategies, technological choices throughout the

economy, the orientation of research and development efforts,

etc. These questions of development strategy and of tactical

policy emphasis were beginning to get attention from national

policy-makers, academic scholars, and international agencies

concerned with economic development.

An important strength of the approach reflected in these

reports has been the intellectual willingness to consider all

aspects of social, economic and other policies having a

bearing on the possible solutions to the employment problem.
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Both these aspects, viz., the central focus being on the

employment problem and the wide stretch of the analytical

and policy net, were on the whole innovative features of

the approach of these missions and they were made possible

by the latitude provided by the terms of reference and by

the qualifications and interests of the participants, in

particular the mission chiefs. It is of some importance

in this respect that though many of the participants have

been drawn from the staffs of several international agencies

and other institutions, the reports in each case have been

transmitted to the government concerned on the responsibility

of the chief of the mission.

The work undertaken by the missions encompassed a

systematic analysis of all available data on population

growth, labour force, participation rates, employment by

industrial sectors, unemployment and underemployment and

this analysis was supplemented by an examination of education,

health, nutrition and other aspects of the social conditions.

The missions also analysed labour markets and focused attention

on labour legislation and other institutional factors that

affect employment and income distribution. There can be no

doubt that the research, analysis and discussion have

enhanced the understanding of many of the issues referred

to above. They also served to point up the gaps in know-

ledge and understanding that need to be filled and, as a

result, are now more likely to be filled. The reports make

extensive recommendations that virtually encompass the vhole

range of social and economic policies. Their main thrust

was a reorientation of development policies away from

capital- and technology-intensive investment toward labour-

intensive, employment-creating industries. In achieving

this, key roles in resource allocation and income distribution
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were assigned to fiscal, monetary, exchange rate, commercial

and wage policies. In particular, realistic pricing policies

and use of the market mechanism in influencing resource

allocation received considerable emphasis, with which the

Fund staff is very much in sympathy.

The recommendations generally covered a much wider range

of policy measures than these and an important weakness of

the reports is the absence of quantification of the fiscal

implications of the recommendations individually and taken

together. An important consideration governing the

feasibility of translating the recommendations into action

would be their financial feasibility. A ielated drawback

has been the absence of sufficient emphasis on an order or

priorities among the various recommended measures. The

establishment of such an order of priorities would require,

in addition to some quantification of their financial cost,

an assessment of the administrative and decision-making

resources likely to be absorbed in implementation, and of

the gains in terms of additional employment opportunities.

And if the aim were to secure implementation within a specific

time frame, their practical, political feasibility and

acceptance would no doubt have also to be given consideration.

In this respect, the prospects for implementation would be

furthered if active efforts were made to involve in the

findings of the mission government and other officials

operationally concerned with the making of relevant decisions,

e.g., planning ministries regarding development strategy,

labour ministries and unions regarding wage policies, finance

ministries regarding the over-all fiscal implications, etc.
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The missions and the reports have served a valuable

function in focusing public attention on employment issues

and in enhancing the weight they will receive in the policy-

making processes. It is no doubt too early to attempt an

assessment of the extent to which recommendations have been

translated into effective action, which is in any case a

rather difficult task because of the diffuseness of the policy

formation process. In our own work in the Fund, both in

research efforts and in operational relationships with member

countries, we are influenced by the growing concern,

information and understanding for the employment problems

in the developing countries. We have in the past extended

co-operation to employment missions under the World Employment

Programme and intend to continue this in the future.
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Introduction

The International Labour Organisation has asked me to

discuss, at a meeting rcalled to evaluate the work of the four

employment missions which have produced reports on Colombia,

Sri Lanka, Iran and Kenya, the value of the report on Colombia

to those responsible for shaping and implementing our economic

policy.

It is always difficult to assess the effectiveness of

technical assistance programmes and in this particular case,
assessment is exeptionally difficult because the mission

recommended structural and institutional changes or such a

scale that there was no likelihood of these recommendations

being adopted i'n their entirety except through a revolutionary

process. Although it cannot be expected that recommendations

of this hind will be fully implemented over a short period,

it would also be dishonest not to confront the country with

the sweeping changes that will have to be made if it is to

achieve the hind of economic growth needed to help the pooier

half of the population.

In order to ar-hieve these rates of economic growth,

combined with adequate increases in emplorment, the developing

countries must make such drastic changes in their development

processes that it wo-ufld be unrealistic to imagine it can be

done either rapidly or painlessly.

It is for this reason, in my opinion, that none of the

recommendations made in Towards Fuill mploy ment have been

adopted in Colombia. Not only have the recommendations led

to no changes in econormic poliiy, but to the .best of my

kn6wledge none of the draft legislation recently published

has been based on them.
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In the following pages, I shall endeavour to suggest

how a greater proportion of the recommendations could have

been reflected in economic policy-making and I shall also

suggest changes that might be made in these employment

missions in order to enhance their effectiveness for

purposes of implementing an employment strategy.

It should, however, be borne in mind that in Colombia,
as in many other developing countries, any improvement in

the general well-being of the mass of the population may

depend on a change in attitudes towards development far

more than on specific measures to solve immediate problems.

The ILO report was made available at a time when a number of

groups within the Government were already redefining the

country's goals with the emphasis on greater sQcial justice

and a pattern of development designed to benefit the poorer

half of the population.

The contents of the Kusgrave report, the President's

close interest in land reform and fairer tax collection, the

attempts to work out a new development plan and public invest-

ment programme involving a shift of emphasis by the State

away from the improvement of the physical infra-structure

and towards greater outlays on such social programmes as

education and health, and academic investigations into income

distribution, unemployment and urban problems - had all belped

to prepare the country for a radical change in its approach

towards development. The ILC's report, by demonstrating

that all these efforts to concentrate the country's attention

on the poorest section of the population could be justified

economically within an over-all employment strategy, may have

been decisive in bringing about a change in the attitude of

the Colombian political class towards development. The new
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President, Dr. Pastrana, appears to have attached considerable

importance to the report, and from the start of his term of

office stressed the need for a new so-ial policy designed to

assist those who had hitherto failed to enjoy the benefits

of economic growth.

If the report had anything to do with this shift towards

a new concept of development on the Governmont's part, then

its influence was undoubtedly reat. Unfortunately, we can

never be sure that the mission's effect was, in fact, so far-

reaching.

The rssion as a source of yew Idas
on Economic Poli_2 c

When the ITO mission arrived in Colombia, the National

Planning Department had already submitted a report to the

economic Policy Council, the chairman of which is the President

himself, emphasising that the unemployment problem would

worsen if past economic growth patterns were to continua.

To deal with this problem of growing unemployment, the

National Planning Department put forward a series of proposals,

many of which were later repeated in the ILO's report.

Acordingly, it can be argued that before the international

experts arrived, projections (admittedly somewhat approximate)

were already available illustrating the scale of the problem,

while the National Planning Department was endeavouiring to

evaluate public investment projects using the criterion of

employment maximisation. Similarly, the plan was being

revised so as to adjust certain policies and shift the

emphasis towards forms of economic development which absorbed

more labour.

But as in almost all countries, whether developed or

developing, a plan is more a method of organising discussion

on economic problems within the government than an effective
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instrument of economic policy. Although the recent

constitutional reform gives considerable importance to the

plan and to the discussions on it in Congress, the legislature

has not, in fact, discussed any7 of OolombiaIs plansso far,

and in general the Government has not implemented any of the

plans that it has itself approved, with the exception of part

of the public investment plan included in the over-all planning

exercise. ;nd even in the case of public investment, a by

no means nogligible share of the resources is allocated to
projects which are specifically not given priority under the

plan.

fact that the Government 7as already aware of the

employfent problem and that the technicians had a good idea

of the structural changes that would be needed to carry out

a full employment strategy, does not mean that the ILO misnion

was unnecessary. On the contrary, Colombian experts felt

that support from a selected group of international economists
for their diagnosis would improve the prospects of action to
expand the econom-y's capacity to absorb labour.

in my view, the final report had an unexpected effect in

that, by exaggerating the scale of unemployment, it reduced

the long-term interest of the economic policy-makers in the

employment problem. The reprt spoke of a future 5 million

unemployed and unemployment rates of between 30 and 40 per

cent of the labour force1 and asserted that in the urban sector,

unemployment affected between a quarter and a third of the

labour fore.2

1 ILO: Towards Tull p (Geneva, 1970), p. 45.

2 Op. it. , p. 13.
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These figures were so incredible that inevitably the

politicians failed to take them seriously, although they did

find them useful for speeches on a subject which had gone out

of fashion. As society was visibly not collapsing and as

levels of unemployment like those mentioned are not compatible

with a so-iety's normal funMtioning, the report's exaggerations

meant thlat its novel diagnosis of the problem was ignored.

Furthermore, politicians and rinisters who read a 470-

page report are few and far between and, therefore, they only

remembered the report's prophecies of doom, while overlooking

its more subtle approach to the relationship between unemploy-

ment and poverty, which is the novel and valuable feature of the

whole World rmployment Programme. It was easy to make sweeping

statements about the need to create 5 million new jobs, if

possible with greater international aid, and to ignore the

report's contention that full employment would require a

speeding up of land reform and a drastic redistribution of

incomes.

I think that it would have been more helpful to have

provided a specific model, making it clear to the country that

the problem of poverty was immense and that given the existing

pattern of development, part of this poverty took the form of

open urban unemployment, but that this would not in fact

increase still further because society would find new ways

of absorbing the expanding labour force, probably in a growing

urban sub-sector with very low incomes.

Although in a sense this is the approach adopted by the

report, the startling figures given in the summary, which is

probabl4 the only part that many people will look at, have

been damaging to the more sophisticated analysis made in the

body of the report and to its incontrovertible recommendations.
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One illustration of the possible harmful effects of the

report's inflated projections of unemployment is the fact that

after the ILO mission, publication of unemployment figures for

Bogota - the only continuous statistical series on the subject

in the country- was discontinued. In addition, the Statistics

Department, for one reason or another, has not begun the

regular publication of unemployment figures.

But the interesting point is that the publication of

unemployment statistics was not discontinued in order to

conceal inconvenient facts since - on the contrary - when the

ILO report was published, it was already obvious that open

urban unemployment was far lower than the level assumed in the

report. All the indications are that between 1967 and 1971,

urban unemployment in Colombia declined perceptibly. I

myself estimate that the number of workers openly unemployed

may have fallen by as much as 40 per cent. This was because

the year 1970, owing to the currency crisis, witnessed a

severe recession in industrial production accompanied by

unusually high rates of unemployment; and secondly, because

the economic policies pursued since 1967 have brought about

structural changes in the economy which have enhanced its

ability to absorb more labour.

Some of the changes were, in fact, recommended in the

ILO report and it would be helpful, therefore, to discuss how

far some of these reforms have helped to solve the employment

problom in Colombia.

The Report's Recommendaticns

As.stated earlier, many of the mission's recommendations

merely endorsed oolioies already adopted in Colombia but still

regarded as experimental measures.
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In particular, the report laid considerable stress on the

need to adjust relative prices so as to make employment of the

labour factor more attractive and to this end urged that

interest rates should be adjusted and an over-valued currency

avoided.

From 1967 onwards, Colombia had been experimenting with

regular adjustments in the exchange rate to maintain the

competitive position of its non-traditional exports. The

recommendations of the ILO mission may have helped to convince

some leaders of the wisdom of this policy, which has been

continued even at a time when currency reserves have been

rising rapidly owing to high coffee prices.

The report's recommendations were used directly as

grounds for giving far more emphasis to employment in the

assessment of investment projects financed by the FIP (the

main source of finance for major industrial projects) and also

in the evaluation of public investment projects. Similarly,

the recommendations strengthened the FFI in its policy of

financing labour-intensive small-scale industries and led to

the elimination of some of the special concessions made in

the case of capital goods under the import deposits scheme.

All these measures, coupled with a number of adjustments

in interest rates and the maintenance of a policy of flexible

exchange rates, have drastically altered the pattern of

Colombian development. Non-traditional exports, which by

and large are labour-intensive, have expanded at a spectacular

pace - from US$126.3 million in 1967 to US247.1 million in

1971, and the more realistic price of imported capital goods

has led to industrial expansion combined with a slight fall in

the capital/labour ratio. Although aggregate statistics

of this type are always unreliable, there is some empirical

evidence that during the last three or four years, the
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capital/output ratio has fallen in industry, which explains

why recent economic growth in Colombia has been accompanied
by more intensive absorption of labour than in the past.

Although it cannot be claimed that these measures

effecting relative factor prices and the adoption of a strategy

of exports instead of the old policy of import substitution

were due to the Government's acceptance of the mission's

recommendations, since many of these policies were already

under way, it is interesting to note that the technical

recommendations made in the report and which have since been

repeated in the reports on Sri Lanka and Kenya, have been

shown to be sound in the case of countries with the character-

istics of Colombia and can lead to a fairly rapid improvement

in the employment situation. The important point, therefore,

is not whether the ILO was, or was not, responsible for the

change in policy, but the fact that the changes in economic

policy recommended under the 7orld Pploynent Programme are

effective. This may be important, because there are many
groups in the developing countries with an interest in arguing
that technological co-efficients are fixed and that changes in

relative prices will not create employment. These groups

include all those businessmen who are accustomed to being

protected by import substitution policies and, not surprisingly,
they can be expected to oppose the reports of employment

missions organised by the !IO.

Opposition to the Peport in Colombia

Since one of the major themes of the report is income

distribution and a reorientation of the industrialisation

process towards a more open and competitive economy with

higher and more realistic cost levels for capital, the hostile

reaction of large-scale industry to the report can hardly have

come as n surprise to anybody. The recommendations were

obviously prejudicial to the large industries 7hich had been

built up behind the bulwark of the import substitution policy
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and under a system whereby cheap capital was available to the

privileged few who could obtain licnnces for the import of
equipment at over-valued rates of exchange with subsidised

credit. - It was for this reason that the representatives
of large-scale industry were opposed to the ILO report from

the outset, both in Colombia and in Geneva.

This opposition was explicable, but the objections of

some trade unionists to the report are less easy to understand.

The report - quite rightly, in my view - does not recommend a
wage freeze in the modern sector, nor does it suggest any

form of interference with the system of collective bargaining

between management and labour. All it does is to advocate

moderation in wage increases on the logical ground that

substantial increases in employment can be attained more

easily if large increases in the real incomes of those already

in employment are avoided (see page 136 of the report).

It is true that the report's recommendations in respect

of labour legislation might be open to misinterpretation by

the unions. The experts found that legislation which

guarantees job security may hamper the creation of new jobs,
and proposed that this legislation should be replaced by an

unemployment insurance scheme which would allow the employers

greater flexibility in recruitment.

Since this greater flexibility is to the advantage of the

employers, the report suggests that they should bear the cost

of the unemployment insurance scheme. This recommendation

appears eminently reasonable, and if it had been explained

properly to the unions there is no reason why it should have

aroused serious opposition. In any case, this is a reoom-

mendation to which the Government has not given consideration,
although, if acted upon, it could substantially improve the

efficiency of the employment market and create an atmosphere

more favourable to expansion of industrial employment.
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The fact that these aspects were not in fact explained

to the unions suggests that there was something seriously

wrong with the mission's method of work.

A large team of experts which is required to produce a

report of this scope after less than two months in the country

has no time to spend on educational work, among other reasons

because until the report is published, this education will

serve no useful purpose. Furthermore, the foreign experts

worked on their own, which made it easier to produce the

report quickly but did not allow for the formation of a group

of local officials identifying themselves with the recommend,

ations in the report and accordingly prepared to champion it

and to endeavour to use their influence with the Government to

secure the implementation of at least some of these reco1-

mendations.

Once the report was finished, its influence was merely

that of an able dissertation on economic development, since

there was no group in the country imbued with the ideas

expressed in it and dedicated to securing their implementation.

If the technical mission had worked with a selected group of

officials who had learned how the team worked and identified

themselves with its recommendations, the likelihood of the

report's being transformed into economic policy decisions

would have been greater.

In Colombia, there is a useful precedent which illustrates

the value to be derived from the formation of a group of

national experts as a part of a high-level technical mission.

The case in point is the Comission on Tax Reform headed by
Richard A. Tusgrave.

Professor T>usgrave was always of the opinion that one of

the main tasks of the Commission would be to form a high-

powered technical group in the Finance Ministry to enable the

international experts to co-operate with a group of Colombians.

With this end in view, several economists were engaged to work
directly with the Commission, and at the sane time a number of

officials in the Ministry were assigned to the Commission's

technical group.
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Prior to the Comission on Tax Ieform, there were no

snocialised tax economists in the country. Today the group

which worked .itb '_ ' ,onm ssion can be regarded as a technical

group of high calibre. Cf the Ceoa.ission's 'ounterparts, two

officials subsequently became secretaries-general at the Finance

75inistry and two others Iational Tax Pirectors. The result was

that whenever the Finance >inister or the Governmentmas in need

of additional revenues, the technical group that had worked with

the Commission on Tax Reform was ready with carefully worked

out tax reforms to meot the need. After four years, more than

half the recommendations in the 'Tusgrave Leport have become

law, notwithstanding the fact that the report was heavily

criticised when it first appeared both in the press and by

employers, trade unions and evo:. individuals who had never

road it.

The sole purpose of this digression on the .Tusgra-re Report

is to emphasise the need for technical missions to form groups

of experts in the country who can follow up the missions' work

and endeavour to steer their recommendations through the

inevitably slow bureaucratic processes.

Pelationship betweon the r7ew Dove10pment Plan and
the Strategy Proposed by the ITT) 'ission

The new development plan introduced by the President of

the Republic on 2 'De'emer 1971 proposes to the country four

strategies for "reconciling economi growth with a substantial

improvement in the standard of living of the poorest". The

four strategies involve the concentration of resources upon the

urban building industry, the export promotion drive agri-

cultural productivity and income distribution policy.

1 Departamento 1acional de Planeaci6n: Las Cuatro
Estrategias (Dogota, Editorial Andes, 1972), p. XI.
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The basic assumption of the Plan is that the problem of

Colombian development is lack of demand rather than difficulty

with supply.

The Director of Planning has this to say on the subject:

The bulk of the literature on economic growth
is concerned with obstacles on the su-pply side, but
little is said about demand. This is curious, to say
the least, bearing in mind that the first pre-requisite
for producers to be able to sell their products is the
existenco of a market where they can be sure of finding
buye rs. The Plan, on the other hand, sets out to
identify the sectors where a drastic increase in
production can be absorbed without the real income of
producers being affected by sharp falls in the prices
of their products. Agriculture and industry would
benefit fron an increase in production, but this inorIase
is to a large extent geared to the growth in demand."

For this reason the Plan lays stress above all on its

strategies for increased construction of housing and for the

encouragement of exports.

"Housing and exports have one important feature
in common: in both sectors there is a huge latent
demand which can be met if certain obstacles are
eliminated. For this reason, both these sectors
can act as spearheads and engines of growth without
being hampered by the inelastic demand which exists
for so many other commodities." 2

In a word, under the plan, building and exports are the

leading sectors for development. This can be seen even more

Qlearly in the quantification of the plan provided by the

Planning Department, where it may be observed that these

strategies are designed to ceoate sufficient employment in

Ibid., p. 77.

Ibid., p. PIT.
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the future both directly and through redistributive effects

which shift the pattern of demand towards commodities

produced by labour-intensive methods.

This quantitative evaluation of the effects of the plan

is an interesting attempt to analyse the effects of the four

strategies, using an input-output table. The essential point

here is that the object of the exercise is to see what the

effects of the plan will be; it suggests that in fact the

plan, if carried out in full, will solve the problem of

employment and improve distribution. These were the targets

set in the IL report, and if this report influenced those

responsible for economi- policy to set themselves the same

goals, then i really did serve a useful purpose.

Nevertheless, while the goals are the same, the strategies

proposed by the plan and by the ILC report are very different.

For example, although the report recommends that building

activity should be increased, and maiintains that there is a

certain unsatisfied demand for housing, it explicitly recommends

that mortgage payments should not be tied to the cost of living,

thus making the total amount due unpredictable. 1

In contrast, one of the main instruments for implementing

the plan is a savings and loan scheme for housing with a

constant scale of valued pegged to the price index.

But this in itself is a minor point. In reality, the

ILO report expresses serious doubts as to the possibility of

solving the problem of unenployrment and poverty b means of

an urban strategy like that outlined in the plan. In

paragraphs 172 and 174, the mission analrses the possibility

of creating 5 million extra jobs outside the agricultural

1 ILO, op. cit., p. 132, para. 410.
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sector - "broadly the strategy proposed by Dr. Laughlin

Currie" - and comes to the conclusion in paragraph 174

that this strategy is not really viable.

Although the plan modifies to some extent Dr. Currie's

original stratagy, and the mission wrote the report before

work had begun on implementing the new development plan, it

has to be acknowledged that this plan is essentially a more

sophisticated version of the original proposed for Operation

Colombia made by Dr. Currie. In principle, therefore, the

ILO mission was against an urban-type strategy of the kind

proposed in the new plan.

Even though agricultural produ:otivitv is identified in

the "Guidelines for a INew Development Strategy" as the theme

of one of the four strategies, it has to be admitted that

within the context of the plan as a whole, this strategy is

not given great importance. The Guidelines state:

"7e do not believe that agricultural production
has been a factor restricting growth.....7e must be
careful, however, that produ-tivity does not increase
at its own pace and outstrip the increase in demand,
in whi-h case the effect upon the producers' income
will be adverse owing to the fall in prices resulting
from the inelasticity of the demand for agricultural
produce.....If stress has been laid on housing and
exports it is because these sectors can act as driving
forces and permit of the release of potential forces,
at present held in check, in agricultur3, industry and
other sectors affected by insufficient demand." 2

The mission, on the other hand, was of the opinion that

with its full employment strategy, the increase in demand

would be sufficient to permit rapid development in the agri-

cultural sector. Appendix 4 forec asts an increase in

1 Ibid., p. 52.

2 Departanento Nacional de Planeaci6n, op. cit., pp. 39-40.
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agricultural consumption between 1965 and 1985 of 5.9 per cent
per annumT, which implies a rate of growth of agricultural

production far higher than the historical average of 3.1 per

cent per year between 1950 and 1960 and 3.8 per cent per year

between 1960 and 1969.

In actual fact, the whole of the programme proposed by

the mission implicitly lays great stress on the agricultural

sector and.on agrarian reform. The mission's basic model

presupposes an increase in gross agricultural production of

5.4 per cent per year between 1970 and 1985, with an annual
increase in employment in that sector of 1.8 per cent. A
comparison of these projections with the previous rates of
increase for agricultural production and for agricultural
employment - 3.4 per cent and 1.4 per cent respectively between
1964 and 1970 - shors what a huge effort needs to be made in

agriculture. This high rate of increase in production implies

an accelerated rise In productivity so as to improve the

incomes of farmers, who constitute the poorest sector of the

population. This sector of the labour force would also be
the first to benefit from a substantial speeding up in agrarian

reform.

The Guidelines make no mention of the need to speed up
agrarian reform when discussing either the strategy for agri-
cultural productivity or the strategy entitled "distribution

policies". As far as distribution is concerned, the emphasis
is on a progressive tax system and a greater proportion of
public expenditure for social purposes.

The quantitative evaluation of the plan made by the

National Flanning Department goes further than this and shows

that the housing strategy will improve urban distribution, and

1 IL op. cit., p. 384.
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that this improvement is a key factor in the effort to increase

employment, since it changes the pattern of demand, orienting

it towards sectors with low capital/labour and imported inputs/

output ratios. W7Tile this evidence of the favourable

influence of distribution upon employment bears out cne of the

most original theories put forward by the ILO mission in its

report, it is interesting to note that in the documents on the

plan little importance is attached to the redistributive impact

of agrarian reform.

To sun up, the plan proposes an urban strategy with

building and exports as the spearheads for development. The

ILO mission, on the other hand, attaches far more inportance

to the rural sector and agrarian reform. On other points,
such as the importance of tax reform and greater expenditure

on social services to bring about a better distribution of

income, the two documents oonour. Both also consider non-

traditional exports to be a sector of strate.gic importance.

It would be interesting at this stage, on the basis of

the encouraging results of the quantitative evaluation of the

plan as regards the levels of employment lihely to result
from its implementation, to analyse more thoroughly the

advantages and drawbacks of two development models which go

a long way towards solving the employment problem, bearing in
mind that the main difference between the two lies in the

importance each attaches to agricultural modernisation and

to agrarian reform.

Apart from analysing the impact of both models on the

incomes of the poorest segrents of the population, it would

also be useful to consider which of the two strategies would

be the easiest to implement under the institutional and

political conditions prevailing in Colcmbia in the 1970s.
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How to Kake Employment Yissions core ECffertive

In principle the general idea of employment missions is

to be welcomed since a country derives considerable benefit

from a visit by a group of experts on various subjects to

analyse theemployment problem and propose over-all solutions.

This general approach has the advantage of avoiding a concen-

tration of efforts on ad hoc solutions that may ease the

unomployment of some groups for a short period but oanno.t

offer a comprehensive strategy guaranteeing a long-tern

solution to the growing problem presented by the exclusion

of the majority of the population from the development process.

Nevertheless, the preseiit approach, consisting of a

comprehensive analysis and tho devising of general employment

strategies, has the dioadvantage that countries may feel the

recommendations to be too general and difficult to implement.

To avoid this, it is recommended that the structure of

employment missions be changed along the following lines:

(1) Lissions like those already organised should make a

general assessment of the problem and draw up a

general employment strategy. In the interests of

efficiency, it might be advisable to have smaller

missions, not necessarily including personnel from

other United Nations agencies. In recruiting, the

solo criteria should be ability and experieince.

(2) The mission should work in the country for six to

eight weeks, althougn if some members were in a

position to do so, they oculd bring their families

for up to three months.



(3) A mission should go only to a country whose government

is able to supply a small team of technicians with a

sound professional background as national counterparts

to the foreign mission. This team would remain to

help in impleienting the mission's recommendations

after its departure and to explain the full ilplications

of the final report. Thile the latter is being

disseminated, the TLO could send out an official with

experience of training prograrmnes to help in explaining

the report, partii-ularlr to trade union groups.

(4) Once the government had assessed the report, it would

reach agreement with the ILO as to the fields in which

additional technical assistance was required in order

to carry out the recommendations on employment. A new

group of experts would then be formed to go to the

country to draft concrete policy or legislative reforms

over a period not exceeding three months. in COlombia,

for example, it would have been useful had there been a

group of top-level experts to assist in drafting the

legislation required to change the present laws on job

security into a clearly costed uneimiployment insurance

scheme.

Other countrias might need a group to propose an item

by item reform of customs tariffs in conjunction with

the Ministry of Finance.

Value of the reports Alread- Trepared

The writer was surprised at the similarity of the problems

raised and the solutions proposed in the reports on C:lo7bia,

Sri Lanka and Tenva. Moreover, the solutions put forward

appear to have been appropriate in the case of Colombia.
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This is why it would appear important for the reports

already made to be disseminated more widely. For example,

when a country asks the ILO to send an employment mission,
before accepting, the IlO should hold a seminar on the reports

already written for the top-level officials who made the

request for the mission. A oneaay seminar of this kind would

probably arouse greater interest in the programme and would

ensure that economic policy-makers rpalised the magnitude of

the changes that a full-employment strategy would likely

entail. Furthermore, a seminar would enable the government

to define more accurately the terms of reference of the mission

it wanted.

Lastly, if little interest is shown in the seminar by

senior officials, the ILO will know that the country's interest

in the employment problem may not really be very deep.

Conclusion

In general, the system devised by the ILO to assist

countries in working out an employment strategy by means of

comprehensive employment missions is an original one which,

with a few changes, can become highly effective.

The problem of employment in developing societies is very

complex and it can only be solved by means of an over-all

development strategy aimed at reconcilin'g economic growth

with full employment. To devise such a strategy, it is

necessary to analyse all aspects of the economy and to make

a technical plan for institutional and policy reforms in

very varied fields. Only a multi-disciplinary team of

experts can devise such a strategy.

it is impossible for one or two isolated experts in any

ministry to influence a government to change its development

pattern in order to ensure that the poorer half of the labour

force benefits from economic growth.
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The approach adopted by employment missions, however,
also has its dangers. The foremost of these is that it may

not be very practical to propose such s71eeping economic

reforms since an international report is unlikely to bring

about revolutionary changes. On the other hand, the radical

changes proposed may influence the attitudes towards develop-

ment of some leaders and members of the younger generation

who study its proposals for more egalitarian development.

Nevertheless, practical results might be achieved more

rapidly if employment missions created a local team capable

of supporting and carrying out theiroecommendations and if

some technical assistance were organised to help in the

process of turning general yecommendations into concrete,

detailed alternatives for economic policy.



Comprehensive Employment
Missions Under ILO Auspices

The Fund staff have followed with interest the work and reports

of the Comprehensive Employment Strategy Missions. This is natural

as the Fund's charter recognizes the promotion and maintenance of high

levels of employment and real income as a primary objective of economic

policy in member countries. In the Fund's relationship with its member

countries, whether in regular consultation discussions bearing upon all

major aspects of economic policy or in connection with the formulation

of stabilization programs supported by the use of Fund resources, employ-

ment and unemployment problems and their implications for economic policy

have received close attention. Stabilization programs supported. by the

Fund are designed to restore or maintain a sound external payments position,

consistent with the achievement of other policy objectives including in

particular a high level and growth of employment. They have contributed

to the promotion of growth and employment by strengthening confidence in

the economy and thereby facilitating a larger inflow of external resources

and also by preventing the adverse consequences from inflationary distort-

ions. Our technical advice in the fiscal field is also available to assist

governments in promoting the growth of employment opportunities within 
their

national plans and priorities. - "----E. Different aspects of the employ-

ment problem have been examined in several recent papers by members of the

staff. In view of this continuing concern with and interest in the allevia-

tion of these problems, we have welcomed the comprehensive and systematic

attention received by them from the multi-disciplinary teams of the Employment

Strategy Missions.
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The most striking accomplishment of the mission reports has perhaps

been to dramatize and focus public attention on issues and problems that

were increasingly coming to the forefront of economic policy. Many people

from differing vantage points had begun to raise questions about the con-

trast between the creditable growth performance, by historical standards,

of many developing countries and the apparent failure in many instances

of this being effected in a noticeable improvement in the employment

situation. Many questions were being raised and needed to be raised:

Had there been an excessive preoccupation with economic growth measured by

increases in GNP? What was the relationship between growth of GNP and

other goals of economic policy, particularly the growth of employment

opportunities? What were the specific policy measures needed to blunt the

acuteness of the unemployment problem? Or was it simply that all that

was needed was a better overall growth performance? Underlying these

broad questions were many specific issues, e.g., the role of demographic

factors, the "urban drift" of populations and its consequences, the opti-

mal balance between agriculture and industry, institutional arrangements

in agriculture, appropriate educational strategies, technological choices

throughout the economy, the orientation of research and development efforts,

etc. These questions of development strategy and of tactical policy emphasis

were beginning to get attention from national policymakers, academic scholars,

and international agencies concerned with economic development.

An important strength of the approach reflected in these reports has

been the intellectual willingness to consider all aspects of social, eco-

nomic and other policies having a bearing on the possible solutions to the

employment problem. Both these aspects, viz.,,the central focus being on
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the employment problem and the wide stretch of the analytical and policy

net, were on the whole innovative features -of the approach of these missions

and they were made possible by the latitude provided by the terms of refer-

ence and by the qualifications and interests of the participants, in par-

ticular the mission chiefs. It is of some importance in this respect that

though many of the participants have been drawn from the staffs of several

international agencies and other institutions, the reports in each case have

been transmitted to the government concerned on the responsibility of the

chief of the mission.

The work undertaken by the missions encompassed a systematic analysis

of all available data on population growth, labor force, participation

rates, employment by industrial sectors, unemployment and underemployment

and this analysis was supplemented by an examination of education, health,

nutrition and other aspects of the social conditions. The missions also

analyzed labor markets and focused attention on labor legislation and other

institutional factors that affect employment and income distribution. There

can be no doubt that the research, analysis and discussion have enhanced

the understanding of many of the issues referred to above. They also served

to point up the gaps in knowledge and understanding that need. to be filled

and, as a result, are now more likely to be filled. The reports make exten-

sive recommendations that virtually encompass the whole range of social

and economic policies. Their main thrust was a reorientation of development

policies away from capital--and technology-intensive investment toward

labor-intensive, employment-creating industries. In achieving this, key

roles in resource allocation and income distribution were assigned to fis-

cal, monetary, exchange rate, commercial and. wage policies. In particular,

realistic pricing policies and use of the market mechanism in influencing



resource allocation received considerable emphasis, with which the Fund

staff is very much in sympathy.

The recommendations generally covered a much wider range of policy

measures than these and an important weakness of the reports is the absence

of quantification of the fiscal implications of the recommendations indi-

vidually and. taken together. An important consideration governing the

feasibility of translating the recommendations into action would be their

firmncial feasibility. A related drawback has been the absence of suffi-

cient emphasis on an order or priorities among the various recommended

measures. The establishment of such an order of priorities would. require,

in addition to some quantification of their financial cost, an assessment

of the administrative and decision-making resources likely to be absorbed

in implementation, and of the gains in terms of additional employment

opportunities. And if the aim were to secure implementation within a

specific time frame, their practical, political feasibility and acceptance

would no doubt have also to be given consideration. In this respect, the

prospects for implementation would be furthered if active efforts were

made to involve in the findings of the mission government and other officials

operationally concerned with the making of relevant decisions, e.g., Plan-

ning Ministries regarding development strategy, Labor Ministries and unions

regarding wage policies, Finance Ministries regarding the overall fiscal

implications, etc.

The missions and the reports have served a valuable function in focus-

ing public attention on employment issues and in enhancing the weight they

will receive in the policymaking processes. It is no doubt too early to

attempt an assessment of the extent to which recommendations have been
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translated Into effective action, which is in any case a rather difficult

task because of the diffuseness of the policy formation process. In our

own work in the Fund, both in research efforts and in operational relation-

ships with member countries, we are influenced by the growing concern,

information and understanding for the employment problems in the develop-

ing countries. We have in the past extended cooperation to employment

missions under the World Employment Program and intend to continue this

in the future.


